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Abstract 
Thousands of pamphlets on dreams appeared in England in the period from 1500 
to 1760. Many of them were concerned with the issue of determining the kinds of 
categories to which particular dreams belonged. For instance, the Kentish gentleman 
Reginald Scot who famously attributed supposed acts of witchcraft to the delusions of 
dreams also wrote on the "folly" of contemporary belief in divine dreams, and deferred to 
the expertise of physicians in distinguishing between natural and supernatural categories 
of dream. Similarly, the sixteenth-century dream-interpreter Thomas Hill argued that the 
"difference of true dreames from the vayn" including those arising from natural or 
demonic influences "ought diligently to be noted. "' Clearly, for these contemporaries the 
issues covered by discussions of dreams spanned a wide range of intellectual divisions 
from witchcraft to prophecy and medicine. Historians, on the other hand, have considered 
early modem dreams primarily in relation to their own narrow disciplinary divisions, 
separating topics that contemporaries saw as intimately linked. This study centres on the 
connections contemporaries themselves made among dream discourses; how medics 
viewed their role in distinguishing between natural and supernatural categories of dream; 
how theologians viewed medical interpretations of false prophecy and demonic dreaming; 
and the extent to which the arguments of philosophers grew out of political and religious 
concerns over imposture. It was these issues that shaped the ways in which accounts of 
dreams were understood, established the view of dreams as imaginations during sleep, 
and, because of their unique role in debates on authenticity, helped to determine the 
boundaries of verifiable knowledge. 
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Note on the Text 
Where citations are from early printed books, the original spelling and punctuation has been preserved, though the short 's' has in all cases been substituted for long, and omitted letters from contractions and suspensions have been inserted. 
1 Thomas Hill, The moste pleasant arte of the interpretacion of dreames whereunto is annexed sundry 
problemes with apte aunsweares neare agreeing to the matter, and very rare examples, not like the extant 
in the English tongue (London, 1576), 4. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
After 'miraculously' recovering from a sickness that had left her bed-ridden, Fifth 
Monarchy prophet Anna Trapnel described a series of night-time visits from God: 
God came in the first night, the flood of Divine excellency shined down 
mightily, that some Saints standing by me could not but conclude that certainly 
I was going out of the body ... and that night I still continued speaking, or rather 2 the spirit in me . 
For Trapnel, the 'flood of Divine excellency' that shone on her and the 'spirit' that spoke 
through her during the night, undoubtedly came from God. Others were not so sure. In her 
Report and Plea of 1654, she described the suspicions to which her prophecies had given 
rise: rather than the prophet she claimed to be, she had been depicted as a madwoman or 
worse, a witch. When, for instance, the "justices ... came to fetch me out of my bed" she 
wrote, some "came upstairs, crying, A witch, a witch. )33 Trapnel was well aware of her 
audience's suspicion that her dreams and visions might yet be shown to be delusory. 
"England'S rulers and clergy", she concluded testily, "do judge the Lords hand-maid to be 
mad, and under the administration of evil angels, and a witch, and many other evil terms 
they raise up to make me odious, and abhorr'd in the hearts of good and bad, that do not 
know me. ,4 
Her case was not unique, and the categories of madwoman, prophet, witch and 
fraud were persistently evoked to explain controversial dreams and visions. For example, 
in the late seventeenth century when Quaker Joan Whitrowe took to her bed with dreams 
of the "Tempter", her friends and family were unsure how to react; some thought that she 
2 Anna Trapnel, Anna Trapnel's Report and Plea, or, a Narrative ofHer Journeyfrom London into 
Cornwall (London, 1654), 2 1. 
3 Ibid. 2 1. 
4 Ibid. preface. 
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was just upset because she was in love, and it took some time before her mother was 
5 
convinced that her dreams were genuine. In 1650 Mary Muschamp saw visions of angels 
and devils, and her mother sought help from the minister in case she was a true prophet. 
She also consulted the physician in case Mary's problem was "only" fits, and the judge in 
case she was suffering at the hands of a witch. 6 When in 1621, parliamentary officer 
Edward Fairfax's daughter fell into a trance and began to talk to her dead brothers, he at 
first attributed it to "the disease called 'the mother. "' After she claimed she had seen a 
beautiful vision of God dressed in shining clothes, Fairfax convinced her that it was false. 
The following night the vision grew horns and threatened her life. Fairfax and the girl's 
physicians agreed that her visions were the result of witchcraft and in the same year he 
published a pamphlet on his daughter's troubles. 7 
Although there were substantial similarities between dreams and visions like 
these, the authenticity and species of dream -experiences in particular were central 
problems within Western epistemology. This may be partly due to the nature of dreaming 
itself. We only have access to our dreams through waking life and therefore we apply our 
own narrative to the dream when we remember and relate it. As Jean-Paul Sartre in a 
famous passage in his first novel acknowledged, there is a vast difference between living 
and telling: "When you are living, nothing happens. The settings change, people come in 
and go out, that's all ... But when you tell about 
life, everything changes ... events take 
place one way and we recount them the opposite way. ,8 Dreams only exist as 
5 Joan Whitrowe, Rebecca Travers, Ann Martin and Sarah Ellis, The Work of God in a Dying Maid 
(London, 1677), 17. 
6 Mary Moore, Wonderfull Newsfrom the North: Or, a True Relation of the Sad and Grievous Torments, 
Inflicted upon the Bodies o Three Children ... 
by Witchcraft (London, 1650), 2. )f 
7 See Edward Fairfax, A Discourse qf Witchcraft. As it was Acted in the Family of Mr. Edward Fairfax of 
Fuystone in the County of York, in the Year 1621 (York, 1621). 
8 Jean-Paul Sartre, Nausea (London, 1949), 12. 
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subsequently narrated, and because of their intensely private nature they are impossible to 
verify independently. This was, after all, the reason Rene Descartes famously pointed out 
the peculiar similarities and dissimilarities between waking and sleeping experiences. 9 
The very fact that there is something inextricably private and subjective about the 
experience of dreaming means that one's memory of dreams may be more a retrospective 
rearrangement of inchoate material, rather than something that 'corresponds' to what was 
really experienced. For this reason questions concerning the nature, content and reality of 
dreams repeatedly appeared in discussions of reality and illusion: in debates on the 
authenticity of contemporary prophets, on the reality of witchcraft and on the extent of 
natural or supernatural causes in unusual bodily experiences. To further complicate 
matters, even where there was agreement about the content of dreams, they frequently 
proved difficult to interpret. 
Seventeenth-century philosophical accounts of the difficulties in interpreting 
dreams and their association with delusion are familiar to modem students. 10 In 1641, in 
some of the most celebrated philosophical statements concerning dreams, Descartes 
expressed his concern that an 'evil genius' might be responsible for deluding him so 
completely that everything that he thought he knew about the real world might turn out to 
9 There is a massive literature on the topic of Descartes' dreams. See, for example, Michael H. Keefer, 
"The Dreamer's Path: Descartes and the Sixteenth Century", Renaissance Quarterly, 49 (1996), 30-76; John 
R. Cole, The Olympian Dreams and Youthful Rebellion ofRený Descartes (Urbana, 1992); Anthony 
J. Cascardi, "Cervantes and Descartes on the Dream Argument", Cervantes, 4 (1989), 109-122; Alan 
Gabbey and Robert E. Hall, "The Melon and the Dictionary: Reflections on Descartes's Dreams, " Journal 
qf the History ofIdeas, 59 (1998), 651-668; Michael Keevak, "Descartes's Dreams and Their Address for 
Philosophy", Journal of the History of1deas, 53 (1992), 373-396; G. Hatfield, "The Senses and the 
Fleshless Eye: The Meditations as Cognitive Exercises", in Amelie 0. Rorty, ed., Essays on Descartes' 
Meditations (Berkeley, 1986) and Alice Browne, "Descartes' Dreams", Journal of the Warburg and 
Courtauld Institutes, 40 (1977), 256-273. 
'0 on dreams in philosophy see Christopher Dreisbach, "Dreams in the History of Philosophy, " Dreaming, 
10 (2000), 31-41. 
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be false. Furthermore, it was the experience of dreaming that made Descartes suspect this 
possibility: 
How often, asleep at night, am I convinced of just such familiar events - that I am here in my dressing gown, sitting by the fire -when in fact I am lying 
undressed in bed! Yet at the moment my eyes are certainly wide awake when I look at this piece of paper; I shake my head and it is not asleep; as I stretch out 
and feel my hand I do so deliberately, and I know what I am doing. All this 
would not happen with such distinctness to someone asleep. Indeed! As if I did 
not remember other occasions when I have been tricked by exactly similar 
thoughts while asleep! As I think about this more carefully, I see plainly that 
there are never any sure signs by means of which being awake can be distinguished from being asleep. The result is that I begin to feel dazed, and 
this very feeling only reinforces the notion that I may be asleep. ' 1 
When we dream, Descartes famously pointed out, we are usually blissfully ignorant that 
we are dreaming. In his Leviathan a decade later, Thomas Hobbes made equally 
significant claims concerning the implications of dreaming: 
The most difficult discerning of a man's dream from his waking thoughts is, 
then, when by some accident we observe not that we have slept: which is easy 
to happen to a man full of fearful thoughts; and whose conscience is much 
troubled; and that sleepeth without the circumstances of going to bed, or 
putting off his clothes, as one that noddeth in a chair ... And this is no very rare 
accident: for even they that be perfectly awake, if they be timorous and 
superstitious, possessed with fearful tales, and alone in the dark, are subject to 
the like fancies, and believe they see spirits and dead men's ghosts walking in 
churchyards; whereas it is either their fancy only, or else the knavery of such 
persons as make use of such superstitious fear to pass disguised in the night to 
places they would not be known to haunt. 12 
Dreams, Hobbes argued, frequently deluded individuals because they were incapable of 
discerning that they were, in fact, asleep. "I am well satisfied, that being awake, I know 
dream not; " he surmised "though when I dream, I think myself awake. " 13 These 
comments have been rightly lauded as insights that have import well beyond their 
11 Ren6 Descartes, Meditations on the First Philosophy, trans., E. S. Haldane and G. R. T. Ross (Cambridge, 
1911), 13. 
" Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan (London, 1651), 13. 
13 Ibid. 13. 
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seventeenth-century context. However, their current prominence has also wrenched them 
out of the social, political and intellectual circumstances in which they arose. Like many 
of their contemporaries, Descartes and Hobbes were motivated by contemporary concern 
with error and delusion. In referring to a Devil-like 'evil genius' Descartes was almost 
certainly responding to contemporary debates on witchcraft, in particular, the Loudun 
trials that occurred in 1634.14 Hobbes' 1651 work Leviathan was written in the aftermath 
of the English Civil War and thus centred on the issue of how to avoid a repeat of the 
disastrous errors of that period. " In particular, Hobbes argued, individuals must be careful 
about what sorts of knowledge they placed their trust in: "For when Christian men, take 
not their Christian Sovereign, for Gods Prophet; they must either take their owne 
Dreames, for the Prophecy they mean to be governed by, and the tumour of their own 
hearts for the Spirit of God; " and this, he argued, can lead to the reduction of "all Order, 
Government, and Society, to the first Chaos of Violence, and Civill Warre. " 16 
The idea that dreams could delude and confuse individuals and incite them into 
extreme actions, was not new. In addition to numerous examples in ancient literature, 
Elizabethan and Jacobean poets and playwrights frequently linked dreams with delusion. 
Most famously William Shakespeare, in his A Midsummer Night's Dream of around 1595, 
showed characters who were deluded into believing that events that had occurred while 
14 On this link see Richard H. Popkin, Scepticismfrom Erasmus to Spinoza (Berkeley, 1979), 185 and 
Geoffrey Scarre, "Demons, Demonologists and Descartes", The Heythrop Journal, 31 (1990), 3-22. On the 
Loudun trials themselves see Aldous Huxley, The Devils ofLoudun (London, 1952) and Michel de Certeau, 
The Possession at Loudun, trans., Michael B. Smith (Chicago, 2000). 
15 On the social and political context of Hobbes' argument concerning dreams see "Dreams and Visions" in 
Nigel Smith, Peýfection Proclaimed: Language and Literature in English Radical Religion 1640-60 
(Oxford, 1989), 73-103; David Johnston, The rhetoric qfLeviathan: Thomas Hobbes and the politics of 
cultural transformation (Princeton, 1986); Stephen Priest, The British empiricists: Hobbes to Ayer 
(London, 1990); and Steven Shapin and Simon Schaffer, Leviathan and the Air Pump: Hobbes, Boyle and 
the Experimental Life (Princeton, 1985). 
16 Hobbes, Leviathan, 290. 
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awake were actually dreams: "When they next wake, " Oberon exclaimed, "all this derison 
Shall seem a dream and fruitless vision. " 17 In many other literary examples, dreams were 
linked with delusion. For instance, Edmund Spenser in his 1596 The Faerie Queene 
described "Legions of Sprights" sent to "forge true-seeming lyes" to "trouble gentle 
Sleepe. "18 The Phoenix Nest, a 1593 collection of poems, included A Most Rare and 
Excellent Dreame which described the author transported by a pleasurable dream only to 
discover the deception upon waking: 
Awaked thus, I presently perceiu'd, 
The vanitie and falshood of these ioyes; 
Finding that fond illusions had deceiu'd 
My ouerwatched brame with idle toyes; 
Then I that freshly felt my first annoyes, 
Their woonted rage within my thoughts to keepe, 
Gan thus expostulate the cause with sleepe. 19 
In addition to being linked with deception, the problem of distinguishing prophetic 
dreams from false was also given prominence in literary texts. There are numerous 
examples of prophetic dreams in early modem literature, including Clarence's dream 
foreshadowing his murder in Richard III, or Aeneas' dream telling him to go to sea in 
Christopher Marlowe's 1594 Dido Queen of Carthage. 20 
Of course, the first and greatest resource for an early modem understanding of 
prophetic dreams was Scripture. Dreams and their waking counterpart, visions, 
represented the most authoritative form of Judeo-Christian revelation in the times of the 
Old Testament, in the apostolic age, and in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. 
They signified and foretold major events, and were spectacular and unsettling messages 
17 William Shakespeare, "A Midsummer Night's Dream", In Works (Glasgow, 1994), 233. 
18 Edmund Spenser, The Faerie Queene, I (London, 1977), 25 (Canto 1). 
19 Anon, "A most rare, and excellent Dreame", in R. S., The Phoenix Nest (Harvard, 1938), 12. 
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sent by God to herald triumph or warn of catastrophe. "In a dream, in a vision of the 
night, when deep sleep falleth upon men, in slumberings upon the bed; " Elihu claimed, 
"Then He openneth the ears of men, and sealeth their instruction" (Job, 33: 15-16) .21 King 
Nebuchadnezzar, for instance, received divine warnings "wherewith his spirit was 
troubled, and his sleep brake from him" (Daniel, 2: 1). Daniel's interpretations of the 
king's dreams were also significant, for when the Chaldeans failed to reveal his dream's 
meaning, "then was the secret revealed unto Daniel in a night vision" (Daniel, 2: 19). After 
this, Daniel revealed the meaning to the king who "fell upon his face, and worshipped 
Daniel and said, Of a truth it is, that your God is a God of gods, and a Lord of kings, and a 
revealer of secrets, seeing thou couldest reveal this secret" (Daniel, 2: 46-7). The fact that 
dreams could reveal secret knowledge of future events that later came to pass, was taken 
as confirmation of the truth of Christianity. Nor had the era of dreams and visions come to 
a close at the end of the apostolic age, for Acts 2: 17 had warned that there would be future 
dreamers: "it shall come to pass in the last days ... I will pour out my spirit pour all flesh; 
and your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, your old men shall dream dreams, your 
young men shall see visions. " 
However, the notion that claims to inspiration in dreams and visions could not be 
taken at face value also originated in Scripture. While the Scriptures were strewn with 
prophetic dreamers, visionaries and dream interpreters, the prophets repeatedly warned 
people against relying too much on dreams. In Jeremiah, for example, listeners were 
warned: "Let not your prophets and your diviners, that be in the midst of you, deceive 
20 Shakespeare, "Richard III", in Works, 743-791 and Christopher Marlowe, Dido Queen of Carthage, 
(New York: Riverrun, 1966). On Richard III see Aerol Arnold, "The Recapitulation Dream in Richard III 
and Macbeth", Shakespeare Quarterly, 6 (1955), 51-62. 
21 Unless otherwise indicated, all references are from the King James version. 
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you, neither hearken to your dreams which ye cause to be dreamed. For they prophesy 
falsely unto you in my name: I have not sent them, saith the LORD" (Jeremiah, 29: 8). 
Ecclesiastes 5: 3 and Deuteronomy 18: 12 likewise prohibited divination by dreams: "all 
that do these things are an abomination unto the LORD. " For "a dream cometh through 
the multitude of business: and a fool's voice is known by a multitude of words" 
(Ecclesiastes, 5: 3). Above all, Jews, and by extension Christians, were warned in every 
manner against trusting in the pretended dreams of false prophets: "Behold, I am against 
them that prophesy false dreams, saith the LORD" (Jeremiah, 23: 32). 
Although they categorically rejected Catholic miracles, from the very beginning of 
the Reformation, Protestants were divided as to the nature and import of dreams. Luther 
himself condemned the "Zwickau Prophets" who appeared in Wittenburg in 152 1, but did 
not deny that contemporary prophets could continue to appear in his own times. Indeed, 
he referred to I John 4: 1 in suggesting that great care was necessary to 'try the spirits' in 
order to discern true prophecies from false. There were, however, English Protestants who 
protested that divine dreams, along with miracles and the gift of prophecy, had ceased in 
Biblical times. Arthur Dent and Reginald Scot among others, agreed with the future 
Archbishop of Canterbury George Abbot that such gifts had ceased and "al means saving 
the word of Christ, are now cut off, from resting our vndoubted faith thervpon. , 22 But not 
all Englishmen felt this way. Despite their rejection of a variety of deceptions, many gave 
encouragement to the traditional Christian idea that God's message could be revealed 
through dreams and visions to the ordinary man or woman. 23 The abolition of mediators, 
and the stress on individual understanding had left God communicating directly with his 
22 George Abbot, The reasons vvhich Doctour Hill hath brought, for the ypholding ofpapistry, which is 
fialselie termed the Catholike religion, (London, 1604), 288. 
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chosen people. The common man, Luther had shown, could know more of Christian truth 
than kings and clergymen. 
Of course, different religious and political groups approached the issue of divine 
dreams, visions and revelations in different ways, and even within the Anglican Church, a 
range of policies and practices were adopted which encompassed a variety of differing 
24 views held by clergymen from archbishops to the lower ranks. Sectarians too, came in a 
great variety of forms, appearing most notably during the social and religious crisis of the 
mid-seventeenth century. 25 The emergence of confessional orthodoxies was partly a 
reaction to the threatening anarchy of prophetic voices; confessional identities reflected 
shared understandings of the nature and role of prophecy. In the 1540s and 1550s the 
Protestant authorities in England were deeply concerned by the threat of prophecy. In 
1542 the government passed an act which condemned those who prophesied falsely and 
there were further injunctions against the same in the 1550s. Nevertheless, they still 
accepted both the divinely inspired dreams of Biblical prophets and of early Protestant 
martyrs of the type described by the martyrologist John Foxe as undoubtedly godly. 
Almost a century later, a number of radicals, in particular Quakers, 1ndependents, 
Baptists and Fifth Monarchists, also viewed dreams favourably. These groups emphasised 
the immediate and private relationship of the individual with God, without any 
interference from ecclesiastical control. Their key concerns, however, differed from group 
to group. Independents, in particular, wanted freedom from governmental interference, 
Baptists expressed their closeness to God through full-body baptism, Fifth Monarchists 
23 Hill, The World Turned Upside Down, 87-106. 
24 Patrick Collinson, The Religion of the Protestants: The Church in English Society (Oxford, 1982), 92- 
140. See Smith, Perfection Proclaimed, 3. 
25 See Smith, Perfection Proclaimed, 4. 
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prophesied the imminent apocalypse and Quakers experienced ecstatic revelations in 
which the 'inner light' of God shone on them. As a result of the competition between 
these groups, even those who most fervently believed in the reality of divine dreaming 
needed criteria for detecting real from false divine dreams. Such men and women insisted, 
as the astrologer Richard Saunders did in 1653, that "we must be very cautious, and 
consider what dreams are properly Divine, and what not So.,, 
26 
However, the fact that even adherents of divine dreams accepted that many dream- 
claims were false also paved the way for critics to condemn all of them as misguided and 
dangerous. Contemporaries objected that if such prophecies corresponded with Scripture 
there was no need for them, since they were already in the Bible, while if they added to 
Scripture (as Trapnel's did), they were idolatrous and ungodly for that very reason. In 
addition to this, some argued that predictions appeared to come true only because they 
were vague or because they omitted those that 'failed'. Francis Bacon, Thomas Nashe and 
many others in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were concerned that 
contemporaries were deceived by dreams that appeared to come true but were in fact only 
coincidences. For Bacon "men mark when they hit, and never when they miss" with 
regard to divination by dreams. 27 Furthermore, because dreams could not be 
independently witnessed, they asserted that it was impossible in any case to determine the 
validity of any of the claims to supernatural intervention that were based on them. These 
claims and counter-claims are the starting point for my examination of dreams: when 
faced with an apparently supernatural dream, how did contemporaries between 1500 and 
1760 determine whether the dreamer was a prophet, a witch, a madman or a liar, and how 
26 Richard Saunders, Physiognomie and chiromancie, metoposcopie (London, 1653), 25 8. 
27 Ibid. 45-46. 
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did they justify their decisions? How could one verify or falsify the reality of dreams? 
How did the understanding of dreams change throughout the period in question? 
Freud, Drugs and the Political Function of Dreams 
In the last four decades, historians have composed numerous narratives about 
marvels, witchcraft and prophecy, which have been increasingly sensitive to their 
religious and social contexts. Nevertheless, the treatment of dreams has been piecemeal, 
with only selective aspects of dreaming picked out to satisfy the enquiries of historians of 
culture, literature, philosophy, witchcraft or medicine. 28 The vast majority of these 
secondary works have discussed dreams only in relation to what they tell us about the 
A 
-- dreamer's feelings and experiences. For example, Alan Macfarlane analysed dreams in 
the context of a wider effort to explore the life of seventeenth-century Puritan clergyman 
Ralph Josselin . 
29He found that "Josselin's greatest interest was in political and religious 
dreams", and set out the "religious", "religio-political", "political" and "personal', varieties 
of Josselin's dreams in a table together with their dates in order to illuminate the role they 
played "in his private and subconscious mind. 
00 Similarly, in his analysis of the 
extraordinary attention to dreams paid by Archbishop Laud, Charles Carlton claimed that 
28 For those that have considered dreams there has been some mention of contextual issues but they have 
not been explored fully in any one account. On prophecy see Keith Thomas, 
Religion and the Decline of 
Magic (London, 1971), 151-156; on the political import of dreams see Janine Rivi&re, "'Filthy and 
Scurrilous Drearns': The Politics of Dreams in Seventeenth-Century England", Proceedings of the 
University qf Queensland History Research Group, 12 (2001), 15-22; and on the confusion of 
contemporaries over the differences between prophecy, insanity, and witchcraft 
in sleep see Katharine 
Hodgkin, "Visions, Witchcraft and Madness in Early Modem England, " in Stuart Clark, ed., Languages of 
Witchcrqft: narrative, ideology and meaning in. early modern culture (Basingstoke, 2001), 217-236. 
29 See chapter 12 "Dreams, imagery and the structure of thought" in Alan Macfarlane, 
The Family Life of 
Ralph Josselin: A Seventeenth- Century Clergyman (London, 1970), 183-196. 
30 Ibid. 184. 
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his own study of Laud's dreams "reveals the Archbishop as a more human being, adding 
colour to his character. 01 "An investigation of his dreams, " Carlton wrote, "might help us 
empathise with this strange and not very loveable man by being better able to identify 
with him. For an archbishop whom historians have so often turned into a caricature, a 
symbol, be it of Tory bigotry, High Anglican saintliness, or feudal reaction, a little 
nocturnal colour that illuminates his daily humanity may not be so bad an ingredient after 
all. 02 In her examination of women's dreams in early modem England, Patricia Crawford 
also admits that her interest in dreams only goes as far as "how we as historians can use 
their recounted dreams for insights into their lives. )533 It is the inner life revealed in the 
dream that is of concern in these works, not the more general issue of how contemporaries 
of different religious and political persuasions understood the physical and spiritual nature 
of dreams. 
In these histories, the assumption that an individual's authentic inner life is 
revealed in dreams frequently goes hand in hand with a Freudian analysis of their content. 
Daniel Pick, Lyndal Roper, David Aers, Hans-Jurgen Bachorski, Kathleen McLuskie, 
Carlton and Crawford have all chosen to embrace a form of psychoanalytic 
interpretation. 34 However, a Freudian study of early modem dreams makes a series of 
31 Charles Carlton, "The dream life of Archbishop Laud", History Today, 36 (1986), 14. 
32 Ibid. 14. 
33 Patricia Crawford, "Women's Dreams in Early Modem England", History Workshop Journal, 49 (2000), 
129. 
34 Lyndal Roper and Daniel Pick eds., Dreams and history: The interpretation of dreamsftom Ancient 
Greece to Modern Psychoanalysis (London, 2004); Roper and Pick, "Psychoanalysis, Dreams, History: An 
Interview with Hanna Segal", History Workshop Journal, 49 (2000), 161-170; David Aers, "Interpreting 
Dreams: Reflections on Freud, Milton, and Chaucer" in Peter Brown and A. C. Spearing, eds., Reading 
Dreams: The Interpretation ofDreamsfrom Chaucer to Shakespeare (Oxford, 1999), 84-98; Hans-Jurgen 
Bachorski, "Dreams that have Never been Dreamt at all: Interpreting Dreams in Medieval Literature, " 
History Workshop Journal, 49 (2000), 105-107; Kathleen McLuskie, "'The Candy-Colored Clown': 
reading early modem dreams" in Brown and Spearling, eds., Reading Dreams, 147-167, Carlton, 'The 
dream life of Archbishop Laud', 9-14 and Crawford, 'Women's Dreams in Early Modem England', 129- 
144. See also Peter Holland, "'The Interpretation of Dreams' in the Renaissance" in Brown and Spearling, 
18 
unhelpful and dangerous leaps. First, it takes for granted the idea that Freudian dream 
analysis is a valid and accepted interpretative technique. In fact, among the current crop of 
psychologists, dreams are more often considered as a biological function allowing the 
consolidation of memory than as symbolic manifestations of a person's anxieties or 
wishes. 35 Secondly, it also assumes that Freudian techniques remain useful when applied 
to a much earlier period. Yet this approach is not adequately sensitive to the differences 
between early modern men and women and their nineteenth and twentieth-century 
counterparts, and in any case there are numerous and well-studied historiographical 
problems associated with retrospective diagnostic applications using modem medical 
categories. 
36 
A further problem appears when historians view dream narratives in earlier 
cultures as precursors of Freudian interpretation. For example, Daniel Pick and Lyndal 
Roper in the introduction to their anthology, Dreams and History, insist that "earlier 
historical literature must not be seen either as leading ineluctably to our own 
psychoanalytically informed views, or as some mere preface we skim before arriving at 
eds., Reading Dreams, 125-146, who takes his lead from Freud's retrospective diagnosis of Descartes' 
dreams, and Maureen Perkins, "The Meaning of Dream Books", History Workshop Journal, 49 (2000), 93- 
97, who links 'dream books' in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries with Freud's "magnum opus". 
35 "All in all, evidence that REM sleep plays an important role in the consolidation of complex, non- 
declarative memory is still mounting, 30 or so years after the first reports of the effects of REM sleep 
deprivation on learning and memory processes", Jacob Empson, Sleep andDreaming (Basingstoke, 2002), 
168; See also A. J. Tilley and J. A. Empson, "REM sleep and memory consolidation", Biological 
Psychology, 6 (1978), 293-300; P. Maquet, et al., "Functional neuroanatomy of human rapid-eye movement 
sleep and dreaming", Nature, 383, (1996) 163-6; R. Stickgold, et al., "Sleep, leaming and dreams", Science, 
294 (2001), 1058-63; Laureys et al., "Experience -dependent changes in cerebral functional connectivity 
during REM sleep", Neuroscience, 105 (2001), 521-525; J. M. Siegel, "The REM sleep-memory 
consolidation hypothesis", Science, 294 (2001), 1058-1063. 
36 See for example Michael Neve's comments in "Medicine and the Mind", in Irvine Loudon, ed., Western 
Medicine: An Illustrated History (Oxford, 1997), 232-248. For a good example of a neurobiologist's 
account of the history of dreams see Michel Jouvet, The Paradox of Sleep: the story of dreaming, trans., 
Laurence Garey (Cambridge, 1999). 
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Freud's own fascinating text. ), 37 Nonetheless, they still view the discussions of pre-1900 
dreams in articles by Patricia Crawford, Hans-Jurgen Bachorski and others, as meaningful 
primarily for situating the significance of Freudian dream theory itself. "By exploring 
innovative and experimental studies of dreams in art history, the human sciences, fiction, 
religion and the occult before 1900, " the authors write, "the Freudian revolution itself can 
be situated in new ways .,, 
38 Thus, after citing the sixteenth-century satirist Thomas 
Nashe's "dizzying fantasia on the nature of dreams, " Pick and Roper ask whether this 
should not be seen as a "world away from Freud? " "In many ways, yes", they reply, "but 
whilst Freud defined himself in opposition to earlier encleavours, even those of the 
immediately preceding period, he also drew significantly on work that went before. 9939 In 
so doing, Pick and Roper have, despite their protestations to the contrary, considered pre- 
1900 discussions of dreams largely as precursors to Freud's own influential ideas on 
dreaming. 
Patricia Crawford, whose article appears in Pick and Roper's collection, provides 
an example of the retrospective diagnosis I have described. Despite acknowledging 
misgivings about the application of Freudian ideas to this topic, namely, that it "seemed 
ahistorical, taking insufficient account of historical difference, 40 she nonetheless argues in 
favour of the use of Freudian analysis in the study of early modem dreams. In one case 
she cites, Anne Bathurst, a woman who in 1693 recorded her dreams of religious 
experience as lactation, wrote: 
The word divine multiplies in me and fills me ... 0, a fountain seal'd, 
breasts 
full of consolation. I am as pent milk in the breast, ready to be poured forth & 
37 Roper and Pick eds., Dreams and History, 2. 
38 Ibid. 6. 
39 Ibid. 6. 
40Crawford, 'Women's Dreams in Early Modem England', 130. 
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dilated into Thee, from whom my fullness flows with such fulness and 
plenitude & pleas'd when eas'd. 41 
Crawford naturally interprets this as a "strongly gendered" dream of "the female bodily 
experience of lactation, " but goes on to link it to "Freud's theory, that dreaming is about longing 
for the early state of union with the mother that the infant experiences. " This, she says, "offers 
us an insight into the extraordinarily rich dreaming life" of Bathurst. 42 However, despite the 
obvious gendered quality of this narrative, a cynic might suggest that she has picked her 
examples to fit Freudian dream theory and not vice versa. Even if this does tell us something 
nil about the lives of the dreamers, it does little to get to the core of the issues that gave dreams their 
meaning for (female) contemporaries, since they would not have been able to describe their 
dreams in Freudian terms. 
In a similar way, some realist accounts, in particular those of anthropologists, have 
attempted to show that witches, most of whom only existed in the exotic fantasies of 
demonologists in any case, were themselves deluded by drug-induced dreams. 
Interestingly, unlike the use of Freudian categories, this rehearses identical accusations 
made in the early modem period. The anthropologist H. Sidky presents this model in 
relation to witchcraft in Witchcraft, Lycanthropy, Drugs and Disease: An Anthropological 
Study of the European Witch-Hunts. His argument is based on the fact that in order to fly 
to their "hideous nocturnal assemblies" witches were said to rub themselves "with certain 
,, 43 magical ointments . Thus the 
drug lay in the ointment which did not make them fly to 
the sabbat, but, as one contemporary scholar noted, "deludes them through illusions and 
dreams" the witch only therefore "dreams that she flies hither and thither. " Sidky also 
41 Ibid. 13 1. 
42 Ibid. 13 1. 
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cites the examples of demonologists who "often related experiments in which women, 
after anointing themselves with a salve, fell into a stupor during which they fancied 
themselves to be transported through the air and enjoyed various pleasures, which they 
described upon awakening. -)44 Sidky then goes on to speculate about the possible 
hallucinogens which may have had such effects, including the possibilities of "soporific 
,, 45 herbs such as hemlock, nightshade, henbane, and mandrake. However, this again, like 
the retrospective application of Freudian ideas, tells us little about contemporary 
understandings of dreams. 
In his Night Battles, Carlo Ginzburg also argues that in general, witches "used 
unguents capable of inducing states of hallucination and delirium. -), 46 The benandanti (on 
whom he concentrates) are, on the other hand, less easy to fit into this category since 
many of their key confessions do not mention ointments. 47 Instead, Ginzburg claims that 
"Even if we could (and we cannot) determine with certainty the nature of these cataleptic 
states, we would still need to explain the really important element: the meaning of the 
,, 48 visions claimed by both witches and benandanti . To this end, he points out the links 
that the benandanti made between travelling in dreams or 'in the spirit', and the 
possibility of the soul leaving the body. They frequently referred to a mouse-like creature 
seen leaving through the mouths of individuals attending their meetings, and they spoke 
of the danger that if their body were moved while in this state they would be unable to 
return, forced instead to wander to earth until their appointed time to die. Indeed, going 
43 H. Sidky, Witchcraft Lycanthropy, Drugs and Disease: An Anthropological Study of the European 
Witch-Hunts (New York, 1997), 190. 
44 Ibid. 190. 
45 Ibid. 193. 
46 Carlo Ginzburg, The Night Battles: Witchcraft andAgrarian Cults in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth 
Centuries (Blatimore, 1992), 17. 
47 Ibid. 17. 
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forth 'in the spirit' was a kind of death, and such things as the close relationships between 
the soul leaving the body, sleep, and death were analogies that were widely distributed in 
Christian societies . 
49 Ginzburg also points to the celebrated medieval Canon Episcopi, 
which argued against the possibility of witches' night flight, to suggest that for some this 
text constituted an argument against the prosecution of witches. 50 
Further attempts to consider the meanings contemporaries attributed to dreams 
have led a variety of historians to point out that dreams served specific religious, political 
and social functions. For instance, Keith Thomas has suggested that a key use of dream 
narratives was (. 4as a validating myth", in order to persuade individuals of their cause. 
These included the "Lincolnshire knight who informed King Henry 11 that the voices of St 
Peter and the Archangel Gabriel had told him to present a number of demands 
foreshadowing the Magna Carta", and the "Digger prophet" William Everard, who 
"pleaded a divine vision as authority for his communist ideas. " The authority of such 
dreams derived from their privacy, their supposedly supernatural origins, and their 
Scriptural warrant. Dreams confinned the viewpoints of the dreamer: Protestant 
demoniacs raved that the Pope was Antichrist, sectarian prophets affirmed the holiness of 
their followers, while political dreamers undermined Archbishops and Kings. 51 
Patricia Crawford also argues that dreams were used in order to gain or confirm 
social or religious power. In this respect, she argues, they were of "more use to women 
than they were to men ... the social restrictions upon their 
having a public voice means 
48 Ibid. 17. 
49 Ibid. 59,69. 
50 Ibid. 40, 
51 Thomas, Religion and the Decline ofMagic, 151-153,176. 
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dream stories had a more significant role in their daily lives. 5,52 Indeed, although men such 
as William Everard and the Lincolnshire knight were often just as keen on recording their 
dreams as women, the gender of a dreamer was certainly significant for contemporaries. 
The Fifth Monarchist John Rogers, for example, argued that women exceeded men in 
their desire for the truth: 
Hence it is that Satan so often makes the first trial of women for his turn and 
service, seeing where they take, their affections are strongest ... so he found out a Dalilah for Samson, a Jezebel for Ahab, Pharaoh's daughter for Solomon, etc. 
For where they are bad, they are extreme bad; but where they are good, they are 
exceedingly good,... so are women more readily wrought upon, and sooner 
persuaded and formed into the truth than men, who are for the most part like 
sturdy steel and iron, hard to work upon. 53 
Women were prone to extremes of good and evil and were more likely to have genuinely 
supernatural experiences: this was why many female dreamers were accepted as prophets, 
but it was also why the same women were, like Anna Trapnel, accused of witchcraft. 
Nigel Smith agrees with Thomas and Crawford in stating that "radical Puritans 
and sectarians regarded dreams and visions as manifestations of supernatural inspiration, 
valid prophecies which told a truth and which bolstered the authority of particular sect or 
individual. ). )54 He also adds that dreams were particularly useful in this regard because the 
message could be "subversive yet still tolerated since it was seen as originating from a 
9955 
source outside the utterer's control. Christopher Hill suggests that dreams fulfilled the 
same utilitarian role in the Civil War and Interregnum. 56 Dreams proved the "bonafides" 
of the prophet John Knox, while the dreams and prophecies of William Lilly "must have 
52 Crawford, 'Women's Dreams in Early Modem England', 138. 
53 John Rogers, Ohel or Beth-shemesh. - a Tabernacle. for the Sun (London, 1653), 11. 
54 Nigel Smith, Perfection Proclaimed: Language and Literature in English Radical Religion, 1640-1660 
(Oxford, 1989), 73. 
55 Ibid. 73. 
56 Christopher Hill, The World Turned Upside Down: Radical Ideas During the English Revolution 
(London, 1991), 91. 
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done much to make, or keep, astrology acceptable to the radicalS.,, 
57 Evidently, dreams 
did bolster the authority of individuals, sects, and other religious and political groups. 
Their appearance as messages from God in the Scriptures and in early Church history 
meant that dreams were indeed a commanding and authoritative presence. Even in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the subversive power of supernatural dream-accounts 
was still an issue. 58 However, the assumption that sixteenth and seventeenth-century 
prophetic dreams should be understood in terms of the political and social interests of the 
dreamer is reductive and simplistic. It contains no sense of agency; prophets are simply 
seen as puppets fulfilling some sort of social function. Viewing dream-narratives simply 
in terms of their political, social and religious utility tends to overlook the richness, colour 
and variation within them. 
From a different perspective, Janine Riviere has given a more sophisticated 
account of the clashes between elite and popular dream beliefs. 59 She concentrates on 
seventeenth-century discussions in which critics, reacting to the burst of prophetic 
dreamers in the Civil War period, increasingly came to view belief in the prophetic power 
of dreams as the 'enthusiastic' and 'superstitious' beliefs of the 'vulgar'. Despite this, 
Riviere argues against the view that the literate classes were only attacking the 
superstitious beliefs of the lower sort. 60 1nstead she points to the fact that many reformist 
tracts were aimed at reforming beliefs among the literate classes rather than the 'vulgar' 
and thus constituted an attempt to "reform culture as a whole" rather than specifically to 
57 Ibid. 9 1. 
58 For a good account of nineteenth-century dreams see Rhodri Hayward, "Policing Dreams: History and 
the Moral uses of the Unconscious", History Workshop Journal, 49 (2000), 142-60. 
59 Janine Rivi&re, "'Visions of the Night': The Reform of Popular Dream Beliefs in Early Modem England" 
Parergon: Journal of the Australian andNew Zealand Association for Medieval and Early Modern Studies, 
20 (2003), 109-138. See also Rivi&re, "Filthy Dreamers and Scurrilous Dreams", 15-22. 
60 Rivi&re, "Visions of the Night", 117. 
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discipline the lower orders. 61 Nevertheless, Riviere and others have argued that this might 
also suggest that the learned were attempting to distance themselves from the rabble. 
Indeed literate contemporaries frequently condemned 'vulgar' errors concerning dream 
divination. For example, in his last sermon in 1665, the New England clergyman John 
Wilson pleaded: "if you love your selves, or Families, your children, if you love God, if 
you love Christ, if you love Heaven, then hearken not to Drearnes ... that, would corrupt 
the People of God. ), 62 In so doing, he specifically directed his attack against the popular 
visionary movement of Quakers that were converting people in his area. Even defenders 
of dream interpretation condemned 'vulgar' misuse of the art. "Let us not therefore fasten 
on, but abhor the doatings of fanatick persons, " Richard Saunders cautioned, "though they 
pretend never so much to derive them from Heaven. , 63 
Treatments of the topic that come from a literary perspective have had little 
incentive to contextualise dream accounts. Hans-Jurgen Bachorski, David Aers and 
Kathleen McLuskie have not explored historical contexts as much as they have all 
considered literary dreams in connection with Freudian dream analysis. 
64 Others, such as 
David Roberts and Aleida. Assmann, have concentrated on certain key figures such as 
Shakespeare and Milton, 65 while Nancy Armstrong and Leonard Tennenhouse (among 
others) have linked dreams in eighteenth-century novels such as Clarissa and Robinson 
61 Ibid. 116. 
62 John Wilson, A Seasonable watch-word unto Christians against the Dreams and Dreamers of this 
Generation (Massachusetts, 1665), 8. 
63 Saunders, Physiognomie and chiromancie, metoposcopie, 25 8. 
64 Aers, 'Interpreting Dreams: Reflections on Freud, Milton, and Chaucer', 84-98; Bachorski, 'Dreams that 
have Never been Dreamt at all' History Workshop Journal, 105-107; McLuskie, "The Candy-Colored 
Clown", 147-167. 
65 David Roberts, "Sleeping Beauties: Shakespeare, Sleep and the Stage", The Cambridge Quarterly, 35 
(2006), 231-254; and Aleida Assmann, "Engendering Dreams: The Dreams of Adam and Eve in Milton's 
Paradise Lost", in Dream Cultures: Explorations in the Comparative History of Dreaming, David Shulman 
and Guy G. Stroumsa, eds (New York, 1999), 
288-302. 
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66 Crusoe with Lockean notions of selfhood . In his introduction to the collection Reading 
Dreams, which he co-edited with Peter Brown, A. C. Spearling has even praised his fellow 
editor's concentration on the "texts themselves" rather than the contexts in which they 
were written. For "the notion of cause in human history is so dubious that we should 
surely hesitate in employing it to explain what we actually understand much better, 
,, 67 literary texts. After all if the "causes of the First World War, a sequence of events 
overwhelmingly documented and still just within living memory, are ferociously disputed; 
what chance then is there that we shall be able to define historical causes for the 
proliferation of English dream poems in the far more distant era of the late fourteenth 
century? 968 The answer is instead to turn to "something internal in these texts, the 'key 
literary mechanism' of falling asleep and entering a dream", something that Brown views 
, 69 as "a powerful device for signalling a state of altered consciousness . It is not worth 
attempting to explain dream-narratives in relation to historical contexts because, they 
argue, the historical 'causes' of the writings they have reproduced are too distant and too 
complex. 
However, some literary historians have shown a greater desire to get to grips with 
the contexts surrounding early modem dream narratives. Nigel Smith, for instance, is 
concerned with the subversive political import of radical dreams which were "defining 
cases of subconsciously generated sectarian propaganda... [and] ... fall within the wider 
sphere of prophetic behaviour [that] constitute stylistic imitations of biblical prophetic 
66 Nancy Armstrong and Leonard Tennenhouse, "The Interior Difference: A Brief Genealogy of Dreams, 
1650-1717, " Eighteenth- Century Studies, 23 (1990), 458-78. 
67 A. C. Spearling, "Introduction", in Brown and Spearling, eds., Reading Dreams, 4. 
68 Ibid. 4. 
69 Ibid. 4. 
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,, 70 visions. Such dreams can thus be explained in relation to the political climate of the 
1640s and 1650s, and the various confessional allegiances of their proponents. Puritans, 
Presbyterians and Independents are all shown to have particular accounts of prophetic 
dreams linked by their assertion of supernatural powers, their political import, and their 
Bi ical allusions. Smith also demonstrates the connections between these sectarian 
dreams and the works of the ancients, Artemidorus, Plato, and more recent hermetical and 
Paracelsian traditions. This adds to his arguments that cases of inspiration among the 
radicals acquired subversive meanings "which went against the established political and 
religious order. 
In the 1970s and 1980s a number of authors argued that dreams constitute 
experiences that transgress or do not fit with the ordinary course of events. This has often 
been referred to as 'liminality' and has proved a popular idea in the historiography of 
dreams. It has been most prominent in works on literature. Victor and Edith Turner, for 
example, considered the common theme of pilgrimage in medieval dream poetry and 
found that dreams mediated between a variety of different categories, including this world 
and the next, the mind and supernatural powers and 'wilderness and civilisation'. 
"Liminars are betwixt and between, " the authors write, they are "ambiguous, for they pass 
though a cultural realm that has few or none of the attributes of the past or coming 
state. 9,72 Dreams, because they were heavily associated with deception, bluffed the 
boundaries between reality and illusion. Writing on Shakespeare, Marjorie B. Garber has 
acknowledged the existence of this "ambiguity", 73 while Manfred Weidhom has argued 
70 Smith, Perfection Proclaimed, 102. 
71 Ibid. 74. 
72 Victor and Edith Turner, Image and Pilgrimage in Christian Culture (New York, 1978), 249. 
73 Marjorie B. Garber, Dream in Shakespeare: From Metaphor to Metamorphosis (London, 1994), 8. 
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that dreams in seventeenth-century literature occupied the boundaries between internal 
faculties and some external supernatural agency. 74 Aleida Assmann too considers the 
relations between "two worlds", the first of the reality of everyday life and the second, of 
dreams. 75 These authors though have rarely gone beyond their theoretical generalisations, 
failing to acknowledge the social and intellectual circumstances that might explain what 
they mean by 'liminality' or 'betweenness'. 
This is why some more recent accounts such as Peter Brown's article in Reading 
Dreams, have warned against the dangers of the "abstracting, generalizing, and 
universalizing tendencies" of such theories when dealing with dreams in literary texts. 76 
The history of dreams, he argues, has been "represented in causative, monolithic, and 
general terms. To be convincing, the historical context needs to be more specific, more 
complex, more circumstantial. j, 77 Like his co-editor, Brown is essentially concerned that 
generalisations concerning badly understood historical contexts are unhelpful. In keeping 
with these sentiments, Brown concentrates on a handful of examples of English dream 
poetry between 1350 and 1400. Similarly, Patricia Crawford suggests that "we should be 
careful in making generalizations" about the emotional and family lives of women from 
their dreams. 78 In their attempts at avoiding such generalisations some historians have 
chosen, as we have seen, to look instead at narrowly defined historical specificity, such as 
individual dreams over short periods. 79 
74 Manfred Weidhom, Dreams in Seventeenth- Century English Literature (Paris, 1970), 90. 
75 Assmann, 'Engendering Dreams', 288. 
76 Brown particularly has Victor and Edith Turner's work in mind. See Brown, ed., 
Reading Dreams 3 5. 
77 Ibid. 34. 
78 Crawford, 'Women's Dreams in Early Modem England', 2. 
79 See for example Richard L. Kagan, Lucretia's Dreams: Politics and Prophecy in Sixteenth- 
Century Spain 
(Spain, 1990). 
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The vast majority of studies on the topic of dreams have concentrated on the Civil 
War and Interregnum. - undoubtedly an important period for discussions of dreams, but 
one that because of its uniqueness has given a skewed impression of the meanings dream- 
claims held for contemporaries. Most worryingly, such accounts give the impression that 
discussions of dreams in the 1640s and 1650s were the first to pay significant attention to 
issues of authenticity and dream-delusion. Eighteenth-century commentators such as the 
Third Earl of Shaftesbury famously developed critiques of supernatural dream-claims in 
an attempt to pathologise them, and modem critics have highlighted Hobbes, Locke and 
Descartes as their precursors. However, an examination of these sources, within their 
historical contexts, reveals a very different story. Indeed, virtually everyone, from the 
Biblical authors onwards, engaged with problems of authenticity and deception regarding 
dream-claims. In the sources 1 examine, the issue of deception was consistently raised in 
English culture wherever dreams were discussed. This thesis explores the nature and 
import of these discussions revealing the history of early modem dream-claims to be 
highly complex and contested. 
The Missing Foundations: 
Hebraic and Hellenistic Dreams 
Throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, expectations concerning 
prophetic dreams were based on traditional theological and intellectual foundations, that 
is, Biblical and ancient Greek and Roman texts . 
80 Belief in the reality and power of 
80 See Guy G. Strournsa, "Dreams and Visions in Early Christian Discourse", in Dream Cultures: 
Explorations in the Comparative History ofDreaming, David Shulman and Guy G. Strournsa, eds (New 
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prophecy was a constitutive feature of the Hellenic, Hebraic and Roman societies that 
formed the basis of Western culture. This is evident in the Biblical prophecies of Joseph, 
Daniel and Nebuchadnezzar, the Homeric poems, and the writings of Plato and 
Artemidorus. Prophetic dreaming in these sources had many shared characteristics and the 
Biblical models of dreaming themselves had their basis in still more ancient precedents, 
such as ancient Jewish, Babylonian and Mesopotamian myths. Classical as well as 
Biblical sources suggested that dreams could come from a god or gods, could wam about 
future events or heal miraculously, were often visual in nature, could be remembered 
vividly, and often required expertise in their interpretation. Nevertheless, as we have seen, 
many of these texts also provided sources for the criticism of prophetic dreaming. 
Aristotelian and Biblical passages advised caution when dealing with alleged prophetic 
dreamers since many such dreams had been deceptive. Indeed, in the Old Testament, 
Deuteronomy 13: 1-5 advised death for those who falsely claimed to have prophetic 
-1 . - dreams. 
The problem of distinguishing true dreams from false was common in Scripture. 
Although Numbers and Daniel suggested that dreams were valid forms of prophecy that 
could be linked to ecstatic forms of revelation, passages in Jeremiah instead indicated that 
not all dreams, and not all dreamers, were supported by Scripture. Daniel and Jeremiah 
were not necessarily incompatible, but they provided resources for opposite sides in the 
debate on dreams. In any case, the preponderance of opinion in the Bible, especially in the 
Old Testament, was in favour of the existence and importance of prophetic dreams. 
Numbers, for instance, indicated that God spoke to prophets only in dreams (except 
York, 1999), 189-212 and Patricia Cox Miller, Dreams in Late Antiquity: studies in the imagination of a 
culture (Princeton, 1998). 
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Moses to whom he spoke directly) while in Daniel, Nebuchadnezzar was no prophet but 
had prophetic dreams. In this case it was Daniel's interpretation of the dream that was 
prophetic, since everything Daniel said actually came to pass, according to virtually all 
interpreters. 
It was commonly held that the use of dreams as an instrument of divine 
communication continued into the New Testament era, and there were numerous 
Scriptural warrants for this. In Matthew, Joseph was the recipient of several dreams 
concerning the nature of the forthcoming Virgin Birth (Matthew, 1: 20-21): "the angel of 
the Lord appeared unto him in a dream, saying, Joseph, thou son of David, fear not to take 
unto thee Mary thy wife: for that which is conceived in her is of the Holy Ghost. " Joseph 
also received a warning to flee to the safety of Egypt with Jesus and his mother in the face 
of the Herodian massacre (Matthew, 2: 13): "the angel of the Lord appeareth to Joseph in a 
dream, saying, Arise, and take the young child and his mother, and flee into Egypt, and be 
thou there until I bring thee word: for Herod will seek the young child to destroy him. " 
After this they were called once more to return to Israel (Matthew, 2: 20): "when Herod 
was dead, behold, an angel of the Lord appeareth in a dream to Joseph in Egypt, Saying 
Arise, and take the young child and his mother, and go into the land of Israel: for they are 
dead which sought the young child's life. " Also "being warned of God in a dream, " he 
was instructed to settle in Galilee (Matthew, 1: 22). 
However, there were big differences between the ways in which the Old and New 
Testaments characterised dreams. One important distinction involved the role of Jesus in 
mediating between God and Man. Although there were prophets such as Moses in the Old 
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Testament, Jesus, as the Son of God, had a much more central role in relaying God's 
message. As Hebrews 1: 1-4 put it: 
God, who at sundry times and in divers manners spake in time past unto the 
fathers by the prophets, hath in these last days spoken unto us by his Son, 
whom he hath appointed heir of all things, by whom also he made the worlds; 
who being the brightness of his glory, and the express image of his person, and 
upholding all things by the word of his power, when he had by himself purged 
our sins, sat down on the right hand of the Majesty on high; being made so 
much better than the angels, as he hath by inheritance obtained a more 
excellent name than they. 
This passage was of critical importance for those early modem commentators on dreams 
who argued that divine dreams no longer occurred in their own times. Nevertheless, the 
Bible did not unequivocally support the argument that divine dreams had ceased in the 
post-apostolic period. Indeed, the passage "Your sons and daughters will prophesy, your 
young men will see visions, your old men will dream dreams" (Acts 2: 17) was frequently 
cited in support of contemporary revelations, while the writings of St Paul advocated 
divine dreams in which the soul rather than the body took part. 
In addition to this, there were a number of important non-Scriptural sources for 
understanding dreams. Plato attributed great significance to them, and in Republic IX, he 
suggested that when the lower bodily elements were peaceful the rational soul was able 
"to look for and reach toward the perception of what he does not know, be it past, present 
or future. 1181 In contrast, evil dreams were produced when lower elements of the soul 
assumed control and the rational apparatus remained asleep. Plato highlighted prophetic 
dreams for particular consideration. The art of divination was given to man by the gods 
and could only occur when the body was free of disease: 
81 Plato, "The Republic", IX5 in Plato in Twelve Volumes, 5&6 trans., Paul Shorey (London, 1969), 572a2- 
3. 
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And that God gave unto man's foolishness the gift of divination a sufficient token is this: no man achieves true and inspired divination when in his rational 
mind, but only when the power of his intelligence is fettered in sleep or when it is distraught by disease or by reason of some divine inspiration. But it belongs 
to a man when in his right mind to recollect and ponder both the things spoken in dream or waking vision by the divining and inspired nature, and all the 
visionary forms that were seen, and by means of reasoning to discern about 
them all wherein they are significant and for whom they portend evil or good in 
the future, the past, or the present. 82 
Following Plato and Biblical examples such as St Paul, dream interpreters in the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries such as Thomas Hill, 'Gonzalo', Thomas Browne and Thomas 
Tryon suggested that dreams could allow men and women to envisage future events. The 
"soule in sleeping may foresee things to come, " Gonzalo asserted, for the soul "of it selfe 
is divine and celestiall. , 83 According to Tryon it was "when the Body and sensual Powers 
of the outward elemental grosness are asleep, or dead (which is all one during the sleep of 
the Body)", that the "Soul in Dreams ... is as it were already in Eternity, and swims in the 
Depth, or Abysses, and sees with an eternal Eye or Sight in the same measure like its 
Creator, whence it had its birth, and whose Image it beareth. ý, 84 Indeed, attempting to shut 
out this 'outward elemental grosness' was precisely the reason why Tryon was vegetarian 
and avoided sugar and wine. 
In On Prophesying by Dreams, Aristotle, like Plato, inquired into the nature of 
predictive dreams. 85 Unlike his tutor, however, he argued that alleged prophetic dreams 
must be "either causes or signs of things that happen, or else coincidences. " Dreams 
might, however, be signs of what was happening in the body and in these cases "one 
82 Plato, "Timaeus, " in Plato in Twelve Volumes, 9, trans., W. R. M. Lamb (London, 1925), 72a. 
83 Gonzalo, The divine dreamer: or, a short treatise discovering the true effect andpower of dreames 
(London, 1641), 11. 
84 Thomas Tryon, A treatise of dreams and visions wherein the causes, natures, and uses, of nocturnal 
representations, and the communications both of good and evil angels, as also 
departed souls, to mankind 
(London, 1689), 3 8. 
85 A. Manos, "The Aristotelian Doctrine on Dreams", Archeology and arts, 78 (2001), 41-46. 
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should pay extremely close attention to dreams. And that is a reasonable assumption even 
for those who are not practitioners, but are pursuing a theoretical inquiry. " But because 
dreams were closely related to our waking behaviour "movements in the course of sleep 
must frequently be origins of day-time actions, for the reason that our intention to do these 
has had the way paved for it in the appearances (phantasmata) at night. " Thus prophetic 
-1 -II dreams would seem to be coincidences, especially all that are peculiar or concern matters 
86 where no causal initiative lies in the dreamers themselves" . In other words, a person 
might intend to take a particular action anyway and this might appear in their sleep, and 
otherwise predictions from dreams could only come true coincidentally - since dreams 
were based on the dreamer's waking concerns. 
The second-century C. E. physician Galen also considered the significance of 
-1 -- dreams in his On Diagnosisftom Dreams. In this work he set out a conception of dreams 
which he closely related to the idea that sleep, as one of the six non-naturals, had 
implications for health. 87 Essentially, what a person dreamed revealed their humoral 
constitution and thus their diseases and dispositions. These kinds of dreams might be 
confused with dreams based on a person's everyday experiences and thoughts, and even 
in rare cases, with prophetic dreams: 
Since in sleep the soul does not produce impressions based on dispositions of 
the body only, but also from the things habitually done by us day by day, and 
some from what we have thought - and indeed some things are revealed by it in 
fashion of prophesy (for even this is witnessed by experience) - the diagnosis 
of the body from the visions -in-sleep that arise from the body becomes 
difficult. Now if it were necessary only to distinguish this cause from the things 
done or thought by day, it would not be at all difficult to conclude that 
whatever has not been done or thought is arising from the body. But since we 
86 Aristotle, On Prophesying by Dreams, trans., JI Beare (Adelaide, 2007), 1. 
87 The six non-naturals were air, movement and rest, food and drink, sleep and vigil, inanition and 
repletion, and the affections of the mind. I go on to explore the implications of these categories for 
treatments of sleep in the next chapter. 
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concede that there are also prophetic dreams, it is not easy to say how these 
might be distinguished from the ones arising from the body. 88 
Galen's text was important for early modern physicians, for dream interpretation was also 
a part of a physician's duties. But, as this passage demonstrates, it was also important in 
placing the role of the physician on centre stage for the difficult task of distinguishing the 
supernatural origins of dreams from those that were corporeal. Evidently, dreams had a 
great deal of significance for indicating the physical condition of the body, and with 
expert knowledge and interpretation it was quite possible to diagnose diseases from 
sleeping images, but it was equally important - if exceedingly difficult - to distinguish 
these from genuinely prophetic dreams. 
Oneirocriticism 
The art of interpreting dreams (or oneirocriticism) was a crucial part of the Judeo- 
Christian tradition. ln Scripture, Daniel, Nebuchadnezzar and Pharaoh all received 
symbolic dreams that were in need of interpretation. Such symbolism and mysticism were 
particularly prominent features of apocalyptic dreams and visions. For instance, King 
Nebuchadnezzar's dream of a great statue with a head of "fine gold, his breast and arms 
of silver, his belly and his thighs of brass, his legs of iron, his feet part of 
iron and part of 
clay" (Daniel, 2: 32-3) was far from straightforward to interpret. As we 
have seen, many 
other dream-interpreters attempted to reveal its meaning 
before Daniel successfully 
determined its interpretation. Similarly, Pharaoh's dream of seven "well favoured 
kine 
and fatfleshed" eaten by seven other "ill favoured and 
leanfleshed" along with a second 
88 Galen, On Diagnosisftom Dreams, trans., Lee Pearcy (London, 2004), 34. 
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dream of seven good ears of corn "devoured" by seven thin ears (Genesis, 41: 1-8) was 
difficult to interpret: Pharaoh "told them his dream; but there was none that could 
interpret them unto Pharaoh. " However, Joseph revealed to Pharaoh the dream's meaning, 
namely that: "the seven good kine are seven years; and the seven good ears are seven 
years ... Behold, there come seven years of great plenty throughout all the land of Egypt; 
and there shall arise after them seven years of famine. " The dream was a symbolic 
warning to put away enough food for the imminent famine. 
The greatest source for these apocalyptic dreams and visions, at least before 
Revelation, was the apocalyptic part of both Ezekiel and the book of Daniel. Ezekiel 
devoted a significant amount of time foretelling the restoration of Israel as a nation and to 
their God, Yahweh (Ezekiel 36-39). Chapter 37 contained the famous "Valley of Dry 
Bones" vision, in which God promised to restore life to 1srael, after which, a promise was 
given that Israel would be united as one nation and established permanently. Daniel 
consisted of four dream-visions also primarily concerned with the future of Israel (Daniel, 
7: 1-27,8: 1-27,9: 1-24 and 10: 1- 12: 13). Of these, the first two involved symbolic visions 
that could not be taken at face value. The first concerned four great beasts representing 
four future kings or kingdoms, the last of which devours the whole earth by treading it 
down and crushing it. This was represented by a beast with ten homs representing ten 
kings (Daniel, 7: 1-27). The last person described subdued three of these kings and speaks 
against the Most High and the saints of the Most High. After some time this person's 
kingdom was taken away and given to the people of the saints of the Most High. The 
second vision (Daniel, 8: 20) concerned a ram and a male goat which Daniel interpreted as 
the "kings of Media and Persia. " In the "latter time of their kingdom, " Daniel continued, 
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-when the transgressors are come to the full, a king of fierce countenance, and 
understanding dark sentences, shall stand up. " Evidently, unlike the warning dreams 
which directly told Joseph what was to be expected, Daniel's dreams were not and indeed 
could not be interpreted literally. 
Full of awesome, gruesome, violent and teffor-provoking scenes, the book of 
Revelation, provided the ultimate support for belief in apocalyptic prophecies. It was the 
most vivid, the most incomprehensible, and the most significant book for early modem 
Protestantism. In Revelation, the opening of the seven seals tell of a series of God's 
judgements. The first four of these are known as the four horseman of the Apocalypse 
(Revelation, 6: 1-2). The first of these causes death, the second great warfare, the third 
famine, and the fourth plague, further famine, and further warfare (Revelation, 6: 7-8). The 
fifth seal tells us of those who will be martyred for their faith in Christ during the end 
times (Revelation, 6: 9-11). God hears their cries for justice, and will deliver it in His 
timing-in the form of the sixth seal and further judgements. When the sixth of the seven 
seals was broken, a devastating earthquake occurs, causing massive upheaval and terrible 
devastation-along with unusual astronomical phenomena (Revelation, 6: 12-14). The 
seven trumpets are the "contents" of the seventh seal (Revelation, 8: 1-5). The first 
trumpet causes hail and fire that destroys much of the plant life in the world (Revelation, 
8: 7). The second of the seven trumpets brings about what seems to be a meteor hitting the 
oceans and causing the death of much of the world's sea life (Revelation, 8: 8-9). The third 
trumpet is similar to the second trumpet except it affects the world's lakes and rivers 
instead of the oceans (Revelation, 8: 10-11). The fourth of the seven trumpets causes the 
sun and moon to be darkened (Revelation, 8: 12). The fifth trumpet results in a plague of 
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"demonic locusts" that attack and torture humanity (Revelation, 9: 1 -11). The sixth 
trumpet releases a demonic army that kills a third of humanity (Revelation, 9: 12-21). 
While the seventh calls forth the seven angels with the seven vials of God's wrath 
(Revelation, 11: 15-19; 15: 1-8). The further image of the pouring out of these vials and of 
the Whore of Babylon portrayed the devastation of the ungodly on a global scale. This 
description of the last days was littered with violent apocalyptic imagery involving the 
seals, trumpets and beasts that lent itself to symbolic interpretation and many later 
commentators saw all of the elements in the story of John as symbols of the experiences 
of the Christian Church throughout its history. 
In addition to this, early modem men and women were also receptive to ancient 
non-Christian dream interpreters. One of the most influential of these works for early 
modem dream interpretation was Artemidorus's Oneirocritica. 89 Contemporaneous with 
Galen's On Diagnosisftom Dreams, Artemidorus's text was composed in the mid-to late 
second century C. E., and drew a crucial distinction between two types of dreams: Oneiroi 
and Enhypnia. Of the two, only Oneiroi had any importance as these could be used to see 
into the future, while Enhypnia were instead indicative of the waking concerns of the 
dreamer. Oneiroi included visions and prophetic dreams and could be further broken 
down into Theorematikoi (which predicted the future directly), and Allegorikoi (which 
required interpretation). Artemidorus was especially concerned about this last type of 
89 See Christine Walde, "Dream Interpretation in a Prosperous Age? Artemidorus, the Greek Interpreter of 
Dreams", in David Shulman and Guy G. Strournsa, eds., Dream Cultures: Explorations in the Comparative 
History ofDreaming (New York, 1999), 121-142; M. Andrew Holowchak, Ancient Science and 
Dreams: 
Oneirology in Greco-Roman Antiquity (Lanham, 200 1); E. R. Dodds, The Greeks and the Irrational 
(Berkeley, 1959); S. R. F. Price, "The Future of Dreams: From Freud to Artemidorus, " Past and Present, 
113 (1986), 3-37; Naphtali Lewis, The Interpretation ofDreams & Portents in Antiquity (Toronto, 1976); 
and Robert Mansfield, Shannon Goddard and Harvey Moldofsky, 
"'When the External Fire Departs': Sleep 
Theories of Plato and Aristotle and their Relevance to Modem Sleep Research", 
University of Toronto 
Medical Journal, 81 (2003), 58-62. 
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dream and the majority of his work was spent discussing the meaning and interpretation 
of these dreams. He was committed to producing a rational set of rules for understanding 
allegorical dreams and his key argument was that "the interpretation of dreams is nothing 
other than the juxtaposition of similarities. "90 For Artemidorus, wild animals seen in 
-1 -- dreams signified enemies, while the type of animal demonstrated the type of enemy 
meant, for "There is an affinity between all wild animals and our enemies. A wolf 
signifies a violent enemy ... A fox indicates that the enemy will not attack openly but will 
plot underhandedly. " Dreaming of losing one's teeth for instance, tended to suggest death, 
but it could be interpreted differently depending on the social circumstances of the 
dreamer. 91 These similarities, which could only be uncovered by a skilled interpreter, lay 
within the imagery and content of the dream. 92 
Artemidorus also formed certain practical strategies that allowed him to make his 
basic tenets effective. One of them, to avoid errors and misinterpretations, was that only 
dreams that were remembered fully should be interpreted. Furthermore, the dream 
interpreter must be well informed about local conduct since he must be able to place each 
dream within the relevant culture. The interpreter must also be familiar with the dreamer; 
who he is, what he does, his property, age, health, state of mind, position in society, his 
habits and his mood. According to Artemidorus, all this information was significant 
because dreams had different meanings for different people. For example, if a poor man 
90Artemidorus, Oneirocritica, trans., R. J. White, 2 (New Jersey, 1975), 25. 
91 From ibid. 1: "Tooth dreams are open to many different interpretations ... upper teeth represent the more 
important and excellent members of the dreamer's household; the lower, those who are less important. For 
we must interpret the mouth as a house and the teeth as the inhabitants of a house. ", 39. "The right side 
signifies the men; the left side, the women ... 
Furthermore, the so-called incisor teeth or front teeth signify 
the young; the canine teeth, the middle-aged; the molars... old people. Therefore the type of person 
he is to 
lose is indicated by the type of tooth he loses. But since the teeth signify possessions as well as people ... it 
is quite reasonable that some of the teeth, when they 
fall out, signify the loss of these possessions. ", 40. 
92 Ibid. 25 
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dreams of gold he will become rich, but if a rich man dreams of gold he will be tricked. 
This is a crucial point; dreams differed fundamentally according to the background of the 
dreamer. Just as in Galenic medicine, the nature of dreams - and their interpretation - 
depended essentially on the specifics of the individual. 
Indeed, dream interpretation itself fon-ned a part of the tool-belt of the physician. 
As Galen had argued, the content of an individual's dreams should be closely scrutinised 
for information concerning the condition of the body: 
The vision-in-sleep [enhypnion], in my opinion, indicates a disposition of the 
body. Someone dreaming a conflagration is troubled by yellow bile, but if he 
dreams of smoke, or mist, or deep darkness, by black bile. Rainstorm indicates 
that cold moisture abounds; snow, ice, and hail, cold phlegm. It is necessary 
also to pay attention to the stage [kairos] of the disease and to the nourishment 
that has been taken. If, for example, someone who thinks that he is being 
covered with snow has this impression at the onset of an attack accompanied by 
trembling, shivering, or chills, one must assign this for the most part to the 
stage of the disease, not to the disposition of the body. But someone who has 
such a dream when the disease is past its crisis will provide us with a firmer 
indication of the coldness of his prevailing humors, all the more so if he has not 
eaten any of the phlegmatic foods, which, when they are encompassed in the 
stomach, make possible the coming-into-being of such an impression, even 
though the disposition in the whole body is not similar. 93 
What was seen in sleep could indicate the types of humours that were most prominent in 
the sleeper, and interpretations were dependent on the circumstances of the dream: how 
far advanced the disease was or what had been eaten. Both Artemidorus and Galen 
suggested that images seen in sleep had particular meanings for either the health or the 
future of the dreamer. 
In the mid-Byzantium period dream interpretation found a further advocate in the 
Oneirocriticon Achmetis -a work that became a staple of scholarly prophetic exegesis in 
93 Galen, On Diagnosisftom Dreams, 34. 
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the early modem period. 94 The author called himself, Achmet, the son of Sereim, who 
was, he claimed, the dream-interpreter of the caliph of Babylon. 95 The Oneirocriticon was 
composed, he wrote, in order to provide a compendium of easy-to-use dream-symbols and 
interpretations so that his master could easily prognosticate future events. 96 However, an 
examination of the text would suggest otherwise. Firstly, the author was not Arabic or 
even Muslim but rather a Greek Christian who used the title of Achmet to give the book 
authority and to suggest an air of erudition and learning which at this time was closely 
associated with Arabic scholars. 97 Indeed, if Achmet were Muslim then it would be 
bizarre that he never mentioned or quoted from the Koran, but instead devoted numerous 
passages to the New Testament and repeated the Old Testament view of dream 
interpretation in his work. 98 
Furthermore, the author revealed his own orthodox Christian convictions clearly in 
the Oneirocriticon's concern with faith, the resurrection of the dead, angels, heaven and 
hell, and the clergy. As such, he reworked much pagan material, including Artemidorus' 
Oneirocritica as well as piecemeal popular Byzantine and Arabic dream-material, so that 
they confon-ned to Christian ideology. For example, he mentioned that the Trinity was 
indivisible, idols were false, Mary was the mother of God and that sexual abstinence was 
a Christian ideal reflecting the state of angels. 
99 Other religions were dismissed as 
blasphemous and destined for damnation. Indeed, the assumption that other religions were 
base was shown in what they were said to symbolically represent should an individual 
94 See Stephen M. Oberhelman, The Oneirocriticon ofAchmet. - A Medieval Greek andArabic Treatise on 
the Interpretation of Dreams (London, 1991) and Maria Mavroudi, A Byzantine Book on Dream 
Interpretation: The Oneirocriticon ofAchmet andIts Arabic Sources (Leiden, 2002). 
95 Oberhelman, The Oneirocriticon ofAchmet, 11. 
96 Ibid. 11. 
97 Ibid. 11. 
98 Ibid. 12. 
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dream of Jews or Muslims: "If a Christian dreams that he became a Jew, he was not 
perfect, but is untrustworthy and blasphemous, and he will come into perdition ... If 
someone dreams of becoming Mohammedan, the same interpretations apply. "100 
The dream-theory of Achmet's Oneirocriticon drew considerably from that of 
Artemidorus' Oneirocritica. For this reason, the dream-symbols in Achmet were often in 
direct agreement with those of Artemidorus. For instance, he agreed with Artemidorus 
that to dream of losing one's entrails meant the loss of a child, that hairless eyebrows 
signified failure and that shins signified strength. In addition to this, both authors agreed 
that the circumstances of the dreamer could change the meaning of the symbols contained 
in the dream. To dream of decapitation for a debtor, for instance, meant release from debt 
while for a slave it meant release from slavery. However, the two texts diverged 
significantly when it came to the causation of dreams. While Artemidorus attributed 
dreams to a number of sources including gods, the soul and the body, for Achmet the 
ultimate cause of dreams was God. For Achmet God used them as a means to foreshadow 
good and evil to all people. This was common to other Byzantine oneirocritics who 
attempted no distinction between internal and external causation in dreams. Moreover, his 
use of the phrase "if someone sees something in sleep" rather the Artemidoran "it seemed 
that" suggests a direct perceptual process similar to that which occurs in waking states. 
This was highly significant for Christians because they suggested that everyone could 
experience divine messages in sleep which rested on the interpretation of symbols that 
might otherwise go unheeded. 101 
99 Ibid. 12. 
loo Achmet, "Oneirocriticon" in Oberhelman, The Oneirocriticon ofAchmet, 60. 
101 Ibid. 60. 
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The development of printing allowed these texts to reach a wider audience. In the 
sixteenth century, translations of Artemidorus's Oneirocritica began to gain popularity in 
England and, first translated into English in 1518, it went through twenty editions by 
1722. Works devoted to dream interpretation, such as Thomas Hill's Most pleasante arte 
of the interpretacion of dreames of 1576 enthusiastically took up these ideas and, like 
Achmet, began to fit them in with a Christian worldview. 102 These handbooks presented a 
logically structured theory of sleep which took into account both physiological and 
prophetic understandings of dreams, and as such contributed to the view that dreams were 
fundamentally significant. The typologies of Revelation, whether there were hidden 
messages revealing the date of the Apocalypse or which events and characters were 
represented, along with Achmet's interpretative techniques, were still being discussed in 
the late seventeenth century by elite apocalypticists: Joseph Mede, Henry More, Isaac 
Newton and others. 103 The emphasis that these individuals placed on the need to correctly 
interpret the prophetic writings of the apocalypse is a crucial sign of the continuing 
significance of the idea of prophecy after the Restoration. 104 
Protestants dismissed the plethora of allegorical, anagogical, analogical and other 
non-literal exegetical techniques used by Catholics. While recognising the dangers of 
false or unskilful interpretation; they assumed that typological accounts of Scriptural 
prophecies were fully justified. But by the early eighteenth century the validity of 
oneirocritical and typological techniques were being criticised by writers such as Jonathan 
102 See Thomas Hill, The mostepleasaunte arte of the interpretacion of dreames (London, 1576), 3-4. 
103 See Paul J. Korshin, Typologies in England, 1650-1820 (Guildford, 1982). 
104 On this point see Warren Johnston, "The Patience of the Saints, the 
Apocalypse, and Moderate 
Nonconformity in Restoration England", Canadian Journal of History, 38 (2003), 505-516 and Johnston, 
"The Anglican Apocalypse in Restoration England", Journal ofEcclesiastical History, 55 (2004), 467-50 1. 
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Swift, Samuel Butler and Richard Steele. 105 Their problem, that oneirocritics refine "what 
is literal into figure and Mystery" and find meaning where there was none, was essentially 
a problem with the types of evidence presented by oneirocritics. 106 Reading mysterious 
meanings into private experiences such as dreams was dangerous because it "reduced all 
to Type" and could not be publicly confirmed, but equally very few people would have 
wanted to suggest that the Biblical prophets could be deluded. 107 As I argue later, the 
demise of oneirocriticism followed on from orthodox Anglican critiques of putatively 
supernatural dream experiences from the late seventeenth century on. 
Providence and the Classification of Dreams 
Today, rather than evidence based on private experiences such as dreams, we are 
more accustomed to a view of evidence that is public and evident to the senses and which 
distinguishes 'facts' from 'evidence'. Facts are crucially distinct from evidence because 
they have little or no significance in and of themselves. Evidence may be best described 
as facts that offer clues or signs of things to which we have no direct access: ruined 
civilisations, the workings of the mind, crimes without witnesses. Lorraine Daston has 
argued that part of the reason for the development of distinctions between facts and 
evidence lies in the sixteenth and seventeenth-century treatment of marvels and 
prodigies. 108 Dreams fit into this scheme because they were variously associated with 
105 See "Typology and Satire" in Korshin, Typologies in England, 271-328. 
106 Alexander Pope et al., The Memoirs of the Extraordinary Life, Works, and Discoveries ofMartinus 
Scriblerus, ed., Charles Kerby-Miller (New York, 1966), 9. 
107 Ibid. 9. 
108 Loraine Daston, "Marvellous Facts and Miraculous Evidence in Early Modem Europe", Critical 
Inquiry, 18 (1991), 93-124, On marvels, prodigies and providence see also Alexandra Walsham, 
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different categories of the natural. These categories included the natural, preternatural and 
supernatural. Accounts of the natural in Aristotelian or scholastic natural philosophy or 
scientia properly speaking, had been concerned with universal truths, and marvels, by 
definition, were exceptions to "that which is always or of that which is for the most 
part. "109 Marvels and prodigies were thus left to supernatural or preternatural causes. Yet 
in the seventeenth century, singulars such as marvels, portents and dreams began to be 
incorporated into natural philosophy, as Francis Bacon had proposed in 1605: 
Neither am I of opinion, in this history of marvels, that superstitious narrations 
of sorceries, witchcrafts, dreams, divinations, and the like, where there is an 
assurance and clear evidence of the fact, be altogether excluded. For it is not 
yet known in what cases and how far effects attributed to superstition do 
participate of natural causes; and, therefore, howsoever the practice of such 
things is to be condemned, yet from the speculation and consideration of them 
light may be taken, not only for the discerning of the offences, but for the 
further disclosing of Nature. 110 
For a brief period marvels constituted a new form of 'factual' evidence that was public 
and evident to the senses. In this way marvellous (but not supernatural) sleeping 
experiences were increasingly seen as demonstrations of the ordinary workings of the 
body or mind. This can be seen in numerous examples such as the example that Daston 
cites of a man who slept for thirty years. 111 Indeed, marvels were transformed from 
momentous signs into non-signifying facts as a result of wider changes in the mid-late 
seventeenth century. 
Early modem views on marvels and their relationship to the natural order were 
derived from the teachings of Augustine and Thomas Aquinas. These authorities were not 
Providence in Early Modern England (Oxford, 1999) and William E. Bums, An Age of Wonders: 
Prodigies, Providence, andPolitics in England, 1580-1727 (California, 1994). 
109 Aristotle, Metaphysics, trans., W. E. Dooley (London, 1989), 1027a2O-27. 
110 Francis Bacon, Of the Advancement and Proficience ofLearning (London, 1605), 30 1. 
... See Daston, 'Marvelous Facts and Miraculous Evidence in Early Modem Europe', 103. For the original 
example see Pierre Boaistuau, Histoiresprodigieuses (Paris, 1567), 5. 
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always easy to level with one another. Augustine had praised all of nature as a miracle 
and complained that familiarity with such marvels as the individuality of human beings 
had blunted our sense of wonder. Because nature was simply the will of God realised, it 
made no sense to speak of miracles as contrary to nature: "For how can anything done by 
the will of God be contrary to nature, when the will of so great a creator constitutes the 
nature of each created thing? "' 12 In contrast to Augustine, Aquinas drew a sharp 
demarcation between experiences that were truly supernatural (the result of God's 
unmediated actions), those that were preternatural (that happen rarely, but by natural 
means) and those that were natural (the result of normal earthly agency). Marvels properly 
belonged to the realm of the preternatural: "For the order imposed on things by God is in 
keeping with that which is wont to occur in things for the most part, but it is not 
everywhere in keeping with what always occurs. " 113 
Despite the difficulties of distinguishing between the natural event, the 
preternatural marvel and the rare but authentic supernatural experience, medieval 
intellectuals insisted on a theoretical distinction between these categories. This was 
significant because, in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the natural, preternatural 
and supematural formed the basis for the categorisation of early modem dreams. Curious 
sleeping experiences, such as: prophetic dreaming, sleep-walking, nightmares, in which 
individuals felt they had been set upon by demons, and persons who remained comatose 
for a number of days, were just the kinds of experiences that these categories were 
designed to differentiate. After all, experiences that do not differ greatly from everyday 
experience (such as sleeping for approximately seven hours a night) could, in general, be 
112 Augustine, De civitate Dei, trans., W. M. Green, 7 (Cambridge, 1972), 5 1. 
113 Thomas Aquinas, Summa contra gentiles, trans., 3 (London, 1928), 57. 
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easily categorised as natural. It was only oddities and marvels - experiences which 
provoked wonder and amazement - that were controversial and notoriously difficult to 
interpret. 
For the most part, stories of marvellous sleeping experiences were taken to 
provide compelling evidence of God's consistent intervention in human affairs. His 
influence could be discerned in every inexplicable occurrence; He frequently sent signs in 
order to warn sinners to repent and to foreshadow and warn His chosen people of the 
imminent apocalypse. Providentialism was an ingrained response to chaos and crisis and 
central to the religious discourse of early modem England. ' 14 Though Puritans have 
become associated with providentialism, as Alexandra Walsham argues, the difference 
between their views and those of their peers was more a matter of degree than a watertight 
division. 1 15 The idea that God frequently intervened in human affairs and that He used 
even the most seemingly insignificant events upon which to etch His purpose gained near 
universal acceptable from individuals of all confessional positions and all social levels. 116 
Belief in the ultimate ordering of the universe by a supreme supernatural being 
was, of course, derived from traditional Judeo-Christian (as well as ancient Greek and 
Roman) thought. From the very beginning, however, the Reformers placed renewed 
emphasis on God's supervision and intervention in the earthly realm. John Calvin devoted 
a treatise to the subject along with several crucial chapters of his influential Institutes, and 
argued that it was the basis for Christian doctrine. 
117 The author of the Heidelberg 
114 On the role of providence in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries see Walsham, Providence in Early 
Modern England, 2-3 and Ronald J. VanderMolen, "Providence as Mystery, Providence as Revelation: 
Puritan and Anglican Modifications of John Calvin's Doctrine of Providence", Church History, 47 (1978), 
27-47. 
115 Walsham, Providence in Early Modern England, 2. 
116 Ibid. 3. 
117 Jean Calvin, Institutes, trans., Donald K. McKim (Westminster, 2000), book I, chapters 16-17. 
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Catechism, Zacharias Ursinus remarked that Christianity would be "pulled asunder" and 
44shaken in peeces" if this concept were denied or undermined. ' 18 "A holy 
acknowledging" of providence was the foundation and essence of Christian faith, William 
Pemble, preacher and fellow of Magdalen Hall, Oxford, asserted: "I dare say without it 
cannot stande firme, so much as the first principles of Religion. " 119 The Protestant 
preoccupation with providence stemmed in a large part from their expulsion of the 
intermediaries between God and the individual conscience. Increased awareness of the 
signs of God's influence in the natural world was a logical consequence of the Protestant 
insistence that mankind existed with utter and unmediated dependence on the mercy of its 
maker. English Protestants, like their continental counterparts, discussed in exhaustive 
detail the ways in which God's hand could be discerned in everyday life, and 
providentialism was a prominent theme in academic and practical theology throughout the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Indeed, God was thought to be in control of even the 
most mundane events. "God doth not put things unto a frame" preacher at Gray's Inn, 
Richard Sibbes claimed, "as we do clocks; " He always held "the helm of the universe" 
and expertly piloted its course. ' 20 
For some, dreams were routinely used by God to warn of or foreshadow future 
events. As I mentioned earlier, dreams could be interpreted through the oneirocritical 
techniques of ancients such as Achmet and Artemidorus, and there were a number of early 
modem individuals who applied their methods to dreams such as Thomas Hill, and later 
Thomas Browne, Gonzalo, Philip Goodwin and Thomas Tryon. As their treatises 
118 Zacharias Ursinus, The summe qf Christian religion, lectures on the Catechism, trans., H. Parrie 
(London, 1617), 368. 
119 William Pemble, A treatise of the providence qf God (London, 163 5), 26 1. 
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suggested, such dreams demonstrated the continued intervention of God in contemporary 
times. For Hill, God frequently advertised future "eviles & perils" in dreams 
"undoubtedlie shewinge... al matters imminent. " 12 1 Examples such as the Queen of 
France, who foresaw her husband's death in a dream, or the man whose dream of 
imminent danger allowed him to escape the plague, demonstrated the importance of 
scrutinising one's dreams for signs of future disasters and for messages from God. In 
addition to this, there were also other unusual sleeping experiences that were seen as 
divine messages. These included the group of hundreds of children who prophesied in 
their sleep as well as a number of cases of individuals who slept for many days in 
comatose states that were taken as signs from God and reported in pamphlet accounts. 122 
However, there were also important reasons why it was not thought possible to 
accept the various claims made about dreams. Firstly, dream-claims often contained 
religious and political messages. The Benedictine nun Elizabeth Barton's predictive verse, 
for instance, prophesied against Henry VIII's divorce - something unacceptable to both 
the King himself and to his Protestant supporters. Secondly, dreams, as everyone 
including Hill acknowledged, were mostly natural - the result of physiological processes 
or of an individual's thoughts and experiences, and natural effects were known to present 
symptoms that could easily be confused with supernatural phenomena. Traditional 
medical texts developed the idea of a regimen that involved advice on sleeping in order to 
preserve or regain health. Ancient authors including Galen, Hippocrates, Plato and 
120 Richard Sibbes, The Complete Works ofRichardSibbes, ed., Alexander Balloch Grosart, 3 (Carlisle, 
2001), 434. 
12 1 Hill, The moste pleasant arte of the interpretacion of dreames, 4. 
122 Anon, A Relation qf several hundreds of children and others that propesie andpreach in their sleep &c. 
first examined and admired by several ingenious men, ministers and professors of philosophy at Geneva 
and sentfrom thence in two letters to Roterdam (London, 1689); Anon, The sleepy man awak'd out of his 
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Aristotle recommended consideration of the minutiae of a patient's sleeping patterns: 
where they slept, what position they took, what time they went to bed and how long for. 
For these authors it was important to recognise medical explanations of unusual sleep and 
dreams so that they could be differentiated from potentially supernatural effects. Thus 
Renaissance medics in handbooks devoted to well-being, such as Thomas Cogan's Haven 
of Health of 1584, set out the proper understanding and the conditions for healthful 
sleep. 123 As in Galen, sleep was seen as being intimately bound up with the nature of 
dreaming. The fact that dreams tended to show the thoughts upon which dreamers "most 
often dwell" was frequently used to bolster the argument that many dream-claims were 
delusory. As such, in the early modem period physiological accounts, which pathologised 
supposed prophets and witches as sick or mad, were increasingly given credence by their 
political and religious opponents. 
Demonic Dreams 
The other major reason why not all dream-claims could be taken as the work of 
God, was because they could just as easily be the work of the Devil. Demonically- 
inspired dreams could occur in a variety of ways, including alarming nightmares, dreams 
in which demons appeared as angels to deceive alleged divine dreamers, and as the 
origin of jealous and lustftil dreams. Everyone, but particularly the immoral, was subject 
to demonic attacks in their sleep. Witches and the bewitched were especially vulnerable 
five days dream (London, 1710); and Anon, A wonderful and strange relation of a sailor in St. 
Bartholomew's Hospital, London (London, 17 10? ). 
123 Thomas Cogan, The hauen of health chiefely gatheredfor the comfort ofstudents, and consequently of 
all those that haue a care of their health (London, 1584). 
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to these kinds of delusions and for this reason demonic dreams were also most prominent 
in discussions of witchcraft. By the fifteenth century contemporaries were familiar with 
the problems connected with authenticating demonic encounters that occurred while 
asleep. The ninth-century Canon Episcopi had suggested that witches travel to the sabbat 
in dreams, that is, 'in spirit' rather than physically and it was illusory to believe 
otherwise. 124 Early modem theologians needed to discredit this view in order to 
corroborate their view of a physically threatening witchcraft. For the most part this 
simply meant that, in practical terms, interacting with demons physically became the 
standard of evidence by which witchcraft cases were judged. 
In England, the practice of witchcraft and conjuring with spirits became a statutory 
crime in 1542. This legislation, which emphasised maleficium, or harm done, rather than 
heresy, was replaced in 1563 with a harsher statute which made it a capital crime to 
invoke evil spirits, even without maleficient activity. 125 This statute was replaced in 1604 
with one meting out yet more draconian penalties. 126 Although popular English witch 
beliefs centred on harin done, legal proof of the crime increasingly focused on the 
compact with the Devil. 127 Barbara Shapiro has argued that the harsher act of 1604 helped 
push aside the formerly adequate presumptions of proof because it placed particular 
emphasis on the compact, which necessitated proof of the witch's physical contact with 
demons. 128 Such proof included the use of a familiar, the existence of the witch's mark, 
124 "Canon Episcopi", in Alan C. Kors and Edward Peters, eds., Witchcraft in Europe, 1100-1700: A 
Documentary History (Philadelphia, 1972), 38-9. 
125 Barbara Shapiro, Probability and Certainty in Seventeenth Century England: A Study of the 
Relationships between Natural Science, Religion, History, Law, and Literature (Princeton, 1983), 98. See 
also Barbara Shapiro, Beyond Reasonable Doubt and Probable Cause: Historical Perspective on the 
Anglo-American Law Evidence (Berkeley, 199 1). 
126 Ibid. 98, 
127 Ibid. 99. 
128 Ibid. 100. 
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witnessing of the witch with demons or attending a sabbat as well as the proof of 
confession. 
Prior to this there were cases in which dreams played a significant role. The most 
famous case was that of the Warboys witches who bewitched five of local man Robert 
Throckmorton's children along with Mrs Cromwell, grandmother to Oliver Cromwell. In 
a series of dreams immediately after an encounter with the supposed head witch, she 
dreamt that this witch and her cat were attacking her, and in subsequent months she 
sickened and died. 129The link was clear; dreams were evidently a crucial mode via which 
demonic forces could be conducted, and, in this case, they provided proof of the crime 
since the accused women were convicted. Nonetheless, although they were a highly 
significant theoretical component of learned witchcraft beliefs, and continued to be 
discussed at length in learned discourses of witchcraft, dreams were rarely used as 
evidence in trials. Physical proof was instead frequently emphasised. This was why we 
are told in pamphlet accounts, for instance, that one witch when asked if she slept denied 
it emphatically and claimed she was as awake as she was at that moment. 130 In another 
case we are told that the witch was "watched certaine nights, for the better discovery of 
her wicked practices, " even offering to introduce those investigating her to her demon. 131 
Standards of legal evidence suggested that prosecutors had to provide physical evidence 
that acts of witchcraft had taken place. The case for the prosecution could most 
emphatically not rest on dreams alone. 
132 
129 Anon., The most strange and admirable discouerie of the three witches of Warboys arraigned, conuicted 
and executed at the last Assises at Huntington (London, 1593), 5. 
130 Anon., The Wonderful Discoverie of the Witchcrafts ofMargaret and Phillip Flower, Daughters ofJoan 
Flower neere Beuer castle: Executed at Lincolne, March 11.1618 (Lincoln, 1619), 34. 
13 1 H. F., A true and exact relation of the severall informations, Examinations and Confessions of the late 
Witches arraigned and executed in the late Sessions (London, 1645), 2. 
132 Shapiro, Probability and Certainty, 100 - 
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The rejection of dreams did not indicate a rejection of all supernatural activity. 
Clearly, witches were still prosecuted, (the witchcraft act itself was not repealed until 
1736), and contemporaries were still keen to assert the existence of spirits in the earthly 
realm. Indeed, Richard Baxter, Joseph Glanvill and others collected spirit testimony in the 
late seventeenth century both in order to provide evidence of the continued influence of 
spirits and as an attack on the private and subjective. The proof that they sought rested on 
evidence that was publicly recognisable with a particular focus on credible witnessing. In 
the later period men such as Glanvill were particularly keen to prove the existence of 
spirit and witchcraft in order to discredit Thomas Hobbes, whom they thought wanted to 
encourage atheism. Yet, both Hobbes and Glanvill were agreed that public evidence was 
key, though they disagreed about the continued influence of supernatural powers. For this 
reason the private became merely subjective and fraudulent while the public became part 
of a community which would test and corroborate each other's claims. 133 Witchcraft 
decline, as I have already mentioned, also coincided with a greater emphasis on the 
methods of establishing evidence in legal contexts. As such justices and judges placed 
considerable and strict emphasis on external notions of proof that precluded dreams. 
Substandard notions of evidence were irrelevant, Sir Robert Filmer wrote in 1653, for 
England was "tyed to a stricter Rule. " 
134 
After the Restoration and the accompanying crackdown on sects, it became 
commonplace for contemporaries to cite the dangers of belief in the unfounded and 
superstitious dreams of the enthusiasts. In the decades that followed, there was no return 
133 See Steven Shapin, and Simon Schaffer, Leviathan and the Air Pump: Hobbes, Boyle and the 
Experimental Life (Princeton, 1985). 
134 Sir Robert Filmer, An advertisement to the jury-men of England, touching witches. Together with a 
. 
Terence between an English and Hebrew witch (London, 165 3), 2 8. dýf 
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to the view that demonic dreams, along with dreams more generally, could present 
valuable and credible evidence. Indeed, narratives criticising belief in witchcraft often 
explicitly linked critiques of witchcraft with those of enthusiasm. In 1697 Zachary Taylor 
arguing against the recent resurrection of 'the Surey Demoniack' -a case over a century 
old - entreated his contemporaries to ignore the narrative. It relied on dreams as evidence 
of supernatural influence, and for Taylor this was redolent of the dangerous and 
superstitious enthusiasms of the Civil War: "Gentlemen, if you have any sense of sobriety 
in Religion, how could you suffer such a shatter'd piece of Enthusiasm to Preface the 
Narrative, as the Night-warning (as it is called) of Nov. 18.1593, appears to be? " 135 For 
the Anglican ma ority, dreams had become unacceptable evidence of supernatural i 
influence, whether they appeared as prophetic dream-claims or in witchcraft cases. 
Dreams, Madness and the Ideal of Public Evidence 
It was this privacy (which made them impossible to corroborate) that also 
distinguished dreams from visions. In the Bible a vision was almost always something 
seen vividly and sometimes heard by supernatural revelation which could occur whether 
waking or sleeping, while visionary dreams tended to occur while sleeping. These were 
only received by individuals and were, for this reason, more private than visions, which 
could and did appear to more than one person. A group of women at Sepulchre, 
for 
example, saw "a vision of angels" and conversed with them, while Peter, James, and John 
together beheld a "vision" of Elijah and Moses talking with Jesus (Luke, 24: 22-23 and 
135 Zachary Taylor, The Surey imposter being an answer to a late fanatical pamphlet, entituled The Surey 
demoniack (London, 1697), 4. 
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Matthew, 17: 9). Dreams, as the most private type of inspiration, were, therefore, the 
purest kind of private experience and a key exemplar of their type. 
This private basis for dreams, and the individual's private relationship with God 
more generally, gained renewed significance when the Reformers broke away from the 
existing Church and clergy; doing away with the mediators between God and Man. 
Indeed, as I have already mentioned, from the very beginning of the Reformation, groups 
such as the Zwickau prophets in Wittenburg in 1521 claimed to have had privately 
inspired dreams and visions. In England in the decades that followed, private claims to 
inspiration were, like those of the Zwickau prophets, met with a mixed reception and, 
again, it was the type of evidence that private experiences could provide that was 
significant. Some, like Anglican preacher George Abbot and arch-sceptic Reginald Scot, 
argued that all such gifts of the spirit had ceased since Biblical times. Private experiences 
could not be verified by anyone else, and people could err, or worse, lie. Although God 
had certainly used dreams, He had never meant for them to concern anything more than 
private matters. 
Others, like Thomas Hill, claimed that God frequently made His message known 
in dreams and visions. For Hill the fact that dreams were private, because they occurred 
during sleep when the senses were stopped and bodily concerns subjugated, was what 
gave them their epistemological authority. The soul was in closer contact with God when 
bodily concerns were shut up and this primarily occurred during sleep. This argument was 
based on the fact that both the Old and New Testaments asserted a strong connection 
between sleep and death. In the Old Testament Daniel noted that "Many of those who 
sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life, some to shame and 
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everlasting contempt" (Daniel 12: 2). In the New Testament this idea was crucial to the 
story of Christ. According to Jesus, those who had "done good" will be blessed with "the 
resurrection of life", and those who had "done evil" would suffer "the resurrection of 
condemnation" (John 5: 29). Until that day, for those who died, death was like a sleep (I 
Corinthians 15: 51; Psalm 6: 5). Indeed in the New Testament Jesus identified himself so 
closely with the idea of the resurrection that he proclaimed: "I am the resurrection and the 
life: He that believeth in me though he were dead yet shall he live. And whosoever liveth 
and believeth in me shall never die. " This was why individuals foresaw danger in their 
dreams: for Hill, sleep counterfeited death and brought men and women closer to God. 
People like Abbot and Scot ignored the private evidence of dreams at their peril. 
In the 1640s and 1650s it was not easy for anyone to ignore dreams and visions. 
Prophets abounded on a scale hitherto unseen in early modem England, and whether 
astrologer, interpreter of popular and Biblical prophecies or the dreamer and privately 
inspired individual, the prophecies of men and women became commonplace. While the 
Reformers had popularised the vernacular Bible the advent and growth of printing made it 
more widely available. 136 Printing put claims to inspiration in documentable form and 
gave readers the opportunity to analyse them in detail for fallacies and ambiguities. The 
breakdown of censorship in the 1640s meant that many books previously forbidden were 
printed and circulated, including a variety of controversial political and religious 
prophecies and dreams. In addition to the King James Version, the Geneva Bible was 
produced in pocketable editions, so the people could study it in the privacy of their own 
homes or produce a copy of the text to support their arguments in social situations. For 
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example, in 1653 the Welsh millenarian prophet Arise Evans recounted how his attitude 
to the Scriptures had changed in the decade before the Civil War: "Afore I looked upon 
the Scripture as a history of things that passed in other countries, pertaining to other 
persons; but now I looked upon it as a mystery to be opened at this time, belonging also to 
us. )9137 The decades of the troubles were also the time of privately inspired individuals, 
laymen who interpreted the Bible according to their unlearned inner lights. I am as the 
Paul of this time", Evans insisted, "he was a mechanic a tent-maker, Acts 18.3.1 am a 
tailor. " 138 The private 'gift' of inspiration was more valuable than the so-called learning of 
ministers. 1 
39 
Dreams, contemporaries pointed out, were dangerous and many claimed that they 
were one of the major causes of the dissent and civil unrest of the Civil War period. 
Thomas Hobbes, who like his contemporaries had witnessed the explosion of prophets 
and dreamers of the 1640s, warned against the dangers of dreams for causing civil 
disorder. He argued that the common belief in "fairies, ghosts and goblins, and of the 
power of witches" arose "from this ignorance of how to distinguish dreams and other 
strong fancies from vision and sense. " 140 For Hobbes, the dangers of being unable to 
distinguish dreams from 'vision and sense' stemmed from being enslaved to the 
imagination, an argument Hobbes applied to both visions and belief in witchcraft, 
pointing to the dire consequences of taking seriously any contemporary claim to revealed 
136 On the influence of printing on the dissemination of religious ideas see Alexandra Walsham, "'Domme 
Preachers'? Post - Reformation English Catholicism and the Culture of Print, " Past and Present, 168 
(2000), 72-123. 
137 Arise Evans, An Eccho to the Voice of Heaven (London, 1653), 17. 
138 Arise Evans, The Bloudy Vision ofJohn Farley (London, 1653), 8. 
139 For accounts of sectarianism see Hill, 'The World Turned Upside Down'; Bernard Capp, The Fifth 
Monarchy Men: A Study in Seventeenth-Century Millenarianism (London, 1972); and Bernard Capp, 
Astrology and the Popular Press: English Almanacs 1500-1800 (London, 1979). 140 Hobbes, Leviathan, 91. 
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knowledge. So individuals who "take their owne Dreames for the spirit of 
prophecy ... must suffer themselves to bee lead by some strange Prince; or by some of their 
fellow subjects, that can bewitch them, by slaunder of the government, into rebellion. " 141 
Although Leviathan's extreme scepticism left Hobbes vulnerable to accusations of 
materialism and atheism, dreams were considered dangerous by all ruling elites in the 
seventeenth century. False belief in divine dreams led to civil war and religious dissent: 
this was why Hobbes argued that strong leadership was needed to provide social and 
religious orthodoxy, peace and political stability. 
In early modem England, a long list of critics cited the same concern that dreams 
could lead men and women into civil dissent and religious disorder. By the late 
seventeenth century, members of the establishment were keen to prevent a rerun of the 
social anarchy that had resulted from the Civil War, and were eager to put a stop to the 
dreaming of the 'enthusiasts' whom they blamed for causing it. The return of the Anglican 
Church and the persecution of the dissenting sects after the Restoration resulted in the 
commonplace association between dreams and dangerous and superstitious delusion. The 
clergymen and ministers that had been so maligned by the Civil War prophets were keen 
to suppress new streams of sectarian prophecy such as the notable early eighteenth- 
century sect known as the French Prophets, and they frequently made indirect references 
to the Civil War prophets as they did so. Bishop Francis Hutchinson, for instance, referred 
to the "levelling Principle" of the new "pretended prophets" while the same reference to 
141 Ibid. 235. 
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'levelling' was found in other eighteenth- century pamphlets on the topic such as the 
anonymous Observations upon Elias Marion. 142 
Nonetheless, certain religious groups, such as the French Prophets, Quakers and 
Baptists, continued to stress private inspiration as the most important part of the Christian 
faith. They emphasised immediate contact with God, unmediated by any priest. Each 
individual had a responsibility to seek out and listen to God. Along with this went a 
modification or rejection of the distinction between laymen and the clergy, a rejection of 
the notion of a national church, and an opposition to tithes, which paid the Church of 
England clergymen. Numerous prophets from these congregations appeared to spread 
God's word. However, these groups and their prophets were met with great hostility from 
the authorities as well as the public. The Quakers in particular were prosecuted and indeed 
persecuted many times in the latter half of the seventeenth century under both the 
Blasphemy and Vagrancy Acts. 143 For most contemporaries, their claims to superior 
authority based on private inspirations and dreams were seen as a nasty outgrowth of the 
most extreme of the earlier sects. These people, they argued, needed to be disciplined and 
even extirpated to avoid a repeat of the troubles of the 1640s and 1650s. 
Along with the critique of enthusiasm and the demand for more public evidence, 
medical discourse, (otherwise primarily concerned with the implications of sleep for 
health), provided the most powerful set of resources for dismantling the power of dream- 
narratives. Medically-informed texts often described dreams as a product of the 
imagination, and frequently invoked medical discourses to explain phenomena that were 
142 Francis Hutchinson, A short view of the pretended spirit ofprophecy, takenfrom itsfirst rise in the year 
1688, to its present state among us (London, 1708), 39, and Anon, Observations upon Elias Marion and his 
Book of Warnings (London, 1707), 9-10. 
143 John Coffey, Persecution and Toleration in Protestant England, 1558-1689 (London, 2000), 153. 
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difficult to categorise. Religious enthusiasm, apparitions, dreams or any kind of delusion 
were explained away as the effect of a corrupt imagination. This critique was also applied 
in the eighteenth century to both prophecy and to the supposed claims of witches. One 
anonymous pamphlet, for example, focused on alleged prophet John Lacy and suggested 
that his prophecies and those of others were the result of "an over-heated Brain and of 
Vapors. " 144 The anonymous Observations upon Elias Marion compared the affections of 
the body of a "prophet" like Marion, to what happened to "Women in Hysterick Fitts, 
arising from the strength of their Fancies and Passions. " 145 In the eighteenth century non- 
medics, in particular theologians, increasingly applied medical critiques to supernatural 
dream-claims. Hutchinson, for instance, wrote two major works criticising belief in 
witchcraft and in prophecy. For him, the 1708 French Prophets' claims to divine messages 
received in their sleep were the result of medically-based delusions: the "gross Part of our 
Stories of the Devil,, )' he wrote, "are grounded upon the Confessions of Brainsick People, 
after Superstition or ill Usage had made them Mad. " 146 By applying medical language to 
prophecy and witchcraft, seventeenth and eighteenth-century contemporaries were again 
acknowledging the inferiority of evidence based on private experiences, a critique to 
which dreams were especially vulnerable. 
For this reason, contemporary belief in the supernatural origins of dreams grew to 
be considered superstitious and deluded: more worthy of ridicule than of epistemological 
superiority. In the eighteenth century, writers, such as Joseph Addison, Alexander Pope, 
Jonathan Swift and Richard Steele, frequently took on spoof characters in order to ridicule 
144 Josiah Woodward, An answer to a letter of John Lacy Esq., dated July 6 1708 and directed at Josiah 
Woodward (London, 1708), 28. 
145 Anon, Observations upon Elias Marion, 10. 
146 Francis Hutchinson, An Historical Essay Concerning Witchcraft (London, 1718), 43. 
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what they saw as irrational. In particular their aim was to puncture the superstitious 
raising up of private and minor experiences such as dreams into great significance. So 
Swift, in his All Fool's Day prank pretended to be an astrologer, Isaac Bickerstaff, and to 
predict the death of fellow astrologer John Partridge causing much consternation with the 
latter when Swift (falsely) announced the confinnation of his prophecy. While others took 
on characters such as Scriblerus and wrote spoof accounts of prophetic dreams. It was 
nonsensical, they argued, to base knowledge upon such a weak foundation. Making grand 
claims on the basis of private and minor experiences such as dreams had become an easy 
target for satirists; by the 17 1 Os such things were patently foolish and ridiculous. 
Chapters 
In the rest of this thesis I draw together a number of treatments of dreams that 
have previously been considered separately and situate them within these epistemological 
concerns. In my first chapter I argue that sleeping and dreaming make a crucial 
contribution to the understanding of medical debates concerning marvellous phenomena 
in early modem England. I show that physicians and other writers frequently cited 
medical expertise and authority in order to preside in matters where there were difficulties 
in determining the extent of natural or supernatural causes. My argument is underpinned 
with a general discussion of theories of sleep and their place in discussions of the six non- 
naturals, which historians on sleep and medicine, including Karl H. Dannenfeldt and 
others, have discussed. After this, I concentrate on a selection of debates these historians 
have, to some extent overlooked, but in which medical ideas on sleep were given 
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particular prominence. These particularly focus on the soul but also include discussions of 
madness, sleepwalking and incubi. I argue that Anglicans, particularly after the traumatic 
burst of prophecy in the 1640s and 1650s, were keen to dismiss such prophecies, and 
based their attacks on medical arguments which suggested that the majority of these 
dreams were delusions resulting from a pathological imagination. Nevertheless, the 
persistence and even innovation of discussion of sleep-related marvels in medical works 
suggests that there should be some adjustment to the approaches of sleep historians such 
as Dannenfeldt. Acknowledging this adjustment, I have thus chosen some typical 
contemporary debates in order to elaborate on the relationship between the corporeal and 
incorporeal in medical discussions of sleep. 
In the second chapter, 1 show that the topic of prophetic dreaming provoked 
contemporary responses that necessitated an analysis of the evidence and criteria applied 
to the problem of determining authenticity. I begin by concentrating on a selection of 
debates that historians of dreams have only looked at intermittently but where issues of 
trust, evidence and authority particularly feature. These primarily focus on testimony, 
issues of expertise and innocence, the accomplishment of prophecies, and the fallibility of 
the senses. I argue that prophetic dreams should be understood in the context of the 
various crises of certainty and authority, that appeared in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries, in particular events such as the Protestant Reformation, the English Civil War, 
and the Restoration of monarchical rule. Again, these changes centred around the move 
from a private basis of authoritative knowledge to a public means of corroboration that 
frequently relied upon the reports of credible witnesses. In so doing, I argue that 
epistemological problems which now find themselves in the philosophical canon, 
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including Thomas Hobbes's and John Locke's discussions of dreams, were deeply 
entrenched in the political and social conflicts over prophetic dreaming in the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries. 
In the third chapter I show that discussions of dreams when applied to the problem 
of determining the reality of witchcraft experiences prompted contemporary arguments 
that entailed an examination of the criteria necessary for determining authoritative 
knowledge. I argue that discussions of demonic dreams have generally been divided into 
legal and epistemological topics, which has tended to obscure the cross-over between the 
two. I begin with the controversial ninth-century Canon Episcopi - which raised questions 
concerning the authenticity of supposed acts of witchcraft. After this, I concentrate on a 
selection of debates where epistemological issues are particularly evident. These primarily 
focus on legal evidence in cases of witchcraft, the fallibility of the senses, and the role of 
the pathological imagination. The interconnectedness of debates on law, medicine and 
philosophy reveals the wide-ranging significance of the theme of public vs. private 
evidence that runs through all of these topics. Acceptable evidence, in witchcraft cases as 
elsewhere, was increasingly thought to be external, public and evident to the senses and 
not based on the private experiences of the imagination and of dreams. 
Finally, I consider the ways in which dreams were 'naturalised' in the late- 
seventeenth and eighteenth-centuries. I argue that the shift in the way in which dreams 
were discussed was closely linked with the critique of imposture. As such I demonstrate 
the close connections between topics that have tended to have been treated separately in 
the historiography, in particular, discussion of evidence in prophecy and witchcraft, on the 
one hand, and discussion of evidence in relation to identity, consciousness and mental 
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illness, on the other. I show that in many accounts sensory perception was lauded as 
supremely authoritative, while dreams were increasingly associated with delusion. 
Furthermore, rather than denouncing dream-claims as dangerous corrupters of religion, 
men such as Joseph Addison and Jonathan Swift increasingly presented them as 
superstitious and absurd. As in other areas, this dismissal of the significance of 
supernatural dreams-claims was intimately linked with the growing role for 'public 
demonstration', as well as the increased distrust of evidence derived from private 
experiences. This did not mean that dreams disappeared from intellectual discussion. 
Indeed, it was the very fact that the authenticity of supernatural dream-claims was in 
question that helped them find new roles in epistemology and philosophy. 
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Chapter 2: Medicine and Sleep 
"The learned Phisition 
... is best able to discerne what is naturall, and what supernatural. " 
Edward Jorden, A Briefe Discourse of a Disease called the Suffocation of the Mother 
(London, 1603), 2. 
Introduction 
In their day to day work, early modem physicians dealt with both the natural and 
the material, that is, with human bodies, disease and drugs. Their skill was to a large 
extent based on textual knowledge of the humoral medicine of ancient non-Christian 
authors such as Aristotle, Galen and Hippocrates. In their practice, sleep was studied as 
part of the Galenic six non-naturals and formed the basis for the regimen prescribed by 
physicians. ' The non-naturals were air, movement and rest, food and drink, sleep and 
vigil, inanition and repletion, and affections of the mind. These agents governed the health 
of individuals and thus with proper manipulation, as the numerous works on health 
1 On the six non-naturals see Karl H. Dannenfeldt, "Sleep: Theory and Practice in the Late Renaissance", 
Journal of the History of Medicine andAllied Sciences, 41 (1986), 415-441; Saul Jarcho, "Galen's six non- 
naturals: A bibliographic note and translation, " Bulletin of the History of Medicine, 44 (1970), 372-377; 
Jerome Bylebyl, "Galen on the non-natural causes for variation in the pulse, " Bulletin of the History of 
Medicine, 44 (1971), 482-485; Peter Nicbyl, "The non-naturals, " Bulletin of the History of Medicine, 43 
(1971), 486-492; and L. J. Rather, "The Six Things Non-Natural': A Note on the Origins and Fate of a 
Doctrine and a Phrase, " Clio Medica, 3 (1968), 337-347. For recent accounts of early modem medical 
practice see Laurence Brockliss and Colin Jones, The Medical World ofEarly Modern France (Oxford, 
1997). 
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suggested, they could be applied in order to preserve or regain health. 2 Understanding and 
regulating sleep was thus one of the most important aspects of the physician's tool-kit. 
Adjusting the amount of time spent asleep, the time of day one went to bed, the position 
and place slept in, and the number of hours between eating and sleeping, were all 
recommended for the preservation of health or postulated as the possible causes of illness. 
In the case-notes of physicians or in their studies on particular afflictions, instructions on 
sleep were often inserted. Arrangements for sleep began with supper, for sleep was 
focused on the completion of digestion, and sleep was supposed to occur at a set period 
after taking food, and end when the process of digestion was complete. 3 
For the most part, the historiography of early modem medical approaches to sleep 
ends here. Karl Dannenfeldt, who gives the most focused account of Renaissance theories 
of sleep, overlooks major debates on the topiC. 
4 Similarly, Saul Jarco, Jerome Bylebyl, 
Andrew Wear, and others have all mentioned sleep primarily in the context of the non- 
5 
naturals. From a different perspective, George Steiner, Daniel Roche and A. Roger 
Ekirch have considered the social customs connected with notions and practices regarding 
optimal sleep. 6 For example, Steiner called for a specifically social history of sleep, that 
"would be as essential, if not more so, to our grasp of the evolution of mores and 
sensibilities as are the histories of dress, of eating, of child-care, of mental and physical 
infirtnity, which social historians and the historiens des mentalites are at last providing for 
' Dannenfeldt, 'Sleep: Theory and Practice in the Late Renaissance', 415. 
3 Ibid. 416. 
4 See Ibid. 415-441. 
5 See Jarcho, 'Galen's six non-naturals, ' 372-377; Bylebyl, 'Galen on the non-natural causes for variation 
in 
the pulse, ' 482-485, and Andrew Wear, Knowledge and Practice in 
English Medicine, 1550-1680 (New 
York, 2000). 
6 Daniel Roche has implored, "let us dream of a social history of sleep. " Daniel Roche, A History of 
Everyday Things. - The Birth of Consumption in France 1600-1800, Brian Pearce, trans 
(Cambridge, 2000), 
182. 
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us. v17 In a similar way, Roger Ekirch has dealt with medical discussions in a wider effort to 
explore the social customs connected with sleep. in particular he explains the pre- 
industrial practice of segmented sleep with reference to the darkness that enveloped early 
families and the "enormous physiological impact of modern lighting"- a claim that has 
recently sparked numerous responses in medical journals. 8 
Yet none of these histories has focused on debates about the relative extent of 
natural and supernatural causation in sleep. Stuart Clark, Katharine Hodgkin, Lorraine 
Daston and Katharine Park, assign a significant role to the ways in which medical debates 
were involved in other (supernatural) aspects of experience, but they rarely discuss how 
this affected standard medical approaches to sleep. 9 Dannenfeldt's 1986 article includes 
the treatment of sleep by only a narrow range of late Renaissance physicians, including 
William Bullein and Thomas Elyot, and stops at the late sixteenth century. While he does 
mention contemporary discussion of the incubus and the soul, he overlooks major 
sixteenth-century works that discuss the role of the supernatural in sleep, including the 
7 to The Historicity of Dreams", in George Steiner, No Passion Spent: Essays 1978-1996 (London, 1996), 
211-212. See also Peter Burke, "L'histoire sociale des r&es", Annales E. S. C., 28 (1973), 329-42. 
8 A. Roger Ekirch, "Sleep We Have Lost: Pre-Industrial Slumber in the British Isles, " American Historical 
Review, 106 (2001), 344; and Ekirch, At Day's Close. A History offighttime (London, 2005). For 
examples of responses in medical j oumals see Thomas A. Wehr, "Photoperiodism in Humans and Other 
Primates: Evidence and Implications, " Journal ofBiological Rhythms, 16 (2001), 348-364; Walter A. 
Brown, "Acknowledging Preindustrial Patterns of Sleep May Revolutionize Approach to Sleep 
Dysfunction, " Applied Neurology, 2 (2006), 123-134; Walter A. Brown, "Broken Sleep May Be Natural 
Sleep, " Psychiatric Times, 24 (2007), 1-3; Oskar G. Jenni and Bonnie B. O'Connor, "Children's Sleep: An 
Interplay Between Culture and Biology, " Pediatrics, 115 (2005), 204-216. 
9 See Stuart Clark, "Demons and disease: The disenchantment of the sick", in Marijke Gijswijt-Hofstra, 
Hilary Marland and Hans de Waardt, eds., Illness and Healing Alternatives in Western Europe (London, 
1997), 38-58; Lorraine Daston and Katharine Park, Wonders and the Order of Nature 1150-1750 (New 
York, 1998); Katharine Hodgkin, "Reasoning with Unreason: Visions, Witchcraft, and Madness in Early 
Modem England", in Stuart Clark, ed., Languages of Witchcraft (Basingstoke, 2001), 217-236; Koen 
Venneir, "The 'physical prophet' and the powers of the imagination: part Ia case study on prophecy, 
vapours and the imagination (1685-1710)", Studies in the History andPhilosophy ofBiological and 
Biomedical Sciences, 35 (2004), 561-59 1. There are a number of other recent examples of the incorporation 
of the occult into medical histories; see for example Laura J. McGough, "Demons, Nature, or God? 
Witchcraft Accusations and the French Disease in Early Modem Venice", Bulletin of the History of 
Medicine, 80 (2006), 219-246. 
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most famous and influential books on the topic in this period: Thomas Hill's The moste 
pleasaunte arte of the interpretacion of dreames of 1576 and Thomas Nashe's The terrors 
of the night of 1594. These texts are vital to the understanding of sleep in this period and 
their omission demonstrates that a comprehensive history of medical accounts of sleep 
remains largely unwritten. 
Physicians were often insistent that their own expertise in the field of corporeal 
effects meant they were uniquely placed to discern the pertinent distinctions between 
material and spiritual phenomena. Johann Weyer, the famous Dutch physician, for 
instance, cited his medical expertise as the driving force in his writings on witchcraft. 
"No one", Weyer wrote, "can more correctly judge about these things than we physicians 
whose ears and hearts are being constantly tortured by this superstition. " 10 Weyer was not 
alone; prominent English physician Edward Jorden believed that an intimate knowledge 
of the human body meant that members of his profession were best placed to judge those 
things that concem "the actions and passions of mans bodie, " and discern these from 
supernatural effects. II In other words, medics like Weyer and Jorden involved themselves 
in spiritual as well as medical matters precisely because their medical expertise gave them 
a superior ability to distinguish between natural and unnatural (i. e. preternatural or 
supernatural) bodily phenomena. Not all physicians were as sceptical about the extent of 
" Johann Weyer, Depraestigiis daemonum (London, 1583), 4. Despite not being a physician himself, 
Reginald Scot also argued that medics were particularly authoritative; arguing against Bodin, he wrote: 
"But becuse I am no Physitian, I will set a Physitian to him; namely Erastus, who hath these words, to wit, 
that these witches, through their corrupt phantasie abounding with melancholike humors, by reason of their 
old age, do drearne and imagine they hurt those things which they neither could nor do hurt; and so think 
they knew an art, which they neither have learned nor yet understand. " 47. 
Edward Jorden, A Briefe Discourse of a Disease called the Su cation of the Mother (London, 1603), 2. Iffo 
Jorden was actually refuting the case of the alleged possession of Mary Glover by suggesting natural causes 
in this treatise, and he appeared as an expert witness at the trial of the alleged witch. For a good account of 
this case see Michael MacDonald, Witchcraft and Hysteria in Elizabethan London: Edward Jorden and the 
Mary Glover Case (London, 1991). 
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supernatural phenomena as Weyer and Jorden, and some physicians, most famously 
Thomas Browne, deployed their medical skill to testify that witches were guilty. These 
medical writers did not shy away from discussing marvellous phenomena such as the 
supposed attacks of incubi or the possibility of the soul communicating with spirits during 
sleep. 
Dannenfeldt's approach sometimes gives the impression that debates on sleep can 
be divided simply along the lines of medical opinion on physical effects on the one hand 
and theological writings on supernatural effects on the other. Yet, as I go on to show, the 
two topics were in fact integrated in the most fundamental way possible. My argument is 
divided into four broad sections. In the first two sections I demonstrate that sixteenth and 
seventeenth-century treatments of sleep had their basis in Christianised versions of 
classical theories concerning the humours, regimen and the non-naturals. After this, I 
suggest that the Civil War and Interregnum provided a crucial context for accounts which 
looked to medicine either to explain the delusions of the alleged prophets or to support 
belief in prophetic dreams. Finally, I argue that in the later period critics were keen to 
avoid a repeat of the dangerous sectarian dreams of the Civil War period. For this reason, 
non-medics increasingly adopted medical arguments concerning the pathological 
imagination in order to explain a variety of delusions and unusual sleep-related 
experiences which straddled the boundaries between natural and supernatural. These 
included inspiration in dreams, witches' night-flights, the existence of incubi, and sleep- 
walking. The concern with the impostures of the Civil War prophets and other notable 
deceptions in witchcraft cases placed medical discussion of purportedly supernatural 
dreams on centre stage. 
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Classical Theories of Sleep 
Discussions of sleep were abundant in early modern medical texts, and various 
accounts of the non-naturals were routinely studied in English medicine from the 
medieval period onwards. 12 Galen set out the res non naturales in his Tegni or Ars parva 
and his ideas were later developed by Johannitius in his Isagoge as Tegni Galeni which 
formed part of an influential group of medical works known as the Articella, used to teach 
medical theory as early as the twelfth century. 13 These works were frequently reprinted 
throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and were often used by early modem 
physicians who followed Galen's example in his De sanitate tuenda and wrote works 
devoted to the preservation of health. These routinely included advice on sleep. Early 
modem medical writers also took from Galen the idea that dreams were useful for the 
prognostication of disease. Galen had argued that the kinds of things people dream of 
corresponded with their humoral constitution. Dreaming of water, fountains and rivers, for 
instance, indicated a sanguine constitution, while dreaming of blackness, death and 
disease suggested overabundance of black bile and a melancholic complexion. Armed 
with this knowledge, early modem physicians could treat the patient accordingly. In 
treating disease, physicians were, however, heavily reliant on the adjustment and 
application of the six non-naturals. Numerous works appeared in this period that 
12 Dannenfeldt, 'Sleep: Theory and Practice in the Late Renaissance', 415. On ancient dream theories see 
M. Andrew Holowchak, Ancient Science andDreams: Oneirology in Greco-Roman Antiquity (Lanham, 
200 1); E. R. Dodds, The Greeks and the Irrational (Berkeley, 1959); S. R. F. Price, "The Future of Dreams: 
From Freud to Artemidorus, " Past andPresent, 113 (1986), 3-37; Naphtali Lewis, The Interpretation of 
Dreams & Portents in Antiquity (Toronto, 1976); Robert Mansfield, Shannon Goddard and Harvey 
Moldofsky, "'When the External Fire Departs': Sleep Theories of Plato and Aristotle and their Relevance 
to Modem Sleep Research", University of Toronto Medical Journal, 81 (2003), 58-62. On Galen and the 
non-naturals see Jarcho, 'Galen's six non-naturals', 372-377; Bylebyl, 'Galen on the non-natural causes 
for 
variation in the pulse, ', 482-485, and Nicbyl, 'The non-naturals', 
486-492. 
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proclaimed these non-naturals the key for maintaining and regaining good health. The 
Manchester physician Thomas Cogan's The Haven of Health for instance, included a 
1514 discussion of sleep as one of the six "non-natural things . Likewise, the English 
physician Andrew Boorde discussed sleep in his A Compendious Regiment, or Dietarie of 
Health of 1576, and William Bullein did likewise in his Bulivarke of defence againste all 
Sicknes, Sornes, and Woundes of 1562.15 
In the sixteenth and seventeenth-century examples that follow, the most 
frequently cited ancient authorities were Galen, Hippocrates, Plato, Aristotle, and 
Avicenna. Of these, the Hippocratic tradition had particularly gained strength in medical 
circles by the Renaissance and works credited to Hippocrates had been supplemented by a 
large body of scholastic commentary that was revised in the light of the revived work of 
ancient Greek writers. In his Prognostic Hippocrates had noted that physicians should 
make themselves aware of the sleeping habits of patients. ' 6 The healthy lay on the left or 
right side with the anns and legs a little bent. Sleeping on the back was considered 
unhealthy. and with the mouth open, deadly, while lying on the front would give rise to 
abdominal pains, unless the patient usually slept in this way. Sleep should take place 
during the night and patients should be "awake during the day, " 17 although it was noted 
that post-prandial dozing allowed the food to spread nourishment, moisture and warmth. 
Dannenfeldt, 'Sleep: Theory and Practice in the Late Renaissance', 416. 
Thomas Cogan, The hauen of health chiefely gatheredfor the comfort of students, and consequently of 
all those that haue a care of their health, amplified yponfitie ii, ords of Hippocrates (London, 1584), 
Dedication. 
15 Andrew Boorde, A Compendious Regiment, or Dietarie ofHealth (London, 1576) and William Bullein, 
Bulleins buht, arke of defence againste all sicknes, sornes, and u-oundes, that dooe daily assaulte inankinde 
(London, 1562). 
16 See Hippocrates, "De insommis" in Hippocrates, Works, trans., W. H. S. Jones in Loeb Classical Library 
(London, 1946), 2.1-3. On Hippocrates' dream theory see J. Donald Hughes, "Dream Interpretation in 
Ancient Civilizations", Dreaming, 10 (2000), 7-18. 
17 Ibid. 3.10. 
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In the Hippocratic work on dreams, De insomniis, the author posited the existence of a 
link between an individual's life and the heavenly bodies. 18 Although the senses and the 
body were asleep, the soul never slept and instead had an understanding of all things. For 
Hippocrates dreams were generally influenced by things that occurred during the day. 
Dreams that recalled the day's actions and thoughts, "just as they were done or planned 
during the day is a normal act - these are good for a man. " 19 However, those not based on 
day-to-day events tended to indicate a problem with the body. 20 
In Timaeus, Plato drew attention to the process of perception in sleep. During the 
day our senses are active, he wrote, 
But when night comes on and the external and kindred fire departs, then the 
stream of vision is cut off, for going forth to an unlike element it is changed 
and extinguished, being no longer of one nature with the surrounding 
atmosphere which is now deprived of fire: and so the eye no longer sees, and 
we feel disposed to sleep. 21 
So sleep occurred once the senses were cut off and we no longer perceived anything 
external to us. Dreams were "scarce", particularly in deep sleep, "but where the greater 
motions still remain, of whatever nature and in whatever locality, they engender 
corresponding visions in dreams, which are remembered by us when we are awake and in 
the external world. )922 Plato also attributed prophecy and inspiration to "distemper or 
possession": "No man, when in his wits, attains prophetic truth and inspiration, " he 
explained, "but when he receives the inspired word, either his intelligence is enthralled in 
" Ibid. 2.60. 
'9 Ibid. 4.88. 
20 Ibid. 4.88. 
21 Plato, Timaeus, trans., Benjamin Jowett (New York, 1999), 23 1. On Plato's influence in Renaissance 
medicine see Giancarlo Zamer, "Platonic Trends in Renaissance Medicine", Journal of the 
History of 
Ideas, 48 (1987), 509-519. 
22 Ibid. 232. 
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sleep, or he is demented by some distemper or possession. )523 Since man is not 'in his 
wits' when inspired, he must recover them to interpret what he has seen. "He who would 
understand what he remembers to have been said, " Plato argued, 
whether in a dream or when he was awake, by the prophetic and inspired 
nature, or would determine by reason the meaning of the apparitions which he 
has seen, and what indications they afford to this man or that, of past, present 
or future good and evil, must first recover his wits. But, while he continues 
demented, he cannot judge of the visions which he sees or the words which he 
utters. 24 
The influence of Aristotle on early modem medical treatments of sleep was 
extensive, and his De somno et vigilia (a section of his Parva naturalia) formed the basis 
of most Renaissance discussions. 25 For Aristotle, sleep arose from the evaporations of 
digestion, and occurred after meals, "for evaporation from foods eaten is then CopioUS.,, 
26 
The evaporation "moves upwards in a volume, on its return downwards it distends the 
veins, and forcibly compresses the passage through which respiration is effected. 1127When 
the upper parts cooled, the evaporation descended and the person slept. Sleep was a kind 
of seizure like epilepsy, during which the primary sense-organ, the heart, became "unable 
to actualise its powers. , 28 But sleep was nevertheless necessary for the rest and 
preservation of life. Aristotle recommended sleeping in a curved position on the right side 
for greater warmth. Dreams showed the actions or wishes of the sleeper since it is on the 
phenomena exhibited in dreams that we "most often dwell . )'29Nevertheless the "close 
23 Ibid. 243. 
24 Ibid. 245, 
25 Aristotle, On Sleep and Sleeplessness, trans., J. I. Beare (Adelaide, 2007), 11. On Aristotle's influence on 
Renaissance medicine see Charles B. Schmitt, Aristotle and the Renaissance (Cambridge, Mass., 1983) and 
Schmitt, "Aristotle Among the Physicians, " in A. Wear, R. K. French, and 1. M. Lonie, eds., Medical 
Renaissance of the Sixteenth- Century (Cambridge, 1985), 1-15. 26 Ibid. 9. 
27 Ibid. 12. 
28 Ibid. 2 1. 
29 Ibid. 12. 
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correspondence between the disposition of the body and the images of our dreams", 
meant, "the better men are, the better their dreams" and vice versa. 30 
The Canon of Avicenna became more widely available in the sixteenth century, 
31 and amidst this collection he wrote a major work on the topic of sleep. Commenting on 
Aristotle's views, Avicenna recognised the importance of sleep for health and rest. Sleep 
had to be taken at the correct time after eating, since eating on an empty stomach was 
debilitating while sleeping when full was also detrimental to health. Sleep should instead 
be taken "after the food has passed on from the upper part of the intestines, and after the 
flatulence and eructions which may have followed have subsided. , 32 Like the 
Hippocratics, he did not recommend sleeping during the day as this brought about humid 
illnesses, made the spleen heavy, weakened sinews, decreased appetite and brought on 
fevers. 33 To facilitate digestion, sleepers should sleep first on the right and then on the 
left; sleeping on the back was unhealthy and encouraged paralysis and nightmares. For 
Avicenna dreams showed the type of humour that was dominant in the individual. 
In early modem England, the influence of classical theory on sleep was extensive, 
and the preceding ideas were repeated over and over again with only occasional 
modification. 34 In works such as Thomas Cogan's The Haven of Health of 1584 or 
Thomas Elyot's 1561 Castel of Helthe, which went through fourteen editions in the 
sixteenth century alone, this view of sleep, which had a close relationship with digestion 
30 Ibid. 13. 
31 Avicenna, "On Medicine", translated in A treatise of the Canon of Medicine, trans., O. C. Gruner 
(London, 1930), 23. 
32 Ibid. 23. 
33 Ibid. 24. 
34 Dannenfeldt, 'Sleep: Theory and Practice in the Late Renaissance, 418. See also M. Andrew 
Holowchak, "Interpreting Dreams for Corrective Regimen: Diagnostic Dreams in Greco-Roman 
Medicine, " Journal of the History of Medicine and Allied Sciences, 56 (2001), 382-399. 
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and health, held the prime position. 35 Aristotle's views on the evaporations or spirits and 
the relationship between the body and dreams were also extremely influential, and 
Avicenna's belief that dreams showed the dominant humour of individuals appeared again 
and again in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The significance of the Hippocratic 
idea of the influence of the heavenly bodies and the cognisance of the soul can be seen in 
Christianised versions in Hill, Thomas Browne, Gonzalo, and Tryon. 
Sleep and Regimen 
In the sixteenth century early modem men and women faced terrifying epidemics 
of disease and death. We know of a series of epidemics in the years before William 
Bullein and Thomas Cogan published influential works on preserving health, and yet 
more in the years preceding the fourth edition of Cogan's Haven of Health in 1636.36 The 
use of charms and talismans to ward off sickness was commonplace in this period and 
both clerics and medics frequently declared that illness was visited upon people "through 
the synnes of this wicked worlde. , 37 Death, wrote William Bullein, was punishment "for 
Adams disobedience, " and "no fleshe shall escape that Sentence. , 38 The common use of 
35 See Cogan, The Haven ofHealth and Thomas Elyot, The castel of helthe gathered, and made by Syr 
Thomas Elvot knight, out of the chief authors ofphisyke; whereby euery man may knowe the state of his 
owne body, the preseruation qf helthe, and how to instruct well his phisition in sicknes, that he be not 
deceyued (London, 1539). 
36 Cogan, born around 1545, missed some of the earlier political and religious concerns that Bullem and 
Boorde had experienced. 'Cogan, Thomas (c. 1545-1607)', rev. Rachel E. Davies, Oxford Dictionary of 
National Biography, Oxford University Press, 2004 [http: //www. oxforddnb. com/view/article/5 812, 
accessed II Aug 2007]. Cogan added "Physicke is the ordinary meanes that God hath appointed for the 
preserving and recovering of health, and consequently for the prolonging of life so long as his good 
pleasure is. " Cogan, The Haven qf Health, 3. 
37 Cogan, The Haven ofHealth, I- 
38 Bullem also quoted "Deu. Xxviii. The Lorde shall smite thee with swellyng- with feuers, heate, burnyng, 
and with the sworde. " William Bullein, A comfortable regiment, and a very wholsome order against the 
moste perilous pleurisi whereof many doe daily die within this citee ofLondon, and otherplaces: and what 
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charms, and proclamations on disease by both clerics and medics revealed deeply held 
beliefs concerning the nature of sickness and death, its causes, purpose and prevention, as 
well as the implications of illness and death for the relationship between body and soul. 
For many early modem men and women, sickness was heavily intermingled with wider 
moral and spiritual concerns; the body, as Mary Douglas has suggested, was treated as "an 
image of society"; a healthy body was the reflection of a religiously observant society. 39 
On the other hand, common opinion on the nature, causes and cures of disease were 
(according to contemporary physicians) frequently wrong. With the influence and 
judgement of God, the existence of demonic powers all around them, and the folly of the 
superstitions of the vulgar sort, early modern medics saw the pressing need for their 
expertise in discerning natural causes from supernatural. 
Many of these medical works set out in detail what the authors regarded the 
correct understanding of normal bodily functioning. As early as 1539 Sir Thomas Elyot in 
his influential Castel ofHelthe stated that his aim was to lay down the principles of physic 
"whereby euery man may knowe the state of his owne body, the preseruation of helthe, 
and how to instruct well his phisition in sicknes, that he be not deceyued. ')540 Bullein later 
remarked that, "Not being able to builde any bigger worke of defence agaynst Sicknesse, 
or euill Dyet: as that Man of worthy memory, Syr Thomas Eliot Knyght dyd, when he 
builded hys Castle of Health, a Booke very profitable, " he believed that his work was not 
"to instruct the learned, but to helpe the ignoraunt, that they may resort to thys little 
the cause is of the same (London, 1562), 5. On Bullein's life see W. S. Mitchell, "William Bullem, 
Elizabethan physician and author", Medical History, 3 (1959), 188-200. 
39 Mary Douglas, Natural Symbols. - Explorations in Cosmology (London, 1973), 98. 
40 Elyot, 'The castel of helthe', title page. Elyot also stated that the ultimate cause of sickness was God: I 
alway except the power of god, which is wonderful, & also mercyful, aboue mans reson or counsell, 
prseruing or strikig whom, what, & where it shal like his maiestie, to whom be glory & praise euerlasting. " 
90. 
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Bulwarcke. -)ý41 Such instruction was intended to provide individuals with the regimen 
needed to defend their bodily 'castel' from outside attack 42 and was directed at particular 
types of unusual natural phenomena that had been misrepresented in popular opinion. For 
example, Bullein rejected the use of certain herbs that "Witches fayne" have occult 
powers. 43 He also cited the myths about one particular soporific herb: 'mandragora' of 
which "many supersticious, and foolishe thynges haue bin deuised ... a very inuencion of 
Wytches, and Hypocrites, through the suggestion & motion of the deuill, to delude the 
1,44 weake hart of mankynde wythall . 
Thus the aim of medical texts such as Elyot's and Bullein's was in part to set out a 
clear and comprehensive medical knowledge based on regimen and the non-naturals in 
order to expose vulgar errors concerning the natural state of the human body. As far as 
sleep was concerned this primarily involved laying out in great detail the definitions of 
sleep, the sleeping positions that should be taken, where and when individuals should 
sleep and for how long. In this, both Catholic and Protestant authors continued to take 
their lead from antiquity. 45 Sleep, as the ancients had agreed, was essentially a rest or 
binding of the senses that was necessary for life. In his Bulwarke of defence againste all 
Sicknes, Sonus, and Woundes of 1562, Bullein cited Avicenna and asserted that "slepe is 
the rest and quietnesse of the powers of the soule, of movinges and of sensis, without the 
which manne can not hue. , 46 4 Sleepe, " physician Thomas Cogan agreed, was defined 
after Aristotle to be 'Impotentia sensuum': "Because in sleepe the senses be unable to 
41 Bullem, Bulleins bulwarke, 3. 
42 Margaret Healy has pointed out that the human body was frequently described in terrns of a fortified 
enclosure such as a castle or ship that was threatened by, and needed to be defended from, disease. See 
Fictions ofDisease in Early Modern England: Bodies, Plagues and Politics (Basingstoke, 2001), 18. 
43 Bullem, Bulleins bulwarke, 40. 
44 Ibid. 47. 
45 See Dannenfeldt, 'Sleep: Theory and Practice in the Late Renaissance', 418. 
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execute their office, as the eye to see, the eare to heare, the nose to smell, the mouth to 
tast, and all sinowy parts to feele. So that the senses for a time may seeme to be tyed or 
bound, and therefore Sleepe is called of some ligamentum sensuum. 9547 Likewise, in 1621 
Robert Burton argued that "sleep is a rest or binding of the outward senses rest also ... This 
ligation of senses proceeds from an inhibition of spirits, the way being stopped by which 
,, 48 they should come. 
The mechanism for this rest of the senses, as the ancients had asserted, centred on 
the process of digestion. So, for Cogan, sleep was brought about, 
by vapours and fumes rising from the stomacke to the head, where through 
coldnesse of the braine, they being congealed, do stop the conduits and wayes 
of the senses, and so procure sleepe, which thing may plainly be perceived 
hereby: for that immediately after meate wee are most prone to sleepe, because 
then the vapours ascend most abundantly to the braine, and such things as bee 
most vapourous do moste dispose us to sleepe, as Wine, Milke, and such like. 49 
Burton agreed this "stopping is caused of vapours arising out of the stomach, filling the 
nerves, by which the spirits should be conveyed. "'O For Thomas Hill, as for others, this 
infonnation showed why "persones hoate by nature or eatinge hoate meates and 
vaporouse, do dreame muche", while those with "bygge heades" sleep more because 
"they easelye receiue and retayne the vaporous fames of them, also the moister braynes 
are apter to slepe. , 51 
The analysis of sleep was thus a central part of the physician's task, which 
concerned itself with the maintenance of good health. In 1577, an English translation of 
46 Bullein, Bulleins bulwarke, 6. 
47 Cogan, The Haven qfHealth, 11. 
48 Robert Burton, The Anatomy of Melancholy (New York, 2001), 160, i. On Burton see Lawrence Babb, 
Sanity in Bedlam: A Study ofRobert Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy (East Lansing, 1959). 
49 Cogan, The Haven ofHealth, 12. 
50 Burton, The Anatomy of Melancholy, 160,1. 
51 Thomas Hill, The mostepleasaunte arte of the interpretacion of dreames (London, 1576), 8. 
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Christopher Ballista's Overthrow of the gout, detailed current medical advice on sleep. In 
translated Latin verse, Ballista wrote: 
Give not thy self to too much sleep, 
nor watch not all the night: 
And let some distance be betwixt, 
Thy sleepe and supper light. 
Lye not upon the back for this 
Is for the body naught. 52 
Easily remembered collections of advice on how to sleep well (and properly), like those 
set out in verse by Ballista, were embraced enthusiastically by contemporaries, and most 
began with the non-naturals. In 1544, the English physician and lawyer Thomas Phaer 
even attributed disease to the abuse of the non-naturals, "that is, to wete of meate and 
drynke, of slepe and watchyng, of labour and ease, of fulnesse and emptynesse, of the 
passions of the mynde, and of the immoderate use of lechery, for the excesse of al these 
thinges, be almoste the chefe occasion of all suche dieases as rayne amonge us nowe a 
,, 53 ayes. In 1599 the physician Andre Du Laurens advised that illness would result if the 
non-naturals were "used either too little, or too much, " then listed them as "the ayre, meat 
and drink, sleepe and watching, labour and rest, emptines and fulness, and passions of the 
minde, which I am about to runne in order. , 54 Du Laurens claimed that sleep was "one of 
the chiefe poynts of well ordering and governing ones self: concerning which there are 
certine generall rules to be observed of them which are desirous to keep back and hinder 
the hastie accesse of old age. ), 
55 
52 Doctor Christopher Ballista, The overthrow of the gout written in Latin verse (London, 1577), 14. 
53 In Jean Goerurot, The Regiment ofLyfe, Whereunto is Added a Treatise of the Pestilence, trans., and 
augmented by Thomas Phaer (London, 1544), 10-11. 
54 Andi-6 Du Laurens, A Discourse of the Preservation of the Sight; OfMelancholike diseases; ofRheumes, 
and of OldAge, trans., Richard Surphlet (London, 1599), 5. 
55 Du Laurens, A Discourse of the Preservation of the Sight, 6. 
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Since sleep was closely related to digestion, much discussion centred on the 
proper relationship between the two. According to Boorde, supper should include only 
two or three dishes and no 'gross' food. 56 Du Laurens suggested consuming a larger meal 
in the evening because of the long gap between this and the next meal in the morning. 57 
8 Cogan, on the other hand, settled on a light supper. ' Most agreed that time should be set 
aside after eating and before sleep, but, the amount of time considered appropriate by 
physicians varied considerably. Du Laurens suggested going to bed three or four hours 
after supper, while the French essayist Michel Montaigne insisted that he could not wait 
less than "three full hours" before he went to bed . 
59Lemnius recommended only one and 
a half hours. 60 Cogan advised in the hours after supper that walking was beneficial; 
Boorde suggested the opposite, asserting that one should sit or stand upright for one hour 
or more. 61 Boorde and others also warned against "veneryous actes" before sleep, 
especially on a ftill stomach as this could cause gout. 62 
Another physician insisted that "to sleep measurablie", was generally a good rule 
for what was "holosome for the Braine" while "To sleepe much after meate [or] overmuch 
watching, " that is, too much or too little sleep, conversely boded "ill for the Braine. " 
63 
"Very long sleepes are more hurtfull the meane sleepes of about vij. Houres, are best: " 
wrote Queen Elizabeth's physician Walter Baley, "better to abridge the sleepe & to 
56 Boorde, A Compendious Regiment, or Dietrie ofHealth, 40. 
57 Du Laurens, A Discourse of the Preservation of the Sight, 6. 
58 Cogan, The Haven qfHealth, 12. 
59 Du Laurens, A Discourse of the Preservation of the Sight, 6 and Michel Montaigne, The Complete Essays 
of Montaigne, trans., Donald A Frame (Stanford, 1958), 830. 
60 Levinus Lemnius, The Touchstone of Complexions, trans., Thomas Newton (London, 1581), 88. 
61 Cogan, The Haven of Health, 12 and Boorde, A compendious regiment or a dietarie of 
health, 47. 
62 Boorde, A compendious regiment or a dietarie qf health, 47. 
63 A. T., A rich store-house or treasuryfor the 
diseased Wherein, are many approved medicinesfor divers 
and sundry diseases, which have 
been long hidden, and not come to light before this time (London, 1596), 
1. 
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inlarge watching, then contrariwise. " He agreed, moreover, with Du Laurens and others 
that some time should be left between eating and sleep, that is, "two houres at the least 
ought to be put between meate & sleep. , 64 Similarly Cogan suggested that for good health 
"T 8. or 9 houres at the most is sufficient time for the continuance of sleepe, as it may be 
gathered by Galen, " and also that we must "take heed that wee goe not to bed straightway 
after supper. , 65 In fact, the "naturall time of waking", Cogan argued, citing Aristotle, "is 
when concoction is finished. 9ý66 Bullein agreed that eight hours sleep was generally 
sufficient but "even so too much sleepe is as perillous" as too little, "for extremes be ever 
ill. "67 
It was generally accepted that night was the best time to sleep because, as French 
surgeon Ambroise Pare wrote, of its "moisture, silence and darknesse. ), 68 Cogan argued 
that "in sleeping and waking, we must follow that course of nature, that is, to wake in the 
day, and sleepe in the night. , 69 Sleeping during the day was dangerous: "For aftemoone 
sleepe, " Cogan warned, "maketh undigested and raw hurnours, whereof groweth 
oppilations [crowdings or obstructions in the lower intestines], which oppilations ingender 
,, 70 Fevers. The Carmarthenshire poet William Vaughan also deemed sleep during the day 
to be harmful, but if it were customary, then the shoes should be taken off in order to 
allow dangerous vapours to dissipate. 71 Similarly, Du Laurens insisted that "sleeping at 
64 Walter Baley, A briefe treatise touching the preservation of the eie sight consisting partly in good order 
of diet, andpartly in use of medicines (Oxford, 1602), 16. 
65 Cogan, The Haven ofHealth, 3. 
66 Ibid. 3. 
67 Bullem, Bulleins bulwarke, 19. 
68 Ambroise Par6, The Worses of That Famous Chiururgion Ambrose Parýy, trans., Thomas Johnson 
(London, 1634), 35. 
69 Cogan, The Haven ofHealth, 2. 
70 Ibid. 2. 
71 William Vaughan, Approved directionsfor health, both naturall and artýficiall deriuedfrom the best 
physitians as well moderne as auncient (London, 1612). This was 
first published in 1600 under the title 
Naturall and A rtificiall Directionsfor Health, and was reprinted several times in 
his lifetime. Like the work 
82 
nooneday is very dangerous", because it "maketh all the body heavie and blowne Up. ý, 
72 
Boorde allowed some, such as the sick and the elderly, to sleep during the day but for the 
most part it was disallowed. 73 Du Laurens argued that it was so harmful to doze off at 
noon because it "maketh a blowne paire of cheekes, troubleth the sight, and maketh all the 
,, 74 body lither and lazie. The Church of England clergyman Thomas Adams even 
suggested that sleeping during the day made individuals more vulnerable to the workings 
75 
of the Devil . Those typically subject to the "sovles sicknesse", he wrote, "riseth at noone 
to breakfast, which he falls to vnwashed, and removes not out of his chaire without a 
sleepe. Whilst hee sleepes, the enemy ouersowes the field of his heart with tares. Hee is a 
patient subiect for the diuell to worke on, a cushion for him to sit on, and take his ease: his 
miserie is, that his damnation sleepeth not. His bed is his hauen, his heauen, and sound 
,, 76 sleepe his deitie . Boorde recommended that the sick should 
live as good Catholics 
"And than let euery man indeuer him selfe to prayer, that the sycke person may fynysshe 
his Iyue Catholikely in the fayth of Jesu chryste. And so departe out of this myserable 
worlde. I do beseehe the Father, and the sonne, & the holy ghost throwe the meryte of 
Jesu chrystes passyon, that I and all creatures iyuynge may do So.,, 
77 
As for sleeping positions, most physicians followed Aristotle in suggesting 
sleeping on the right side and avoiding the back and front. According to Pare, it was the 
of Bullein, Cogan and others, Vaughan's Approved directions was in part occasioned by his concern for the 
condition of ordinary people, and his directions, 'derived from the best Phisitians, as well as moderne as 
antient'. See Ceri Davies, 'Vaughan, Sir William (c. 1575-1641)', Oxford Dictionary ofNational 
Biography, Oxford University Press, 2004 [http: //www. oxforddnb. com/view/article/28151, accessed 26 Oct 
2007]. 
72 Du Laurens, A Discourse of the Preservation of the Sight, 99-100. 
73 Boorde, A compendious regiment or a dietarie of health, 47. 
74 Du Laurens, A Discourse of the Preservation of the Sight, 100. 
75 See J. Sears McGee, 'Adams, Thomas (15 83-1652)', Oxford Dictionary ofNational Biography, Oxford 
University Press, 2004 [http: //www. oxforddnb. com/view/article/I 3 1, accessed 26 Oct 2007]. 
76 Thomas Adams, Diseases of the soule a discourse diuine, morall, andphysicall (London, 1616), 1. 
77 Boorde, A compendious regiment or a dietarie of health, 42. 
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right so the food "may fall into the bottome of our stomacke, , 78 while Du Laurens 
recommended sleeping on the right side so that the liver would not press down on the 
stomach, thereby preventing digestion. 79 The pattern of sleep that Ekirch has commented 
on (in which sleepers experienced 'first' and 'second' episodes of sleep) was also clearly 
standard . 
80 For instance, the first and second sleeping pattern was simply assumed in 
Bullein's advice for the positions taken during sleep. He recommended that when the 
sleeper awoke from the first sleep he or she should swap positions and sleep on their left 
side. 81 Du Laurens agreed, and pointed out that the vapours retained while lying on the 
right would "breath out" once the position had been shifted to the left. 82 Boorde wrote that 
after this the sleeper should switch sides as often as they awoke to allow the vapours a 
freer passage. 83 Baley summarised the advice well: "Best to begin sleepe upon the right 
side, & then tume on the left side: to sleepe upright upon the backe is naught generally: to 
tume uppon the face worser for the sight. 9984 Following the classical warning, lying on the 
back was particularly prohibited. Firstly, as Bullein conceded, it was dangerous in itself to 
"to lye upon the backe with gaping mouth ... and many thereby are made starke 
ded in 
their sleepe; through apoplexia, and obstruction of the senewes, of the places vitalle, 
,, 85 
animall, and nutrimentalle. Secondly, as Vaughan and others acknowledged, this 
position hurt the brain and memory and led to the "Riding mare. , 
86 
78 Ambroise Par6, The Works of That Famous Chiurugion Ambrose Parey, trans., Thomas Johnson 
(London, 1600), 35-37. 
79 Du Laurens, A Discourse of the Preservation of the Sight, 100. 
80 Ekirch, 'Sleep We Have Lost: Pre-Industrial Slumber in the British Isles, ' 354. 
8' Bullem, Bulleins bulwarke, 19. 
82 Du Laurens, A Discourse of the Preservation of the Sight, 100. 
83 Boorde, A compendious regiment or a dietarie of health, 42. 
84 Baley, A briefe treatise touching the preservation of the eie sight consisting partly in good order of diet, 
andpartly in use of medicines, 16. 
85 Bullem, Bulleins bulwarke, 19. 
86 Vaughan, Naturall and artificial directionsfior Health, 30-32. 
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Nightmares and Dreams 
The dangers of not following the recommended advice on sleeping patterns was 
all the more significant when we consider the fact that the vast majority of physicians saw 
sleep as akin to death. According to Bullein, "sleepe is brother vnto death, sauing the one 
doeth not awake again, and the other doth recouer the senses. )987 Similarly, for Cogan it 
was "the night, in the time of sleepe, which is brother to death, " in "whych tyme the 
almyghty doth schoole mankynde, rebuke hym, and suffer the wycked Enemy to scourge 
hym wyth straunge visions. , 88 Shakespeare put it well: "death-counterfeiting sleep" he 
wrote, "With leaden legs and batty wings doth creep. "89 These comments were evidently 
based on the association in Scripture between sleep, death and the Resurrection. The Bible 
gave substantial support for this view in I Corinthians 15: 5 1, Psalm 6: 5, Daniel 12: 2 and 
John 5: 29 among others. It was during sleep that the soul was freed, just as after the 
Resurrection. As Cogan put it "the holy Scripture in sundry places doth call death by the 
name of sleepe, which is meant in respect of the resurrection: for as after sleep we hope to 
wake, so after death wee hope to rise againe. "90 "The flesh is soone moued, through 
wycked lust, and in the twinkelyng of the eye, from dreame to dreame, the spirites be so 
variable: " warned Bullein "that the Nyghte to the carefull Man, is the very Image of Hell, 
and specyally to them whych feare not God: thus he punysheth them, as lob sayeth, in the 
8' Bullem, Bulleins bulwarke, 223. 
88 Cogan, The Haven ofHealth, 268. 
89 William Shakespeare, "A Midsummer Night's Dream", in Works (Glasgow, 1994), 233. Similarly 
Edmund Spenser wrote that "Sleepe after toyle, port after stormie seas, Ease after warre, death after life 
does greatly please. " Edmund Spenser, The Faerie Queene, I (London, 1977), 45 (Canto IX). See also Sir 
Philip Sidney, "Sonnet XXXIV in Arthur Symons, ed., A Sixteenth Century Anthology (London, 1905), 
151. 
90 Cogan, The Haven ofHealth, 268. 
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Nyght, to reforme them. "91 Because sleep left individuals vulnerable to death and the 
spiritual powers that came after it, for the preservation of both spiritual and bodily health 
it was necessary for individuals to guard against deceptive and dangerous sleeping 
practices, following in great detail the proper advice on sleep. 
One of the most troubling sleeping experiences for both body and soul was the 
nightmare. The term 'nightmare' tended not to refer to bad dreams, as it does today, but to 
a particular phenomenon in which sleepers believed themselves to be pinioned and 
oppressed by a demonic presence. 92 This experience had a long theological history and 
was described as the attack of an incubus (male demon), and also as a 'burden' or 
'ephialtes'. Ancient Greek physicians had looked to natural explanations for these night- 
time experiences. For them, the causes were physical conditions such as fevers or an 
overindulgent diet; accordingly, diet, phlebotomy and purges were used to treat it. 93 It was 
patristic and medieval theologians who transformed the incubus, who appeared in 
nightmares, into a demonic presence. In a highly influential passage, St Augustine wrote 
of the "incubi", who "often made wicked assaults upon women, and satisfied their lust 
upon them. , 94 However, by the late sixteenth century, most English medical writers 
dismissed the nightmare as a physical disease that was often mistaken as demonic in 
ývulgar' opinion. 
91 Bullein, Bulleins bulwarke, 206. 
92 On the nightmare see James Hillman, Pan and the Nightmare (New York, 1972); Wilhelm H. Roscher, 
Ephialtes, trans., A. V. O'Brien (Texas, 1979); Nicolas Kiessling, The Incubus in English Literature: 
Provenance andProgeny (Washington, 1977); Owen Davies, "The Nightmare Experience, Sleep Paralysis, 
and Witchcraft Accusations, " Folklore, 114 (2003), 181-203; and Charles Stewart, "Erotic Dreams and 
Nightmares from Antiquity to the Present", Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute, 8 (2002), 279- 
309. For an account of representations of the incubus in art see Walter S. Gibson, "Bosch's Dreams: A 
Response to the Art of Bosch in the Sixteenth Century", The Art Bulletin, 74 (1992), 205-218. 
93 On the relationship that was thought to exist between diet and nightmares see Caroline Oates, "Cheese 
Gives you Nightmares: Old Hags and Heartburn, " Folklore, 114 (2003), 205 - 225. 
94 Augustine, De civitate Dei, trans, W. M. Green, 7 (Cambridge, 1972), 5 1. 
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Elizabethan medical writers such as the Suffolk gentleman Philip Barrough, 
described the nightmare in terms of a deluded or diseased imagination. It was a "disease, 
whereas one thinketh himself in the night to be oppressed with a great waight, and 
beleueth that some thing commeth upon him, and the patient thinketh him selfe strangled 
,, 95 in this disease. Barrough suggested that the cause was drinking too much, and a raw 
stomach causing cold vapours to fill the ventricles of the brain. If this went untreated then 
the imagination would become corrupt, leading not only to terrifying night-time 
experiences in which the voice and movement were suppressed and the sleeper would 
think he saw and heard creatures oppressing him, but also to apoplexy, epilepsy and 
madness. 96 Similarly for the Kentish sceptic Reginald Scot, "this Incubus is a bodilie 
disease 
... it extend unto the trouble of the mind: which of some is called The mare, 
oppressing manie in their sleep so sore, as they are not able to call for helpe, or stir 
themselves under the burthen of that heavie humor. , 97 For Bullein it was often mistakenly 
referred to as an incubus, so called by "supersticious Hypocrites, Infidelles, with charmes, 
,, 98 coniurynges, and relickes hangying about the necke, to fraie the Mare. The foolish and 
superstitious should instead consider their diet, and most of all they should commend 
"their sleeping and wakyng, to Jesus Christ, that they may live honestlie, goe to bed 
merily, slepe quietlie, and rise early. "99 
As for dreams, most medical writers assumed that they had natural causes and 
referred to them in order to reveal the dominant humour of the patient. Again, accounts 
closely followed the views of the canonical texts of Plato, Aristotle, Galen and Avicenna. 
95 Phillip Barrough, The Method ofPhysicke (London, 1590), 43-44. 
96 Bullein, Bulleins bulwarke, 222. 
97 Reginald Scot, The Discoverie of Witchcraft (London, 1584), 49. 
98 Bullein, Bulleins bulwarke, 222. 
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Lemnius wrote that through dreams "may be neerely conjectured and found out, of what 
disposition the body is and what hurnours therein chiefly reigne, "100 and Francis Bacon 
thought dreams could enable individuals to "discover the state of the bodie, by the 
imaginations of the minde. "101 Pare too, recommended "diligent consideration" of dreams 
so that "the affections and superfluous humors which have chiefe power in the body are 
marvailously knowne. " 102 Based on ancient Galenic and Hippocratic ideas, the physician 
would know the dominant humour by relating particular types of dreams to their 
corresponding humoral basis. A person's imagination would transform physical 
impressions given off by the humoral constitution into corresponding images: the 
phlegmatic person for example, would dream of rivers, streams, floods and falling; the 
sanguine of marriages, dances and pleasant things; and the choleric of burning, fire and 
noise. The melancholic, on the other hand, dreamed of darkness, death, black objects, 
smoke and generally unpleasant things. In 1594, the satirist and playwright Thomas Nashe 
singled out melancholic dreams for particular attention: "Even as slime and durt in a 
standing puddle, engender toads and frogs, and many other unsightly creatures, " Nashe 
wrote, "so this slimie melancholy humor still thickning as it stands still, engendreth many 
mishapen obiects in our imaginations. " 103 Nevertheless, the images he listed, such as 
"blasing Commets, firie strakes with other apparitions innumerable, " sound more choleric 
than melancholic. 104 Nashe concluded that "foggie-braind melancholy" brings on "many 
uncouth terrible monsters", and the worst dreams. 105 "When all is said,, " he wrote, 
99 Ibid. 222. 
100 Lemmus, The Touchstone, 72. 
101 Francis Bacon, The Advancement ofLearning; or, New Atlantis (London, 1603). 
102 Par6, The Workes of That Famous Chiururgion, 3 5. 
103 Thomas Nashe, The terrors of the night or, A discourse of apparitions (London, 1594), 6. 
104 Ibid. 6. 
105 Ibid. 6. 
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Qcmelancholy is the mother of dreames, and of all terrours of the night whatsoeuer. " 106 The 
characters in Shakespeare's plays too, were famously afflicted by melancholic dreams -a 
fact that has been commented on in both historical and medical journals. 107 
Thomas Hill, a writer and translator who was instrumental in making Paracelsian 
texts available in English, was also the author of one of the most focused Elizabethan 
texts on dreams - his 1576 The moste pleasaunte arte of the interpretacion of dreames. 
By the time of its publication Hill was already an accomplished writer and had published 
a number of his own works on natural philosophy and the supernatural, including some on 
gardening, comets, fiery portents, rainbows, earthquakes, conjuring tricks, practical jokes, 
and divination. 108 His views on dreams should particularly be considered in the context of 
his interest in Paracelsian medicine, since he shared with Paracelsus a strong neoplatonic 
emphasis on the influence of spiritual powers over mankind in addition to corresponding 
links between macrocosm and microcosm. 109 In addition to this, he received 
encouragement in his work from John Dee, who notoriously attempted to communicate 
with the spirit world via his associate Edward Kelley. ' 10 Indeed, Hill's interest in marvels 
and portents, and in Paracelsian medicine, along with his links to Dee, suggest that his 
106 Ibid. 7. 
107 For examples see David Roberts, "Sleeping Beauties: Shakespeare, Sleep and the Stage", The 
Cambridge Quarterly, 35 (2006), 231-254; S. B. Chandler, "Shakespeare and sleep, " Bulletin of the History 
of Medicine, 29 (1955), 255-60; Y. Furman, S. M. Wolf and D. S. Rosenfeld, "Shakespeare and sleep 
disorders", Neurology, 49 (1997), 1171-2 and W. A. Whitelaw, "Sleep of the great" Respiratory Physiology, 
119 (2000), 209-17. 
108 Little is known about Hill's personal life see John Considine, 'Hill, Thomas (c. 1528-c. 1574)', Oxford 
Dictionary of National Biography, Oxford University Press, 2004 
[http: //www. oxforddnb. com/view/article/13303, accessed 12 Aug 2007]. See also F. R. Johnson, "Thomas 
Hill: an Elizabethan Huxley", Huntington Library Quarterly, 7, (1943-4), 329-5 1; and P. H. Kocher, 
"Paracelsan medicine in England: the first thirty years (ca. 1570-1600)", Journal qf the History of Medicine 
and Allied Sciences, 2 (1947), 451-80. 
109 See Zanier, 'Platonic Trends in Renaissance Medicine', 509-519. 
110 On John Dee see Peter French, John Dee: The world of an Elizabethan magus (London, 1972); Deborah 
E. Harkness, John Dee's conversations with angels (Cambridge, 1999) and Nicholas H. Clulee, 
John Dee's Natural Philosophy: Between Science and Religion (London, 1988). 
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primary interest lay in the relationship between spirit and matter, a concern that was also 
based on a firm belief in Protestant providentialism. 
Hill placed significant emphasis on the connections between these godly 
injunctions and diet, health and dreams. "Hippocrates and Galen do wryte, " he asserted, 
"howe the Phisitionnes by the Drearnes of the sicke maye the redyar and aptlyar appoynt a 
perfite diet and due medicines, also for the recovery of the sicke. "111 He supported the 
Avicerman view that the humoral constitution was revealed in dreams "whereof in the 
body sometimes suche fumes are very lighte, and of this cause the man to thinke that he 
flyeth. But sometimes the fumes are ouer grosse and cooled by the brayne, and do then 
disend to the harte and through this it seemeth then to the man that he falleth from highe 
verye deepe. " 112 Most significantly, he applied this point in his argument for the 
possibility of prophecy in dreams, "wherefore 1 see not nowe that the rashe iudgement of 
the ignorante, can rightlye condemne the knowledge of this Arte. " 113 
Hill combined these ideas with the Aristotelian moral view of dreams, so 
(cvertuouse persones doo dreame of suche lyke matters, whiche appeare to them as very 
delectable", and so inversely, "euill persons whiche doo wicked woorkes, that kyndnesse 
of those euill are reserved, throughe whiche they often dreame, wicked dreames. " 114 For 
Hill bodily and spiritual morality were closely linked, and it was for this reason that he 
also attached substantial significance to bodily preparation for foresight in dreams. A 
"true drearne", would "onelye happen to suche, whose spirites are occupyed with no 
irrationall imaginations, nor ouercharged with the burthen of meate and drinckes, or 
111 Thomas Hill, The moste pleasaunte arte of the interpretacion of dreames (London, 1576), 2. 
112 Ibid. 7. 
113 Ibid. 2. 
114 Ibid. 8. 
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superfluous humors, nor geuen to any other bodelie pleasures. "' 15 Distractions such as 
'the burthen of meate or drinckes' could hinder interpretation since they clouded the 
"loking Glasses of the body", and caused 'few' to "see true Drearnes. "' 16 A 'true drearne' 
mig t arise when the body was without the 'burthen' of 'superfluous humors' and 
"foreshewe al matters imminent", while likewise 'vaine dreames' arose from excess of 
(4meate or drinckes, or superfluous humors. " 117 Medical ideas on sleep heavily informed 
Hill's discussion of prophetic dreams, but his ideas were not necessarily innovative. As 
we will see, his oneirocriticism drew from Artemidorus and Achmet, his medical 
conception of dreams was conventionally Aristotelian, and his ideas on prophecy derived 
from Scriptural and Platonic Christianity. In fact, what was perhaps most notable in 
sixteenth and early seventeenth-century treatments of sleep was their heavy reliance upon 
these ancient sources. 
Christianity and the Physiological Basis of Sleep 
In mid-seventeenth century England and Scotland, physicians continued to dish 
out advice on sleep in much the same way as they had done a century earlier. Thomas 
Collins, for instance, advised on such things as medicines "to precure sleep in a fever", by 
taking "the seeds of white poppie two spoonfuls, of the white seeds of Lettice being the 
best one spoonful, make them into powder and drink it going to bed in a draught of 
clarified Mace ale warm, and it will cause quiet sleep; the ordinary use 
is two small 
115 Ibid. 1. 
116 Ibid. 1. 
117 Ibid. 1. 
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spoonfuls to bedward. "l 18 For 'headach', he advised readers to "take Wormwood brayed 
well and boyled in water, and binde it to his temple upon the grief. - It will mitigate the 
pain and cause him to have a pleasant sleep. "' 19 The like was true of popular works such 
as the physician and astrologer Nicholas Culpeper's The English physitian, or An 
astrological-physical discourse of the vulgar herbs of this nation being a compleat 
method ofphysick whereby a man may preserve his health, which advised on herbs that 
could be used for sleep such as, peony, poppy, roses, purslane, violets and parsley. 
"Hawkweed, " for instance, "procureth rest and sleep, hindereth venery and venerous 
dreams" while according to Culpeper, "cow-parsnep ... raiseth such as are fallen into a 
deep sleep, or have the lethargy, by burning it under their Nose. " 120 Similarly, Polish 
medic John Johnstone warned of the dangers of sleeping "under the Moon-beams, " since 
those that do "are troubled with heavinesse of their heads and defluxions ... For by the 
Moon beams, the moisture of the braines of those that sleep is melted, which being 
restrained in the head, the internal heat being not active enough to expell it outward, it 
breeds Catarrhs. " 121 
Discussions of dreams, on the other hand, were changing. Buoyed by the new 
codes of religious toleration in the 1640s and 1650s, visionaries and dreamers were able 
to prosper and become more bold and outspoken. As censorship collapsed in the 
tumultuous years of the Civil War, a multitude of prophets such as Elizabeth Poole, 
William Lilly, and James Douglas all expounded prophecies and dreams that had radical 
118 Thomas Collins, Choice and rare experiments in Physick and chirurgery (London, 1658), 83. 
119 Ibid. 6. 
120 Nicholas Culpeper, The English physitian, or An astrological-physical discourse of the vulgar herbs Qf 
this nation being a compleat method ofphysick whereby a man may preserve 
his health (London, 1652). 
121 Joannes Jonstonus, An history qf the wonderful things of nature setforth in ten severall classes wherein 
are contained the wonders of heaven (London, 
1657), 26. See Thomas Seccombe, 'Johnstone, John (1603- 
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political and religious content. 122 While very few of the visionaries and dreamers 
themselves discussed the origins of their dreams in any depth, a handful of Anglicans and 
Puritans who supported contemporary belief in prophetic dreams did. The anonymous 
author who used to pseudonym Gonzalo, the Anglican physician Sir Thomas Browne, and 
the Puritan preacher Philip Goodwin all believed in a supernatural basis for some dreams, 
despite discussing sleep more generally in medical terms. 
In his 1641 Divine Dreamer, a work that, as its title suggests, concentrated 
primarily on divine dreams, Gonzalo described the physical basis of dreams in very 
simi ar ways to physicians. He concentrated on ancient authority ("Dioscorides, Pliny, and 
Galen"), and, like Hill, paid close attention to diet. According to the aforementioned 
authors, Gonzalo argued, "there are divers kindes of meates which doe ingender and cause 
sorrowfull drearnes" ("Beanes, Pease, Colewaorts, Garlicke, Onions, Leakes, 
Chesnuts ... and the 
like"), and which also "ingender evill humours, and are cholericke, 
phlegmaticke, and melancholy. " 123 On the other hand, other foods or drink, like 
"Saffron ... Burrage or Burlate", 
being "easily digested, causeth pleasant dreames. " 124 
Gonzalo took notice in particular of the ancient idea that dreams betrayed a person's 
humours. So "whosoever dreameth that he is pressed with a great burthen, there is no 
doubt but his animal faculties are oppressed by a great multitude of humours: 
contrariwise, such as dreame they flye in the aire, runne, leape, dance, denoteth a light 
1675)', rev. Yolanda Foote, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, Oxford University Press, 2004 
[http: //www. oxforddnb. com/view/article/14967, accessed 26 Oct 2007]. 
122 See Elizabeth Poole, A vision, wherein is manifested the disease and cure of the kingdom (London, 
1649); William Lilly, Monarchy or no monarchy in England (London, 165 1); and James Douglas, Strange 
newsfrom Scotland, and their young King his Dream concerning England (London, 165 1). 
12' Gonzalo, The divine dreamer: or, a short treatise discovering the true effect andpower of dreames 
(London, 1641), 4. 
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body exempt from the superaboundance of vicious hurnours. ý5125 Those that dream "that 
he seeth fire, it noteth the Dreamer to bee abounding in Choler, or of a Cholericke humour 
and disposition. " 126 While those that "dreame of raine and moysture betokeneth the 
abounding with good humours. " 12' To "dreame of stortne, haile, or ice, signifieth the 
abundance of phlegme. " 128 And, unlike Nashe with his 'blasing Commets' and 'firie 
strakes', Gonzalo followed the traditional interpretation that one "disposed to melancholy 
sicknesses dreameth he seeth smoake or mists, or profound darknesse. " 129 For Gonzalo 
this showed that the body and soul were deeply connected: "the [humoral] condition 
impresseth both in the body and the Soul the present qualities and dispositions thereof. " 130 
However, unlike critics of prophetic dreaming, Gonzalo, like Hill, suggested that as 
bodily concerns fade in sleep, the "soule in sleeping may foresee things to come, 
for... [it] ... 
is at free liberty, and best performeth her actions when the body sleepeth. " 131 
In his famous 1642 work Religio Medici, the physician Sir Thomas Browne 
presented a remarkably similar approach to sleep. "Hippocrates" Browne wrote, "wisely 
considered Dreams as they presaged Alterations in the Body, and so afforded hints toward 
the preservation of Health, and prevention of Diseases; and so serious as to advise 
Alteration of Diet, Exercise, Sweating, Bathing, and Vomiting" ideas all familiar to early 
modem followers of regimen. 132 So dreams of "Flying, of Limpid Fountains, smooth 
Waters, white Vestments, and fruitful green Trees, " were all "Visions of healthful 
125 Ibid. 6. 
126 Ibid. 5. 
127 Ibid. 5. 
128 Ibid. 5. 
129 Ibid. 5. 
130 Ibid. 6. 
131 Ibid. 11. 
132 Sir Thomas Browne, Religio Medici, W. A. Greenhill, ed (London, 1923), 139. 
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Sleeps. " 133 The intimate connection between dreams and state of health meant that 
oneirocriticism was a key diagnostic tool for many physicians. As Browne remarked: "he 
who dream'd that he could not see his right Shoulder, " for example, "might easily fear to 
lose the sight of his right Eye". 134 However, Browne commented to his nameless reader, 
why "to dream of Lettuce should presage some ensuing Disease ... according to the 
Oneirocritical Verses of Astrampsychus and Nicephorus, " he wrote, "I shall leave unto 
your Divination. " 135 Browne did not necessarily take ancient authority at face value, and 
in a discussion of Aristotle's tract "Of Sleep, " he stated that Aristotle, "hath not, methinks, 
throughly defined it [that is, sleep]; nor yet Galen, though he seem to have corrected it,, 
136 
- though for the most part Browne, like earlier physicians, was heavily reliant on these 
ancient authors. 
Nevertheless, the primary purpose of Browne's work was to assert the religious 
role of the physician against the proverbial assumption that 'for every three physicians 
there were two atheists'. Browne himself asserted his faith in no uncertain terms. He 
preferred to be guided by Scripture above all, by the Anglican Church second, and in 
default of them, by his own powers of reason. His Neoplatonism may have in part derived 
from his tutor and popular preacher at Oxford, Thomas Lushington, while his emphatic 
interest in the soul probably came from the Principal of Broadgates Hall, Oxford, Thomas 
Clayton who enjoined concern for a patient's soul as well as body. Browne related that he 
learnt from 'the Heathens' of Greece and Rome to "suck Divinity from the flowers of 
nature", holding there to be "a generall beauty in the works of God ... I cannot tell by what 
133 Ibid. 139. 
134 Ibid. 139. 
135 Ibid. 140. 
136 Ibid. 140. 
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Logick we call a Toad, a Beare, or an Elephant, ugly ... nature is the Art of God. " 
137 He 
was also keen to assert a belief in witches which he thought inseparable from belief in 
spirits, and famously applied his medical knowledge as an expert witness in the witch 
trials of the period. 13 ' Browne saw supernatural influence everywhere; God was in the 
natural world and even in the human body (which demons were also liable to attack). 139 
Spiritual and corporeal concerns could never be truly separated, for man is "that great and 
true Amphibium, whose nature is disposed to live ... in divided and distinguished 
worlds ... the one visible, the other invisible. " 
140 
While we were asleep, Browne noted, "We are somewhat more than our 
selves ... the slumber of the body seems to be but the waking of the SOUI. 
iO41 Sleep 
unfetters the soul so that our waking thoughts pale in comparison to our sleeping 
imagination and, "do not match the Fancies of our sleeps. " 142 The liberation of the soul 
was also bound up with the definition of death, and, like Bullein's and Cogan's account, 
Browne's text was closely linked to his understanding of the Resurrection. For Browne, 
death-bed lucidity along with the prophecies of dreams can only reaffirm the Christian 
idea of soul-sleep before the Resurrection. "It is observed, " Browne wrote, "that men 
137 Browne, Religio Medici, 1.16. On Browne see Ole Peter Grell and Andrew Cunningham, eds., Religio 
Medici: Medicine and Religion in Seventeenth- Century England (London, 1996); Claire Preston, Thomas 
Browne and the Writing ofEarly Modern Science (Cambridge, 2005); Ronald Huebert, "The Private 
Opinions of Sir Thomas Browne", Studies in English Literature, 1500-1900,45 (2005), 117-34; William P. 
Dunn, Sir Thomas Browne, A Study in Religious Philosophy (Minneapolis, 1950); Jeremiah Finch, Sir 
Thomas Browne: a Doctor's Life of Science and Faith (New York, 1950); R. D. Stock, The Holy and the 
Daemonicftom Sir Thomas Browne to William Blake (Princeton, 1982); C. A. Patrides, ed., Approaches to 
Sir Thomas Browne (Columbia, 1982); Frank L. Huntley, "The Publication and Immediate Reception of 
Religio Medici", Library Quarterly, 25 (1954), 203-18. On his interpretation of dreams in particular see 
Egon Stephen Merton, "Sir Thomas Browne's Interpretation of Dreams", Philological Quarterly, 28, 
(1949) 497-503 and idem., Science and Imagination in Sir Thomas Browne 
(New York, 1949). 
138 Browne, Religio Medici, 1.30. 
13 9 For a good account of the relationship between medicine and the supernatural 
in seventeenth-century 
England see Michael MacDonald, Mystical Bedlam: 
Madness, Anxiety and Healing in Seventeenth- Century 
England (Cambridge, 1981). 
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sometimes, upon the hour of their departure, do speak and reason above themselves; for 
then the soul, beginning to be freed from the ligaments of the body, begins to reason like 
her self, and to discourse in a strain above mortality. " 143 
Thus, sleep and death - because they indicated closeness to God - were viewed 
positively. "We term sleep a death, " Browne noted, "and yet it is waking that kills us, and 
destroys those spirits that are the house of life. " 144 Sleep was indeed "a part of life that 
best expresseth death; for every man truly lives so long as he acts his nature, or some way 
makes good the faculties of himself" 145 This was an extension of his argument that sleep 
allowed a kind of freedom for the soul akin to religious exaltation. Our 'spirits', and 
'faculties', or our human nature were all the more vibrant when asleep because in this 
state we were closer to God, or at least closer to death, the path to God. Browne 
articulated this idea in the form of a poem in which sleep, death and the waking of the 
soul were positively associated (a common religious topos), so that he only woke to 'sleep 
again': 
While I do rest, my Soul advance; 
Make my sleep a holy trance;... 
These are my drowsie days; in vain 
I do now wake to sleep again: 
0 come that hour, when I shall never 
Sleep again, but wake for ever. 146 
For Browne, our intellectual powers, as well as our connection with God, were improved 
in sleep, and sleeping experience was, "the ligation of sense, but the liberty of reason. 
" 
Dreams were the time for thought: "Were my memory as faithful as my reason 
is then 
141 Ibid. 116. 
142 Ibid. 116. 
143 Ibid. 118. 
144 Ibid. 118. 
145 Ibid. 118. 
146 Ibid. 119. 
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fruitful, I would never study but in my dreams; " and to this time he would also assign his 
religious thought, this time, as he put it, he would "chuse for my devotions. -)-)147 To some 
extent, Browne built on Aristotle's claim that "both sleep and waking depend upon the 
presence of soul, and waking is analogous to the exercise of knowledge, sleep to its 
possession but not its exercise. "148 The concept of reason, liberated in sleep, was linked 
here to the pleasurable fantasies we encountered when we were asleep and it was held in 
marked contrast to sense, which informed the reality of our waking life. 
Browne's post-Restoration letters to his sons reveal strong opinions about the 
killing of Charles 1, but the only political act during the Civil War and the Interregnum of 
which evidence has survived was his refusal in 1643 (along with 431 other members of 
the gentry and professions) to subscribe money to parliament for the recapture of royalist- 
held Newcastle. After 1660, however, he played a more open role in the establishment, 
something which his belief in witchcraft, an important part of orthodox Anglican belief in 
this period, was likely to have reinforced. In Religio Medici (1.30) he had declared: "I 
have ever beleeved, and doe now know, that there are Witches" (a belief shared by Bacon, 
Harvey, and Boyle) and one that provides further evidence of his view that physical and 
spiritual concerns were closely connected. In witch trials medics were often asked to 
confirm or deny a disease's supernatural status and Browne was himself called as an 
expert witness in one such case at Bury St. Edmunds in 1664.149Notoriously, Browne's 
evidence went against the accused in the 1664 trial against Rose Cullender and Amy 
Dury. 150 The anonymous contemporary pamphlet A Tryal of Witches, noted the 
147 Ibid. 116. 
148 Aristotle, On the Soul, trans, W. S. Hett (Cambridge, 1936), 69. 
149 Keith Thomas, Religion and the Decline of Magic (London, 1971), 686. 
150 Ibid. 524-525. 
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contribution of a "Dr Brown of Norwich, a Person of great knowledge. " 15 1 According to 
this source, Browne was "clearly of the Opinion, that the persons were Bewitched. " 152 He 
argued that in such cases the Devil "did work upon a Natural Foundation, (that is) to stir 
up, and excite such humours super-abounding in their Bodies to a great excess, whereby 
he did in an extraordinary manner Afflict them with such Distempers as their Bodies were 
most subject to. -)9153 Thus Browne again linked a medical understanding of distempers, in 
this case caused by an excess of humours, with spiritual influences, in particular, the 
Devil - who, as Stuart Clark has pointed out, was considered the supreme natural 
philosopher. 
154 
The fact that Browne expounded a view of dreams in which individuals routinely 
received divine and demonic messages appeared to do his work no harm in terms of its 
popularity and respectability. Though Alexander Ross and others criticised it, there were 
others including Robert Boyle who praised it, and the text went through numerous 
editions throughout the seventeenth century. Furthennore, the fact that he had written in 
favour of the existence of both prophetic dreams and witchcraft did nothing to inhibit the 
College of Physicians from electing him to an honorary fellowship in December 1664 
(diploma awarded 6 July 1665), or Charles 11 from knighting him in 167 1. When the 
Hertfordshire preacher and ejected minister Philip Goodwin argued in almost identical 
terms about dreams in 1658, the reaction was not so positive. This was probably related to 
15 1 Anon., A tryal of witches at the assizes held at Bury St. Edmondsfor the count of Suffolk on the tenth 
day ofMarch, 1664 before Sir Matthew Hale, Kt., then Lord ChiefBaron offfis Majesties Court of 
Exchequer/ taken by a person then attending the court (London, 1682), 44. On this incident see Forrest 
Reid, "Sir Thomas Browne and a Trial of Witches, " Westminster Review, 175 (1911), 197-202; idem., "Sir 
Thomas Browne and the Witch-Trials: A Vindication, " Lancet, 182 (1912), 185; Malcolm Lettes, "Sir 
Thomas Browne and Witchcraft", Notes and Queries, 5 (1912), 221-3 and Dorothy Tyler, "A Review of 
the Interpretation of Sir Thomas Browne's Part in a Witch Trial in 1664", Anglia, 54 
(1930), 179-95. 
1" Ibid. 44. 
153 Ibid. 44-45. 
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the common perception that belief in prophetic dreams (particularly among Puritans like 
Goodwin) had caused the Civil War. When Browne's work was published in 1642, the 
troubles were only just beginning. In 1658, only two years before the Restoration, 
however, dreams had developed notoriety for their association with sectarianism and 
delusion. 
Goodwin essentially agreed with Browne's assessment that ancient physicians, 
like Hippocrates, had 'wisely considered' the topic of dreams. "Those famous Physicians, 
as Galen, Hypocrates, " wrote Goodwin, "to their high praise, proved and improved their 
excellent knowledg in Drearnes, thereby discerning the Symptomes of severall diseases, 
and so perceived what proper Meanes to propose to their Patients, for their more quick 
recovery. " 155 Such medical interpretations of dreams, like those Goodwin admired in 
Galen and Hippocrates, led him to consider that dreams had spiritual as well as physical 
significance. Citing "Aquinas and others" as providing "evident instances of such 
admirable advantages, by which was raised the fame of Physicians in former times", 
Goodwin asked, "if it were laudable in them, to look into Dreames to learn out the state of 
mens bodies, may it not be commendable in others, thereby to discover the case of mens 
souls? " 
156 Like Browne then, Goodwin advocated a physiological knowledge of dreams 
alongside their prophetic and oneirocritical interpretation. 
Goodwin repeated the commonplace view that the soul was in closer contact with 
God during sleep than while awake: "Luther speaking of the Soul of a Saint, seperated 
from the body by death, saies, That it sleeps not, but is ever awake, walks in Heaven, 
heares the language ofAngels, sees the visions of God, &c., " wrote Goodwin, "The same 
114 Stuart Clark, Thinking With Demons (Oxford, 1997), 161-178. 
155 Philip Goodwin, The mystery of dreames, historically discoursed (London, 1658), 6. 
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in some measure may be said of such a Soul, while united to the body in this life. It sleeps 
not, but being ever awake, it even in the night-season ascends up into Heaven, and sees 
theface of God, and sings the praises of Christ. " 157 His radical Interregnum contemporary 
Richard Overton also made this link, even while maintaining the mortality of the soul. 
"Therefore, it is well figurated in Scripture by Sleepe, as, Slept with his Fathers, Kings 
11.43. fallen asleepe in Christ, I Cor. 15.18. &c. ", Overton wrote, "not that it is so long a 
time to the dead, but that in nature there is nothing so represents death, or non-being, as 
Sleepe: So that this may take away all carnal security: for who would not watch and pray 
over-night, that knows he must dye in the morning. 1. )158 For Overton it followed that there 
was no immortal soul, for if there were, then "some would have Souls but by fits and 
jumps, as Drunkards, persons with the Falling -sickness, &c. nay all of us spend a great 
part of our dayes without our souls; for while we are in sound sleep, our Rationality 
ceaseth pro tempore. " In other words, "this immortal Spirit goes and comes as occasion 
serves. -), 3159 
Goodwin attempted to find answers to such objections by referring back to the 
ideas advocated by physicians concerning the mechanisms involved in sleep. He noted: 
"We will grant with Authors of all Sorts; that rest is requisite, and that the sleep of the 
night is for the refreshment of nature, " yet argued that "some divine Dreames do disturb 
sleep, and may molest the mind, and interrupt mens rest, as precited Scriptures report, 
Gen. 15.12. Dan 7,8, lo.. )9160 He maintained that ... tis better in sleep to be somewhat 
troubled with molesting Dreames from God, than sinnefully tickled with enticing and 
156 Ibid. 6 (epistle). 
157 Goodwin, The mystery of dreames, historically discoursed, 352. 
158 Richard Overton, Man wholly mortal, or, A treatise wherein't is proved, both theologically and 
philosophically, that as whole man sinned, so whole man died (London, 1655), 60. 
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seducing Dreames from the Devil. " 161 In contrast to Overton, who argued that in sleep 
rationality ceased, Goodwin suggested that through sleep "The rationall soul in its 
Thought-working 
... comes to be discovered. " 
162 Essentially, Goodwin agreed that dreams 
should be understood via natural phenomena, but he added that this should not be taken to 
imply that there are none that are divine. "'Tis sure in some Dreams men are meerly 
sensitive, sensuall, and bruitish", Goodwin concluded, "but let a man Dream as a man, 
and a superiour principle will soon appear. -)-)163 Goodwin's work, unlike Browne's, was 
primarily an attempt to extend orthodox spiritual injunctions concerning morality and 
behaviour into the realm of potentially deviant sleeping thoughts. However, instead of the 
fame and fortune Browne's tome received, Goodwin's work was probably taken as an 
early indication of his religious unorthodoxy, for which he was ejected from his post as 
164 
minister of Watford in June 1661 . 
The Medical Critique of Dreams 
Goodwin's text appeared at an inopportune time for supporting the existence of 
divinely inspired dreams. In the 1650s, a number of medics, theologians, lawyers, 
pamphlet-writers and philosophers began to employ medical ideas to explain away 
alleged prophetic dreams. The most focused attacks on dreams came from the classical 
scholar Meric Casaubon who published his Treatise Concerning Enthusiasme in 1655, 
159 Ibid. 44. 
160 Goodwin, The mystery of dreames, historically discoursed, 350. 
161 Ibid. 350. 
162 Ibid. 350. 
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and the Cambridge Platonist Henry More who issued his work on the same subject - 
Enthusiasmus Triumphatus - one year later. Dreams, both treatises asserted, formed a 
significant part of the 'enthusiasts" arsenal, and the lynchpin of both critiques was the 
assertion that enthusiasm and supposedly prophetic dreams had their origins in natural 
medical effects, and in particular in melancholy. 165 
The son of the famous humanist scholar Isaac Casaubon, Meric was born in 
Geneva in 1599, and moved to England in 1611. He studied at Christ Church Oxford, 
where most likely he also came to know the expert on melancholy, Robert Burton. He 
befriended Lancelot Andrewes, then Bishop of Ely, and later William Laud by whom he 
was preferred to a prebend at Canterbury in 1628. From early on then, Casaubon was 
connected with the Arminian party in the Anglican Church. Indeed, during the Revolution 
he was evicted from two other livings he had held, and with the abolition of the 
episcopacy he lost his prebend as well. In the 1650s, when he published his Treatise 
Concerning Enthusiasme, he was employed by Sir John Cotton in his library at 
Westminster. Most of his earlier works were humanist and Protestant in origin - 
defending his father's reputation, translating various classical works, and arguing against 
Catholic history. In addition to this, he composed several notable anti-Puritan religious 
tracts. 1 
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For Casaubon, enthusiasm was primarily a threat to the ideal of traditional 
learning that he treasured. It was for this reason that along with the more usual definition 
of "Divinatorie Enthusiasme" which rested on claims to predict the future, he also 
characterised philosophers such as Descartes under the category of "Contemplative and 
Philosophical Enthuslasme. " However, the work was primarily prompted by a typical 
book of Counter-Reformation spirituality, The Life of Sister Catherine ofJesus. Catherine, 
a young Carmelite nun from early seventeenth-century Paris, reported a variety of 
mystical experiences such as visions and apparitions. In the Catholic Church visions, 
prophecies and dreams were incorporated into Counter-Reformation spirituality; for the 
Anglican humanist, Casaubon, however, these experiences were regarded with deep 
suspicion and he ascribed them to physiological causes: 
I found the book to be a long contexture of severall strange raptures and 
enthusiasmes, that had hapned unto a melancholick, or, if you will, a devout 
Maid. In this I saw no great matter of wonder: Neither could I observe much in 
the relation of the particulars, but what as I conceived, rationally, probable; so I 
might believe, charitably, true. I could observe, as I thought, a perpetuall 
coherence of naturall causes, in every particular: which gave me good 
satisfaction. 167 
This text provided him with an anti-Catholic context for his naturalistic critique of all the 
supposed dreams, visions, prophecies and apparitions of the 'enthusiasts'. In this, 
Casaubon was following a traditional Anglican line of attack on Catholic 'superstition'. 
Casaubon allowed some role for demonic deception in deluding figures such as 
Catherine, but, in concentrating primarily on a natural account of the 'enthusiasts', he 
placed less emphasis on demonic causes, enthus iasm-as -imposture or the pretence of 
'Casaubon (Florence Estienne) Meric (1599-167 1)', Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, Oxford 
University Press, 2004 [http: //www. oxforddnb. com/view/article/4852, accessed 26 Oct 2007]. 
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inspiration for 'political' gain. He thus referred to "real, though but imaginary, 
apprehension of it in the parties", that is, the sincere, if mistaken conviction of being 
divinely inspired. This occurred through ignorance of natural causes which by themselves 
could produce extraordinary but not supernatural effects. Because of the dangers of 
widespread belief in such prophecies, which had been prevalent in the aftermath of Civil 
War, uncovering natural causes was particularly important: 
I am very well pleased with the occasion that offers it self, that the Reader may 
be the better satisfied, how necessary the knowledge of these things is, not for 
the satisfaction of curiosity only, but even for the maintenance of publick 
peace. 1 68 
He argued that enthusiasts should not to be considered dangerous but ought rather be 
pitied or ridiculed; such people were 
No dangerous men, nor liable, if they meet not with very severe Judges, to any 
other judgement, then to be laughed at by some (which is uncharitable enough, 
since it is a common chance, ) and to be pitied by others. 169 
Although this argument explained away false prophecy (while also taking away the 
responsibility for it), like many seventeenth-century critics of 'enthusiasm', Casaubon was 
not attempting to prove that all professed divine dreams and prophecies were the 
delusions of a melancholic imagination - the Biblical prophets had, after all, received 
divine messages in dreams and visions. Nor was he even attempting to demonstrate that 
such prophecies had ceased in his own times. Instead Casaubon was simply trying to set 
out the means to differentiate between the delusions of medical conditions and genuine 
divine intervention - precisely because the latter still occurred. 
167 Meric Casaubon, A Treatise concerning Enthusiasme A treatise concerning enthusiasme, as it is an 
effect of nature: but is mistaken by manyfor either divine inspiration, or diabolical possession (London, 
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A year after Casaubon's Treatise on Enthusiasme, Henry More's equally 
influential Enthusiasmus Triumphatus was published. 170 Though More, like Casaubon, 
suggested that 'enthusiasm' was the result of the physiological effects of melancholy, 
More's text was written from a different perspective. He was a Cambridge Platonist -a 
small group of mid seventeenth-century thinkers centred on Cambridge University and led 
by Benjamin Whichcote. The most significant aspect of Cambridge Platonist philosophy 
was the revival of Platonic and neoplatonic ideas concerning the close relationship 
between the soul and God. They argued that the mind or soul was antecedent to matter 
and that the truths of the mind were superior to empirical knowledge. Universal, ideal 
Platonic forms inform matter and the senses were unreliable guides to reality. 171 
As More's biographer Richard Ward noted in 1710, More had recounted his own 
experiences of a number of dreams and 'mystical' or heightened states of consciousness 
that he described as "one continuous fit of contemplation" which sometimes lasted for 
days at a time. 172 Such experiences may give us some biographical context for his 
attraction to Neoplatonism and mysticism. 173 However, one might expect someone who 
wrote in such terms about his own dreams to be more sympathetic to the dreams and 
mystical experiences of others, yet his Enthusiasmus Triumphatus was anything but. 
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Indeed More admitted in 1662 that his critique of enthusiasm was in part the result of an 
internal struggle: 
I must confess that I have a natural touch of Enthusiasme in my Complexion, 
but such as, I thank God, was ever governable enough, and I have found at 
length perfectly subduable. In virtue of which victory I know better what is in 
Enthusiasts then they themselves, and therefore was able to write what I have 
wrote with life and judgements, and shall, I hope, contribute not a little to the 
peace and quiet of this Kingdome thereby. 174 
His Cabbalistic and mystical interests could have made him a typical representative of the 
"contemplative enthusiasm" Casaubon had described. However, his text, like Casaubon's, 
was directed at the contemporary errors of so-called 'enthusiasts'. 
In particular, More was concerned with differentiating his own Platonism from 
the mystical Paracelsianism of Thomas Vaughan. Vaughan was a Welsh Rosicrucian 
philosopher whose first tracts on hermetic philosophy, Anthroposophia theomagica and 
Anima magica abscondita, were issued together in 1650. More attacked him in two 
publications: Observations upon 'Anthroposophia theomagica'. and 'Anima magica 
abscondita' (1650) and The Second Lash ofAlazonomastix (165 1). Vaughan responded in 
kind in his point-by-point counterblasts, The Man-Mouse and The Second Wash. 175 
More's primary concern was to expose the natural causes of the disease of enthusiasm, 
and in this way to clearly demarcate it from genuine divine inspiration. Like Casaubon, he 
made no systematic references to the demonic account as a cause of enthusiasm though he 
174 Henry More, A Collection of Several Philosophical Writings (London, 1662), x. 
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did not rule out its possibility. For him enthusiasm was located in the imagination, which 
was freer than the outward senses, yet not altogether voluntary. More viewed the 
imagination in physiological ten-ns, as a result of the inward movement and formation of 
the "animal spirits". Thus, independent of external stimulus, "our Imagination alters as 
our Blood and Spirits are altered. " 176 When the external senses and the faculties of reason 
and understanding are weak, the imagination can persuade the soul that its images are 
real. This was what happened in sleep, when we dream, as well as in cases of madness or 
melancholy. Such dreams were the result of "the Soul's weaknesse or unweildinesse 
whereby she so farre sinks into Phantasmes, that she cannot recover herself into the use of 
her more free faculties of Reason and Understanding. " '" 
More relied on traditional medical authorities to make his point. He directed his 
readers to Burton, Du Laurens, and Platter and referred to melancholy as the "most 
religious complexion that is": 
The very nature of Melancholy is such, that it may more fairly and plausibly 
tempt a man into such conceits of inspiration and supematurall light from God, 
then it can possibly do into those more extravagant conceits of being Glasse, 
Butter, a Bird, a Beast or any such thing. 178 
More saw melancholy in clearly pathological terms and joined Fernel and Sennert in 
rejecting the Renaissance and Platonic 'positive' interpretation of melancholy. Thus the 
'spirit' of inspiration in dreams and visions was: 
Nothing else but the flatulency which is in the melancholy complexion, and 
rises out of the Hypochondriacal humour upon some occasionall heat ... Which 
fume mounting into the head, being first actuated and spirited and somewhat 
refined by the warmth of the heart, fills the mind with variety of imaginations, 
176 More, Enthusiasmus Triumphatus, Section 7,7. 
177 Ibid. Section 6,5. 
178 Ibid. Section 14,14. 
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and so quickens and inlarges invention, that it makes the Enthusiast to 
admiration fluent and eloquent. 179 
Thus the unusual behaviour and heightened imagination associated with supposed 
prophets was nothing but the natural consequences of melancholic diseases. 
As such, all the dreams, visions, trances and ecstasies of Interregnum prophets 
were clinical manifestations of melancholy. He singled out the Quakers in particular as 
"the most Melancholy Sect that ever was yet in the world. " 180 Their visions were the 
result of the ligation of the outward senses in which "what ever is then represented to the 
mind is of the nature of a dream. " 181 Their quaking and their strong passions were also 
nothing else but the symptoms of melancholy, and their ecstasies were "Somnus praeter 
naturam profundus. " Ecstatic enthusiasts took their dreams for "true histories and real 
transactions" because of their extraordinary clarity. This was because they were in such a 
deep sleep that they were deprived of all sensory input - "a more perfect privation of all 
communion with this outward world" which created perception that was as clear as that of 
the outward senses. Yet as More argued, "strength of perception is no sure ground of 
truth. -)9182 
Late Seventeenth Century 
Despite the significance of medical arguments concerning the supernatural 
dream-claims of the Civil War era, accounts of sleep as one of the six non-naturals and 
179 Ibid. Section 17,17. 
180 Ibid. Section 25,25-26. 
181 Ibid. Section 26,26. 
182 Ibid. Section 28,27. Indeed, as I go on to show, More was also keen to question this quIntess enti ally 
private basis for knowledge and to instead provide public evidence to prove the existence of spirits 
in the 
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recommendations for proper sleeping patterns remained relatively unchanged into the 
later part of the century. The physician and philosopher David Abercromby repeated the 
by now very familiar list of non-naturals in his Academia scientiarum in 1687. For these 
were "the outward causes of Distempers", that is, "Air, Meat, Drink, Sleep, Watching, 
Motion and Rest, what we throw off, and what we retain, Excreta & Retenta; our 
Passions, Plethora, or fulness, Cacochymy, or an ill habit of our bloud. " 183 Likewise, John 
Adams, writing in 1700 on 'se4f-murther', argued in essentially the same way as Cogan 
and Bullein in the sixteenth century - that not adhering to regimen regarding sleep led to 
illness: 
For to instance in such a Life as has often ended in seýf-murther: When every 
Hour was grossly abus'd; when the mornings were wasted in Sleep, or sickly 
Qualm ... When the Nights were spent in Gaming Prophaneness, Drunkeness, Lust, Quarrellings, Murther ... the common Effects of such a Life are felt in Pain or Sickness ... and that very Evil, whether it be sickness or Pain, or which 
they hate and despise it, may, by ... compelling them to be Temperate and Retir'd; give them time to think (if they are capable of doing so) and restore 
them by degrees, to themselves, and to their God. 184 
It was not surprising that those who ignored medical advice on sleep choosing instead to 
spend their nights in drunkenness and quarrelling were also those whose lives were filled 
with sickness and pain. 
Nevertheless, the Restoration of the monarchy in 1660 had brought with it some 
important changes in discussions of sleep. The arguments of the Interregnum prophets had 
been united by their anti -clericalism, and - as Anglicans saw it - their irreligious attacks 
earthly realm. On this point see Alison P. Coudert, "Henry More and Witchcraft", in Sarah Hutton, ed., 
Henry More (1614-1687) (Dordrecht, 1990), 115-36. 
183 David Abercromby, Academia scientiarum, or, The academy ofsciences being a short and easie 
introduction to the knowledge of the liberal arts and sciences (London, 1687), 234. 
184 John Adams, An essay concerning self-murther wherein is endeavour'd to prove that it is unlawful 
according to natural principles (London, 1700), 286. 
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on "the tirue knowledge of God and Religion. " 185 Most significantly, they had claimed 
special authority based on one-to-one contact with God and his angels in dreams. These 
claims had, as Casaubon and More's critiques had shown, cemented the deep-seated 
distrust of the imagination which many Anglicans saw as the root of all such dream- 
delusions. This was a topic which played a significant role in discussions of both 
prophecy and witchcraft, and is one to which I shall return in later chapters. The role of 
the pathological imagination in deluding individuals was asserted with renewed vigour in 
the period that followed the return of the King and the Anglican Bishops. These men were 
keen to reassert their authority, and that of the Anglican cause more generally, by 
suppressing the dangerous sectarian prophets and dreamers who they blamed for taking 
away their power in the first place. In referring back to the disorders of the Civil War 
period, writers often constructed a medical critique which pointed out the threat to 
Christian unity and order from individuals who paid heed to the pathologies of their 
private fancies rather than to the authority of clergymen. 
In exploring how far these arguments impacted on the medical treatments of sleep 
I have chosen to situate two key -but opposing- examples within this Restoration context. 
The first, that of influential Anglican physician and archetypal medical writer, Thomas 
Willis, provides us with a physiological account of unusual sleeping experiences that 
draws together a number of different medical critiques of supposedly supernatural dreams. 
Because the turbulence of the Civil War severely limited Oxford University's teaching 
capacity, Willis missed out on much of the formal medical training which relied heavily 
on the ancients. Despite this, Willis's account of sleep was very similar to those of the 
185 
More, Enthusiasmus Triumphatus, Section 7,7. 
previous medics I have described, in that he relied both on ancient authority and current 
medical theory. In one notable passage, for instance, he applied both ancient and modem 
arguments in accounting for sleep. It was an experience in which the animal spirits rested, 
though some had still to remain 'active' in order to maintain control over physiology, 
while others became intermittently unrestrained causing dreams - an idea that Ren6 
Descartes had also described. In a compendium of a series of earlier writings published in 
1692, Willis wrote that the essence of sleep: 
consists of this, that the corporeal soul withdrawing itself a little, and 
contracting the sphere of its Irradiation, in the first place renders destitute the 
outward part of the Brain or its cortext, and then all the outward Organs of 
Sense and Motion of the Emanation of the Spirits, and closes the doors as it 
were; so that they being called in for refreshment sake, lye down, and indulge 
themselves to rest; mean while the pores and passages of the outward part of 
the brain being free, and void of Excursions of the Spirits afford a passage of 
the Nervous Liquour distilled from the Blood for new Stores of Spirits: In 
natural and usual sleep, these two concauses conspire and happen together as it 
were by some compact of Nature: viz. at the same time the Spirits recede, and 
the Nervous humours enter: but in nonnatural or extraordinary Sleep, 
sometimes this cause, sometimes that is first: for either the Spirits being weary 
or called away withdraw themselves first, and afford an enterance to the 
Nervous humour heaped together in a readiness for it; or a plenty of Nervous 
humour coming to those places, and making a way by force as it were, repells 
the Spirits, and entering their Passages, floats them as it were. 186 
The idea of animal spirits derived from Galen, though it also fitted well with more recent 
mechanical explanations of corporeal functioning and Willis's own interest in the brain as 
the seat of imagination and intellect. 
In the second account, the radical puritan vegetarian Thomas Tryon, made 
significant attempts in his A treatise of dreams & visions of 1689 to place his argument in 
favour of supernatural (in particular divine) dreaming in a medical context. After the Civil 
War contemporaries could hardly have failed to realise that to claim to have received 
186 Thomas Willis, The London Practices ofPhysick (London, 1692), 390. 
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divine messages in dreams was to rival ecclesiastical authority; for this reason Tryon's 
account stood out because there were so few who were willing to provide detailed support 
for such claims. Drawing largely on Jacob Boehme, Tryon studied alchemy and advocated 
vegetarianism as an aid to a virtuous life. The following dream, which apparently came to 
him while he was studying, symbolically summarised the techniques of dietary self- 
denial, which, according to Tryon, kept the body healthy and brought the soul closer to 
God: 
Thus, as I was meditating and sinking down into a serious Consideration of 
those marvellous Wonders so much talked of, and so little known, and not 
being able to penetrate into or comprehend them; I resolved to commit all those 
things to God, not doubting but that he would make known to me, all such 
things that might be for my Preservation both of Body and Soul; and so I 
submitted, and composed my Spirits into a harmonious state, and went to 
Sleep; where was represented to me, the Globe of the Universe, whereon was 
only written in Capital Golden-Letters, REGENERATION; which to me was a 
clear manifestation, that Obedience to God's Laws and Commandments, was 
the only thing needful to be inquired after, and that there is no other way to 
obtain the great Mystery and Knowledge of God, his Law, and our selves; but 
by Self-denial, Cleanness, Temperance, and Sobriety; in Words, Imployments, 
Meats, and Drinks; all which unites our Souls to God, and our Neighbours; and 
keeps our Bodies in Health, and our minds in Serenity; rendering us unpolluted 
Temples, for the Holy Spirit of God to communicate with. 187 
Against the more physicalist account offered by Willis, Tryon claimed that sleep could 
provide vital links between God and Man. 
Nonetheless both Tryon and Willis agreed that sleep ought to be defined in an 
essentially Aristotelian way. "Sleep, " wrote Tryon, "is the natural Rest of a living 
Creature, or a partial temporary Cessation of animal Actions, and the functions of the 
external Senses. " 188 Linking death and sleep, Willis argued that "such is the weak and 
187 Thomas Tryon, Some Memoirs qf the Lýfe of Thomas Tryon (London, 1705), 34-3 5. 
188 Thomas Tryon, A treatise of dreams and visions wherein the causes, natures, and uses, of nocturnal 
representations, and the communications both ofgood and evil angels, as also 
departed souls, to mankind 
(London, 1689), 7. 
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instable Nature of all living Creatures, that they are not able, neither to Live perpetually, 
nor to Act and Labour continually; but there is a Necessity for them (even as once, and at 
last to dye so) daily to repeat frequent turns of Sleep. " 189 Both discussed digestion and 
both included lengthy discussions of the relationship between body and soul in sleep. 
Willis wrote that "it clearly appears, that Sleep is not extended neither to the whole SouI3 
nor to the whole Body", for: 
the Animal Spirits, which being bom within the Brain, there constitute the chief 
Faculties of the Soul, and from thence flow into the Nervous stock, for the 
performing of the Spontaneous Acts of Sense and Motion ... [then] ... are permitted, after hard labours, to lay aside their work, and as it were to be idle; 
so that the Privilege of Sleep properly pertains only to these ... But as to the Animal Spirits of the other Kind, which ... receive and emit the Instincts, and forces of Sense and Motion, meerly Natural ... as they are absolutely necessary for the preserving of Life, that they ought not almost at any time to lye 
still ... and to indulge themselves with Sleep. 
190 
Sleepwalking received a similarly natural explanation from the pens of many of 
Willis's and Tryon's contemporaries. In 1688 the Chester herald painter Randle Holme, 
for instance, called sleepwalking "a disease of motion, and sense depraved, because it is 
not performed by judgment, and reason. " 191 The authors of a translated compendium of 
French works published in English in 1664 suggested instead that "though it be not a 
disease, yet it seems in some sort to be against nature. " 192 Nearly a decade later in 1673 
189 Thomas Willis, Two discourses concerning the soul of brutes which is that of the vital and sensitive of 
man (London, 1683), 86. On Willis see Robert L. Martensen, 'Willis, Thomas (1621-1675)', Oxford 
Dictionary of National Biography, Oxford University Press, Sept 2004; online edn, Oct 2007 
[http: //www. oxforddnb. com/view/article/29587, accessed 26 Oct 2007]; J. T. Hughes, Thomas Willis, 
1621-1675: his life and work (London, 199 1); K. Dewhurst, Thomas Willis as a physician, (Oxford, 1964). 
Also see John Aubrey, Brief lives, chiefly of contemporaries, set down by John Aubrey, between the years 
1669 and 1696, ed., A. Clark, 2 (Oxford, 1898). 190 Ibid. 87. 
19 1 Randle Holme, The academy of armory, or, A storehouse of armory and blazon containing the several 
variety of created beings (Chester, 1688), 432. 
192 Bureau d'adresse et de rencontre (Paris, France), A general collection of discourses of the virtuosi of 
France, upon questions of all sorts ofphilosophy, and other natural knowledg made in the assembly of the 
Beaux Esprits at Paris, by the most ingenious persons of that nation, render'd into English by G. Havers, 
Gent (London, 1664), 102. 
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the Church of England clergyman Nathaniel Wanley told of many cases of "such men as 
have used to walk and perform other strange things in their Sleep. " One such example of a 
"young man of a cholerick constitution" who rose from his bed 
went into the street, where he quarelled alone, and fancying that he was in a 
fight with his enemies, he made divers passes, till at length he fell down, and 
through an unhappy slip of his Sword, he gave himself such a wound upon the 
breast, that little wanted but he had thence received his death. 193 
Sleepwalking could have dangerous consequences, and numerous examples were given 
by these authors of how people had been killed in their sleep. The French papers also 
suggested superriatural causes, that "some spirit good or bad, whether such as they call 
aerial Hob-goblins, or others; which insinuating into the body, as into a ship whose Pilot 
is asleep, governs and guides it at pleasure; and as a thing abandon'd to the first occupant, 
carries it where it lists, and then returns to its former place. " 194 
The causes postulated for somnabulence were generally mundane. The French 
papers, for instance, argued for a modification to Aristotle's naturalistic views on 
sleepwalkers. Since "the organs of the senses ... 
being stop'd by vapours can have no 
perception during sleep", it was thus 
groundless to say, with Aristotle, that sleep-walkers see as well as if they were 
awake; for 'tis impossible for one not to awake to see, because visible objects 
make a more lively impression in their organ then any other; and a man asleep 
is not distinguish'd from another but by cessation of the sense of seeing. For 
one may Hear, Taste, Smell and Touch, without waking, but not See. 
195 
For these authors, a major cause of sleepwalking was the imagination. I ascribe the 
natural causes hereof', the authors wrote, "To the imagination which receives the 
impressions of objects, no less during sleep then waking; yea it represents them to it self 
193 Nathaniel Wanley, The wonders of the little world, or, A general history of man in six books (London, 
1673), 243. 
194 Bureau d'adresse et de rencontre, A general collection of discourses, 102. 
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much greater then they are. " 196 Willis disagreed. For him, dreams like those experienced 
by witches who "lye Buried in a profound Sleep imagine that they are in very far and 
remote places", occurred because dreams affected the imagination and so in such cases, 
"the Devil brings the Idea's of these things before the Phantasie. "l 97 Indeed while Willis 
insisted that the majority of supernatural accounts of dreams had physical explanations, 
there were still some which he thought merited demonic explanations. Sleepwalkers, 
however, really performed their actions and "scarce remember any thing of what they did, 
or acted in their Sleep; as if they suffer'd something that was different from other 
Dreamers. " 198 For "these think that they perform local Motions, when indeed there is no 
such thing, but the others move from place to place, and yet know nothing of it. " 199 
In addition to this, the nightmare or incubus was, according to Willis, closely 
linked with the imagination. 200 "The respiration being suppressed, and very much hindred, 
they think that a certain weight lying heavily upon their Breast, doth oppress them, " 
Willis wrote, "which weight mocks their imaginations with the image of some spectre or 
other ... the 
deception of the phantasle, conceiving the horrid image of the Incubus or 
spectre, is perceived. , 20 1 Hence "the imagination is deceived" and for this reason "some 
have placed the seat of this Disease wholly in the Brain, and would have the oppression of 
the breast to be merely phantastical. " Nevertheless, he continued, "although we grant the 
monstrous shape of the Incubus (which is conceived) to be a mere dream; the Precordia to 
be truly affected, is apparent, and the motion of the Pulse and breathing is suppressed or 
195 Ibid. 102. 
196 Ibid. 102. 
197 Thomas Willis, Dr. Willis's practice ofphysick being all the medical works of that renowned and 
famous physician (London, 1681), 94. 198 Ibid. 94. 
199 Ibid. 94. 
200 See Marie H61ene Huet, Monstrous Imagination (London, 1993). 
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,, 202 hindred. In 1684 Robert Johnson agreed with Willis, noting that the "Night- 
mare ... oppresseth the sick in the Night, at which time they think that some great weight 
lieth upon them, by which they seem to be almost suffocated. 1,, 
203 The cause was 
"intemperance in eating and drinking, especially in the Night; whereby crude halituous 
Vapours are bred in such plenty, that nature cannot disperse nor dissolve them before 
sleep; and therefore they are raised up to the Ventricles of the Brain, by which 
imagination, sense and motion are all depraved. , 204 So again, the imagination was 
adversely affected by a poor dietary regimen. However, for the Utrecht professor of 
medicine, Ysbrand van Diemerbroeck, whose work appeared in English in 1694, the 
"over-redundancy of Blood" caused the feeling of constraint which was then 
misinterpreted by the imagination as a monster pressing on the chest. "Now the Patient in 
her Sleep growing sensible of that Streightness, but not understanding the Cause in that 
Condition, " he suggested, "believes her self to be overlay'd by some Demon, Thief, or 
other ponderous Body, being nether able to move her Breast, nor to breath. 9,205 Like 
earlier discussions of the nightmare, the idea of the incubus that was brought to the 
sleeper by the imagination was thus merely a consequence of this feeling of constriction. 
The association of the imagination with the incubus was so strong that the author of the 
1664 Paidon nosemata suggested that nightmares in children that were "carryed to the 
201 Willis, Dr. Willis's practice ofphysick, 142. 
202 Ibid. 142. 
203 Robert Johnson, Enchiridion medicum, or, A manual qfphysick being a compendium of the whole art 
(London, 1684), 365. 
204 Ibid. 365. 
205 Ysbrand van Diemerbroeck, The anatomy of human bodies, comprehending the most modern 
discoveries and curiosities (London, 1694), 453. 
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Imagination which they necessarily deterre and consequently make terrifying Dreams, " 
were "like to the Incubus or Night-mare in these that are elder. , 206 
However, discussions of the relationship between body and soul in sleep were 
more divisive than those on sleepwalking and the incubus. For Willis and natural 
philosopher Robert Boyle, the explanation of the soul's role in sleep involved a discussion 
of the extent of corporeal functioning; for Tryon, however, it was a question of 
communication between individuals and God or good angels: 
For the Soul in Dreams, when the Body and sensual Powers of the outward 
elemental grosness are asleep, or dead (which is all one during the sleep of the 
Body) is as it were already in Eternity, and swims in the Depth, or Abysses, and 
sees with an eternal Eye or Sight in the same measure like its Creator, whence 
it had its birth, and whose Image it beareth. 207 
Tryon went on to berate those who denied such divine discourse for being unacquainted 
with: 
the Sympathetical Harmony of the Universe, that true Musick of the Sphears, 
that Golden Chain which unites Heaven and Earth; nor indeed do they ken the 
Reason of the most obvious operations of Nature. Now 'tis no wonder if a 
Discourse of such sublime Subjects, as the Entertainments of our Souls (during 
the Body's Nocturnal Repose) when they having shaken off for a time the 
Fetters of the Senses, are upon the Wing, in the Suburbs of Eternity; of the 
secret Intercourses of Spirits with Humanity, and the wonderful 
Communications of the divine Goodness to his Servants in Dreams and 
uisions. 208 
According to Nigel Smith, Tryon's regulation of diet and rejection of luxury was 
"nothing other than the elaboration of a radical Puritan agenda, , 
209 and forces a 
reconsideration of the polarisation of 'enthusiasm' and 'enlightenment' in historical 
thought. So in Tryon's system, "enthusiasm becomes enlightenment, and seeks to redeem 
206 J. S. Paidon nosemata, or Childrens dieases both outward and inward (London, 1664), 232. 
207 Tryon, A treatise of dreams and visions, 3 8. 208 Ibid. 5-6. 
209 Smith, Enthusiasm and Enlightenment, 106-118. 
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the world from the terror of meat and the sweet violence of sugar. 9ý2 10 However, as we can 
see from our earlier examples, Tryon's dietary concerns were applied to his conception of 
dreams in much the same way as they had been for Thomas Hill a century earlier. As his 
predecessors had urged, moderation in diet had to be practised in order to experience 
prophetic dreams. For Tryon, unlike Hill, this regimen also included vegetarianism, but 
their ideas nevertheless had a similar basis. Tryon even mentioned "the Sympathetical 
Harmony of the Universe"; since like attracted like in a Universe of 'Sympathetical 
Harmony, ' meat-eaters cut their chances of communication with angels and spirits in 
dreams because of their association with the 'Brutish Nature' of animals: 
Hence it was that the Wise Seers of old abstain'd from unclean Foods, and the 
Flesh and Blood especially of such Animals ... they 
being thoroughly sensible 
what a base and depraved thing it was that the noble Faculties of the Soul and 
Humane Nature should mix, joyn and incorporate with the Brutish Nature, and 
unclean wrathful properties of Beasts ... Therefore whoever would 
know God, 
and the wonderful Faculties of his own Soul, must be conformable to the 
wholesome Rules of Sobriety, Temperance and Cleanness in Meats, Drinks and 
Communications. 211 
This stood in stark contrast to the orthodox Anglican view which had pathologised 
dream-claims. Tryon had turned their association of dreams with madness on its head. For 
him this association actually constituted further evidence of the supernatural warrant of 
dreams and it was for this reason that he also explored the "Affinity or Analogy between 
Dreams and Madness, " so that "the understanding of one will somewhat illustrate the 
other. " Madness seemed to be "a Watching or Waking Dream, " and was thus an example 
of the soul being allowed freedom while awake as well as asleep. This was a natural 
progression from his arguments concerning dreams. The soul communicated its true 
210 Ibid. I 10. 
21 1 Tryon, A treatise of dreams and visions, 21. 
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character in dreams through the imagination, and in madness it did the same - so while 
awake, it was 
not perhaps alwayes so very deplorable an estate, as some suppose, to be 
deprived of common Sense and Reason (as they call it) ... For when men are so divested of their Rational Faculties, then they appear naked, having no 
Covering, Vail, or Figg-leaves before them, to hide themselves in, and 
therefore they no longer remain under a Mask or Disguise, but appear even as 
they are, which is very rare to be known in any that retain their Senses and 
Reason; for those two serve to cover and hide the Conceptions, Thoughts and 212 Imaginations 
. 
"For whatsoever in this state, " asserted Tryon, "is represented unto the Soul by the 
uncontrollable and unbounded Imagination, is essential unto them, whether it be good or 
. )9213 evil . The imagination, for Tryon, was the central bridge between body and soul. 
Dreams were the state in which the imagination would normally be able to exercise this 
link, but when men were afflicted with madness they did not need to sleep in order to 
dream. Some time earlier, John Spencer had also argued that the experiences of persons so 
afflicted were like waking dreams, and he claimed that it was "the conceits of 
Melancholy" which represented the dreams of waking men. 214 However, for Spencer, 
unlike Tryon, these experiences were wholly negative and did not demonstrate the 
capacity of the soul to prophesy but only the "power of Fancy over reason. , 215 
In the late seventeenth century, discussions of medical matters were increasingly 
separated from supernatural or spiritual discussions, and Tryon's invocation of the 
supernatural was increasingly unusual. As we have seen, Willis generally placed sleep 
firmly within the natural realm, and indeed he compared humans to animals in order to 
212 Ibid. 44. 
213 Ibid. 42-43. 
214 John Spencer, A discourse concerning vulgar prophecies wherein the vanity of receiving them as the 
certain indications of anyfuture event is discovered, and some characters of distinction between true and 
pretending prophets are laid down (London, 1665), vi. 215 Ibid. vi. 
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better understand the nature of sleep. For animals as well as humans, he concluded, the 
need to sleep may come on involuntarily: 
The taking of Sleep, by which the Brain may be filled, with the Nutricious 
Humor, and the Spirits, wearied or exhausted by Motion, may be refreshed, a 
certain Law of Nature, or Necessity is incumbent upon us, and calls it upon us 
oftentimes against our Minds: But this kind of Disposition being innate in most 
Animals, and chiefly to Man, whose Spirits are most of all employed, is the 
216 Final or Procatartick, or more remote Cause of Sleep . 
Similarly, in 1686 Robert Boyle suggested that sleep was a prime example of the kinds of 
4remote causes' occurring mechanically in the body all the time: 
For if we compare the Macrocosm and the Microcosm in This, as well as many 
are wont to do in other Things; we may conceive, that though Nature be 
admitted to be indowed with Reason, yet a multitude of Phaenomena may be 
Mechanically produc'd without Her immediate intervention; as we see that in 
Man, though the Rational Soul has so narrow a Province to take care of, as the 
Human Body, and is suppos'd to be intimately united to all parts of it; yet, 
abundance of things are done in the Body by the Mechanism of it, without 
being produc'd by that Soul. Of this we may alledge, as an Instance, that, in 
Sleep, the circulation of the Blood, the regular Beating of the Heart, Digestion, 
Nutrition, Respiration, &c are performed without the immediate Agency, or so 
217 much actual knowledge, of the Mind . 
In 1682 ejected minister Richard Baxter had argued in similar terms that 'necessitated 
acts', such as the circulation of the blood and respiration, could occur without direct 
interference from God, but insisted that even in these God has the ultimate power: "the 
Soul doth nothing independently, but as dependent on God, in Being and Operation: and 
therefore doth what God knoweth, and useth it too, as his Instrument, in the forming of 
the body; and in what it knoweth not it self" However, just because the soul has this 
power did not mean that it had to constantly use it: "as it is not made to do all its acts 
fteely and rationally, so neither at all times, as in Apoplexies, Infancy, Sleep, &c. It is 
216 Willis, Two discourses concerning the soul of brutes, 3-4. 
217 Robert Boyle, A free enquiry into the vulgarly receiv'd notion of nature made in an essay address'd to a 
friend(London, 1686), 353. 
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essential to the Soul, to have the active power or virtue of Intellection and Free-will, but 
not always to use It. 5Q18 During sleep the soul did not use the free-will given to it by God, 
just as "Our memory faileth in our sleep: and yet when we awake, we find that there 
remains the same knowledg of Arts and Sciences ... They did not end at night, and were 
not all new made the next morning" Baxter insisted: "The Acts ceased, because the 
receptivity of the passive Organ ceased: but the Habit and Faculty continued. )9219 
A few years later - in the same year that Tryon's A treatise of dreams and visions 
was published - the physician and philosopher John Locke also considered the role of 
sleep in the context of explaining human understanding. "It will perhaps be said that the 
soul thinks even in the soundest sleep, " he argued, "but the memory retains it not. That 
the soul in a sleeping man should be this moment busy a-thinking, and the next moment 
in a waking man not remember nor be able to recollect one jot of those thoughts, is very 
hard to be conceived and would need some better proof than bare assertion to make it be 
believed. 9ý220 To sleep without dreaming was a matter of common experience. "Most 
men, I think, " he asserted, "pass a great part of their sleep without dreaming. , 221 This 
claim was supported by the example of a scholar with a good memory who told Locke 
"he had never dreamed in his life till he had that fever he was newly recovered of, which 
was about the five or six and twentieth year of his age. ýý222 Famously, Locke applied 
arguments concerning the physical basis of sleep (some of which derived from his 
218 Richard Baxter, Of the immortality of mans soul, and the nature of it and other spirits two discourses 
(London, 1682), 5. 
219 Ibid. 8. 
220John Locke, An essay concerning humane understanding (London, 1690), 51 (14). 
221 Ibid. 51(14). 
222 Ibid. 51(14). 
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223 experience as a physician) to the problem of determining how we think . In so doing, 
he was tackling essentially the same problem as Baxter concerning the relationship 
between body and soul. 
If our dreams were irrational, Locke wondered, and, as some had said, the soul 
was allowed free rein in sleep, did this mean that rationality resulted from Purely 
corporeal activity? Locke put the issue simply: 
If its [the soul's] separate thoughts be less rational, then these men must say 
that the soul owes the perfection of rational thinking to the body; if it does not, 
it is a wonder that our dreams should be for the most part, so frivolous and 
irrational, and that the soul should retain none of its more rational soliloquies 
and meditations. 224 
For Locke the fact that we did not remember our dreams coherently was crucial. It meant 
that dreaming was an imperfect form of thought which directly contradicted the notion 
(held by Tryon, Browne and others) that the soul's capacity for rational thought was 
greatly improved in sleep. 
Tryon recognised the objection: "some will be apt to object and say, " he wrote 
"This is a strange Paradox; for if we always Dream in some kind or other, as often as we 
sleep, how is it that we but seldom perceive, or are sensible of it? Sure if the Soul and 
Spirit be as you teach, evermore busie in framing and representing of things, we should 
remember somewhat of the matter whereas we sleep soundly for several nights together 
sometimes, and can-not remember that we had any Dreams at all. , 225 To this he answered 
223 For accounts of Locke's medical background see Wayne Glausser, "Locke and Blake as physicians: 
delivering the eighteenth-century body, " in Reading the social body ed., Catherine B. Burroughs & Jeffrey 
David Ehrenreich (Iowa City, 1993), 218-243; G. G. Meynell, "A database for John Locke's medical 
notebooks and medical reading" Medical history, 41 (1997), 473-486; J. R. Milton, "Locke, medicine and 
the mechanical philosophy, " British journalfor the history ofphilosophy, 9 (2001), 221-243; Peter R. 
Anstey, "Locke, Bacon and natural history, " Early science and medicine, 7 (2002), 65-92 and Patrick 
Romanell, John Locke and Medicine: A New Key to Locke (London, 1984). 
224 Locke, An essay concerning humane understanding, 53, (16). 
225 Tryon, A treatise of dreams and visions, 10 - 
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"That the thoughts of worldly Affairs, and the intemperances most men commit in Meats, 
Drinks, Labours, Exercises and Passions, do not only becloud the Soul and Intellect, and 
over-whelm their powers and operation, so that they cannot see or perceive any Coelestial 
,, 226 things with Clearness. Tryon also referred to the same problem Locke considered in 
his Essay concerning the culpability of drunks and sleepwalkers who cannot remember 
their misdemeanours. "You may as well argue, " Tryon asserted, "That such Lewd people 
did not commit any extravagancies, because very often they are not sensible of them, after 
they came to be sober, as to think you do not dream, because sometimes you cannot 
,, 227 remember it when you wake. Nevertheless, it was anathema to just about everyone's 
notion of the soul to say that it was capable only of jumbled and mis-remembered thought. 
Instead, for Locke at least, the assumption that the true character of the soul was revealed 
in sleep must be wrong. For Locke sleep, traditionally one of the greatest links between 
body and soul, belonged wholly within the domain of natural phenomena. 
Locke also took a pragmatic approach towards the scepticism of Descartes "where 
all is but dream", arguing instead that there was "a very manifest difference between 
dreaming of being in the fire and being actually in 
it.,, 228 Locke's critique of Descartes' 
arguments had recent antecedents. Samuel Gott, like Locke, found that the sceptical 
argument that "we are always in a Dream" stretched credulity too far. After all, if this 
assertion were true then the sceptic, would, along with everyone else, also be 'in a Dream' 
and would therefore also be unable to provide any evidence that this was the case. Gott 
wrote: 
226 Ibid. 10. 
227 Ibid. 10. 
228 Locke, An essay concerning humane understanding, 302, (14). 
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Now becaus it is confessed that there are such Infirmitys and Deceptions of the 
Sens and Imagination, therefore Sceptikes say, we are always in a Dream, or 
Frenzy: but then how do they know it? if they also are like the rest of Mankind, 
who are all in a Dream, or Mad: for they who are so, think all their Phantasms 
to be Real Objects; and so they disprove what they affirm: for certeinly if all 
men were so distempered and deluded, we should all conceiv those Delusions 
to be Real, becaus none could disprove them by any more right Cogitations; as 
if any man should only dream all the days of his Life, he could never refute any 
of his Dreams, but his whole Life should be only one continued Dream: 
wherefore since we can distinguish between Dreaming and Waking, cereinly 
we are not always in a Dream. 229 
Nevertheless, as Gott pointed out, it was the fact that there were "Infin-nitys and 
Deceptions of the Sens and Imagination" that allowed sceptics to say that we always 
dream and it was the imagination which appeared again and again in physiological 
accounts of dream-delusion. It was for this reason that medic and astrologer Richard 
Saunders wrote that: 
In sleep, when that port, Sense, is as it were wholly shut up through fumes, 
Reason (without blame) leaves the Imagination, as sole Master in the Soul, to 
frame and introduce Idea's of it self, which in reality, are not; Yet upon the 
opening of Sense again, they vanish, or are presently rejected, and cast out of 
the Soul as idle. But when that port of Sense is open, and the Imagination 
presents to the other faculties of the Soul, as if what it presented, were rightly 
and truly formed through Sense with the allowance of Reason, and thereby a 
vain belief (a thing somewhat more than a Dream) is raised, perhaps to the 
terrour and affrightment of the Affections; Reason not able, absolutely to 
contradict the Imagination, because it seemed to have the concurrence of Sense, 
is sliely drawn into a kind of consent; and this not seldom occasioned through 
gross humors in the Body. In which case, there is in my opinion a kind of 
defect, lett, or disease in Sense (though not apparent) as well as fault in the 
Imagination. 230 
In other words, when the body was out of kilter through 'gross humors', some 'defect' or 
'disease' then, the sleeping imagination was left "as sole Master in the Soul, to frame and 
229 Samuel Gott, The divine history of the genesis of the world explicated & illustrated (London, 1670), 
403. 
230 Richard Saunders, A view of the soul, in several tracts (London, 1682), 107-8. 
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introduce Idea's of it self, which in reality, are not. " Bodily defects then, would affect the 
sleeping imagination causing a variety of deep-seated delusions. 
This stood in stark contrast to the views I discussed at the beginning of our period, 
in which dreams and the imaginative faculties in general were often viewed in ways 
derived from Platonic Christianity. When bodily and sensory concerns were subjugated, 
particularly during sleep, Hill had argued, an individual's connection with God and 
spiritual matters was greatly improved. This view continued into the seventeenth century. 
As I have shown, individuals such as Gonzalo, Browne, and Goodwin all insisted that a 
medical understanding of dreams would assist individuals in their experiences of the 
divine. In the later period, Thomas Tryon insisted that proper regulation of diet would free 
the soul to experience divine communications in sleep. For him, all dreams were akin to 
madness because both experiences revealed the soul naked, without the clothing of 
corporeal concerns. However, after the outbreak of prophecy in the tumultuous Civil War 
years Anglicans had developed a pronounced distrust of allegedly supernaturally inspired 
information derived from dreams. The traditional association of dreams with spiritual 
concerns was instead increasingly replaced by their characterisation as simply the result of 
physiological processes. Traditional medical understandings of sleep and dreams were 
enhanced by recent medical theories and were used more and more to explain away the 
vast ma ority of purportedly supernatural dream experiences. Both medics and i 
philosophers were insistent that 'necessitated acts' such as sleep required no supernatural 
intervention and that the soul, because it was perfect, could not be behind dreams that 
were, for the most part, jumbled and misremembered. Post-Civil War, contemporaries 
were well aware of the dangers of false and deluding prophetic dreams. 
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Chapter 3: Prophecy and Dreams 
Why art thou not (0 dreame) the same you seeme? 
Seeing thy visions our contentment brings; 
Or doe we of their woorthines misdeeme? 
To call them shadowes that are reall things? 
And falshe attribute their due to wakings? 
0 doe but then perpetuate thy sleight, 
And I will sweare, thou workst not by deceit. 
And now the Morning entring at the glasse, 
Made of these thoughts some intermission: 
Thus haue I tolde what things in dreame did passe, 
Vpon the former daies occasion; 
And whence they come in mine opinion; 
But whether they tell truth, or nothing lesse, 
I shall resolue, vpon my dreames successe. 
Anon., "A most rare, and excellent Dreame", in R. S., The Phoenix Nest (London, 1593), 
12. 
Introduction - Dreams and Authenticity 
For the sixteenth-century dream-interpreter Thomas Hill the "difference of true 
dreames from the vayn" such as those arising from demonic or natural causes "ought 
diligently to be noted. " I However, for the orthodox divine Richard Allestree genuine 
divine dreams were virtually impossible to discern from "those that arise from 
I Thomas Hill, The moste pleasant arte of the interpretacion of dreames whereunto is annexed sundry 
problemes with apte aunsweares neare agreeing to the matter, and very rare examples, not like the extant 
in the English tongue (London, 1576), 4. 
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constitution, prepossession of pliancy, [or] diabolical [causes]. ), 2 Evidently, for many 
contemporaries, supposed prophetic dreams presented special problems of interpretation 
precisely because they straddled contemporary conceptual and disciplinary divisions. Yet 
historians writing on prophetic dreams, such as Janine Rivi&re, Phyllis Mack and Michael 
Heyd have tended to examine the issue of supernatural dreams from within their own 
narrow disciplinary perspectives. 3 Rivi&e concentrates on the political and social import 
of seventeenth-century dream-claims; Mack on prophetic Quaker women and the 
,, 4 ramifications of their experiences for the concerns of "modem feminists, while Heyd 
has attempted to understand and "trace some of the reactions to 'enthusiasm"' in the same 
period. 5 For contemporaries commenting on this topic, discussions of alleged prophetic 
dreams - because their authenticity was in question - necessitated an in-depth examination 
of a number of topics that might mimic genuinely divine dreams, such as demonic 
trickery and the medical effects of the pathological imagination. For this reason, many of 
the authors under discussion linked this topic with their other writings on authenticity and 
deception, spanning topics such as Christian piety, medicine and witchcraft. 6 
2 Richard Allestree, The Lively Oracles givern to us, or, the Christians birth-right and duty (Oxford, 1678), 
53. 
3 See Janine Rivi&re, "'Visions of the Night': The Reform of Popular Dream Beliefs in Early Modem 
England, " Parergon: Journal of the Australian and New Zealand Associationfor Medieval and Early 
Modern Studies, 20 (2003), 116-117; Phyllis Mack, Visionary Women: Ecstatic Prophecy in Seventeenth- 
Century England (California, 1994) and Michael Heyd, 'Be Sober and Reasonable': the critique of 
enthusiasm in the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries (New York, 1995). 
4 Mack, Visionary Women, 11. 
5 Heyd, Be Sober and Reasonable vii. 
6 For examples see Thomas Draxe, The Christian armorie wherein is contained all manner of spirituall 
munition, fitfor secure Christians to arme themselues withall against Satans assaults, and all other 
kind of 
crosses, temptations, troubles, and afflictions (London, 1611) and Reginald Scot, The 
discovery of 
witchcraft proving that the compacts and contracts of witches with 
devils and all infernal spirits or 
fiamiliars are but erroneous novelties and imaginary conceptions 
(London, 1584). 
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Concern with authenticity found a particular focus after the Protestant 
Reformation. 7 As the "crisis of Pyrrhonism" described by Richard Popkin intensified, 
individuals became more and more adept at dismantling the basis of the beliefs of their 
enemies. 8 Both Protestants and Catholics sought to discredit each other's ability to discern 
authentic religious doctrine from false. Protestants, for instance, denied that there were 
miracles after the end of the apostolic period, 9 and as a consequence also denied the 
authority of any church in determining authentic miracles. Catholics, on the other hand, 
retorted that Protestants had no modem miracles to affirm their faith. 10 
Protestants disagreed among themselves concerning the status of dreams, which 
provided a further focus for post-Reformation debate on the authenticity of religious 
experiences within Protestantism. Some Protestants argued that Christians no longer 
needed revelations in dreams as these were only sent to convert and teach early Christians 
of the Word, while others, especially groups who refused to conform to the rites and 
doctrines of the Church of England, took the view that the possibility of such dreams in 
contemporary times should not be ruled out. II Theologians generally maintained that the 
majority of dreams had physical causes and that people should pay little attention to 
' See Theodore K. Rabb, The Strugglefor Stability in Early Modern Europe (NewYork, 1975) and Heyd, 
'Be Sober and Reasonable'. 
8 See Richard H. Popkin, Scepticismftom Erasmus to Spinoza (Berkeley, 1979). 
9 D. P. Walker, "The Cessation of Miracles", in 1. Merkel and A. Debus, eds., Hermeticism and the 
Renaissance (Washington, 1988), 111-23. On miracles and the use of evidence see also Daston, 
'Marvellous Facts and Miraculous Evidence in Early Modem Europe', 93-124, Peter Harrison, "Prophecy, 
Early Modem Apologetics, and Hume's Argument Against Miracles", Journal of the History of1deas, 60 
(1999), 241-256; Eamon Duffy, "Valentine Greatrakes, The Irish Stroker, Miracle, science and orthodoxy 
in Restoration England, " Studies in Church History, 17 (1981), 251-73; Peter Dear, "Miracles, 
Experiments, and the Ordinary Course of Nature", Isis, 81 (1990), 663-677 and Alexandra Walsham, 
"Miracles and the Counter-Reformation Mission to England", The Historical Journal, 46 (2003), 779-815. 
10 Rob Iliffe, "Lying Wonders and Juggling Tricks: Religion, Nature, and Imposture in Early Modem 
England, " (unpublished typescript 1997), 1-2. 
" See Thomas, Religion and the Decline of Magic, 15 1. 
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them. 12 Yet, some, they admitted, might be supernatural and prophetic, though these were 
as likely to be demonic as divine. Accordingly, many writers instead concentrated their 
efforts on detennining the criteria that contemporaries should use to distinguish authentic 
prophetic dreams from false. By the end of the seventeenth century, most Anglicans had 
come to disbelieve in the existence of prophetic dreams, suggesting that they were instead 
the result of sectarian enthusiasm. At the same time, attempts to demystify religious 
experiences also began to be directed at the 'vulgar' sort within Protestant ranks. These 
people were allegedly inclined to misinterpret the Bible as well as the extent of natural 
causation with regard to dreams. 13 
Throughout this period, significant challenges to accepted social and political 
orthodoxy had coincided with the appearance of a large minority of prophets and 
dreamers, many of whom claimed that orthodox society was a sham. 14 Alleged prophets, 
like Elizabeth Barton and Anna Trapnel, railed against authority figures in their sleep and 
in trances. In the mid-seventeenth century in particular, dreamers and prophets set their 
own inspired experiences and their own thoughts and ideas against tradition and orthodox 
theological, social and political culture. Many orthodox elites accused them of deceiving 
the populace with dangerous and fraudulent claims - suggesting instead that their 
prophecies arose from the natural effects of melancholy and an overheated imagination. A 
number of critics suggested that in order to 'be of God' they must not deviate from or 
preach in a way that appeared to contradict or supplement Scripture. 15 Such a position left 
appeal to dreams redundant, since they could add nothing to what was already in the 
12 Ibid. 15 1. 
13 On the treatment of the 'vulgar' concerning dreams see Rivi&re, "Visions of the Night", 116-117. 
14 See Bernard S. Capp, The Fifth Monarchy Men: A Study in Seventeenth- Century Millenarianism 
(London, 1972) and Mack, Visionary Women, 70-75. 
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Bible. 16 Some emphasised the accomplishment of their predictions, 17 but this was often 
countered by those who argued that prophecies could come true coincidentally or could be 
so vague that the prophecy could be said to have 'come true' whatever happened. 18 Indeed, 
some argued that contemporary prophetic dreams could never be trusted, because their 
validity rested on the testimony of one person and more than one witness was required in 
order to be sure that that person was not mistaken. 19 Others argued that, in any case, the 
outward senses were fallible and the Bible had accepted such inner experiences without 
20 fuither witnesses. 
Furthermore - and this is one of the main theses of this chapter - the 
epistemological basis of these responses to prophetic dreaming also underwent major 
changes in the seventeenth century. 21 The seventeenth-century 'crisis of certainty' has 
been much discussed by historians, such as Barbara Shapiro, H. G. Van Leeuwen, and 
R. R. Orr. 22 That contemporary responses to prophetic dreams became heavily embroiled 
in epistemological issues, including the reliability of testimony, the senses and ancient 
texts and Scripture, suggests that they deserve historical treatment alongside other topics 
in histories of epistemology and scepticism. 
15 Richard Saunders, Physiognomie and chiromancie, metoposcopie (London, 1653), 223. 
16 George Abbot, The reasons vvhich Doctour Hill hath brought, for the vpholding ofpapistry, which is 
falselie termed the Catholike religion: vnmasked and shewed to be very weake, and vpon examination most 
insufficientfor thatpurpose (London, 1604), 256. 
"John Gauden, The strange and wonderfull visions andpredictions of William Juniper of Gosfizeld in Essex 
relating to the troubles ofEngland (London, 1662), 1-18. 
18 Francis Bacon, Essays (London, 1994), 112. 
19 Abbot, The reasons vvhich Doctour Hill hath brought,. for the vpholding ofpapistry, 256. 
20 Robert Barclay, Truth triumphant through the spiritual warfare, Christian labours, and writings of that 
able andfaithful servant ofJesus Christ, Robert Barclay, who deceased at his own house at Urie in the 
kingdom of Scotland, the 3 day of the 8 month 1690 (London, 1692), 904. 
21 See Richard H. Popkin, and Arjo Vanderjagt, eds., Scepticism and irreligion in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries (Leiden, 1993) and Heyd, 'Be Sober and Reasonable', 165-279. 
22 See Barbara Shapiro, Probability and Certainty in Seventeenth Century England: A Study of the 
Relationships between Natural Science, Religion, History, Law, andLiterature (Princeton, 1983); H. G. Van 
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During the seventeenth century, there was increasing pressure in many circles for 
all sorts of claims (in religion, law, and natural philosophy) to be assessed by credible 
witnesses - with a stress on the public nature of this demonstration. Dreams, as 
quintessentially private experiences, provide the best example of the sort of 'evidence' 
that was corroded by these demands, and it offers an excellent case-study of how claims 
drawn from private experience were rejected. The first part of this chapter is devoted to 
the post-Reformation responses to prophetic dreaming that resulted from developments 
within English Protestantism. After this, I show that the Civil War and Interregnum 
provided a crucial context in which political dream-claims could flourish. In the same 
period sectarian prophets voiced dreams which gave them authority precisely because of 
their privacy; such dreams were described as occurring when the senses were shut up, in 
sleep, near-death and in illnesses. It was this privacy that critics attacked; such claims, 
they pointed out, were impossible to verify because there was no-one apart from the 
prophet themselves to attest to their validity. After the Restoration, many of the Puritan 
ministers who had advocated dream-claims were ejected from their posts, and the 
Anglican clergyman who replaced them, vehemently rejected the belief in prophetic 
dreams that they blamed for their preceding troubles. This also provided a crucial context 
for the development of the philosophical ideas of Thomas Hobbes and John Locke and 
gave the new experimental science, recent medical knowledge and credible witnessing 
growing roles in discrediting prophetic dream-claims. 
Leeuwen, The Problem of Certainty in English Thought, 1630-1690 (The Hague, 1963) and R. R. Orr, 
Reason andAuthority The Thought of William Chillingworth (Oxford, 1967). 
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Sixteenth and early Seventeenth Centuries: Reformation and Doctrine 
Prior to the Protestant Reformation there were, as I have shown in my 
introduction, many critiques which suggested that not all dream-claims should be taken at 
face value. There were warnings in Scripture itself, and caution was recommended about 
their existence in the medieval church. A specifically Protestant critique of prophetic 
dreams started almost from the beginning of the Reformation itself, with the appearance 
of the 'Zwickau prophets' in Wittenberg in 1521 and with Luther's attack on them in 1522 
and his subsequent debates with Andreas Carlstadt and Thomas Muntzer. 23 Luther called 
these prophets, "Schwarmer" in reference to the swanning of stiffed-up bees, because he 
considered them fanatical. Although he concentrated most of his efforts on detailing their 
erroneous doctrines, he also referred to their claims to inspiration. A short time later, the 
controversy over various Anabaptists would call on similar responses from other 
Reformers, who saw the Anabaptists as the direct successors of the "Schwarmer. , 24 
Throughout the controversy over the Anabaptists, their opponents began to adopt the label 
'enthusiast' to refer to what they saw as the Anabaptists' fanatical and misguided placing 
of their own dreams and imaginations over the word of God. 25 
23 Heyd, 'Be Sober and Reasonable, ' 11. For a study of Luther's treatment of alleged prophets see Martin 
Brecht, Martin Luther: Shaping and Defining the Reformation 1521-1532 (Minneapolis, 1990) ch III: 
"Prophets, Enthusiasts, Iconoclasts, Fanatics, and the Peasants' War, " 137-195. 
24 In 1521 Muntzer had connected apocalyptic and harvest symbolism from Revelation 14. He wrote: 
Oh ho, how rotten have the elect become! The time of harvest has come! That is why he himself 
[God] has hired me for his harvest. I have sharpened my sickle, I call down curses on the 
unbelievers. 
This harvest was, according to Muntzer, to be completed in a two-fold way: internally in studying the 
"living Word of God", that is, continued prophecy, particularly in dreams, and externally, by fighting and 
destroying the enemies of God. See Carter Lindberg, "Eschatology and Fanaticism in the Reformation Era: 
Luther and the Anabaptists", Concordia Theological Quarterly, 64 (2000), 274-5. 
25Heyd, 'Be Sober and Reasonable, 'II- 
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How was such enthusiasm to be met? Luther had pointed to various passages in 
the New Testament, referring to John's call to "try the spirits" (I John 4: 1) in his letters to 
Nicholas von Amsdorf and Melanchthon concerning the Zwickau prophets. This passage 
became the standard defence against alleged prophets and dreamers: 
Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits whether they are of God: because many false prophets are gone out into the world. 
In the same year he also emphasised the criterion referred to in the following verses: 
Hereby know ye the Spirit of God: Every spirit that confesseth that Jesus Christ 
is come in the flesh is of God: And every spirit that confesseth not that Jesus 
Christ is come in the flesh is not of God. 26 
The problem that Luther addressed in these debates did not concern what the prophets 
themselves were actually saying so much as whether their claims could be authorised. In a 
letter to Melanchthon in 1522 he considered exactly this issue: 
Find out for me whether they can prove [that they are called by God], for God 
never sent anyone, not even the Son himself, unless he was called through men 
or attested by signs. In the old days the prophets had their authority from the 
Law and the prophetic order, as we now receive authority through men. I 
definitely do not want the "prophets" to be accepted if they state that they were 
called by mere revelation, since God did not even wish to speak to Samuel 
except through the authority and knowledge of Eli. 27 
In his lectures on Deuteronomy three years later, Luther elaborated on the signs by 
which prophetic authenticity could be confinned. There were two types of doctrine. The 
first kind were either already confirmed by miracles since they had appeared in the Bible, 
or were deemed to have run counter to received doctrine - and thus came from the Devil. 
The second type were "still to be received": 
Here one should not believe unless signs are done, since God never spoke a 
new Word which He did not confirm with signs ... Therefore when a new 
26 Martin Luther, Luther's Works, ed., Jaroslav Pelikan and H. T. Lehmann (St. Louis, 1955-1986), 15,684. 
(I John 4: 2-3). 
27 Ibid. 48,366. 
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doctrine comes, its acceptance is to be suspended until signs occur. If we do 
this, God is faithful and will not permit them [the false prophets] to do signs. If, 
however, we do not suspend our acceptance, He will justly allow signs to be 
done, that we may be deceived and perish. 28 
Thus, for Luther, miracles were the only signs that could verify claims of prophecy, yet 
these were only provided by God for new doctrine. Was there any prospect of such new 
doctrine in contemporary times? Luther left the problem unsettled, but it was a topic that 
was to be considered at regular intervals in Protestant England throughout the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries. 
The vast majority of Anglicans in the sixteenth century, and virtually all in the 
seventeenth century, believed that the age of miracles had ceased. The issue of divine 
dreams, which for many were the basis of the Protestant responses to Catholic claims to 
miraculous support, was different. Janine Riviere has argued that the English generally 
thought "divine dreams had ceased at the end of the Old Testament period", 29 while Keith 
Thomas suggested that although "some took the view that Christians now had all the 
revelation they needed ... 
[and] ... most orthodox members of the 
Church of England 
assumed that the Reformation had brought an end to miracles ... the generally accepted 
,, 30 
view was that divine dreams, though unlikely, were still possible. It is certainly true 
that individuals such as the minister George Abbot, Thomas Draxe, and Reginald Scot, 
and later Thomas Hobbes and Moise Amyraut, considered the case of divine or prophetic 
dreams as analogous to that of miracles. For them, all such 'gifts of the spirit' had ceased 
in Biblical times. Yet the early Reformers had not definitively rejected prophetic dreams, 
and as their beginnings with the Zwickau and Anabaptist dreamers demonstrate, their 
28 Ibid. 9,188. 
29 Janine Rivi&re, "'Filthy and Scurrilous Dreams': The Politics of Dreams in Seventeenth-Century 
England", Proceedings of the University of Queensland History Research Group, 12 (2001), 20. 
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status as prophetic was controversial but not wholly untenable. Indeed, initially, it was 
because prophetic dreams were still possible - though rare - that contemporaries were so 
keen to establish a criterion by which 'true' prophetic dreamers could be discerned from 
those that were deluded by the Devil, or the effects of melancholy, or those who were 
simply lying. 
Outside of the concerns of the continental Reformers, alleged prophetic dreams 
had certainly not ended in England. Many of these experiences were claimed by Catholic 
women, and were used as political weapons against the Henrician regime. On 20 April 
1534, for example, the twenty-eight year old Benedictine nun, Elizabeth Barton, was 
hanged without trial at Tyburn, along with her confessor and her associates. 31 Barton and 
her companions were subject to a parliamentary act which asserted that they "traterously 
attempted many notable actes intendying therbye the disturbaunce of the pease and 
tranquyllytie of this Realme. " The act continued that Barton had, in numerous trance-like 
states, claimed that she had received revelations from God and the Virgin Mary: 
That in case hys Highnes proceded to the accomplishment of the seid devorce 
and maried another, that then hys Majestie shulde not be kynge of the Realme 
by the space of one moneth after, And in the repuation of God shuld not be 
kynge one day nor one houre. 32 
This case was highly influential and was cited in the following decades by critics as 
evidence of the tricks of papists in bolstering their religious and political views. In 1547, 
for example, Edward Hall criticised "the iugglyng and craftie decept of this maide, " which 
30 Thomas, Religion and the Decline of Magic, 151. 
31 See Diane Watt, "Reconstructing the Word: the Political Prophecies of Elizabeth Barton (1506-1534), " 
Renaissance Quarterly, 50 (1997), 136-163. 
32 Recorded in Statutes of the Realm, 3: 446. 
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had brought her to the star chamber. 33 "The Papistes haue there Brigites, and in oure age 
also they suborne certeine prophesing wenches, " wrote William Fulke in 1573 referring to 
Saint Bridget of Sweden whose example Barton followed, "as now of late in Kent a 
certeyne nunne named Elizabeth Barton, all of them that they may defile the pure doctrine 
of the Gospell, set forth in the holy writinges of the Apostles with newe and vnpure 
opinions, vnder the shew of heauenly reuelations. 04 In 1604 George Abbot wrote to 
demonstrate "That the visions of the Papacy were such fabulous fictions" and cited 
Barton's example as evidence: "The matter of Elizabeth Barton the Nun in Kent, was so 
vsed in the daies of King Henry the 8: when among her companions, much was spread to 
commende her sanctity, many things divulgated of her visions, and all the country was set 
a gogge vpon her words. 05 Other cases like that of Manchester-bom prophet Elizeus Hall 
- who saw visions of the wounds of Christ and heard voices which told him he was "elect 
and chosen of God" and was imprisoned for retaining Catholic opinions - or London 
printer Abel Jeffes - who had printed a prophetic pamphlet that the authorities considered 
'lewd' - provide support for the notion that prophecies were threatening to sources of 
authority. This type of dissent invariably appeared during a political or religious crisis, 
such as during the furore surrounding Henry VIII's divorce. 36 
33 Edward Hall, The vnion of the two noble and illustrejamelies ofLancastre [and] Yorke, beeyng long in 
continual discensionfor the croune of this noble realme with all the actes done in bothe the tymes of the 
princes (London, 1548), CCXiX. 
34 William Fulke, Antiprognosticon that is to saye, an inuectiue agaynst the vayne and vnprofitable 
predictions of the astrologians as Nostrodame, etc (London, 1560), 17. On the influence of Saint Bridget 
on Barton see Watt, 'Reconstructing the Word', 138. 
35 Abbot, 'The reasons vvhich Doctour Hill hath brought, for the vpholding of papistry', 288. Abbot was 
referring to the Benedictine Edmund Thomas Hill's A Quartron of Reasons of Catholike Religion which 
had been printed secretly in England in 1600 and had spread through the country. 299. 
36 Jennifer Forster, "Anticipating the Apocalypse: An Elizabethan Prophecy", The Historian, 63 (2001), 5. 
Interestingly Hall was confused over whether his experiences were dreams or visions see Alexandra 
Walsham, 'Hall, Elizeus (1502-1565)', Oxford Dictionary qfNational Biography, Oxford University Press, 
2004 [http: //www. oxforddnb. com/view/article/I 1955, accessed 30 Oct 2007]. On other Elizabethan dreams 
see Helen Hackett, "Dream-Visions of Elizabeth I", in Sue Wiseman, Katharine Hodgkin, Michelle 
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The Henrician authorities were clearly concerned about just this kind of threat, and 
in 1542 the government intervened passing an act against prophecy: 
Touchying Prophecies upon Declaracion of Names, Armes, Badges, and etc. 
where dyvers and sondry persones, making theyre foundacion by prophecies, 
have taken upon theyme knowledge as it were what shall become of theyme 
whiche beare in theyre armes, cognisance, or badge feldes, beastes, foules, or 
any other thing or thinges which hath ben used or accustomed to be put in any 
of the same, or in any upon the lettres of theyre name ... to the greate perill and destruction of suche noble personages of whome suche false prophecies haste 
or shulde herafter be set fourthe, hereby in times past many noble men have 
suffered. 37 
The act was only concerned with the effects of prophesying; neither dreams nor any other 
means of prophesying was mentioned. The government was still sensitive to the dangers 
of political prophesying in the 1550s and the royal injunctions of 1559 set up a system for 
licensing publications in order to control such prognostications. 38 Such perusal of the 
press led twenty booksellers to be fined for selling the predictions of Nostradamus, in a 
probably unauthorised edition. 39A series of proclamations against seditious pamphlets in 
1568-9, prompted by the troubled situation that resulted in the Northern Rebellion, formed 
a part of another government clampdown on political prophesying. 40 Editions of 
Nostradamus' work shrank from nineteen per annum in 1567 to only six in 1571 - 
probably all of which were licensed by the Archbishop of Canterbury and his chaplains. 41 
O'Callaghan, eds., Reading the Early Modern Dream: The Terrors of the Night (London, 2007) and 
Stephen Clucas, "Dreams, Prophecies and Politics: John Dee and the Elizabethan Court, 1575-85, " in Sue 
Wiseman, Katharine Hodgkin, Michelle O'Callaghan, eds., Reading the Early Modern Dream: The Terrors 
of the Night (London, 2007). 
37 1542 Act, Henry VIII, 14. See Sharon L. Jansen, Political Protest and Prophecy under Henry VIII 
(Woodbridge, 1991), 148, 
38 Bernard Capp, Astrology and the Popular Press: English Almanacs, 1500-1800 (London, 1979), 29. 
39 Ibid. 29. 
40 Ibid. 29. 
41 Ibid. 29. 
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Many saw prophetic claims as merely political. The writer Thomas Nashe, for 
example, accused prophets of unjustly interfering in politics. Their pretended motives for 
prophesYlng were deceptive, since their prophecies were for a 'craftie' purpose: 
All malcontents entending anie invasive violence against their Prince and Country runne headlong to his oracle. Contrarie factions enbosome unto him 
their inwardest complots, whilst he likes a craftie tacke a both sides, as if he had a spirite still at his elbow ... I assure you most of our chiefe noted Augurers 
and Soothsayers in England this day, by no other Arte but this gaine their 
reputation. 42 
For elites, however, prophetic utterances were also dangerous because they could lead 
men and women to question their authority - particularly at times when this authority was 
in crisis. Indeed, historians such as Sharon L Jansen, G. R. Elton and Jennifer Forster have 
argued this . 
43 As Jansen asserts, "the sanction political prophecies gave to sixteenth 
century resistance cannot be emphasized enough, and this is one of its distinct features. j, 44 
However, although this argument is useful when applied to examples like Elizabeth 
Barton's, it does not explain all of the varied approaches to prophetic dreams in this 
period. Some individuals' dreams had more personal significance - such as the Abbot of 
Whalley John Paslew, who admitted to six counts of treason for his part in a rebellion 
against the king after he had dreamt that the latter was to die that year - in 1537.45 
42 Thomas Nashe, The terrors of the night or, A discourse of apparitions (London, 1594), 22. 
43 According to G. R. Elton, "reports of dangerous prophecies were frequent enough to form a genuine 
problem for the government. " G. R. Elton, Policy and Police: The Enforcement of the Reformation in the 
Age of Thomas Cromwell (Cambridge, 1972), 88. While Keith Thomas asserts that "At times of stress men 
scrutinized these ancient myths with a view to exacting from them some sanction for the dangerous courses 
of action upon which they proposed to embark. " Thomas, Religion and the Decline of Magic, 397,425. 
See also Forster, 'Anticipating the Apocalypse, ' and Jansen, Political Protest and Prophecy under Henry 
VIII, 148. Also see Patrick Curry, Prophecy andPower (New Jersey, 1989), introduction. 
44 Sharon L Jansen, Dangerous Talk and Strange Behavior: Women and Popular Resistance to the Reforms 
ofHenry VIII (New York, 1996), 148. 
45 See Christopher Haigh, 'Paslew, John (d 153 7)', Oxford Dictionary ofNational Biography, Oxford 
University Press, 2004 [http: //www. oxforddnb. com/view/article/68242, accessed 30 Oct 2007] and W. S. 
Weeks, "Abbot Paslew and the Pilgrimage of Grace", Transactions (? f the Lancashire and Cheshire 
Antiquarian Society, 47 (1930-31), 199-223. 
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Thomas Hill, who provided the most focused discussion of dreams in the period, 
was primarily interested in the topic for its validation of ancient oneirocritical 
46 techniques. As we have seen, Hill was a notable translator, having begun translations of 
important works on chemical medicine by Conrad Gesner and Leonardo Fioravanti (The 
Newe Iewell of Health, 1576, and A loyfull Iewell, 1579) which were instrumental in 
making Paracelsianism widely known in England. 47 Hill wrote several other works, 
including his major treatise The moste pleasant arte of the interpretacion of dreames, 
which was based on Arternidorus' ancient and influential Oneirocritica, Neoplatonic ideas 
concerning the role of the soul and its relationship to the body, and the Judeo-Christian 
tradition for understanding divine dreams. For him dreams were prophetic, and "signifie 
matters to come", and they were sanctioned by "holy Scriptures, " which "do both allow 
and witnesse of Drearnes. " Biblical passages such as "loel. Xi. Where God sayeth I will 
breathe downe my spiryte on all the earthe, so that youre sonnes and daughters shall 
Prophesie and youe olde men dreame dreames, and your yong men see visions, " and 
"sondry places the newe testamente" demonstrated that dream interpretation was a 
"laudable Art. , 48 
However, Hill had already been castigated in the anti-Catholic William Fulke's 
1560 Anti-prognosticon for his practice of astrology and dream divination. 49 In one 
particular passage, Hill was listed among many other "of our countreymen, an 
46 On the place of Hill in the sixteenth-century see F. R. Johnson, "Thomas Hill: an Elizabethan Huxley", 
Huntington Library Quarterly, 7 (1943-4), 329-51; P. H. Kocher, "Paracelsan medicine in England: the 
first thirty years (ca. 1570-1600)", Journal of the History of Medicine and Allied Sciences, 2 (1947), 45 1- 
80; P. H. Kocher, Science and Religion in Elizabethan England (California, 1953) and J. W. Binns, 
Intellectual culture in Elizabethan andJacobean England. - the Latin writings of the age (Leeds, 1990). 
47 John Considine, 'Hill, Thomas (c. 1528-c. 1574)', Oxford Dictionary offational Biography, Oxford 
University Press, 2004 [http: //www. oxforddnb. com/view/article/I 3303, accessed 17 May 2007]. 
48 Hill, The mostepleasant arte of the interpretacion qf dreames, 3-4. 
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Cunyngham, a man otherwise bothe lerned and honest, Hyll, Lou, Uaghan, and not longe 
ago Askham, with sixe hundred more of that sort5" who apply "the same maner of 
foreshewyng in darke and double riddles our prognost catours, as it were receiued of the 
heathenyshe prophets do obserue and keepe vnto this day fornot only Nostrodamus telleth 
thyngs darkly and doubtfully. , 50 , Let vs grant them their priuate reuelations, visions, and 
fantasies, " Fulke wrote later in the text, "for so we shall encreace their follisshenesl with 
pride and vaineglorie, yet we are sure they are not to bee trusted. ,51 Hill was well aware 
of the 'contempt' dream interpretation and prophesying found in his own times. His work 
sought to defend the 'Arte' against such criticism: "Yet for that ther be so few parsons 
that see true Dreames, and fewer whiche understande or observe them, yea and most few 
which can interpret them therefore of this, is the arte now come into a contempt with most 
,, 52 persons. Hill spent a substantial part of his work defining dreams, and praising the 
'diligence' that should be applied in weeding out those dreams that were true from those 
that were false. For him divine dreams were still sanctioned by the Bible and such 
prophecies arrived via a "spirite undoubtedlie shewinge ... al matters imminent. " It was 
because they were so important in warning people of "the instant eviles & perils" that 
might occur, as well as the fact that the practice was under attack among contemporaries 
that Hill was forced to insist that "this difference of true drearnes from the vayn ought 
diligently to be noted. " For those who "knoweth rightlye to iudge these, understandeth a 
great part of wisedom, and they which iudge of the same, have a sure and perfite Arte. , 53 
Despite his heartfelt defence of the art of dream interpretation, Hill nonetheless 
49 John Considine, 'Hill, Thomas (c. 1528-c. 1574)', Oxford Dictionary ofNational Biography, Oxford 
University Press, 2004 [http: //www. oxforddnb. com/view/article/I 3303, accessed 17 May 2007]. 
50 Fulke, Antiprognosticon, 9. 
51 Ibid. 15, 
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acknowledged that dreams, by their nature, might be false. This was because events that 
appeared to have occurred physically had only occurred in a dream - something that 
became apparent upon awaking. "Be his dreame never so terrible or fearefull, as falling 
into the hands of theves, were wounded by them, fightinge in bloudy battailes, or on 
everye syde beset with enemyes, in such maner as it would make a stout man to quake, " 
he explained, "yet when he awaketh no skinne is broken, he hath no ache in his quiet 
bedde, as whole and as safe, as when he went to rest nothinge so not so, it was onlye a 
dreame. , 54 For Hill this was no reason to disbelieve in the possibility of prophetic dreams. 
If this dreamer now gained "his knowledge of divination, what a comfort wil it be to hym 
that examining the circumstances in their due teme and order, shal prognosticate what 
such things portende. And thereby may solace himselfe. ýý55 This knowledge of the 
meaning of dreams was what was needed to rightly understand divine dreams, since 
ignorance had led many to reject them. Hill complained of the few "whiche understande 
or observe" dreams and the "few which can interpret them. , 56 It was only with 'diligent' 
observation that dreams could be authenticated. 
Dream interpretation, like that expounded by Hill, enjoyed continued popularity 
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and his moste pleasant arte of the 
interpretacion of dreames, went through several editions between 1571 and 1626. The 
Oneirocritica itself, on which Hill had based his work, had reached its twentieth edition 
by 1722.57 In addition to this, dream interpretation was used by astrologers for their 
clients and there were commonly held to be a variety of popular techniques that could be 
52 Hill, The moste pleasant arte of the interpretacion of dreames, 3-4. 
53 Ibid. 4. 
54 Ibid. 4. 
55 Ibid. 6. 
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employed in order to procure divinatory dreams. For example, objects could be placed 
under a young girl's pillow so that she would see her future husband in her sleep. One of 
the most widespread beliefs that Hill had advocated was that dreams could "giue 
warninge of harmes that maye happen", which included both sickness, as Hippocrates had 
suggested, and calamity. 18 Hill gave the example of a woman who "thoughte in her 
sleeape, that her husbandes first wyfe rebuked the seconde mariage, and that warninge her 
as shee thought that shortly after she woulde take her away wythe her. ), 59 She died a short 
time later. On another occasion a "certaine Lumbard dreamed, " that he saw "an Aungell 
discendynge from heauen clothed in yellowe, and makynge wyde steppes on the grounde, 
but hee hadd no wynges. " After this, the dreamer became afraid and "hid hymselfe as he 
thought in a verye darcke hole nere by, and couering hymselfe ouer withe the leaues of 
trees, whereby hee myght so lye hyd out of sight. " The Angel "called the dreamer by his 
name; but he lyinge hy as hee thought aunsweared not", and the angel departed. Upon 
awaking he thought the dream "signifyed some greate perill to happen to hym that day 
following. " The man hid, as he had in his dreams, shut his door and gave the key to "the 
maiden to keepe. " She let in a "familyer frende of the dreamers" who passed on the 
plague killing all in the household except the dreamer who, having been warned, ran away 
via the roof as soon as he became aware of his guests' presence. 60 Many dreams of this 
type appeared. For instance, Nicholas Colman of Norfolk insisted that a band of 
foreigners in beggars' cloaks would go through Norwich setting fire to market-towns and 
56 Ibid. 6. 
57 Thomas, Religion and the Decline of Magic, 153. 
58 Hill, The moste pleasant arte of the interpretacion of dreames, 12. 
59 Ibid. 62. 
60 Ibid. 63. 
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villages, and he knew this because he had seen it in his sleep. 61 Such examples also fed 
into apocalyptic tradition, and were viewed as a divine warning for the coming of the 
apocalypse. 
62 
Others argued that such warnings were merely superstitious. For instance, the 
sceptic Reginald Scot, most famous for his 1584 Discoverie of Witchcraft, developed 
powerful sceptical arguments concerning the influence of spiritual or occult forces over 
human beings. 63 He argued that where curses or spells were followed by unpleasant 
events, the perceived link between the two was purely coincidental. This was true of the 
curses of supposed witches that, according to Scot, had no actual power and it was also 
true of alleged prophetic dreaming. In his Discoverie, Scot specifically attacked 
prognostication from dreams, "for the interpretors of dreames" were unable to predict 
ftiture events, "as they knowe not before the dreame, nor yet after, any certaintie; yet 
when any thing afterwards happeneth, then they applie the dreame to that which hath 
chanced. " In criticising dream interpreters, he had men like Hill in mind, and he 
specifically recommended reading Hill's treatise as a contemporary example of the 
madness of belief in dreams. "He that list to see the follie and vanitie thereof, " he wrote, 
"maie read a vaine treatise, set out by Thomas Hill Londoner, 156 8,, 64: 
We that are christians must not now slumber and dreame, but watch and praie, 
and meditate upon our salvation in Christ both daie and night. And if we expect 
revelation in our dreams, now, when Christ is come, we shall deceive 
ourselves: for in him are fulfilled all dreams and prophesies. Howbeit, Bodin 
holdeth that dreams and visions continue till this daie, in as miraculous maner 
as ever they did.... If you read Artemidorus, you shall read manie stories of 
61 Depositions taken before the Major andAldermen ofNorwich, 1549-67,61-62. 
62 See Katharine Firth, The Apocalyptic Tradition in Reformation Britain (Oxford, 1979). 
63 See Sydney Anglo, "Reginald Scot's Discoverie of witchcraft: scepticism and Sadduceeism", in Sydney 
Anglo, ed., The Damned Art: Essays in the Literature of Witchcraft (London, 1977), 106-39. 
64 Scot, The Discoverie of Witchcraft, 103. 
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such as drempt of things that afterwards cam to passe. But he might have cited a thousand for one that fell out contrarie. 65 
Scot then, like others in the seventeenth century, was concerned with deception both of 
one's self, and of others. The mention of the Catholic theologian Jean Bodin, a favourite 
enemy of Scot's, was also partly a swipe at the ignorance and duplicity of Catholics as 
66 well as at the deceptions of belief in prophetic dreams themselves . Bodin had vividly 
described the dreams of a friend (Robin Briggs and others have argued that this 'friend' 
67 was Bodin himself) in which a spirit made itself known in dreams. For Scot it was 
obvious that anyone claiming to communicate with angels in dreams was either lying or 
had made the foolish mistake of thinking that they had been visited by angels when they 
had in fact simply dreamed of them. Thus, like Bodin, contemporary believers in divine 
dreams were deluded since such dreams had ended, and a selective reading of only those 
dreams which appeared to have been confirmed, exacerbated the fraud. In arguing this, 
Scot was also making an epistemological point. The fact that a prophetic dream 
"afterwards cam to passe" did not make it 'true', indeed this type of evidence could never 
be truly acceptable because we only "deceive ourselves" if we attend only to those that 
came true coincidentally, and ignored the far more numerous counterexamples. 
Scot was particularly keen to point out that the seemingly "miraculous" healings 
and other practices supported by the "Romanish church" were false and were used 
C4vainelie 
... as though that miraculous gift 
had continuance till this daie. 9,68 In Scot's view 
"miracles are ceased" and thus "such things ... as seeme miraculous, are cheeflie doone by 
'5 Ibid. 107. 
66 On Bodin and his view that supernatural forces were a constant presence see Ann Blair, The Theater of 
Nature: Jean Bodin and Renaissance Science (Princeton, 1997), 12,128,135. 
67 Robin Briggs, "Dubious Messengers: Bodin's daemon, the spirit world and the Saducees", in Peter 
Marshall and Alexandra Walsham, eds., Angels in the Early Modern World (Cambridge, 2006), 174-190. 
68 Scot, The Discoverie of Witchcraft, 89. 
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deceit, legieremaine, or confederacie; or else they maie be doone, and yet seeme 
unpossible, or else things are said to be done, and never were nor can be doone. 1969 It was 
trickery or juggling ('Iegiermaine') that Scot cited as the main cause of contemporary 
deception concerning miracles. He devoted a large number of passages to the topic in 
order to show such things for the deceptions they were: for "the miracles ascribed unto 
witches, conjurors, &c: may well taken for false miracles, meere delusions, &C, and such 
actions "are commonlie practised by cunning jugglers; be it either by legiermaine, 
confederacie, or otherwise. , 70 If such things could be counterfeited then the onus was on 
diligent Protestants to discern truth from falsehood. 71 
As with miracles, Scot insisted that prophetic dreams in his own times had ceased. 
1ndeed Scot admonished those who attributed "miraculous effects (now when we see the 
gifts of prophesie, and of interpretation of dreames, and also the operation of miracles are 
ceased... )" to "divine dreams. " This was to both "abuse and offend the majestie of God, 
and also seduce, delude and cousen all such as by our persuasion. , 72 To attribute 
"'miraculous effects" to "divine dreams" then, was to align oneself with the fraudulent and 
false "Romanish church", since diligent English Protestants knew "the operation of 
miracles" to be ceased. Scot's arguments concerning the denial of spiritual influence in 
witchcraft cases and his apparent rejection of the reality of the Devil were incompatible 
with orthodox Protestant Christianity. Together with Scot's known association with 
Abraham Fleming (who worked with him on the Discoverie and published a familist 
69 Ibid. 90. 
70 Ibid. 18 1. 
71 On Protestant representations of Catholic duplicity see Walsham, 'Miracles and the Counter-Reformation 
Mission to England', 786. 
72 Scot, The Discoverie of Witchcrqft, 103. 
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prayer book in 15 8 1), this suggests that he may well have been a member of the Family of 
Love. 73 
In arguing that divine dreams had ceased, however, Scot had much in common 
with many other less radical English Protestants of the period. In denouncing the spurious 
claims of dreamers, Protestants frequently argued that the gift of prophecy had ceased 
74 when the primitive church had come of age . While Protestants could of course continue 
to communicate God's word via preaching, the gifts of prophesying via dreams - along 
with such things as second sight and the ability to reveal secrets - were "an extraordinary 
function" which God no longer used. 75 The Minister of the London parish of St Katharine 
Cree, Stephen Denison, agreed: "Donum Propheticum", the gift of "breathing new 
Scripture" he argued while addressing an audience at St Paul's Cross in 1627, "certainely 
and infallibly, is finally ceased. , 76 Early on in Christianity, prophecy and dreams had been 
essential for the confirming of faith, but in contemporary times they were no longer 
necessary. 
The future Archbishop of Canterbury George Abbot also urged that divine 
dreams had ceased. There had of course been prophetic dreams and miracles in Biblical 
times: 
But now since that Christ is come, we are taught in no sort to depend vpon 
them: for the doctrin is general, & concerning al things, At sundry times & in 
73 Familists took the radical position of denying the reality of the Devil. Scot, however, was pro bably 
i somewhat protected in his radical views because of his familiarity with various leading figures including 
Sir Roger Manwood, chief baron of the exchequer, to John Coldwell, dean of Rochester (afterwards Bishop 
of Salisbury), and to William Redman, archdeacon of Canterbury (afterwards Bishop of Norwich) to whom 
Scot along with Thomas Scott dedicated his Discoverie. See David Wootton, "Reginald Scot/Abraham 
Fleming/The Family of Love, " in Stuart Clark ed., Languages of Witchcraft: Narrative Ideology and 
Meaning in Early Modern Culture (Basingstoke, 2001), 119-38. 
74 Alexandra Walsham, Providence in Early Modern England (New York, 1999), 203 -204. 75 Arthur Dent, The plaine-mans pathway to heaven, the secondpart (London, 1612), 18 5. 76 Stephen Denison, The vvh ite vvoýfe or, A sermon preached at Pauls Crosse, Feb. II being the last 
Sonday in Hillarie tearme, anno 162 7 andprinted somewhat more largely then the time wouldpermit at 
thatpresent to deliuer (London, 1627), 23. 
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diverse manners God spake in the old time to our fathers by the Prophets, In 
these last daies he hath spoken vnto vs by his sonne, which Antithesis doth intend, that miracles & al means saving the word of Christ, are now cut off, from resting our vndoubted faith thervpon. 77 
Abbot's concern with dreams and visions was prompted by the Catholic Edmund Hill's 
publication of his A Quartron of reasons of Catholike Religion, with as many briefe 
reasons ofRefusall in 1600, which asserted that supernatural acts, such as dreams, visions 
and miracles, had provided a tradition which demonstrated the truth of Catholicism. 78 
However,, each example of a Catholic miracle, divine dream or vision, provided 
Protestants with fodder for tracts on the familiar theme of Catholic deceit . 
79 The priest 
who confessed to pricking his fingers in order to simulate a bleeding host or the 
Dominican friars of Berne burnt at the stake in 1507 for falsely claiming to have divine 
visions of the Virgin Mary became notorious scandals and were cited by Protestants as 
examples of popish trickery. 80 Contemporaries, according to Abbot, no longer had any 
need of 'gifts of the spirit' because these experiences were only sent then for the broaching 
of new doctrine. Trusting prognostications from dreams and visions in contemporary 
times spelt danger. "If the rule bee true that where miracles be, there also are visions, " 
Abbot speculated, "then it is one of Antichrists mark, to stand on dreames & apparitions: 
for we are tolde that he shall come with all power & signes & lying wonders. " 81 Indeed, 
Abbot argued that dreams and visions were sent by God "touching privat mens maere, & 
not to teach; & much lesse to broch any new or vncertain doctrine to the Church: for 
which purpose our Papists do vrge their visions. " Abbot essentially combined his fervent 
77 Abbot, The reasons which Doctour Hill hath brought, for the ypholding ofpapistry, 288. 
78 See Walsham, 'Miracles and the Counter-Refori-nation Mission to England', 786. 
79 Ibid. 807. 
80 Ibid. 806. 
81 Abbot, The reasons vvhich Doctour Hill hath brought, for the ypholding ofpapistry, 297. 
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anti-Catholic ism with Biblical passages from Jeremiah and Deuteronomy, to conclude 
that "many false Prophets should arise, & should deceiue many", like the "Papists" have 
with "their visions. , 
82 
But Abbot's ire was also directed against charismatic sects. In one passage he 
told the story of "Muncer", who "was a ring-leader of the Anabaptists, and he togither 
with one Phiferus his companion, drew togither many thousands of people, perswading 
them that by visions and dreames they were warned from God to doe as they did. " Abbot 
laid scom on Muntzer's delusions which: 
Among other things a litle before the ioyning of a battaile, he would haue made 
them beleeue, that a raine-bow which appeared was a signe from heaven that 
they should prosper. One of his doctrine was, that we were to aske signes from 
God, and that the Lord did much like that we should so demaunde them, yea 
and eagerly expostulate with him, if he did not grant them. 
For Abbot, Muntzer's death demonstrated the danger of false prophecy from dreams: "The 
end of this man was, that the army which he had assembled of countrey-people was 
ruinated, divers thousands of them slaine, he was put to flight, & being taken was 
executed by the sword. " Indeed, "This man could not endure Luther, but publikely 
preached and inveighed against him, " Abbot continued, cementing Muntzer's reputation 
for delusion: 
and Luther on the other side detesting his vprores and rebellious sedition, did 
write against him and his proceedings, while he was aliue, & in his greatest 
strength. And as Luther nothing respected the fained Visions and Prophecies of 
Muncer, so did hee never assume any such gift vnto himselfe. 83 
The good Luther had never pretended such a gift, while his enemy, the terminally deluded 
Muntzer, had defrauded his followers with prophetic dreams and had led them -and 
himself - to their deaths. Abbot clearly saw no place for prophetic 
dreams in 
82 
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contemporary Christianity. 
Abbot briefly considered "how shall it bee in mans power, to discerne these false 
visions from true ones, but by the word and spirit of God, & by singular diligence: " 
concluding that "since it cannot be in every one, the allowing of these visions & dreams, 
is most dangerous for Christians. " This was because there were so many ways in which 
men could be deluded by dreams that it was better not to take any of them seriously: 
it is possible that a man himselfe either sleeping or waking may be deluded by 
Sathan, which as concerning illusions by dreams. And secondly how easy a 
thing is it for a cunning companion who is his crafts-master, to invent such 
tales, & to sweare them also, as he did who affirmed that he saw the ghost of 
Romulus at Rome? 
Furthennore, Abbot singled out the Catholic Church in particular for being responsible for 
deliberately deluding the public: 
In Popery there were thousands and ten thousands of these inventions, thereby 
to establish their Masses, Dirges, Transubstantiation, Purgatory, and such 
stuffe, and by these the simple were extremely beguiled, their beleefe 84 
corrupted, and their purses picked . 
Essentially, Abbot thought that divine dreams were another species of Catholic deception. 
In politician, lawyer and philosopher Sir Francis Bacon's view, belief in divine 
dreams was dangerous and ought to be condemned for it had 'done much mischief' His 
critique of dreams, along with superstition more generally, was connected to his religious 
and political concerns. Bacon had shown signs of sympathy to Puritanism, and when 
studying for the bar, he attended the sermons of the Puritan chaplain at Gray's Inn. Still 
earlier, he had accompanied his Puritan mother to the Temple Chapel to hear the even 
more staunchly Puritan Walter Travers preach. By 1584, Bacon was alarmed by the 
perceived Catholic threat and by the English church's suppression of the Puritan clergy. 
83 Ibid. 297. 
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He joined many others in his criticism of Catholic duplicity and his concern that the 
public may be led into error by such deception. His critique of superstition in which 'wise 
men follow fools, ' the causes of which (couched in anti-Catholic terms) were 'sensual 
rites and ceremonies', also constituted an assault on supposedly divine dreams: 
My judgement is, that they ought to all be dispised; and ought to serve but for 
winter talk by the fire-side ... For they 
have done much mischief. and I see 
many severe laws made to suppress them. That hath given them grace, and 
some credit, consisteth in three things. First, that men mark when they hit, and 
never when they miss; as they do generally also of dreams. The second is, that 
probable conjectures, or obscure traditions, many times turn themselves into 
prophecies while the nature of man, which coveteth divination, thinks it no 
peril to foretell that when indeed they do but collect. 85 
Like Scot he suggested that dreamers only mentioned those dreams which appeared to be 
confirmed, ignoring the vast multitude which 'miss' their mark. Bacon's critique became 
a standard source for attacks on prognostication in the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries. 
Many Church of England clergyman frequently denied that there were 
contemporary prophetical dreams at all. "First, few dreames are true, " wrote the Church 
of England clergyman Thomas Draxe, "because they are either equitiocall, or ordinarily 
false, and therefore not to be beleeued; and as for all Propheticall drearnes, they are now 
ceased. 46 Others, like Bacon, presented natural explanations for alleged prophetic 
dreams: "There be some Perfumes, prescribed by the Writers of Naturall Magicke, which 
procure Pleasant Dreames; " he explained, "And some others, (as they say, 
) that procure 
Propheticall Dreames; As the Seeds of Flax, Fleawort, 
&C., ý87 Of course, these texts were 
requent theme in the not unique in claiming that dreams could be deceptive. This was af 
84 Ibid. 95. 
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poetry of the time, and in funeral sermons life was often compared to a deceptive dream. 
Indeed, this was closely related to the Biblical notion, which I discussed earlier, that sleep, 
death and the soul were intimately linked. This flipped on its head the popular notion, 
mentioned by Thomas Browne and others, that death was like sleep, and suggested that 
our waking lives were nothing but dreams; we were only truly awake when we had 
arrived in heaven after we had died. At the funeral of Thomas Earle of Dorset, for 
instance, George Abbot preached that "Saint Basil doth liken our life unto a dreame, 
where a man seeth glorious shewes, and is wonderfully pleased with them, but after a 
while he awaketh, and all is nothing. -)M The poet Sir Thomas Wyatt also played on the 
popular conception of dreams as fleeting and changeable: 
Unstable dream, according to the place, 
Be steadfast once or else at least be true. 
By tasted sweetness make me not rue 
The sudden loss of thy false feigned grace. 89 
Concerns about delusion and deception in religion and philosophy were not 
exclusively Protestant concerns. The Catholic Earl of Northampton, Henry Howard, also 
criticised belief in divine dreams: "I need not blot my paper with confating their 
conceites", he declared before going on to do just that, "Yet since we finde, that not only 
Scriptures for our own assurance, as I saide before, but positive and civill lawes, for 
common order and tranquility, have set a punishment by death upon their heads, which 
professe the knowledge of expounding Dreams ... 
besides the follies and abuse which are 
infinite; the surest course is, not to value flitting shaddowes more than reason should, 
87 Francis Bacon, Sylua syluarum. - or A naturall historie In ten centuries (London, 1627), 249. 
88 George Abbot, A sermon preached at Westminster May 26 1608 at the. funeral solemnities of the Right 
Honorable Thomas Earle ofDorset (London, 1608), 7. 
89 Sir Thomas Wyatt, "Unstable Dream", in Jams Yeowell, ed., The Poetical Works of Sir Thomas Wyatt 
(London, 1904), 4-5. For a similar 1518 allegorical poem that laments the mutability of human affairs in 
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which come with a slumber and depart with a fancy. "90 Howard attacked dreams because 
this was the way that Protestant dissenters, like the Anabaptists, had claimed that God 
made modem revelations to support them. 91 And the fact that he reminded the reader that 
the ultimate Biblical punishment for false prognostication from dreams was death 
highlights how seriously he took his condemnation of them. Howard's main objections 
conceming dreams were that: 
1., ý 
... we may gather by the slight forgetting of our dreams that their print is 
shallow"; 2. "no man of judgement will make choyse of fancy for his guide, 
rather than advice and mature deliberation"; 3. Do not take "delight" in 
pointless allegories; 4. "While the Gods reveal dreams to the godliest" in reality 
dreamers and prophets were "furthest both from the rules of virtue and 
moderation"; 5. "It is not like that God who is more pure than purity it selfe, 
will make our dreames the shaddows of his ordinary grace, or put on a Maske 
that hath been, is, and ever shall be, steigned with so many sinfull accidents"; 
6. "Wee may not thinke that God would give so fayre a colour, whereby men 
might be induced rather to depend uppon that pride of nature, which is frayle; 
then upon the rule of providence, which is unstable"; 7. "Be careful in weeding 
up the causes of debate and diversity with the Church, as diversity in dreams, 
which would cause strife to the Church"; 8. The "fantasies of sleepe ... 
draw 
mens mindes, not only from the course of duty, but from the rule of vertue"; 9. 
"We scome discovery by Dreames, because there is no directory rule of 
,, 92 distinguishing betweene the ceitaine and the frivolous. 
Like his Protestant counterparts, we can see here many examples of the association of 
dreams with deception that had become standard in the late sixteenth century. 
Mid-Seventeenth Century: Political Dreams 
The mid-seventeenth century witnessed the breakdown of censorship and a 
the form of a dream-vision see William Neville, "The Castell of Pleasure" in Roberta D. Cornelius, ed 
(London, 1930), 132. 
90 Henry Howard, A defensative against the poyson of supposed Prophecies (London, 1620), 44. 
91 On the treatment of supernatural experiences by Catholics in England in this period see Walsham, 
'Miracles and the Counter-Reformation Mission to England, ' 779-815. On Catholicism in England see John 
Bossy, The English Catholic Community, 1570-1850 (London, 1975). 
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dramatic and unprecedented expansion of pamphleteering. Bernard Capp gives figures for 
one notable almanac writer as close to twenty and thirty thousand in the late 1640s and 
1650s, while in 1640 the number had been closer to twelve thousand. 93 In pamphlet after 
pamphlet, authors claimed that they had received inside knowledge concerning the 
apparently uncertain religious and political circumstances of the country via dreams. 
Indeed many of the sectarian groups that became popular in this period, including 
Quakers, Fifth Monarchists, Ranters and Baptists, were famed for the emphasis they 
placed on private revelations over the doctrinal and clerical knowledge expounded by the 
Anglican Church. While the threat to the clergy was apparent to their supporters who 
repeatedly warned not only of 'superstition' in relation to dreams but also of their 
potential to lead men toward social and religious disorder - though this did not stop them 
too making use of dreams in support of the royalist cause when the occasion served. For 
dissenters the distrust of traditional sources of authority fuelled the beliefs of many of the 
sects that private inspirations were more valuable than anything clergymen provided. 
After all, the Bible had told them that it was to the poor and uneducated that miracles, 
visions and dreams had appeared, while those in authority, on the other hand, had in many 
cases been hostile to the genuine word of God. 
As secular and religious authority was eroded, these political concerns appeared 
all the more relevant. In the winter of 1640-1 the century-long partnership between the 
Crown and the London Stationers crumbled, leaving an imposing edifice of control over 
printed political communication impotent. 94 The breakdown of censorship, accompanied 
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by the fall of the monarchy in the 1640s, meant that it was easier for contemporaries to 
publish without fear of prosecution. With growing assertiveness, printers turned out a 
plethora of pamphlets and treatises on everything from dreams to apocalyptic prophecies. 
The uncertainty of the period combined with the belief in the impending destruction of the 
world made for circumstances in which many men and women seriously accepted 
supernatural signs, including dreaming and visionary experiences. 95 
In 1641 two events in particular provoked a flurry of responses that focused 
significant attention on the validity of prophetic dreaming - the impeachment of the 
Archbishop of Canterbury, William Laud on 18 December 1640 and his committal to the 
Tower on I March 1641, and the execution of his ally the Earl of Strafford, Thomas 
Wentworth on 12 May that year. 96 The shocking implications for the future peace of 
England, the monarchy and the Church of England, as well as the dramatic fall from grace 
of these two prominent political figures, provided an ideal platform for those who wanted 
to demonstrate the hand of God in recent events. 97 For the Puritan parliamentarians who 
were politically opposed to Laud and Wentworth, these men could be held up as prime 
examples of sinners struck down by divine providence. Furthermore it was widely 
believed that God, before meting out His punishment to sinners, would frequently send 
"State control of the press in theory and practice: role of the Stationers' Company before 1640", in Robin 
Myers and Michael, eds., Censorship and the control ofprint in England and France 1600-1910 
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warnings of the impending disaster in dreams so that sinners could learn from their's and 
others' mistakes and repent. 98 
For the pseudonymous Gonzalo, God sent secret knowledge to everyone who 
welcomed it. He cited as evidence a dream concerning recent events in which a young 
gentleman of his acquaintance foresaw "the death of the late earle of Stafford. " In this 
dream there was a "great Army ready to encounter with another" and "observing the 
Leaders, he perceived one to be a tall blacke man, the other of low stature, the tall blacke 
man ran with his Rapier against the same, and transported thus with fury, he stumbled and 
fell, and as he fell diverse arrows were shot. "99 After this, "appeared diverse like ghosts, 
walking with crossier staffes who seemed to harden and encourage the souldiers. "100 Yet 
"their arguments could not win them to give battle, these in a twinckling of an eye lost 
their pure whitenesse, and showed themselves in blacke with Miters Falling from their 
heads, next to these followed a troop of Shavelings, some carrying crosses, others 
carrying Beads, but on the suddaine a pillar of fire appeared, and they vanished, and all 
the heavens seemed to be disturbed. "101 Still dreaming and keen to discover the meaning, 
the gentleman went to an astrologer who showed him the tall man in a 'glasse' and "by 
him an executioner, I)i after which he noticed an "inscription" over the tall man's head. The 
astrologer told the dreamer to "cast up each Letter of the inscription, and you shall finde 
out his name and title, the which he presently and readily undertooke, by transplacing the 
Letters, and found it to be Sir Thomas Wentworth Lord Strafford. " It was no small wonder 
98 See Wallace, Puritans and Predestination, 1-5. 
99 Gonzalo, The divine dreamer: or, a short treatise discovering the true effect andpower of dreames 
(London, 1641), 9. 
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to him, "to see that his Lordships name and title should so truely divine his nature and 
fortune. " 102 Soon after, the gentleman awaked and "gave this Relation to divers. " 103 
For Gonzalo this dream formed part of his general argument that all individuals 
could tap into a private ability to foresee future events in divine dreams: "The Scriptures 
are full of Dreams, whereby divers Princes have been admonished both for their owne and 
peoples welfare, as Abimelech king of Gerar, who was possessed of Abrahams wife 
supposing she had been his sister, onely hee was for warned sleeping that hee should 
attempt nothing against her modesty, lest he incurred the judgement of God, and he 
obeyed. " 104 Other Scriptural examples included the "Egyptian King" who found in his 
dreams properly interpreted "the assistance of God to shun his own ruine, and the death of 
his people. " 105 He offered further examples of forewarning dreams such as the Queen of 
France's dream in which her husband's wounding was 'doubtlesse' proof that "God gave 
premonitions by his good Angell, both for her good, and the whole realme of France; but 
the king more desirous to follow the vanities of the world, then the good advertisements 
of his wife, by his decease the people of France suffered many calamities. "' 06 1 am of 
opinion with Volaterans, " Gonzalo concluded: 
that many times a person going to his rest, not cloyed with bad affections, nor 
superfluity of food; but being vertuously minded, and healthfully disposed, his 
soule in sleeping may foresee things to come, for the soule, which of it selfe is 
divine and celestiall, being not offended with any evill cogitations, or over-bad 
meats, is a free liberty, and best performeth her actions when the body sleepeth, 
not being busied with any other matters. 107 
The soul, when freed from corporeal concerns, was predisposed to divine foresight. 
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In the same year, one anonymous pro -parliamentarian pamphlet portrayed Laud 
as a sinner forewarned of his fate in his dreams. Not only was Laud said to have dreamed 
"that he should be Bishop, then Arch-Bishop of Canterbury, and a great persecuter of 
Gods Ministers andpeople, (which we see all verified)" but also that he would, "at last be 
sunke downe into Hell, whereupon he awaked, and then and since, oft related this 
dreame. " 108 His ascent to the position of Bishop, and then Archbishop, along with the 
actions that led him into disfavour with the parliamentarians, had all been 'verified' so too 
were we equally assured that his prediction of being "sunke downe into Hell" would also 
(according to his parliamentary detractors) be 'verified' in death. If the reader remained 
unconvinced, his vision of Hell surely demonstrated Laud's prophetic dream, since the 
place would be full of 'unpreaching Prelates' like Laud. "If ... a man had but a view of 
Hell, " Father Latimer was quoted as saying, "he should see on one side of it, a row of 
unpreaching Prelates in their square caps, I warrant you as farre, as betweene this and 
Dover. " 109 The report of the Archbishop's dream then should be taken as an anti-clerical 
"advertisement to all proud Lordly, persecuting, unpreaching, oppressing, tyrannizing 
Prelates who suppresse the Preaching and progresse of the Gospell. "110 So the 'truth' or 
fulfilment of the dream in this case validated the perspective of its author, and there was a 
further moral here; to avoid popish pride and follow parliamentary rule. The pamphlet 
concluded, that it was the "Churches hope ... that God in 
his good time, will now in this 
happie Parliament-time, heare the prayers of the people of this Land everywhere put up: 
108 Anon., England glory in her royall king, and honorable assembly in the high Court of Parliament, 
above herformer usrped Lordly bishops synod ... whereunto is added the 
Bishop of Canterburies dreame 
(London, 1641), 5. 
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that the Seas of those Lordly Prelates, Pope-successors, Tyrants, Persecutors of Christ, & 
c Shall bee, Nidos corum ubique destruendos; or else put to some better uses. "' 1 
Again in the same year, a further anonymous pamphlet concerning Laud's 
predicament appeared. 1 12 Francis Peck interestingly attributed this pamphlet, entitled 
Canterburies Dreame, to the poet John Milton when it was reprinted in his New memoirs 
of the life and poetical works of Mr. John Milton in 1740.1 13 ItS condemnation of 
episcopacy and of Laud himself was in keeping with Milton's other work on the subject. 
Indeed, when the Bishops' Wars suggested that armed conflict between King Charles and 
his parliamentary opponents was imminent, Milton wrote a number of anti-episcopal 
prose tracts in the service of the Puritan and Parliamentary cause. The first of these, 
published in the same year as Canterburies Dreame, was Of Reformation touching 
Church Discipline in England, followed by a specific attack on the Bishops entitled Of 
Prelatical Episcopacy, the two defenses of Smectymnuus (an organization of Protestant 
divines named from their initials--the "TY" belonged to Milton's favourite teacher from St 
Paul's, Thomas Young), and The Reason of Church Government Urged against Prelaty. 
In these and other tracts, Milton vigorously attacked the High-church party of the Church 
of England and their leader, William Laud. 
In Canterburies Dreame the narrator took on the character of the Archbishop 
himself in order to sneer at Laud after his real-life fall from grace. The pamphlet also 
highlighted the recent death of Earl of Strafford; the dream came to the spoof 'Laud' on 
the 14 May that year, that is, "the third night after my Lord STRAFFORD had taken his 
III Ibid. 5. 
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farewell to the WORLD. "' 14 Within a vigorous satirical attack on Laud's popish policies, 
dreams took on an uncertain mix of personal guilt and divine warning. The Archbishop's 
sleep became disturbed "my unquiet thoughts did interrupt my sleep, and the terrour of 
the afflicting place wherein I lodg'd, did possesse my soule. " The account revelled in the 
apparition of the notorious Henrician Cardinal, Thomas Wolsey who appeared to him 
during the night "me thought, " the narrator exclaimed, "the reverend shadow of Cardinall 
Wolsey did present himselfe unto my view. " Nevertheless, the narrator claimed that he 
could not be absolutely certain that it was not Mary Tudor's persecuting Bishop, Edmund 
Bonner. The status of the dream itself was also uncertain, since night-time apparitions, 
visions, and dreams were conflated. 'Canterburies Dreame' may not have been a dream at 
all, since the apparition that presented itself to Laud could not be placed into either 
category by him "(whether awake, or in a vision I cannot say). " In this account 'Laud' 
was, moreover, diligent in his attempts to avoid being deceived by his dream- experience. 
He was well aware that apparitions may be delusory, but suspected this experience to be 
'true' "because the honesty of Philosophy doth instruct mee, that no sublunary creature 
can make an intuitive dispatch, but being bound by the jurisdiction of Nature, to obey her 
termes of place, cannot move at once in two severall places. " 115 
Nonetheless, 'Laud' could not be absolutely certain, for "oftentimes the abused 
fancy presents unto it selfe the counterfet and phantasticke bodies of absent friends or 
foes, the fancie being overcome by the domineering passions of love or hatred. " It was 
Wolsey's words that convinced him otherwise, and when "the Cardinall ... 
began thus to 
113 Francis Peck, New memoirs qf the life andpoetical works ofMr. John Milton (London, 1740). 
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speake", it was as if to "cut off all doubtings. " For how could 'Philosophy' account for the 
speech of the apparition; it was the 'counterfet and phanasticke bodies', the 'similitude' or 
likeness of a person as presented to the sight that was most often criticised for being 
deceptions of demons or the fancy. This dream was not considered deceptive, and in fact 
its purpose was to serve as a warning to others not to repeat the mistakes of Wolsey and 
Laud. "The ruine of us both was indeed in both our times the joy and the voice of the 
people, " Wolsey asserted, "and for the many barrells of gold and silver which I extorted 
from the Commons to release the captive Pope, 1 doubt not but you have found new waies 
to raise as great sums, and for what ends (my Lord) your selfe best know. My Lord let not 
your selfe or succeeding ages, make you my parallel. " This experience followed specific 
rules, for by the "third summons of the Cock", the apparition had to leave, "to fill the 
number up, " and "returne unto the children of the night. " The holy flourishes of the 
apparition in the narrative, that "walked thrice by the side of my bed", "whispered thrice 
into my eare, My Lord, my Lord, my Lord, " and was summoned by the "third summons 
of the Cock" were all intended to remind the reader of the Trinity, indicating that this 
dream was indeed 'true', or even 'divine'. 
Another bitter attack on Laud appeared under the name Archibald Armstrong -a 
fonner jester to the king who lost his position at court in 1637 as the result of a running 
feud with the Archbishop. Since Armstrong was possibly illiterate, the tract was probably 
been written by another enemy of the Archbishop seeking to capitalise on the former 
jester's notoriety, although it is also possible that Archy had dictated it to a scribe. 
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Archy "sometimes iester to His maiestie, but exiled by Canterburies malice", 
acknowledged the "unheard of mallice" that Laud "bore against him. " So "very much 
troubled by meditating of the Arch Bishop Lauds, unlawfull actions ... and tossing, upon 
his unquiet bed, at length, Morpheus, with his leaden maule arrested him. " 'Archy' fell 
into a dream concerning the disgraced Archbishop, in which a scholar presented a petition 
that (playing on Laud's propensity to punish by the removing the ears of his enemies) 
concluded "we must not preach more then the Arch-Bishop of Canterbury, William Laud, 
will allow off. For feare of the forfeiture of our eares. From these and the like greevances, 
we most humbly desire great love to deliver us. " The former Archbishop appeared to 
Archy to be "straight, descended from Heaven to Hell. " As in Canterburies Dreame, 
Bishop Bonner and Cardinal Wolsey were pictured with Laud: "blind Bonner, and 
Woolsey dancing a galliard, Whipt forward by a company of Hellish haggs, the three 
furies danced for females, Pluto set to see the pastime. " Archy ominously concluded that 
the, (. ' chayres they were filled, only on[e] was set by for whom I asked, they answered for 
Laud. " There was a special place set by for Laud in Hell. As Archy's poetic final passage 
suggested: 
You which the dreame of Archy now have read, 
Will surely talke of him when he is dead: 
He knowes his foe in prison whilst that hee 
By no man interrupted but goes free. 
His fooles coate now is in better case, 
Then he which yesterday had so much Grace: 
Changes of Times surely cannot be small, 
When Jesters rise and Archbishops fall. 1 17 
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In all of these satirical attacks on Laud then, dreams were a prominent feature 
demonstrating his sinfulness based on the accurate predictions of dreams. 
Ironically, considering the role of dreams in anti-Laudian satire, Laud himself 
displayed a deep-seated fascination with dreams in his own diary and took pains to record 
many of them in detail. Though he outwardly dismissed their significance Laud was 
clearly troubled by their uncontrollable and elusive nature. Reid Barbour has suggested 
that the reason dreams were so troubling for Laud was because of his lack of control over 
them. This set them up in direct contrast to the liturgies and ceremonies which he could 
control in their every detail. ' 18 Indeed, many of his dreams reveal a paralysing fear of 
losing control and descending into disorder. "I dreamed that Parliament was removed to 
Oxford; " he wrote, "the Church undone: some old courtiers came in to see me, and jeered: 
I went to St. John's, and there I founds the roof off from some parts of the College, and 
the walls cleft, and ready to fall down. " 119 In another, "my imagination ran altogether 
upon the Duke of Buckingham, his servants, and family. All seemed to be out of order. " 120 
In one particularly revealing dream he was asked to perform a wedding but could not find 
the service book, "and in my own book, which I had, I could not find the Order of 
Marriage. " 12 1 For Laud, the liturgy was the very epitome of order and stability, but his 
dreams perverted this stability into chaos and confusion. 122 
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The Puritan parliamentarian William Prynne was probably the driving force 
behind making Laud's dreams famous. 123 As a result of his previous clashes with Laud, 
the stumps of Prynne's ears were shorn off in the pillory, and he was branded on the 
cheeks with the letters S. L., meaning "seditious libeller, " which Prynne, however, 
interpreted as "stigmata laudis. " Upon the meeting of the Long Parliament in 1640, 
Prynne was released from prison and immediately set about exacting his revenge on Laud. 
The Archbishop, who had been incarcerated in 1640, found his old enemy leading the 
prosecution against him at his 1644 trial. Prynne took great pains to extract as much 
evidence as possible from the public and private writings of the Archbishop. Many of the 
-1 -- dreams Laud had recorded in his Diary were recounted with vindictive delight by Prynne 
at the prelate's trial. "What a superstitious observer, and diligent Register he was, of his 
owne idle drearnes, 1' he crowed, "and how ominous some of them have proved. " Prynne 
had it both ways; he discredited Laud's recording of his dreams as superstitious, but also 
took note of some that proved prophetic. Indeed, so significant were the prescient 
elements of Laud's dreams that Prynne frequently returned to the fact that Laud had taken 
"special notice of sundry Dreames, Presages and Omens of his owne downfall. " 124 In one 
instance the prosecution reported a dream of Laud's rise to and fall from power in church 
and state. Laud himself denied ever having the dream, pointing out that he had recorded 
too many dreams not to have recorded such a significant one. Even if he had had the 
dream he would not, he pointed out to Prynne, have told it to a subversive like him. As for 
his other dreams, they were nothing but "wild fancy" and their interpretation was empty 
123 On Prynne's relationship with Laud see Wallace, Puritans and Predestination, 122. 
124 William Prynne, A breviate of the life of VVilliam Laud, Arch-bishop of Canterbury extracted (for the 
mostpart) verbatim, out of his owne diary, and other writings, under his owne hand (London, 1644), 34- 
35. 
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speculation: "Lords, if I had had any such dream, 'tis no proof of anything against me. 
Dreams are not in the power of him that hath them, but in the unruliness of the fancy, 
which in broken sleeps wanders which way it pleases. " 125 For Laud guilt had to be 
intentional because of the lack of control he had over them, dreams could not be used to 
demonstrate guilt. 
Though Laud outwardly rejected the unruly fancies of his sleep, many royalists 
did not. The royalist physician Thomas Browne provides a good example of the kinds of 
arguments that were acceptable to a significant proportion of both royalists and 
parliamentarians in the early 1640s. In his famous Religio Medici, Browne insisted on the 
close relationship between sleep and divine inspiration: "It is the ligation of sense, but the 
liberty of reason", he wrote, "the slumber of the body seems to be but the waking of the 
SOUI.,, 
126 He argued that sleep, because it was shut off from bodily concems, was also shut 
off from the cares of the terrestrial world, leaving the soul in closer contact with spiritual 
beings such as angels and demons. There was "little reason to doubt" the existence of 
demonic dreams, yet the fact that there should be divine dreams was "unreasonably 
doubted" by writers such as Aristotle. "Why may there not be angelical? " he asked, "If 
there be guardian spirits, they may not be inactively about us in sleep, but may sometimes 
order our dreams, and many strange hints, instigations, or discoveries which are so 
amazing to us, may arise from such foundations. " 
127 Nonetheless he accepted the fact that 
there were inescapable problems in discerning genuinely divine dreams from those natural 
dreams which rerun the actions of the day. "The phantasms of sleep do commonly walk in 
the great road of natural and animal dreams, " he wrote, "wherein the thoughts or actions 
125 Laud, The history of the troubles, 4: 365. 
126 Sir Thomas Browne, Religio Medici, W. A. Greenhill, ed (London, 1923), 117. 
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of the day are acted over and echoed in the night. " 128 For this reason "Pious persons 
whose thoughts are daily busied about heaven and the blessed state thereof, can hardly 
escape the nightly phantasm of it, which though sometimes taken for illuminations or 
divine dreams, yet rightly perpended may prove but animal vision and natural night 
scenes of their waking contemPlations. " 129 , Who can therefore wonder, " Browne 
continued, "that Chrysostome should dream of St. Paul who daily read his Epistles; or that 
Cardan whose head was so taken up about the stars should dream that his soul was in the 
moon! " Clearly, it was not easy to tell day-to-day dreams from those which genuinely 
contained divine messages of the sort he himself hoped for, 
While I do rest, my soul advance 
Make my sleep a holy trance: 
That 1 may, my rest being wrought, 
Awake into some holy thought, 
And with as active vigour run 
My course as doth the nimble sun. 
130 
Nevertheless, support for prophetic dreams among Anglican royalists was fast 
disappearing in response to the upsurge in sectarian prophecies. Browne himself revised 
his Religio Medici in light of recent political events; in particular he strengthened his anti- 
Sectarian arguments and emphasised his orthodox Anglicanism - though he left his 
passages supporting dreams relatively untouched. 131 In the same period, the liberal use of 
dreams for a variety of royalist, parliamentary and sectarian causes also meant that dreams 
became heavily associated with civil and religious disorder. This connection was also 
parodied in the anonymous pamphlet Mercurius Somniosus which mockingly presented 
127 Sir Thomas Browne, "On Dreams" in ed., Geoffrey Keynes, Works (London, 1964), 342-346. 
128 Ibid. 345. 
129 Ibid. 345. 
130 Ibid. 345. 
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"little CVPID" sent by "Drousie Morpheus, " who "bends his Bowe at Princes, and 
sometimes wounds persons of meaner faculties; but misses none at whom his fancy invits 
him to shoot. " After presenting dreams to the king's chamberlain and to some members of 
parliament while they lay asleep in Westminster, Cupid turned his attention to "colonell 
No-Fight; " who "amongst some other visions presseth him with this Dreame; that his 
couzen Seýf-Good, had brought him a commission to stay at home and receive pay, whilst 
his captain Lieutenant led on the Regiment which did please his humour well, that he 
might sleep securely whilest others did his duty. " Next Cupid "whispers in a Malignant 
Citizens eare, " and caused him to dream "that the cavaliers were come to London, and 
had massakred the members of Parliament ... and putting men women and children, all to 
the sword. " The 'malignant citizen' dreamed that he "cursed the Puritane Dogs ... But the 
cavaliers regarded none of his complements but went on in a resolute manner, sparing 
neither one nor other ... tooke his wife and ravished her, abused his daughter to death 
before his face, dasht out the braines of his children, and fired his house about his eares, 
and as they were going to cut his throat he awaked. , 132 The dreams mentioned in this text 
served as a device to illustrate how easily men could be deceived into exacerbating civil 
disorder: the malignant citizen was angered by his dream of the cruelties of the cavaliers, 
while colonel 'no-fight' was tempted into relinquishing his duty by his pleasant dream of 
being able to "stay at home and receive pay". 
Despite such satirical attacks, in the following years, prophetic dreams were 
frequently supplied in support of a variety of causes. Cromwell was reported to have 
131 For details see R. H. Robbins, 'Browne, Sir Thomas (1605-1682)', Oxford Dictionary of National 
Biography, Oxford University Press, 2004 [http: //www. oxforddnb. com/view/article/3702, accessed 7 Nov 
20071. 
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dreamt of an angelic woman who told him that he would one day become the most 
powerful man in the England. 133 In a pro -parliamentary pamphlet Charles I was said to 
have had a terrifying dream of his death. The anonymous text related "His Majesties 
terrible dreame on Sunday night last concerning the anny; dictated and delivered to the 
lords, knights, and gentlemen, attending his royal person on Munday Novem. 27. " It was 
reported that "his Majesties royall Breast was possest with a labyrinth of sorrows, and 
could eat no supper" whereupon "he fell into slumber, dreaming of certain terrible and 
fearfull visions. " These 'visions' (again conflated with dreams), unsurprisingly, were 
"that a party of armed men had conspired together, to bereave him of his life. " The fact, 
however, that this dream was recorded, purportedly "dictated to divers of the Lords and 
Gentlemen attending his Royall person the next morning" was significant. According to 
this source, upon telling the dream to his attendants, the king also then entreated them to 
"ecchoe up their supplications and prayers to the Almighty Jehovah, for his present 
deliverance from the hands of his Enemies. " 134 This 'terrible dreame' was reported at the 
height of the king's troubles in 1648, a year before his execution, and was propaganda 
demonstrating the hopelessness of the royalist cause and presumably promoting the view 
that the king should capitulate to parliamentary demands. For this pamphlet, it was the 
royalists whose "actions and designs tendeth only to the subversion and obstruction of 
Englands peace and tranquility, " the king's bad dreams were just judgements for his own 
actions, if he saw reason he would not have continued to suffer in this way. 
132 Anon., Mercurius Somniosus communicating his packet of intelligenceftom the severall watches of 
divers parts of the kingdome ... and collections qfstrange 
dreames, such as are not usually committed to the 
presse (London, 1644), 1-12. 
133 John Aubrey, Three Prose Works (Sussex, 1972), 43. 
134 England and Wales: Sovereign (Charles 1), His Majesties declaration sent to Lieuteunt Generall 
Cromwel, concerning the Lord Generall Fairfax, and the army ... Also, His Majesties terrible 
dreame on 
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Likewise, James Douglas's account of the Scottish king's dream provided a 
message on which the king should act in order to avoid danger. The king dreamt "he 
espyed a poor Spider, with one Crown, as it were hanging over its head, transcending and 
working her self lower and lower by Cobweb-thread, and, and at last he espyed two 
Crowns at the end of the thread; and the Spider endeavouring to work her self down to 
them, imediately fell and lost all. " Douglas "the prophetical Scot", who could tell his 
jailer what the king had dreamed without having previously been told, interpreted the 
dream to mean "that he should never wear the Crown of England, and Ireland, &c. " What 
appeared to him "by apparition in a Dream" (another conflation of apparition and dream), 
the king took to mean "That upon the adventuring of one Crown, to gain two, he was very 
doubtful he should hazard the losse of three , 
&C. -)i]35 The dream was thus symbolic, 
warning the king not to attempt to rule England and Ireland as well as Scotland. Douglas' 
interpretation was heavily bound up with his political convictions. In the same pamphlet 
he argued against ruling from divine right, it was "unnatural, irrational, sinful, wicked, 
unjust, devilish and tyrannical" for a king to "endeavour to appropriate and assume unto 
himself the office and sovereignity of God, who alone doth, and is to rule. " Thus this 
dream referred to the specific political problems faced by Charles 11, who was crowned 
King of Scotland in 1651 and led an anny into England, suffering defeat at Worcester in 
the same year. And it was particularly relevant to those who strengthened their arguments 
in favour of republicanism in the wake of Cromwell's victory at Dunbar in 1650. 
Sunday night last concerning the army; dictated and delivered to the lords, knights, and gentlemen, 
attending his royalperson on Munday Novem. 27 (London, 1648), 6. 135 James Douglas, A strange and wonderful prophesie of Mr Douglas a Scotchman; written by his own 
hand, andsent to their Young kingjull of wonder and admiration (London, 1651), 4-6, 
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Thus, in cases like those above, dreams were used as evidence for specific 
political claims. In the period that followed, however, it appears the very assertion of the 
continued existence of divine dreams had significant political import. In 1658 the 
Presbyterian minister, Philip Goodwin discussed the interpretation of dreams in his The 
Mystery of Dreames, historically discoursed. For Goodwin dreams continued to provide 
divine messages in much the same way as for Hill, Browne and Gonzalo. "Dreames 
properly so taken, " he wrote,, "wherein God, under the kingdom of Christ, may make 
known his mercifull mind unto the sonnes of men. , 136 Goodwin's assertion that divine 
dreams continued to occur in contemporary times was based on the standard argument 
(used by Hill, Browne and Gonzalo) that "When the body is most still and lying at rest in 
the bed, the Soul is most stirring and laborious in business, and this its ever waking 
activity, is its admirable excellency, honour and dignity. " 137 1 doubt not but divers of 
God's dear Saints in these secret workings of their sanctified souls, " Goodwin continued, 
"have many sweet caelestial sights, when the eyes of their bodies be close shut upon their 
sleeping beds, and see not. " 138 This argument was based firmly on Scriptural warnings 
which Goodwin listed - such as Mary and Joseph's injunction "in a Drearne, [that] they 
should not return to Herod. " 
139 
On the other hand, he also acknowledged that there had been many deluding 
dreams. The Anabaptist Muntzer's false prophecy, for instance, began with his 
unorthodox thought and were then exacerbated by his deluding dreams: "Those parties of 
Muncer practised first began with opposing opinions in point of Baptisme against the 
136 Philip Goodwin, The mystery of dreames, historically discoursed; or A treatise; wherein is clearly 
discovered, the secret yet certain good or evil, the inconsidered andyet assured truth orfalsity, virtue or 
vanity, misery or mercy, of mens differing dreames (London, 1658), 18. 137 
Ibid. 40. 
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publike Magistracy and Ministry; and after encouraged with delusive Dreames, thay 
proceeded to such pernicious practices as proved their ruine. " 140 It was for this reason that 
God did not send dreams to Luther: "Luther reports, that he on the other side, often prayed 
to God, that God would not speak any thing to him in Dreames. And that he covenanted 
with God, that in Dreames God would not send to him any of his mind. " God did this to 
"oppose the practice of men, who in his daies pretended divers things from God in 
Dreams full of fallacies and falsities; therein many were Deluders, and many deluded; 
with which he was much affected, and oft sore assaulted.... [and] ... to advance the 
prescripts of God in his written word. .. ). )14 
1 Divine dreams were rare but they had not 
ceased. In answer to those who quoted Hebrews I Goodwin wrote: "As in former times 
when God spoke by Drearnes and Visions, God then spoke also by his sonne, though not 
so apparently: so in these last dayes when God speaks by his sonne, he may also speak by 
visions and Dreams, though not so ftequently. " 142 His arguments that God sent warning 
dreams to individuals when their senses were shut up in sleep, and that this belief was 
supported by Scripture, was common to earlier works on the topic - such as Browne's or 
Gonzalo's. 
In addition to this, however, his work attempted to extend orthodox spiritual 
injunctions about behaviour and morality into potentially deviant thoughts - and this was 
not supported by these authors. This difference lay in Goodwin's Calvinist emphasis on 
138 Ibid. 22. 
139 Ibid. 16 1. 
140 Ibid. 67. 
141 Ibid. 2 1. 
142 Ibid. 166. 
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sin. 143 Whereas for Luther dreams had presented men with delusions and temptations, for 
Jean Calvin men bore the responsibility for their 'filthy' and sinful dreams. Goodwin took 
into account both the tempting and sinful types of dreams but placed particular emphasis 
on the latter. Individuals, he argued, should endeavour to maintain control over their 
sleeping thoughts as well as their waking. For him "all the daies of our lives" ought to be 
spent doing holy duties and praying so that at night individuals would be blessed by visits 
from God: "To improve and pursue such Dreames is a duty. As soon as we are up, to 
begin good deeds in the day, that may accomplish the good God gave in the night. " 144 
Waking and sleeping thoughts and actions were intimately connected and therefore 
individuals ought to "walk with God while we are awake, that he may the more meet us in 
our sleep. " 145 Only prayer in the day-time could guard against sinful "imaginations and 
thoughts, " the "evil of which do not directly reach to the wronging and defiling of 
others. " 146 For Goodwin sin did not have to be intentioned or acted out; it had simply to 
be thought, a viewpoint which reflected an extreme version of the attitude of all Puritans 
to dreams. 
147 
For Anglicans this was a bold step. For them it was fairly standard to insist that 
dreams were beyond the control of the dreamer and that individuals should not be held 
responsible for their sleeping thoughts. As we have seen, Archbishop Laud used just this 
argument against the admission of his dreams as evidence at his trial. Even staunch 
supporters of supernaturally-inspired dreams such as Thomas Browne argued that dreams 
143 See Nigel Smith, Perfection Proclaimed- Language and Literature in English Radical Religion 1640-60 
(Oxford, 1989), 77-78. On the development of Calvinism in this period see Wallace, Puritans and 
Predestination, 132-42. 
144 Goodwin, The mystery ofdreames, 22. 145 Ibid. 22. 
146 
Ibid. 81. 
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might very well flit across a range of divine, sexual or sinful subjects; but that it was an 
individual's actions or claims based on these dreams once awake that were sinful. 
Goodwin's unorthodox views did not go unnoticed. Although he had written a series of 
fairly conventional works on piety and religious practice between 1649 and 1658, The 
Mystery of Dreames published at the end of this period in 1658 stood out for its 
innovation and was probably a sign of his move towards more unorthodox religious 
doctrine. Only sixteen years since Browne's Religio Medici had met with critical acclaim, 
Goodwin's text on dreams met with a much less favourable reception. His assertion of the 
continued existence of divine dreams in contemporary times, which was very similar to 
Browne's own arguments, along with his more radical ideas concerning the relationship 
between dreams and sin were indicative of his unconventional views, and as we saw in the 
previous chapter, in June 1661 Goodwin was ejected from his Watford post as vicar for 
nonconformity. 148 Clearly after the Restoration in 1660, Puritan ministers, especially 
those urging the acceptance of contemporary prophetic dreams, were unacceptable to the 
Anglican authorities. 
lnterestingly in the same period, in around 1657, another Hertfordshire 
nonconformist John Janeway also insisted that prophetic dreams were a continued 
presence. On one occasion he witnessed the coming of the day of judgement: 
I heard terrible cracks of thunder, and saw dreadful lightnings; the foundations 
of the earth did shake, and the heavens were rolled together as a garment; yea 
all things visible were in a flame; methought I saw the graves opened, and the 
147 On the Puritan attitude to God's intervention in human affairs see Wallace, Puritans and Predestination, 
1-5. 
148 Unfortunately little is known about this incident. See H. R. French, 'Goodwin, Philip (d. 1667)', Oxford 
Dictionary of National Biography, Oxford Uinversity Press, 2007 
[http: //www. oxforddnb. com/view/article/10995, accessed 22 March 2007]. 
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earth and sea giving up their dead; methought I beheld millions of angels and Christ coming in the clouds. 149 
Then God appeared on his throne: 
his garments were white as snow, and the hair of his head was like pure 
wool ... and I cried out 'I have waited for thy salvation, 0 God', and so I 
mounted into the air, to meet my Lord in the clouds. 150 
This also provides us with an indication that Goodwin's views may have had much in 
common with other nonconformists within his Hertfordshire parish. 151 
Women Prophets and the Sects 
It was during the extraordinary and unprecedented events of the 1640s that the 
sects which included Baptists, Fifth Monarchists and Quakers, began to increase 
significantly in number. ' 52 The Quakers were by far the largest of these groups with as 
many as 50,000 converts across England by 1660.153 Each of these communities had 
different concerns: the Baptists insisted upon full body baptism, the Fifth Monarchists 
expounded millenarian views, while the Quakers felt the 'inner light' of God move them 
in ecstasies, trances and dreams. Despite obvious differences, they had much in common. 
149 John Janeway, Invisibles, realities, demonstrated in the holy life and triumphant death of Mr John 
Janeway, fellow ofKing's College (London, 1673), 96. On Janeway see Stephen Wright, 'Janeway, John 
(1633-1657)', Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, Oxford University Press, 2004 
[http: //www. oxforddnb. com/view/article/14652, accessed 30 Oct 2007]. 
150 Janeway, Invisibles, realities, demonstrated in the holy life and triumphant death of Mr John Janeway, 
96. This also appears with a brief introduction in Dewey Wallace, The Spirituality qf the Later English 
Puritans: An Anthology (Georgia, 1987), 79-99. 
1, I We know that there were nonconformists in Hertfordshire in the 1650s, but we know little of Goodwin's 
involvement with them. See William Urwick, Nonconformity in Hertfordshire (London, 1884). 152 On prophecy and sectarianism see Nigel Smith, Perfection Proclaimed- Language andLiterature in 
English Radical Religion 1640-60 (Oxford, 1989); Thomas, Religion and the Decline of Magic, 128-46; 
Hill, The World Turned Upside Down, 87-106 and Sue J. Wiseman, "'I Saw No Angel': Civil War Dreams 
and the History of Dreaming", in Sue Wiseman, Katharine Hodgkin, Michelle O'Callaghan, eds., Reading 
the Early Modern Dream: The Terrors of the Night (London, 2007). 
153 John Coffey, Persecution and Toleration in Protestant England, 1558-1689 (London, 2000), 153. 
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For instance, most argued that the state should have no power in ecclesiastical matters, 
and that each congregation should be independent, managing its own affairs without the 
interference of external, national ecclesiastical bodies. In addition to this, all of these 
groups placed great emphasis on the immediate contact of the individual with God, 
unmediated by any priest. It was the responsibility of each believer, man or woman, to 
stand vigil over their own spiritual wellbeing and pay attention to the working of God in 
their own soul. Along with this went a modification or rejection of the distinction between 
laymen (and sometimes laywomen) and clergymen, and a rejection of the notion of a 
national church. This also entailed a hostility to tithes, which paid the stipends of the 
clergy of the Church of England, and to the universities, which trained them. 
Over the last few decades historians have paid significant attention to the mass of 
visionary publications that came from a fascinating minority of sectarian prophets and 
visionaries. A number of these focus on female prophets, a topic that was also highly 
significant for contemporaries. 154 Texts that ranged from sermons and Biblical 
commentaries to works on chastity all found it necessary to comment on why God would 
see fit to give women the gift of prophecy. Some argued against this possibility. The 
Puritan William Prynne, for instance, rallied against such "Quaking female 
prophetesses,... who ... out of a pretended zeal of propagating 
the Gospel ... presumed to 
wander abroad, and preach publicly in England and elsewhere to women and others. " 
This was, he suggested, "beyond the modesty of their sex", therefore, citing I Corinthians 
154 Studies of sectarian women prophets include Phyllis Mack, "The Prophet and Her Audience: Gender 
and Knowledge in the World Turned Upside Down, " in Geoff Eley and William Hunt, eds., Reviving the 
English Revolution. - Reflections and Elaborations on the Work of Christopher Hill (London, 1988); Phyllis 
Mack, "Women as Prophets During the Civil War, " Feminist Studies, 8 (1982), 19-45; Christine Berg and 
Phillipa Berry, "Spiritual Whoredom: An Essay on Female Prophets in the Seventeenth Century, " in 
Francis Barker, ed., 1642: Literature and Power in the Seventeenth Century (Essex, 1981), 3 7-54; Keith 
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14: 34-37, he emphatically wamed, "Letyour women keep silence in your Churches ... FOR 
IT IS NOT PERMITTED UNTO THEM TO SPEAK. 11155 Prophetesses were under 
suspicion most of all. The weaker sex, more inclined to sin than their male counterparts, 
they were often dismissed as fraudulent, mad, deluded or assessed as witches. As Mack 
writes, female visionaries were "a source of profound confusion to their audiences" and 
their activities were "frequently co-opt[ed]", so that they could be, "perceived as witch or 
criminal at the moment when her activities began to threaten people in high places or at 
the moment when attributing extraordinary powers to her would distract attention from 
others who might be vulnerable to persecution. " 156 
However, some, such as the Quaker George Fox, wrote in support of women 
prophets. "All those that Quench the Spirit, and hate the Light of Christ, and have the 
form of Godliness, and deny the power, they are to be turned away from; they are not Fit 
to Preach neither in Nations, or in publick Assemblies: " he wrote, "but those that are led 
by the spirit of God, Male or Female, are not to be Limited or Quenched'. Numerous 
Biblical examples were cited in support of his case: "were not Mirjam and Huldah 
Prophets in the Assembly? " he asked, "And to whom did Philip's four Daughters 
Prophesie and did not Mwy Magdalen Preach Christs Resurrection to the Assembly of the 
, 4, oStj ?. ), 
157 
d"IF es Similarly, nearly a century earlier John 
Bridges justified women prophets 
through Biblical example. "When GOD chose Debora unto the ministery of iudging, " he 
wrote: 
Thomas, "Women and the Civil War Sects, " Past and Present, 13 (1958), 42-62; and Ethyn Morgan 
Williams, "Women Preachers in the Civil War, " Journal of Modern History, I (1929), 561-9. 
155 William Prynne, The Quakers Unmasked, and Clearly Detected to Be But the Spawn ofRomanish Frogs 
(London, 1655), 18. 
156 Mack, Visionary Women, 77. 
157 George Fox, A New-England-fire-brand quenched being something in answer unto a lying, slanderous, 
entituled, George Fox digged out of his burrows, &c (London, 1678), 58. 
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being in her kinde weake, forthwith he made her renowned and noble in the gift 
of prophesying ... Neither was this onely woman endued with the spirit of 
prophecie, for wee reade also in the holy Scriptures, that other women were so 
instructed with the holy ghost Marie the sister of Moses, Anna the mother of Samuel, Holda in the time of king losias, were Prophetesses. And in the new 
Testament (to passe in silence the virgine Mary, Elizabeth John his mother, and 
Anna Phanuels daughter: the daughters also of Philip) the Deacon,... were 
Prophetesses. 158 
The Bible, the most important of early modem authorities, was clearly the best source for 
arguments concerning women prophets. 
However, the extent to which these authors felt it necessary to justify the existence 
of authentic prophetesses suggests that, like Prynne, many Protestants did not see women 
as obvious candidates for such experiences. In fact by implication it seems that God was 
expected to choose men more often than women as vessels for divine dreams. 
Contemporaries therefore took some pains in their attempts to justify the existence of 
female prophets. Leonardus Lessius suggested that it was a reward for virginity. "An 
innumerable multitude of Virgins presently followed the example of our B. Lady, in so 
much that one howse, to wit of Philip the deacon, had 4. Daughters remayning virgins, as 
it is manifest out of the Acts of the Apostles chap. 2 1. Who also were indued with the 
spirit of Prophecy, " which, he wrote, "as S. Hierome witnesseth in his Epistle to 
Demetriades, was granted them as a reward of their Virginity. 11159 Richard Greenham 
asserted that God made female prophets in order to shame men: "For God can, and doth 
often raise up young men to shame the aged, " he explained, "as it may be thought he hath 
done even in our dales: but this was never ordinarie, neither yet ought it to be. Women 
158 John Bridges, A defence of the government established in the Church of Englandefor ecclesiasticall 
matters contayning an answere unto a treatise called, The learned discourse of eccl. Government (London, 
1587), 713. 
159Leonardus Lessius, The treasure of vowed chastity in secular persons Saint-Omer (London, 1621), 37- 
38. 
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were not ordinarily admitted to this function, yet God to shew his power and to shame 
men, doth sometimes raise women Prophetesses. " 160 Raising up a weak imperfect woman 
to the status of a prophet was an impressive demonstration of God's power. 
Of course, another major reason for the acceptance of female prophets was the fact 
that divine dreams and prophecies came from God and were thus outside the dreamer's 
control. This meant that the notion that women could be vessels for messages from God 
did not necessarily conflict with pejorative assessments of their faculties, God had, after 
all, sent his Word to the poor and ignorant in Biblical times. Given this, the successful 
female prophet was invariably described as mute and stupid, empty of everything but 
God. For instance, one pamphlet described "A True and Faithful Warning from the Lord 
God, Sounded through Me, a Poor Despised Earthen Vessel", another cited "a Message 
from God by a Dumb Woman", while a further prophetess was described by a supporter 
as "the foolish vessel ... 
base, contemptible, and despised in the eyes of lofty men that 
must be laid low. " 161 This was also based on the ancient Christian tradition which linked 
opposites of high and low, strength and weakness in order to heighten the sense of divine 
power and reflect the doctrine that the last will be first. 1 62 
The appearance of such divine dreams and visions in women was also acceptable 
because they traditionally only occurred when all corporeal concerns (including gender 
identities) were subjugated - during sleep, in trances, sicknesses, when no food or drink 
160 Richard Greenham, The workes of the reverend andfaithfull servant ofJesus Christ M Richard 
Greenham (London, 1612), 227. 
161 Dewance Morey, A True and Faithful Warningfrom the Lord God, Sounded through Me, a Poor 
Despised Earthen Vessel, unto all the inhabitants of England, who are yet in their Sins (London, ? ), title 
page; Elinor Channel, A Messagefrom God, By a Dumb Woman to his Highness Lord Protector (London, 
1653), title page; and Katherine Evans described by Daniel Baker in Katharine Evans, and Sarah Cheevers, 
This is a short relation qfsome qf the cruel sufferings (for the truths sake) of Katharine Evans & Sarah 
Chevers in the inquisition of the isle of Malta (London, 1662), 2. 
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had been taken or when the dreamer was near death. Anna Trapnel experienced night-time 
visions in dreams or trance-like states. She delivered her prophecies "lying in bed with her 
eyes shut, " and she remained in bed from the "7 day of the month to the 19 day of the 
same month; in all 12 dayes together. " 163 Like the medieval saints described by Caroline 
Bynum and Rudolph Bell, "she neither eat nor drank" for the first five days and took only 
a little sustenance for the rest of the time. 164 The denial of the body in order to achieve 
transcendence was a strong theme in this literature and was advocated by Browne, 
Gonzalo and Goodwin. Indeed the juxtaposition of body and spirit can be seen in 
examples like Trapnel's which necessitated the incapacitation of outward, bodily 
concerns. Dreams were of course already a prime example of experiences that, since they 
occurred while the body was at rest, seemingly subjugated corporeal activity. 165 
Like Trapnel, a fifteen-year-old Puritan girl named Sarah Wight described a series 
of illnesses, visions and dreams which appeared to block out sensory concerns. The bulk 
of her dreams occurred between February and September 1647 and her account of her 
experiences was published in the same year in the lengthy Exceeding riches of grace 
advanced by the spirit of grace, in an empty nothing creature, viz. Mis Sarah Wight. As 
with Trapnel, her godly credentials were emphasised; raised by her paternal grandmother 
162 See Mack, Visionary Women, 32. See also Rosalie L. Colic, Paradoxica Epidemica. - The Renaissance 
Tradition of Paradox (Princeton, 1966), 24-26. 
163 Anna Trapnel, Strange and wonderful newesfrom White-hall, or, The mighty visions proceedingfrom 
Mistris Anna Trapnel to divers collonels, ladies, and gentlemen, concerning the government of the 
commonwealth qfEngland, Scotland, andIreland (London, 1654), 3. For an account of Trapnel's 
prophesying see Champlin Burrage, "Anna Trapnel's Prophecies, " The English Historical Review, 26 
(1911), 526-535. 
164 See Caroline Walker Bynum, Holy Feast and Holy Fast. - The Religious Significance ofFood to 
Medieval Women (Berkeley, 1987) and Rudolph M. Bell, Holy Anorexia (Chicago, 1985). 
165 For a further example of this see Abiezer Coppe, A Fiery Flying Roll: A Wordftom the Lord to all the 
great ones of the Earth, whom this may concern: being the last warning piece at the drea4ful Day of 
Judgement, for now the Lord is come to 1. informe 2. advise and warne 3. charge 4. judge and sentence the 
Great Ones (London, 1649), 82. 
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she was said to have grown up "well trained up in the Scriptures. " 166 In addition to this, 
the text also contained eyewitness testimonials, including that of her Independent, and 
later Particular Baptist, pastor, Henry Jessey, in whose name the book was published. 
Sarah's illness began when she returned to her mother's care at the age of nine in 1643 
and during the next four years Jessey visited their home almost daily and witnessed more 
than sixty ministers try to alleviate her suffering. 
In February 1647 Sarah's spiritual agitation intensified, spawning a rash of 
-1 - dramatic suicide attempts. Like Trapnel, she ceased eating and drinking, and on 27 March 
was apparently struck blind and deaf It was at this time that she began to experience 
dreams and trances during some of which she quoted texts from Scripture; visiting 
ministers recorded these expositions verbatim. She appeared to be dying, and by 19 April, 
with the restoration of her sight and hearing, she seemed at peace. Her dreams and 
visions, however, began to wane. Clearly, the subjugation of her body, in sleep, by 
refusing food and by being struck both blind and deaf, as well as appearing to be close to 
death, were the defining characteristics of genuinely divine visions. For sixty-five days 
Wight had fasted and remained in bed; on II June, following a dream that she would eat, 
arise, and walk again, according to the story in Mark ch. 5, she ate her first meal and was 
able to leave her bed. A fortnight later she was able to walk again, and by the end of 
September she was entirely restored to health. Her dreams, however, had ceased. 
Of course, the ultimate in bodily transcendence was death, and short of actually 
dying prophets had to make do with states which mimicked death such as sickness, sleep, 
166 Henry Jessey, The exceeding riches qfgrace advanced by the spirit ofgrace, in an empty nothing 
creature, viz. Mris Sarah Wight (London, 1647), 5. See Karen O'Dell Bullock, 'Wight, Sarah (b. 163 1)', 
Oxford Dictionary ofNational Biography, Oxford University Press, 2004 
[http: //www. oxforddnb. com/view/article/69143, accessed 30 Oct 2007] and Barbara Ritter Dailey, "The 
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trances and comas. In some cases prophets actually came back from the dead to reveal the 
secrets they had received from beyond. One simple Nottinghamshire countryman's 
daughter, for instance, inexplicably died and, having been made ready for burial, suddenly 
woke up and delivered her message from the grave: "0 people full of contempt ... before 
God, we are all alike ... poor and rich ... therefore repent" before returning permanently to 
the condition of a pious corpse. ' 67 There were many examples like this which associated 
death with an ability to commune with God. As Browne had put it in 1642, when a person 
is on their death-bed they begin to reveal dreamt of truths that are "a strain above 
mortality. " Numerous Quaker prophets provided corroboration for this idea in pamphlets 
which revealed their dying dreams -a phenomenon that continued well into the 
eighteenth century. Joan Whitrow was constantly near death at the time of her prophecies 
and her treatise of 1677 was entitled The Work of God in a Dying Maid, Thomas and Ann 
Camm recounted in 1684 the appearance of God in an eight-year-old girl "upon Her 
Dying Bed", while Alice Hayes' Legacy, or Widow'S Mite of 1723 included an account of 
her "Dying Sayings. " 168 
Prophets then, self-consciously set their claims up in direct contrast to the 
evidence of the senses. This was the reason that prophecies frequently appeared near 
death, in comas, in sleep and in dreams and why accounts also emphasised the prophet's 
lack of sensory input. Welsh millenarian prophet Arise Evans, who edited the mute Elinor 
Visitation of Sarah Wight: Holy Carnival and the Revolution of the Saints in Civil War London, " Church 
History, 55 (1986), 438-455. 
167 Anon., The Wondeýfull Workes of God Shewed. by a Prophesie of a Poore Country-mans Daughter in 
Nottingham-shire, November Last, 1641 (London, 164 1), 1. 
168 Joan Whitrowe, Rebecca Travers, Ann Martin and Sarah Ellis, The Work of God in a Dying Maid 
(London, 1677); Thomas Camm and Ann Camm, The Admirable and Glorious Appearance of the Eternal 
God, in his Glorious Power, in and through a Child, of the Age of betwixt Eight and Nine Years, upon her 
Dying Bed (London, 1684); and Alice Hayes, A Legacy, or Widow's Mite: Left by Alice Hayes, to Her 
Children and Others, with an Account ofHer Dying Sayings (London, 1723). 
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Channel's visions for publication in 1653, wrote that she was: "very sensible and 
profound in what she spake to me, as she said, when she is dumb, all her senses are taken 
up, and then the matter which troubles her mind, is dictated and made plain to her by the 
spirit of God; and when she comes to herself she has it by heart. " 169 It was only when all 
her senses were shut up that God's messages were revealed and 'made plain' to her. The 
lack of bodily influence indicated the machinations of spiritual forces: the shutting up of 
the senses, the intense privacy of dream-states and the lack of corporeal or worldly input 
was what made such prophecies convincing. 
Critiques of Prophetic Dreams 
In several passages of his Leviathan, Thomas Hobbes famously argued that 
alleged prophets were dangerous precisely because the private, personal nature of their 
experiences made it near impossible to independently verify their claims: 
For if a man pretend to me that God hath spoken to him supernaturally, and 
immediately, and I make doubt of it, I cannot easily perceive what argument he 
can produce to oblige me to believe it ... to say that 
God hath spoken to him in 
the Holy Scripture is not to say God hath spoken to him immediately, but by 
mediation of the prophets, or of the Apostles, or of the Church, in such manner 
as He speaks to all other Christian men. To say He hath spoken to him in a 
dream is no more than to say he dreamed that God spake to him; which is not 
of force to win belief from any man that knows dreams are for the most part 
natural, and may proceed from former thoughts; and such dreams as that, from 
self-conceit, and foolish arrogance, and false opinion of a man's own 
goodliness, or virtue, by which he thinks he hath merited the favour of 
extraordinary revelation. 170 
169 Elinor Channel, A Messagefrom God, By a Dumh Woman to his Highness Lord Protector (London, 
1653), 7. 
170 Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, (London, 1651), 233. 
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This problem was, as we have seen, only compounded by the difficulty of "discerning of a 
man's dream from his waking thoughts ... when by some accident we observe not that we 
have slept. " 171 "Consequently, " Hobbes continued, "men had need to be very circumspect, 
and wary, in obeying the voice of man, that pretending himself a Prophet, requires us to 
obey God in that way, which he in Gods name telleth us to be the way to happinesse. " 172 
Hobbes argued that we should be deeply concerned about "evil men", who were 
willing to say anything to deceive people so long as "it serves their turn, though they think 
it untrue. " It was the "part of a wise man, to believe them no further, than right reason 
makes that which they say, appear credible. " In light of this, men and women should aim 
to destroy all sources of deception and superstition, including "prognostics from dreams, 
false prophecies, and many other things depending thereon, " by which, "crafty ambitious 
n, k 
173 
persons abuse the simple people. " The radical clerics and prophets of the 1640s and 50s 
based their claims to epistemological superiority on the shutting up of the outward senses, 
yet it was precisely the private basis of their claims that so irritated Hobbes. In Hobbes's 
view, anyone who claimed to be announcing a private revelation would have a very hard 
time quashing objections against them, because there was no-one apart from them who 
could substantiate their claims. We could only take individuals such as Trapnel or Wight's 
word for it that God spoke to each of them in dreams. 
Hobbes's work was written in the aftennath of the English Civil War and was 
therefore primarily concerned with avoiding a repeat of the erroneous sectarian claims 
"' Ibid. 13. 
172 Ibid. 233. 
173 Ibid. 14-15. 
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that appeared at that time. 174 In his 'Six Lessons to the Professors' of 1656, he 
acknowledged that one of the main tasks of the Leviathan had been to assess "what the 
ministers before, and in the beginning of, the civil war, by their preaching and writing did 
contribute thereunto" -a substantial part of which was bolstered by their claims to 
prophetic inspiration. 175 For Hobbes there was a powerful link between the power of 
-1 -- dreams and religious disorder: 
For when Christian men, take not their Christian Sovereign, for Gods Prophet; 
they must either take their owne Dreames, for the Prophecy they mean to be 
governed by, and the turnour of their own hearts for the Spirit of God; or they 
must suffer themselves to bee lead by some strange Prince; or by some of their 
fellow subjects, that can bewitch them, by slaunder of the government, into 
rebellion, without other miracle to confirm their calling, then sometimes an 
extraordinary successe, and humane, reduce all Order, Government, and 
Society, to the first Chaos of Violence, and Civill Warre. 176 
False belief in divine dreams had the potential to lead men and women away from God 
and into civil and religious war, and lawful members of the state ought to trust and obey 
the visible, public sovereign rather than their private fancies. 
Hobbes's general arguments against the force of dream-narratives were not new, 
and everyone who wanted to puncture sectarian claims to superior epistemological 
authority pointed out the difficulties involved in corroborating their claims. For example, 
in the 1620s the Catholic Sir Henry Howard had pointed out the fact that there was "no 
directory rule of distinguishing betweene the certaine and the frivolous, " and that 
174 On the social and political context of Hobbes' argument concerning dreams see "Dreams and Visions" 
in Nigel Smith, Perfection Proclaimed: Language and Literature in English Radical Religion 1640-60 
(Oxford, 1989), 73-103; David Johnston, The rhetoric ofLeviathan. - Thomas Hobbes and the politics of 
cultural transformation (Princeton, 1986); Stephen Priest, The British empiricists: Hobbes to Ayer 
(London, 1990); and Steven Shapin, and Simon Schaffer, Leviathan and the Air Pump: Hobbes, Boyle and 
the Experimental Life (Princeton, 1985). 
175 Hobbes, "Six Lessons to the Savilian Professors of the Mathematics", in English Works, vii, 335. 
176 Ibid. 14-15. 
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diversity of dreams would "cause strife to the Church. " 177 Concerns about deception had 
dogged discussions of prophetic dreams since Biblical times, and Anglican clergymen 
such as George Abbot, along with sceptics such as Francis Bacon, and even staunch 
supporters of contemporary divine dreams such as Thomas Browne, had acknowledged 
the deceptions of false prophecies. Among Hobbes' contemporaries, numerous critics 
described prophets and dreamers as perpetuating deceptions. "There are some of this sort 
who have sometimes such strange Phansies, Dreams and Ecstasies, " Cambridge Platonist 
John Smith wrote, "that they take themselves for Prophets ... and hence they fall 
into great 
conftisions in many Theoretical matters of no small moment. " 178 
Despite this, Hobbes's arguments went beyond those of his contemporaries. For 
many of his critics, the problem with Hobbes' critique of dreams was the fact that his 
arguments appeared to be just as applicable to the example of the Biblical prophets. On 
numerous occasions in the period that followed, Hobbes was accused of 'atheism', 
'sadducism' and 'irreligion' - precisely because his arguments assailed the possibility of 
of any fonn of divine prophecy. "Touching the Prophetical Office of Christ, " Archbishop 
of Armagh John Bramhall wrote in 1657, "1 do much doubt whether he do believe in 
eamest, that there is any such thing as prophecy in the World. " For Hobbes' "maketh very 
little difference between a Prophet and a madman, and a demoniack. " Indeed Brarnhall 
pointed out that Hobbes had argued that even "if there were nothing else (saith he) that 
bewrayed their madnesse, yet that very arrogating such inspiration to themselves, is 
argument enough. " The very fact that prophets claimed to prophesy was evidence enough 
of their imposture. All those that have pretended to have the gift of inspiration were 
177 Howard, A dqfensative against thepoyson qfsupposed Prophecies, 39-40. 
178 John Smith, Select Discourses, 1660 (London, 1660), 190. 
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pernicious to peace, and tending to the dissolution of all civil government. " According to 
Bramhall, Hobbes had taken the unforgivable step of laying open all prophecy - even that 
which appeared in the Bible - to such criticism, and he even appeared to condemn Christ 
himself For he "subjecteth all Prophetical Revelations from God, to the sole pleasure and 
censure of the Soveraign Prince, either to authorize them, or to exauctorate them. So as 
two Prophets prophesying the same thing at the same time, in the dominions of two 
different Princes, the one shall be a true Prophet, the other a false. And Christ who had the 
approbation of no Soveraign Prince, upon his grounds, was to be reputed a false Prophet 
every where. " 179 "Neither doth he use God the holy Ghost more favourably than God the 
Son, " Brarnhall continued, for Hobbes argued that "To say God hath spoken to him in a 
dream, is no more than to say, He dreamed that God spake to him, &c. To say he hath 
seen a vision, or heard a voice, is to say. That he hath dreamed between sleeping and 
waking. " Hobbes's doubt smacked of atheism, something which Bramhall and others 
found deeply disturbing. 
Of course, it was possible to put forward a critique of contemporary dreams, often 
remarkably similar to Hobbes's, while still maintaining the integrity of the Scriptural 
prophets. In 1655 the sceptic and physician Thomas Ady - in a work primarily attacking 
belief in witchcraft - argued that though God had sent many genuine divine messages to 
his prophets, there had also been many false dreams. Certainly "Gods Prophets could tell 
things to come, " but, "God would have his people know, that none could do these things 
truly but himself, by his Prophets, and therefore he would have his people to hearken after 
179 John Bramhall, Castigations of Mr. Hobbes his last animadversions in the case concerning liberty and 
universal necessity wherein all his exceptions about that controversie arefully satisfied (London, 1657), 
476-477. 
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none but his Prophets. " 180 However, "in some cases a man may also declare a Prophetical 
Dream, " he wrote, "and yet be neither a true Prophet, nor a Witch, or false Prophet. " Such 
individuals were "troubled in their phantasies through distemper of body, or other 
distracting occasions hurting their phantasie, " so that, "they imagine that God hath spoken 
to them by Dream, or Vision, or Voyce heard, or by an Angel, and hath bidden them go 
Prophesie such and such things. " 
181 
Furthermore, "this distemper of body may be discemed by the effects, that is, 
Death, or Sickness following within a short time after, if not prevented by the Phisitians; 
also troubled phansie by outward distractions may be discerned by the fore-going 
occasions that have troubled them, and hurt their phansies. " 182 Ady probably had in mind 
those near-death experiences and sicknesses which made up recent accounts of sectarian 
prophecy. Rather than prerequisites for divine inspiration however, he re-interpreted their 
sickness as just that; these individuals were suffering from medical conditions which had 
damaged their imaginative faculties, causing them to believe falsehoods. Ady drew a 
sharp distinction between these sick and medically deluded individuals and those 
enthusiasts who simply lied about their communications from God for personal gain. The 
former "are to be charitably judged of, and not rashly censured, " while the latter deserved 
punishment because of their intent to deceive. Thus, "here is required great discretion in 
all that shall see, or hear a Man or Woman declare a Message from God (as he thinketh) 
180 Thomas Ady, A candle in the dark shewing the divine cause of the distractions of the whole nation of 
England and of the Christian world (London, 165 5), 22. 181 Ibid. 20. 
182 
Ibid. 20. 
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for the intent of a false Prophet is only to deceive, or seduce for advantage of gain or 
preferment. "1 
83 
Others too categorically rejected false dream-claims while still maintaining the 
authority of the 'true' religion. For instance, in 1658 one such author, Henrick van 
Haestens, resurrected the impostures of famous sixteenth-century Anabaptists such as 
Melchior Rinck in order to distinguish them from evidences for the true church: "To draw 
any argument against Religion" from his history of enthusiasm would be 
impious; for if we did, we must in consequence, deny all, both particular and 
universal providence of Almighty God; we must deny the Scriptures, the 
heavenly Legacy of eternal salvation; wee must deny Heaven, Hell, Eternity, 
nay take away the Cement of all humane society, and expect to see the order 
and beauty of the universe hurried into darkness and confusion, since it ought 
not to out-last man, for whom it was created. 184 
Instead he advised his readers to "make this use of the failings and extravagance of others 
in matters of Religion; " in order to, "humble our selves to a relyance on that immense 
Being, who hath thought fit to plant Religion in the heart of man, to direct him in his 
voyage to eternall happinesse. " "The doctrine of the ANABAPTISTS, courteous Reader, 
to give it thee in a single expression, is nothing but lying and deceit, " he began, and in 
fact "They are false Prophets and false teachers, as being a contagion, than which hell it 
self hath not vomited up a more dangerous since the beginning of the world. 99185 Haestens 
continued his denunciations with some examples of the delusions of their members. 
Concerning the Anabaptist leader John Hut, Haestens wrote that he credulously believed 
dreams and falsely predicted the end of the world. He gave away all his belongings and 
183 
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184 Henrick van Haestens, Apocalypsis, or, The revelation of certain notorious advancers of heresie: 
nerein their visions andprivate Revelations by Dreams, are discovered to be the most incredible 
blasphemies, and enthusiastical dotages (London, 1658), 5. 185 
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suffered the consequences when his prophecies were not fulfilled: "To visions and 
horrible dreams (which he thought proceeded to him from God) he gave great credit, and 
he affirmed that he saw the preparations of the last day" Haestens explained, so "Upon the 
account of which dreams, his Disciples as credulous as their Master, spent and destroied 
all they had, " so that thereafter, "they suffer'd a punishment, and inconveniences befitting 
their folly, having the lash of poverty perpetually at their backs. 9086 
Similarly, Haestens warned yet more strenuously against the dangers of belief in 
false dreams with the story of another 'credulous' Anabaptist, Melchior Rinck. Rinck, he 
wrote, "was accounted no ordinary promoter and interpreter of dreames and visions, 
which it was thought, he could not perform without the speciall indulgence of God the 
Father" so much so that "his followers interpreted whatever was scattered abroad 
concerning drearnes and visions, to have proceeded from heavenly inspirations from God 
the Father. " In Switzerland "his disciple Thomas Scucker, being rapt into an 
Enthusiasme ... cals for a sword, whereupon the parents and divers others running to know 
what was the cause and meaning of such an extravagant action, he bid them not to be 
troubled at all; for that there should happen nothing but what should be according to the 
will of God. " Whereupon Scucker in "this waking dream" and "in the presence of all 
those sleeping-waking spectators cut off his own Brothers head, and having forgotten the 
use of water, baptized him with his own blood. " Justice was served, however, and Scucker 
"(guilty alas of too much credulity) ... was 
dragg'd to prison", continuing nevertheless to 
profess that in committing the crime "he had therein obeyed the decrees of the Divine 
186 
Ibid. 43-44. 
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power. " 187 The description of this as a 'waking dream' suggests the credulity of the crime, 
as well as Scucker's state more literally as awake but 'rapt into an Enthusiasme'. 
These kinds of anti-enthusiastic arguments did not necessarily exclude belief in 
supernatural interventions demonstrated in examples of witches, ghosts and apparitions. 
For instance, the Presbyterian minister Richard Baxter famously wrote in support of 
witchcraft and spiritual intervention, but he too saw "false prophets" and their 
"abominable falshoods and dreames" 188 within the Quaker sect as equivalent to Papists. 
Both groups insisted on the suppression of sensory and corporeal functioning, the 
"neglecting of the body, not in any honour to the satisfying of the flesh, as Touch not, 
taste not, handle not. "189 Nevertheless, the main focus for his attack was the private basis 
of Quaker claims to revealed knowledge. Quakers claimed commission from God yet 
could offer no independent witnesses for their claims: "Is it not a most sottish trick of you 
to go up and down prating and commanding, " Baxter asked, "and yet refuse to shew your 
Commission from God? And to call Ministers to shew theirs, and refuse to shew your 
own, but say it is invisible within you: are you so mad as to expect any should belive an 
invisible and indemonstrable Commission. " By this logic anyone could make false claims 
to God's special commission in dreams with no possible means of determining who was 
genuine, who was lying, and who was suffering from physical or demonic attacks. "Might 
not we as well tell you ours [claims to authority] is invisible (but that indeed it is not; )" he 
continued, "Or should we beleeve every one that prates of a Commission within him or 
187 Ibid. 43-44. 
188 Richard Baxter, The Quakers catechism, or, The Quakers questioned, their questions answered, and 
both ublishedfor the sake o those of them that have not yet sinned unto death and o those ungrounded p )f )f 
novices that are most in danger of their seduction (London, 1655), 4. 
189 Ibid. 27. 
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no; If not, why should we belive you more then others that say the like? "190 Baxter 
objected to the private basis of claims to inspiration, and for this reason incorporated 
contemporary notions of publicly witnessed knowledge in his attempts to verify 
supernatural experiences. ' 91 
Meric Casaubon's Treatise Concerning Enthusiasme of 1655 and Henry More's 
Enthusiasmus Triumphatus of 1656 - also differentiated between supernatural experiences 
that could be witnessed and those which could not. Casaubon gave a wholly naturalist 
account of contemporary enthusiasm but also observed that it was possible to achieve 
"firm assent based on observation, it followed that with good attestation ... many strange 
effects of the power ... of Devils and Spirits. " 
192 For Casaubon this was bound up with a 
desire to prove sadducees like Hobbes wrong while also discrediting the sectarian claims 
to inspiration which had proved so dangerous in the preceding years. Enthusiasts, he 
argued, had based their claims on intensely private experiences such as dreams, believing 
them to be from God. However, it was impossible to determine whether they were 
actually produced by God or by the mind and though genuinely divine dreams had 
existed, in many instances "an extraordinary, transcendent, but naturall fervency, or 
pregnancy of the soul, spirits, or brain, producing strange effects, [was] apt to be mistaken 
for supematurall. v)193 
More too hoped to discredit prophetic accounts but not all supernatural claims. 
Indeed, he famously collaborated with the clergyman Joseph Glanvill. in the collection of 
spirit testimonies such as cases of witches, ghosts and apparitions - all corroborated by 
190 Ibid. 29. 
191 See Richard Baxter, The certainty of the world of spirits (London, 169 1). 
192 Meric Casaubon, Of Credulity and incredulity in things natural, civil and divine (London, 1668), 159. 
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credible witnesses - in the latter's classic work in defence of belief in witchcraft, 
Sadducismus Triumphatus of 1681. The case of dreams and enthusiasms, on the other 
hand, were far from acceptable forms of evidence. For More the 'enthusiasts', the 
supposed prophets and divine dreamers of the Civil War and Interregnum period invoked 
not only the threat of civil disorder but also of atheism. The crux of the issue lay in the 
relationship between the two: 
It is too common disease now adayes to be driven by heedlesse intoxicating 
imaginations under pretense of higher strains of Religion and supematurall 
light, and by bidding adieu to sober reason and a purifed mind, to grow first 
fanaticall, and then Atheisticall and sensuall, even almost to the height of 
abhorred Gnosticism. 1 94 
Yet enthusiasm was a greater threat to religion than atheism. "I dare pronounce with a 
loud voice aforehand, " he wrote in 1660, "That if ever Christianity be exterminated, it 
will be by Enthusiasme. Of so great consequence is it rightly to oppose so deadly an 
evil. "' 
95 
Interestingly, as I mentioned earlier, More had also admitted that he himself was 
prone to exactly this dangerous affliction. On one particular occasion, in a text entitled, 
The Fundamentals of Philosophy, or the Cabbala of the Eagle, the Boy and the Bee, he 
recounted a nightmare which provided the text with its unusual title. 196 More dreamt of a 
being that underwent a series of metamorphoses; while briefly settled on the forrn of a 
boy, he was asked by More if he believed in one God. Upon the boy's negative reply he 
193 Meric Casaubon, A Treatise Concerning Enthusiasme, as it is an effect of nature: but is mistaken by 
manyfor either divine inspiration or diabolical possession (London, 1655), 13. 
194 Henry More, The second lash of Alazonomastix, laid on in mercie upon that stubborn youth Eugenius 
Philalethes, or, A sober reply to a very uncivill answer to certain observations upon Anthroposophia 
theomagica, and Anima magica abscondita (Cambridge, 1651), 12. 
195 Henry More, An Explanation of the Great Mystery of Godliness (London, 1660), vi. 
196 On this episode see Alison P. Coudert, "Henry More, the Kabbalah, and the Quakers, " in Richard Kroll, 
Richard Ashcraft, Perez Zagorin, eds., Philosophy, Science, and Religion in England, 1640-1700 (New 
York, 1992), 53. 
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called for Satan to be gone and "assailed the boy with repeated kicks. " In interpreting his 
dream, More suggested that it represented his distaste for the kabbalah - because it 
preached both materialism and pantheism. The fact that More experienced such an intense 
dream on this occasion, and indeed others throughout his life, was significant given both 
his own admission of a tendency towards enthusiasm and his intensive scrutiny of the 
subject. From his own experience he knew the intense impressions dreams could leave. 
For More, such private dreams ought to be kept in check by the waking man. As such he 
attempted to combat the enthusiasm that he also saw within himself "by discovering the 
Natural Causes and imposturous Consequences of Enthusiasme. " 197 
Later Seventeenth Century: Twilight of Prophetic Dreaming 
Following the restoration of the monarchy in 1660 the Church of England 
attempted to re-assert its authority. Around two thousand Puritan ministers were forced to 
resign from their positions as ministers, while sectarian groups such as Quakers, Fifth 
Monarchists and Independents fared no better. 198 In early 1661, a Fifth Monarchist 
uprising in London created a focus for panic, which saw thousands of Quakers and 
Baptists, along with a number of Fifth Monarchy Men imprisoned-199 The persecution of 
sectarians and Puritans was closely linked to the rejection of their claims to authority via 
private dreams and inspirations; men such as John Spencer and Richard Allestree pointed 
out that it was just these claims which had disturbed the peace in the Civil War. For this 
197 Henry More, Enthusiasmus triumphatus, or, A discourse of the nature, causes, kinds, and cure, of 
enthusiasme (London, 1656), 2. 
198 John Coffey, Persecution and Toleration in Protestant England, 1558-1689 (London, 2000), 167. 
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reason political dream-claims in pamphlets were also increasingly suppressed as printing 
became subject to wide government censorship and control. 200 Puritans and sectarians 
such as Quakers continued to espouse divine messages which they had received while 
they slept but in the face of governmental persecution it was difficult for them to regain 
the kind of freedom and authority which they had enjoyed in the 1640s and 50s. Indeed as 
the newly restored government went about reversing the changes of the previous eleven 
years it was difficult for dreamers to be seen as anything other than marginal, deluded, 
and mad. 
In the later seventeenth century, those who rejected the existence of divine 
dreams increasingly resorted to 'naturalising' explanations. Like the French Protestant 
theologian Moise Amyraut, many posed questions concerning divine dreams that were 
identical to those Amyraut listed in his highly influential work: 
1. "Why God hath sometimes reveal'd himseýf in Dreams to his Servants? 
2. How they could certainly know, that those Dreams had Godfor their Author, and that 
they were not vain delusions? 
3. nether this way of Revelation by Dreams, be yet practisd, and whether God doth still 
make use of it under the Dispensation of the Gospel. " 
Amyraut concluded that: "God at divers times, and in sundry manners spoke of old to the 
fathers by the Prophets, but hath now in these last days spoke unto us by his Son; where 
he opposed the dispensation of the Son to the former of Law, in three things ... 3. He now 
only reveals himself in one way, viz. By the preaching of the Gospel, whereas then he did 
,, 201 it in divers manners. 
In 1665 John Spencer also wrote to "prove all divine Prophecy now ceast, " and 
200 The notable astrologer, dreamer and almanac writer William Lilly, for instance, found that his post- 
Restoration work was subjected to detailed censorship, though he himself was spared arrest. See Bernard 
Capp, Astrology and the Popular Press: English Almanacs 1500-1800 (London, 1979), 48. 
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remarked that he would "crave the freedom to tender those reasons which make it seem 
probable to my self that there are no such extraordinary visits of the Divine Spirit now to 
be found in the world. 99202 However, if it had conclusively ceased, then all prophets, 
dreams and dreamers were leading people into superstition and corrupting religion. 
Spencer recognised this danger, suggesting that such "Prophets of a ly", had been 
corrupted by their own delusions, and they merely brought "men to a reverence of the 
images of their own busy Fancy, some who [ ... ]. (as Theodoret of the Enthusiasts of his 
Age) call the idle phantasms of their dreams, prophetick visions. " Spencer went so far as 
to say that since false prophecy broke God's law it thus justified severe punishments from 
the state: 
But when the laws of God will not warrant us to tell a ly for his honor, much 
less for our interest, it is an instance of the piety and policy of the State to enact 
severe laws against persons of so prostitute a Conscience, as to encourage a 
sedition by any pretended prophecy: that so the just reverence of Divine 
prophecy may be secured, and Faction may not use those Arts to disturb, which 
Honesty dare not to secure the common peace. 203 
Spencer summarised the fears that many of his contemporaries felt concerning divine 
dreams. It was ungodly for men to be consumed with a desire to know God's secrets, so 
much so that "the thoughts of some men are wholy entertained with enquiries where will 
God be next, and their great question is, Watchman, what of the night? What news of 
things as yet in the dark and out of view? " Such a desire, Spencer emphasised, has a 
"malign an influence upon Religion", so that "The work of the day scarce ever 
approacheth their thoughts the great sign with them of a familiar acquaintance with God 
201 Moise Amyraut, A discourse concerning the divine dreams mention'd in Scripture together with the 
marks and characters by which they might be distinguish 'dftom vain delusions (London, 1676). Amyraut 
died in 1664, this is evidently a later English translation of the influential work. 
202 John Spencer, A discourse concerning vulgar prophecies wherein the vanity of receiving them as the 
certain indications of anyfuture event is discovered, and some characters of distinction between true and 
pretending prophets are laid down (London, 1665), vi. 
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is, whe[n] he is continually whispering news in mens ears, and making them intimate to 
his secrets. , 204 The cause of such deceit was the prophets' "own busy Fancy", that is, their 
imagination, which Spencer went on to interpret medically. For Spencer, it was "the 
conceits of Melancholy" which gave rise to "(the dreams of waking men)". 205 Dreams did 
not demonstrate the ability to prophesy but only the "power of Fancy over reason. ), 206 
The Royalist divine Richard Allestree, on the other hand, accepted prophetic dreams had 
continued into the present day. However, he certainly shared Spencer's fear that false 
prophetic dreams were a dangerous and corrupting influence. Genuine prophetic dreams 
were rare, he asserted, and there were many other types of dreams that could mimic them 
such as, "those that arise from constitution, prepossession of phancy, [or] diabolical 
[causes]. " For this reason, Allestree argued that contemporaries should not heed dreams: 
"'Tis unquestionable that usually phancy has the greatest stroke in them, [so] unless we 
had som infallible way of discerning, our dependence on them, may more probably betray 
than direct us. " Indeed, "if he that should commit himself to the guidance of his waking 
phancy, " Allestree continued, "is not like to be over-wisely govem'd, what can we expect 
from his sleeping? " All of this Allestree concluded, "and more may doubtless by soberly 
,, 207 enough objected against the validity of our common dreams. The reason men believe 
such dreams, Spencer and Allestree agreed, was because of a perverted imagination. 208 
Men, Allestree wrote, "are so possest with their own Phancies that they take them 
203 Ibid. vi. 204 Ibid. vi. 205 
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piety, or, An impartial survey of the mines of Christian religion, undermin'd by unchristian practice 
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for Oracles, and think they see visions, and are arrived to some Extraordinary revelations 
of Truth, when indeed they do but dream dreams, and amuse themselves with the 
Phantastick Ideas of a busie imagination. " Such individuals he likened to 'lunaticks' who 
presented all the greater danger on account of their 'insolence'. "Would they only please 
themselves in the delusion, the Phrensie were more innocent; " he asserted, "but like the 
prouder sort of Lunaticks, they will needs be kings and Rulers, impose their wild 
conjectures for Laws upon others. , 209 In his own times, Allestree concluded, pretended 
prophets were more likely to be derided than lauded: "'TIS easy to guess" he wrote, "what 
reception [a] man that produces no other autority, would have in this ludicrous Age: he 
would certainly be thought rather to want sleep, then to have had revelations in It.,, 
2 10 The 
evidence was weighted against such revelations for "those that did the most soberly 
consider it, would still need a new revelation to attest the truth of this there being far more 
convincing arguments to prove the Scriptures divine, then any man can allege to prove his 
inspiration to be so. And 'tis sure a very irrational method, to attemt the clearing of a 
,, 211 doubt, by sorn what which is it self more doubtful . 
For like reasons critics became increasingly reliant on medical or naturalist 
explanations in their discussions of prophetic dreaming. As we have seen, they drew on a 
long tradition of medical thought that regarded prophetic dreamers and claims to 
inspiration as a manifestation of melancholy and mental illness. Such interpretations were 
not new, and medics such as Andrew Boorde and Andre Du Laurens had applied them in 
the sixteenth century. What was new, however, was their systematic application by 
208 On prophecy and the imagination see Koen Venneir, "The Physical Prophet' and the powers of the 
imagination: Part 1: a case-study on prophecy, vapours and the imagination (1685-1710)", Studies in 
History andPhilosophy ofBiological andBiomedical Science, 35 (2004), 561-591. 
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ministers and divines in theological rather than just medical discourses. 212 More, Spencer, 
Allestree and many others applied them in explaining the delusions of contemporary 
prophecy. Some, including the anonymous Observations upon Elias Marion, even singled 
out particular prophets, emphasising "the strength of their Fancies and Passions" 5213 in 
deluding them. In the early eighteenth century, the Earl of Shaftesbury, heavily influenced 
by his tutor John Locke, asked whether among the hundreds of witnesses to the French 
Prophets' "signal miracle" there was anyone "wholly free of Melancholy. 9214 c, For 
otherwise, " he declared, "the Pannick may have been caught; the Evidence of the Senses 
lost, as in a Dream; and the Imagination so inflam'd, as in a moment to have burnt up 
every Particle of Judgment and Reason. The combustible Matters lie prepar'd within, and 
ready to take fire at a spark; but chiefly in a Multitude seiz'd with the same Spirit. -)-)215 By 
1700, concerns about sectarian delusions had become standard arguments in theological 
and philosophical debates on prophesying in dreams. 
In addition to this, contemporaries refocused their attention on the topic of 
deception. They considered the ways in which supernatural evidence could (or could not) 
be verified through the medium of the senses. As we have seen, the notion that individuals 
could accurately determine reality from the evidence of their senses had been a problem 
since the Reformation, when the visual nature of religious worship was subjected to a 
'10 Ibid. 54. 
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sustained critique. 216 Sceptical writers had turned appariti ions into optical tricks played by 
nature or human artifice. The tricks played on the brain internally, by the imagination and 
in dreams, were more difficult to discern. For many, dreams were the ultimate deceptions 
(as Descartes and Hobbes had argued), and even at the most basic level they were 
deceptive since anything 'seen' in dreams could not really have been seen at all. In draft b 
of his Essay of August 1676, for example, John Locke argued against the idea that our 
senses deceived us. They had been given to us by God "to convince us, " and God had not 
(. I; made use of invisible miracles to destroy the testimony of our senses, overturn our 
knowledge, and confound all measures of faith and reason. , 217 Some pamphlets, including 
one on 'several hundred' children that "prophesie and preach in their sleep", counteracted 
the lack of sensory evidence in dreams by claiming to describe dreams that had been 
experienced by a group or that had been witnessed through speaking in dreams. On the 
other hand, Scottish Quaker Robert Barclay did the opposite; since dreams themselves 
were not based on the evidence of the senses, he reasoned, might they not be immune to 
criticisms of sensory evidence ? 
218 
Barclay was essentially arguing against the idea that 'outward' miracles were 
needed - as Luther had argued - to attest to the truth of the dreams of prophets. 1ndeed, 
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the Falseness of this Argument doth appear, in that the Scripture doth declare 
many Contingent Truths to have been revealed to the Prophets in Dreams: Of 
which we have a clear Example in Joseph, the Husband of the Blessed Virgin, 
who when he observed his Wife with Child, was told in a Dream, That She had Conceived by the Holy Ghost: Now I would know, to which of Joseph's Outward Senses was this Revealed? Or what Miracle had he to Induce him to 
Believe? 
No "outward Miracles" were needed for us to believe Scriptural dreams, so why should 
we need them in contemporary times? "Now as natural and wicked Men do not see, what 
they dream, by a real perception of the Outward Senses, but by Inward Idea's, which are 
presented to the Mind, and perceived by it, " Barclay argued, "so it is also in Divine 
Revelations of this nature. " In fact, in 1 Corinthians 2: 15 the Apostle added, "For they are 
Spiritually Discerned, " a text that put 
the Matter out of all Question: For thence it abundantly appears, that this 
discerning is not by the Outward Senses, according to the following verse; for 
the Apostle saith: The Spiritual Man Judgeth all things; This then must be done 
by some Senses or properties Peculiar to the Spiritual Man, and in which he 
excells the Natural man, which is not in the outward Senses (as all do know. ) 
Therefore the Perception of Spiritual things cannot be by the outward Senses 
either as the chief or only Means, as is falsly contended for. 
In other words, 'spiritual men', that is, prophets, have some special faculties that allow 
them to discern the truth of their dreams and we should trust these special, spiritual 
experts. The fallibility of our senses should not urge us to question their Biblical dreams, 
Barclay urged, but to instead place our trust in them. For: 
If all the Certainty of our Faith, Hope and Salvation did depend upon the 
Infallibility of Outward Senses, we should be most miserable; since these 
Senses can be easily deceived, and by many Outward Casualties, and Natural 
Infirmities, whereunto the Godly are no less subject, than the Wicked, are often 
vitiated-, and there are (as the Scripture affirms) False Miracles, which, as to 
the Outward, cannot be distinguished from the True: of which we cannot 
218 Robert Barclay, Truth triumphant through the spiritual warfare, Christian labours, and writings of that 
able andfaithful servant ofJesus Christ, Robert Barclay, who deceased at his own house at Urie in the 
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Infallibly Judge by the Outward Senses, which only discem, what is 219 Outward. 
Two decades earlier, Puritan theologian William Bates, had argued in a very 
different way concerning sensory evidence in dreams. For Bates, Biblical evidence was 
primarily based on the evidence of the senses. Indeed, "we have undoubted Assurance of 
Christ's Resurrection from the clear and concurrent deposition of their Senses: What we 
have heard, and what we have seen with our eyes, and what we have handled o the Word )f 
of Life, saith the Apostle St. John. " When the mind was healthy and in full possession of 
reason it was able to consider 
that the Pageants of Fancy moving in a dream vanish in a moment upon 
waking. But real effects perceiv'd by the Senses in their full exercise are more 
constant and durable. One may be wounded in a dream, yet feel not loss of 
blood or strength when he is awake. But the wounds received in a Combat are 
sometimes rebellious against the most potent remedies. 220 
Thus, the Apostles could not be deceived in this way. The "uniformity of their 
Testimony ... from sight" was enough to convince Bates that they were not deluded: 
What shadow of doubt can remain after such clear evidence of their sincerity? 
Let sober Reason judge: whether the matter is capable of proof more strong and 
convincing? If it be said they were deceived with an Illusion, either being 
distemper'd or in a dream; both the pretences are most absur'd and incredible. 
For the operations of the External Senses may be infallibly discern'd by their 
proper caracters from those of the Imaginations. 
Crucially, for Bates, visual fallibility was not applicable when the testimony of numerous 
eyewitnesses agreed. Dreams were capable of deluding the senses, but only in the sick or 
'distemper'd', and they were not likely to deceive whole groups of witnesses. Such Biblical 
testimony could be trusted. 
It was also the visual nature of dreams that Moise Amyraut used to argue that 
219 
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prophetic dreams had ceased. When the Church was in its infancy - in Biblical times - 
prophetic dreams had been necessary to convince the uneducated of the truth by pictures 
and emblems, but now that the Church was mature they were no longer needed . 
22 1 After 
describing Joseph's dream, which contained "an illustrous and glorious Emblem", he 
described the way in which pictures could be used to teach: 
But as for Infants, for as much as their faculty of reason is yet weak and imperfect, we make use of medals, Emblems, Representations, Heiroglyphicks, 
and other such Artifices, so that we have of late years seen painted Chards, ftill 
of Emblematical Figures, whereby to imprint the Rules of Logick in the minds 
of the younger sort by play ... whereas children have both need to be taught by Example, by the Figure of an Ox, what is meant by a Real or Substantial Being, 
as we see in some Philosophical table, as also they must be entic'd by these 
pretty devices, for the difficulty of things would discourage them, if we went 
about otherwise to instruct them. 222 
Dreams, being primarily visual in nature, were used by God in Biblical times to teach the 
uneducated - like children - to understand the truth. However, we should not continue to 
believe our dreams in modem times. 
Nevertheless - as Barclay's example has shown - it was still possible to make the 
case in support of such experiences. Nor was this phenomenon restricted to radical groups 
like Quakers and Baptists. In his 1689 A Treatise of Dreams and Visions, spiritual 
vegetarian Thomas Tryon also wrote in great detail in support of prophetic dreaming. 
Tryon had his first mystic experience at the age of six, a dream of God appearing face to 
face with him, which, as he later recorded, "made so firm an impression on me as neither 
Time nor the Cares and Business of the World, could obliterate. ý'223 Like Gonzalo, 
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Browne and Goodwin, his assessment was essentially based on the Platonic tradition that 
the soul could prophesy in sleep: 
Now it is from the Soul or Spirit in man, which is the Image of the divine Eternal Spirit, and never standeth still, Sleepeth or Slumbereth, whence Dreams 
and all Nocturnal Visions do arise and proceed; for whilst the Senses and Powers and Faculties of the outward Nature do sleep, rest or cease from their Functions, the Soul and Spirit ceaseth not from its operation, but goeth on forming, figureing, and Representing of things as real, and substantial. 
Like them he was keen to point out the divine sanction of dreams. "Its under this Gospel 
dispensation that the holy Prophets have foretold, " he asserted, 
that their Sons and their Daughters should Prophecy, their young Men see 
Visions, and their old Men dream Dreams ... [Acts 2: 17]. The current of the Scripture bears Testimony to a greater light to break forth in the latter days, 
wherein the knowledge of the Lord shall cover the earth, as the water cover the 
sea; and why then should we abridge or reject any of those ways wherein God 
hath formerly vouchsafed most usually to discover his will in the raptures of his 
kingdom to the Sons of men. 224 
Thus "Dreams are one of the clearest natural Arguments of the Immortality of our Souls, 
so they were one of the usual wayes, whereby God vouchsafed to Reveal his commands 
,, 225 and secrets to the Prophets and holy men. 
However, Tryon differed from many of his contemporaries in asserting that men 
and women continued to receive such divine communications in contemporary times. If 
God communicated in dreams in Biblical times: 
Now 'tis no wonder if a Discourse of such sublime Subjects, as the 
Entertainments of our Souls (during the Body's Nocturnal Repose) when they 
having shaken off for a time the Fetters of the Senses, are upon the Wing, in the 
Suburbs of Eternity; of the secret Intercourses of Spirits with Humanity, and 
the wonderful Communications of the divine Goodness to his Servants in 
Dreams and uisions. 226 
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Tryon argued that the universe was based on the attraction of like to like. "For all things 
both in the material & immaterial worlds have that secret communication and operation 
by likenesses, " he declared, "for the nearer we resemble, and become like the good 
Angels, they are the more ready and prone to serve us, this being the simpathetical 
-1 -- drawing, which is the way of God in nature, for everything doth incorporate with its 
,, 227 likeness 
. Dreams were particularly suited to divine communications because their 
incorporeality gave them an affinity with the soul, spirits and angels. "Dreams and 
Visions are incorporeal, like Soul or Spirit, , 228 so, he continued: 
By reason of that Affinity or Similitude between incorporeal Beings and the 
Soul of man-it comes to pass, that Souls departed or seperated from their 
Bodies, (which divorce, we call Death) do often communicate their desires, and 
reveal various Secrets unto their Friends; for Dreams are Incorporeal, and the 
Souls deceased have no other way [so suitable] to impait their Secrets. 229 
In the universe, as Tryon understood it, with a system of sympathy and antipathy in which 
like attracts like and opposites repel, dreams as incorporeal attracted incorporeal beings 
such as angels and spirits. 
However, just like his contemporaries, Tryon was also concerned about the 
perversion of truth by the "abundance of ignorant People" that is, "(foolish Women, and 
Men as weak)" who frequently maintain superstitious beliefs concerning their dreams. 
These common people: 
have in all Times, and do frequently at this day make many ridiculous & 
superstitious Observations from their Dreams, which for the most part arising 
from the meer sensitive brutish nature, do indeed signifie no more than those of 
Beasts (as we shall more fully demonstrate in the following discourse) yet still 
the Essential nature and use of Dreams, may justly be said to be neglected, 
because instead thereof, vain and idle notions are imbraced, just as if a body 
227 
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should go to chop with a Saw, or to saw with an Ax; he uses indeed those 
Instruments, but absurdly, and to no purpose but his own Detriment. 230 
Like Barclay, Tryon was arguing that individuals needed to use the correct "Instruments" 
to determine which dreams were divine or spiritual communications and which natural 
and "brutish. " Indeed Tryon lamented the ignorance which had led dreams into contempt 
among the majority of his contemporaries but based this on our physical inability to 
experience incorporeal beings: 
But there is such a vast disproportion between the Incorporeal Beings, viz. 
Souls departed; Spirits and Angels on the one side, and our outward material 
Senses and Reason on the other, as makes all these Wonderful mysteries that 
happen to man of this Nature appear but as meer fantasies, shadows or Vanity, 
and therefore this secret spiritual converse, and real Communications of Souls 
are derided in the highest degree. 231 
Incorporeal beings were so alien to our outward material faculties, that is, our "Senses and 
Reason", that divine communications often seemed to be delusions "as meer fantasies, 
shadows or Vanity. " Moreover, this disbelief was a self-fulfilling prophecy because it 
made these incorporeal beings less likely to communicate with people in dreams. Thus 
Incredulity with vain despising Discourses do potently drive them away, and 
causes, as it were a total seperations, so that there seems to the outward senses 
and Reason of most men that there is no such thing, but all idle vain Conceits; 
so greatly is mankind depraved, having by vanity and carnal apprehensions put 
out the inward Eyes of his intellectuals, so that they are to him but as idle 
232 immaginations. 
If like attracted like, disdain attracted disdain. 
Similarly, Joseph Glanvill argued that pursuing the study of the spiritual matters in 
an identical way to the study of natural matters allowed us to discern real supernatural 
experiences from delusions. Unlike Tryon, however, it was false prophetic dreams, that he 
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cited as a significant example of the 'dangerous imposture' which a proper knowledge of 
the effects of melancholy and other 'Diseases of Imagination' allowed us to detect. In his 
1676 Essay he argued that "The Real Philosophy, and knowledge of God's Works, serves 
Religion against Enthusiasm, another dreadful Enemy. " For Glanvill, enthusiasm and false 
prophetic dreams: 
hath introduced much phantastry into Religion, and made way for all imaginable Follies, and even Atheism it self, which it hath done two ways. (L) 
By crying up the Excesses and Diseases of Imagination for the greatest height 
of Godliness; And (2. ) By the disparagment of sober Reason, as an Enemy to 
the Principles of Faith. 
A true knowledge of natural philosophy, Glanvill argued, "assists Religion against both 
these. ": 
FOR the first in order; The real knowledge of Nature detects the dangerous 
imposture, by shewing what strange things may be effected by no diviner a 
cause than a strong Fancy impregnated by Heated Melancholy; For this 
sometimes warms the Brain to a degree that makes it very active and 
imaginative, full of odd Thoughts, and unexpected Suggestions; so that if the 
Temper determine the Imagination to Religion, it flies at high things, at 
interpretations of dark and Prophetick Scriptures; at Predictions of future 
Events,... [and] ... Raptures, Extasies, and Deliquiums of Sense, in which every Dream is taken for a Prophesie, every Image of the Fancy for a Vision, and all 
the glarings of the Imagination for new Lights and Revelations. 
Thus "our Modem Prophets" were inspired in dreams only "by Temper and 
Imagination,... And the silly People that understand not Nature, but are apt to take every 
thing that is vehement to be sacred, are easily deceived into the belief of those Pretensions 
and thus Diseases have been worshipd for Religion. , 
233 
This was just the argument Hobbes had used to guard against deception in 
religion two decades earlier. Indeed, the pursuit of a 'real knowledge of Nature' was in 
233 Joseph Glanvill, Essays on several important subjects in philosophy and religion (London, 1676), 17-20. 
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some measure a reaction to earlier anxieties concerning decelt. 
234 The multitude of 
prophets that Hobbes and Glanvill had seen in the Civil War era were referred to 
explicitly. Glanvill referred to "our Modem Prophets", while Hobbes had earlier argued 
that "there is need of Reason and Judgement to discern between naturall, and supematurall 
Visions, or Dreams", and that this was why men "need to be very circumspect, and wary, 
in obeying the voice of man ... pretending himself a Prophet. " Indeed, the obsession with 
imposture increased the authority of those natural philosophers and physicians who, in 
order to reveal the reality of supernatural phenomena, were concerned with setting out the 
real boundaries of nature. 235 For Glanvill this practice "assists Religion" against the 
misinterpretation of those afflicted with melancholy as prophets and dreamers by "the 
silly People that understand not Nature. " This, famously, did not imply a rejection of all 
supernatural phenomena. Supernaturalists such as Glanvill, Baxter and More pursued their 
supernatural investigations along the same lines as members of the Royal Society studied 
nature; indeed, Glanvill himself was a member of the Royal Society and he received help 
and advice from other members including the famous natural philosopher Robert 
Boyle. 236 
Pamphlet accounts of prophetic dreams also took into account contemporary 
objections. The anonymous 1689 pamphlet on the hundreds of children that 'prophesie 
and preach in their sleep', told the story of a number of prophets who apparently 
involuntarily collapsed and preached against their ministers and against Catholicism in 
234 Iliffe, 'Lying Wonders and Juggling Tricks', 7. On the significance of public evidence in late 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries natural philosophy see Steven Shapin and Simon Schaffer, Leviathan 
and the Air Pump: Hobbes, Boyle and the Experimental Life (Princeton, 1985), 31-32; Simon Schaffer, 
"Natural philosophy and public spectacle in the eighteenth century", History of Science, 21 (1983), 
1-43; 
and L. Stewart, The Rise ofPublic Science: Rhetoric, Technology and Natural Philosophy in Newtonian 
Britain, 1660-1750 (Cambridge, 1992). 
235 Iliffe, 'Lying Wonders and Juggling Tricks', 7. 
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their sleep. 
237 One such boy: 
withdrawing himself, in the Night-time, from an Assembly into the Mountains ' with only those of his own Parish on a sudden to fall down as if he was taken 
with the Falling Sickness, and there lie Sprawling upon Snow that is two Foot deep upon the Ground, till such time as some one lifts him up and sets him 
upon his Breech; then with his Eyes shut, as a Man that Sleeps, fallen a Preaching and Prophesying, not at all considering that the Priests, that with his Villians had dissipated the Assembly, will inform against them all, the next Day. 
And there were others too, one: 
preached the Eighth and Ninth of this present Month of January as he was 
asleep; who told us that we should be yet Persecuted for two Month3 that if we had repented we should have been delivered in September last; that we should 
hear some of our Ministers in may next ... that Basil should betray Geneva; that the Strangers should be shut out and Massacred; that Geneva should hold out; 
that the great Men of the Earth should assemble and hold a Council there; that 
there should be in a short time great Assemblies on the Hills on both sides; that 
we should see our Enemies melt away like Wax before the fire, and that the 
king of France should one day come to an agreement with the Prince of 
Orange. 
He then "made very vehement and strong Exhortations to repentance. " Another "little 
Child, of three years old, has likewise preached, and about two hundred Shepherds and 
other persons of all ages, " and "A Woman that is a Papist and married to a Protestant, has 
been likewise imprisoned, because in her Sleep she had stiffly preached against going to 
Mass. , 238 Indeed, a 'Papist' preaching against the mass while asleep was surely evidence 
for English Protestants that these dreams were divine in origin. 
This pamphlet, like others on the subject, incorporated the contemporary notion of 
credible witnessing to support its case. lt mentioned that 
a great many Ingenious Men, Ministers and others, came to my Lodgings to 
236 See Stuart Clark, Thinking With Demons (Oxford, 1997), 297. 
237 See Hillel Schwartz, The French Prophets: The History of a Millenarian Group in Eighteen th- Century 
England (London, 1980), 25. 
238 Anon, A Relation qfseveral hundreds of children and others that propesie andpreach in their sleep &c. 
first examined and admired by several ingenious men, ministers andprofessors ofphilosophy at Geneva 
andsentfrom thence in two letters to Roterdam (London, 1689), 3. 
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Philosophise upon my Journal ... indeed they returned not perfectly persuaded 
of the Miracle, but astonished and amazed at the great many Circumstances and 
Proofs, which rendred the thing almost altogether unquestionable. 
Indeed, it was 'Ingenious Men' that set to work on deciding on the truth of these 
prophecies. These men were cynical to begin with, but faced with the weight of evidence 
they decided that the reports could not be false: 
it must be confessed, as the greatest part of those Gentlemen said, That there is 
something in this Story that at first seems ridiculous; ... as for Example, to see two or three hundred young Prophets, like Mushromes, spring up all in a Night; 
to see a Man in his right senses, and who thinks of nothing less than 
Prophesying, when other Prophets are going to Prison. 239 
That such a vast number of prophets appeared at the same time 'like Mushromes', and the 
fact they did this even when they get sent to prison for it suggested, for the author, that 
their prophesying rang true. Like earlier arguments, it was the uniformity of testimony - 
and the fact that the evidence was public - that was cited as evidence, as well as the 
investigation of the evidence by ingenious experts. The pamphlet thus concluded in 
favour of this prophetic "miracle", but it also led those writing on the topic to attempt to 
corroborate these accounts via contemporary standards of evidence, those which were 
primarily public, witnessed and evident to the senses. 
There are, however, indications that dreams had lost some favour even In popular 
pamphlets. The anonymous 1700 account of Anna Atherton's near death experience is 
interesting precisely because of Atherton's rejection of dreams as a means of divine 
revelation. After Atherton had lain in a trance for a number of days and was presumed 
dead, she regained consciousness and claimed to have visited Heaven. "0 Mother! " she 
exclaimed, "Since I was absent from you, I have been in Heaven, an Angel when before 
me to conduct me thither; I passed through three several Gates, and at length I came to 
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Heaven Gate, where I saw things very glorious and unutterable, as Saints, Angels, and the 
like, in glorious Apparel. " Her claims, however, were met with cynicism. "Her mother 
told her, it was but a Dream or Fancy, and that she knew not what she said, " Atherton 
though answered in her defence, "That it was as true, as that she was there present: She 
took notice also of several persons in the Room by their Names, to shew she did not 
dream, but spoke with Understanding. " For her mother dreams were signs of delusion 
rather than revelation. However, Atherton attempted to convince her cynical audience by 
the same means as divine dreamers like Cromwell, or the Queen of France; she disclosed 
knowledge that was revealed to her in her 'trance' that had since been validated: 
for the greater Confirmation, she told them of Three or Four Persons that were 
dead, since she was deprived of her Senses, and named each Person: (one of 
them was dead, and they know not of it before they sent to enquire: ) she said; 
she saw them passing by her while she stood at the Gate. One whom she named 
was reputed a Vicious Person, came as far as the Gate, but was sent back 
another way. All the Persons she named, dyed in the time she lay in this 
Trance. 240 
Atherton, like many of her contemporaries, believed that divine foresight in near-death 
states was still possible, though - as she herself recognised - it was not always easy to 
convince others of the validity of such experiences. 
Throughout the seventeenth century contemporaries had argued that a 'true' 
knowledge of nature could be applied to dispel some of the superstitious beliefs of vulgar 
prophets like Atherton. Indeed, the argument that knowledge of nature was the primary 
line of attack on superstition also formed part of the rhetoric of the Enlightenment. It was 
also for this reason that the same men who attacked the private, sense-deprived evidence 
of prophetic dreams also praised the public, experience-led and sensory evidence which 
239 
Ibid. 4. 
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they saw as the primarily basis for knowledge. "'Tis a time of improvement in all humane 
and divine knowledg, and that happy day seems risen upon us to which God hath 
promised an increase of K-nowledg: " wrote Spencer in his Discourse Concerning Vulgar 
Prophecies of 1665, "Nature begins now to be studied more then Aristotle, and men are 
resolved upon a Philosophy that bottoms not upon phancy but experience, a Philosophy 
that they can prove and use, not that which commenceth in faith and concludes in talk. 9,241 
For men like Spencer, knowledge was to be based not on the private experience of dreams 
and 'phancy' but on outwardly verifiable 'experience'. As I have argued, however, this 
did not mean that knowledge of nature pushed out supernatural explanations - and both 
orthodox conservatives and religious radicals were in fact keen to assert the continued 
intervention of supernatural powers. Nevertheless, it was men such as Spencer who, in 
responding to and differentiating themselves from the private dream-claims, errors and 
delusions of the populace, drove forward these new understandings of nature and of 
publicly attestable evidence. By the eighteenth century, as we shall see, prophetic dreams 
were undergoing a transformation from being seen as dangerous to being seen as 
ridiculous. 
240 Anon, A Miraculous proof of the resurrection, or, The Life to come demonstrated being a strange 
but 
true relation of what hapned to Mis Anna Atherton, who lay in a trance 7 days (London, 
1700), 1. 
241 Spencer, A discourse concerning vulgar prophecies, 5. 
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Chapter 4: Demonic Dreams, Witchcraft and the role of the Imagination 
If men could not certainly disceme betweene that which they do really see, and that they 
falsely imagine in visions, dreams and fancie, then were the life of man most miserable, 
there could be no certainty of truth, no excelling in knowledge or understanding. All men 
should be a like unable to distinguish, whether we live in dreames only, or in wakefull 
deed. " John Cotta, The triall of vvitch-craft, (London, 1616), 41-2. 
Introduction 
Since the appearance of works such as Natalie Zemon Davis's Fiction in the 
Archives we have seemingly never been better placed to unravel problems of authenticity 
and deception such as those that face historians of early modem dream-claims. 1 Her work, 
along with others such as Marion Gibson's Reading Witchcraft, have shown us that 
statements expressed in both pamphlets and legal texts were constructed and shaped by 
their (primarily legal) purpose. 2 Historians examining dreams in the context of witchcraft 
texts have avidly taken up these ideas, exploring the meaning and purpose of the relevant 
texts and the intentions of their authors. In his Crimes and Mentalities, Malcolm Gaskill 
has considered the legal context of dream-claims, suggesting that dreamed evidence 
,, 3 "offered an opportunity for powerless people to seize control of ... 
hopeless situations. 
1 Natalie Zemon Davis, Fiction in the Archives: Pardon Tales and Their Tellers in Sixteenth Century 
France (Stanford, 1987). 
2 Marion Gibson, Reading Witchcraft: Stories qfEarly English Witches (New York, 1999). 
3 Malcolm Gaskill, Crime and Mentalities in Early Modern England (Cambridge, 2000), 76. 
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Yet in discussing his primary example of this, that of accused witch Margaret Moore, 
Gaskill has conflated dreams with spiritual encounters; Moore did not dream at all but in 
fact simply encountered spirits during the night. 4 In a similar way, Katharine Hodgkin has 
argued that dreams, visions and apparitions were so closely related that it might be 
tempting to imagine "a game of bed-swapping" between contemporaries claiming to have 
5 had these experiences. For both Gaskill and Hodgkin dream-claims were virtually 
equivalent to spirit testimony: "it is surely no accident, " Gaskill writes, "that Moore's 
visitation occurred in the bed-chamber at night" - and that others also had similar 
experiences .6 For Hodgkin "night-time is the moment when strange experiences come; the 
borderlands between sleep and waking open the doors of perception, to let in spirits, 
angels, fantastical imaginings" - and her examples mix dreams and apparitions. 7 
Yet, in meshing dream-evidence with spirit-testimony such accounts fail to 
acknowledge the profound differences between the two. Dreams - as I have already shown 
- were intrinsically private experiences, and their traditional epistemological authority 
rested on the principle that dreams were distanced from sense-experience. Spiritual 
encounters, on the other hand, while they may well have taken place at night, were 
generally described as external experiences that were evident to all five senses. In the 
context of sceptical concerns that our senses might be irrevocably deluded by our dreams 
4 Ibid. 76. See also Malcolm Gaskill, "Witchcraft and power in early modem England: the case of Margaret 
Moore", in Jenny Kermode and Garthine Walker, eds., Women, Crime and the Courts in Early Modern 
England (London, 1994), 125-145. 
5 Katharine Hodgkin, "Visions, Witchcraft and Madness in Early Modem England, " in Stuart Clark, ed., 
Languages of Witchcrqft. - narrative, ideology and meaning in. early modern culture (Basingstoke, 200 1), 
217,218. Also see Hodgkin, "Dreaming Meanings: Some Early Modem Dream Thoughts", in Sue 
Wiseman, Katharine Hodgkin, Michelle O'Callaghan, eds., Reading the Early Modern Dream: The Terrors 
of the Night (London, 2007). 
6 Gaskill, Crime and Mentalities, 77. 7 Hodgkin, 'Visions, Witchcraft and Madness in Early Modem England, ' 22 1. 
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- the most famous of which appeared in Descartes' Meditations - such differences could 
not have been insignificant. 
Stuart Clark has shown that dreams played an important role in problematising 
sensory evidence in the wake of the Reformation. It was as a consequence of this that 
Protestants, keen to question the authenticity of the Catholic church, had argued that the 
common people had been swayed and deluded by popish tricks, and for this reason, that 
their perceptual faculties were easily deluded as to the reality of nature. Reformation anti- 
Catholicism thus had the effect of severely compromising the reliance normally placed on 
the evidence of the senses in the religious field. 8 In the same period there was a revival of 
ancient Greek scepticism in the form of the publication in 1562 of the first Latin edition of 
the Outlines of Pyrrhonism by the ancient sceptic Sextus Empiricus. 9 This work, along 
with those who followed its sceptical arguments, were heavily grounded in radical doubts 
concerning the reliability of the senses, principally evidence that was based on sight. 
10 
The Catholic response to Protestantism in the Council of Trent only exacerbated these 
issues by questioning whether it was possible for anyone to know with any certainty many 
8 Stuart Clark, "Demons, Natural Magic, and the Virtually Real: Visual Paradox in Early Modem Europe", 
in Gerhild Scholz Williams and Charles Gunnoe, Jr., eds., Paracelsian Moments: Science, Medicine, and 
Astrology in Early Modern Europe (Kirksville, 2002), 20 1. Also see Stuart Clark, "The Reformation of the 
Eyes: Apparitions and Optics in Sixteenth- and Seventeenth-Century Europe, " Journal ofReligious 
History, 27 (2003), 143-160; Stuart Clark, Vanities of the Eye: Vision in Early Modern European Culture 
(Oxford, 2007), 300-329; "Lying Eyes" in Rob Iliffe, "Lying Wonders and Juggling Tricks: Religion, 
Nature, and Imposture in Early Modem England" (unpublished typescript 1997), 13-19; Alice 
Browne, 
"Dreams and Picture-Writing: Some examples of this comparison from the sixteenth to the eighteenth 
century", Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, 44 (1981), 90-100; Carlos 
Eire, War Against 
the Idols: The Reformation of Worshipftom Erasmus to Calvin (New York, 1986); William A. 
Dymess, 
Visual Faith: Art, Theology, and Worship in dialogue (London, 200 1); William A. Dymess, Reformed 
theology and visual culture: the Protestant imaginationftom Calvin to Edwards 
(Cambridge, 2004); 
Richard Tuck, "Optics and Skeptics: The Philosophical Foundations of Hobbes's Political Thought, 
" in 
Conscience and Casuistry in Early Modern Thought, ed., Edmund Leites (Cambridge, 
1988), 235-63; and 
David C. Lindberg and Nicholas H. Steneck, "The Sense of Vision and the Origins of Modem 
Science", in 
Allen G. Debus, ed., Science, Medicine and Society in the Reniassance: Essays to Honor 
Walter Pagel 
(New York, 1972). 
9 Richard H. Popkin, Scepticismftom Erasmus to Spinoza (Berkeley, 1979), 5. 
" Clark, 'Demons, Natural Magic, and the Virtually Real: Visual Paradox in Early Modem Europe', 201. 
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of the things Protestants claimed of the bedrock of their religion. ' 1 Between the 1560s and 
the 1640s, when Descartes published his First Meditation, a succession of sceptical 
arguments concerning the unreliability of sight entered intellectual discussion. 12 Yet, as 
Rob Iliffe notes, Protestants were not trying to discredit visual experience altogether. 
"Protestant eyes" were after all required "to detect the implausibility of Catholic miracles 
in the first place, and they were also required, whenever the authenticity of visions of 
radical 'enthusiasts' was in question, to discriminate between allowed and disallowed 
ways of seeing Scripture. " 
13 
Having abolished Purgatory, Protestants found new ways to account for 
apparitions. 14 Although ghosts continued to appear regularly, human deceit, the effects of 
nature, and most significantly for our case, demons, were all called upon to explain such 
experiences. 15 Dreams were just one means through which demons and nature could 
deceive, and they were also thought to have significant visual content. Contemporary 
dream writers including Thomas Hill, Philip Goodwin and Thomas Tryon all referred to 
'seeing' things in dreams, implying nevertheless that what was seen did not exist outside 
the mental apparatus of the dreamer. 16 Dreams, unlike sight more generally, were, by their 
very nature, visually deceptive. In dreams individuals only thought they saw things, when 
they were, in fact, asleep and really saw nothing. Demonic dreams were thus doubly 
deceptive, because individuals could be deceived by dreams themselves, as well as by 
11 Ibid. 201. 
12 Ibid. 201. 
13 Iliffe, 'Lying Wonders and Juggling Tricks', 5. 
14 See D. P. Walker, Spiritual and Demonic magic: From Ficino to Campanella (Nendeln, 1969). 
15 See Clark, Vanities of the Eye, 300-329. 
16 See Thomas Hill, The mostepleasant arte of the interpretacion of dreames (London, 1576); Philip 
Goodwin, The mystery of dreams: historically discoursed (London, 165 8); and Thomas Tryon, A Treatise 
ofDreams and Visions (London, 1689). 
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demons. 17 The deceptive power of the Devil was well known and to deny his power to 
deceive, while asleep or while awake, was to deny one of his most a significant weapons. 
Protestants had to maintain the power of demons to deceive in dreams on the one hand, 
but also call for demonic phenomena to be verifiable on the other. 
They did this by accepting that while demons could in theory deceive men and 
women through dreams, they could not be presented as evidence in actual cases. Demons 
could influence dreams in a number of contexts, including horrific nightmares, dreams in 
which demons appeared as angels to deceive alleged divine dreamers, and as the origin of 
more mundane sexual, envious or vengeful dreams. Demonic origins in dreams could be 
discerned in part by the state of the dreamer, since certain individuals were more 
vulnerable to demonic influence than others. All except the godly - and these also had to 
be vigilant - were vulnerable to demonic dreams because sleep itself left individuals 
exposed. In particular, women, the mad, the sick, the old and those that led an ungodly 
existence, were all singled out in treatises because they were particularly prone to 
demonic attacks in dreams. For both demonologists and sceptics, 'witches' and their 
'bewitched' victims were ideal candidates for such demonic dream delusions. For 
demonologists, it had long been accepted that witches were contacted via dreams. Witches 
were vulnerable to demonic influence while asleep because they already lived an ungodly 
existence; they swore, cursed and were vengeful. Demoniacs were equally malleable. For 
sceptics, however, witches and demoniacs were mad melancholic women and children, 
vulnerable because they were easily deluded into thinking the contents of their dreams 
were real. 
17 See Clark, Vanities of the Eye, 300-329. 
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In the remainder of this chapter I demonstrate that issues of uncertainty and 
deception were already present in the medieval Canon Episcopi. After this, I argue that 
dreams became central to debates on witchcraft reality, as those writing on witchcraft 
debated the extent to which acts of witchcraft could be attributed to dream-delusion. 
These debates centred on the ways in which witchcraft phenomena could be verified: as in 
other areas accounts increasingly marginalised private dream-claims in favour of public 
witnessing and corroboration. I also show that in some cases dream-claims were 
supremely authoritative precisely because of their privacy. 
The Canon Episcopi 
In the fifteenth century all witchcraft theorists had to confront the phrase in the 
Canon Episcopi which described how: 
some wicked women, perverted by the Devil, seduced by illusions and 
phantasms of demons, believe and profess themselves, in the hours of the night, 
to ride upon certain beasts with Diana, the goddess of pagans, and an 
innumerable multitude of women, and in the silence of the dead of night to 
traverse great spaces of earth, and to obey her commands as [if she were] their 
mistress. 18 
It became one of the most controversial texts concerning the mass nocturnal meetings of 
witches because it was increasingly incompatible with the idea of witchcraft that 
developed from the fifteenth century on. The witches' actual transvection to the sabbat 
was a real occurrence for many fifteenth and sixteenth-century 
demonologists, whereas 
for the ninth-century Canon the idea of night-travel had been a vulgar 
delusion or a 
18 , Canon Episcopi", in Alan C. Kors and Edward Peters, eds., Witchcraft in 
Europe, 1100-1700: A 
Documentary History (Philadelphia, 1972), 38-9. On the Canon Episcopi see Edward Peters, The Magician, 
the Witch, and the Law (Brighton, 1978), 71-8. 
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dream. For the Canon the nocturnal assemblies occurred in the spirit, for "while the spirit 
alone endures this, the faithless mind thinks these things happen not in the spirit but in the 
body. "19 "Who is there, " asked the Canon, "that is not led out of himself in dreams and 
nocturnal visions, and sees much when sleeping which he had never seen waking? Who is 
so stupid and foolish as to think that all these things, which are only done in spirit, happen 
in the body ... 
? t, 20 
The argument in the Canon seems to take a modem common sense view 
concerning the apparently clear distinction between sleeping and waking experiences. 
However, the crucial comparison in the Canon was made between the spiritual and 
corporeal rather than between waking and sleeping. 2 1 While the Canon did not match 
truth with waking or falsity with dreams, it instead declared that it was possible for the 
spirit to have experiences in which the body did not take part. 22 Carlo Ginzburg cites 
various examples of such soul travel in his Night Battles. In his example, the authorities 
attacked the activities of the benandanti precisely because the latter believed in the idea of 
soul travel in sleep (or travel 'in spirit') which contemporary theologians had rejected. 
However, the Canon had drawn from explicit Scriptural statements about the spiritual 
nature of travel in sleep. Prophets like Ezekiel and Paul saw true visions that they never 
thought happened in the body. "The prophet Ezekiel", according to the Canon, "saw 
visions of the Lord in spirit and not in the body ... And 
Paul does not dare say that he was 
rapt in the body. , 23 For the Canon, if prophets experienced true visions only 'in the spirit', 
19 Ibid. 39. 
20 Ibid. 39. 
21 Walter Stephens, Demon Lovers 
22 Ibid. 127. 
23 , Canon EpIscopi', 38-9. 
Witchcraft, Sex, and the Crisis of Belief (Chicago, 2002), 127. 
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then, it was most likely that the 'wicked women' it referred to were deluded when they 
claimed that their experiences had occurred 'in the body'. 
In contrast to many early modem witchcraft writers, who declared that it was 
heretical to disbelieve that women travelled physically by supernatural power, the Canon 
declared that belief in women travelling in this way was heretical. Essentially, for the 
Canon, the distinction between a person who was deceived into believing they had 
travelled physically or simply in their sleep was unimportant; both would have been 
accountable for the same sin by simply believing in such night travel. For the Canon the 
idea that "Diana, the goddess of the pagans" could transform animals and people so that 
they could endure unnaturally fast travel was to suggest that Diana had more power than 
God. That "anything can be made, or that any creature can be changed to better or worse, 
or be transformed into another species or similitude, " by anyone other than God was not 
only impossible but, if maintained, idolatry. The Bible informed us that these powers were 
God's alone and to demonstrate the Canon cited John 1: 3 "All things were made by 
him. , 24 The Canon's idea of what night travel was differed substantially from that put 
forward by early modem witchcraft writers. Where the Canon had suggested very fast 
travel took place over great distances only by riding "certain beasts", early modem 
authors insisted that this travel was not conducted on the ground but by flight. The 
Canon's standard idea of travel at speed was presumably riding on horseback; flying was 
never mentioned, but only an ability to travel great distances spiritually at great speed. 
25 
The Canon most likely originated after the mid-ninth century and reflected 
concerns about the pre-Christian religions that survived alongside Catholicism. Writers in 
24 Stephens, Demon Lovers, 126. 
25 
Ibid. 128 
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the Middle Ages, however, believed that the Canon had been issued by the council of 
Ancyra in 314 C. E. 26 Its ancient authority made it the most authoritative barrier to belief 
in the intricate fantasies concerning nightflight, including transvection, shape-shifting, and 
nocturnal meetings. Part of the problem early modem witchcraft writers had with the 
Canon was, as I have mentioned, that it did not offer any support for the idea that physical 
proof was necessary to judge the truth or reality of supernatural experiences. The Canon's 
point was that it was easy to distinguish between truth and falsehood, and body from 
spirit, and indeed, it was "stupid and foolish" to think otherwise. However, for the Canon, 
Satan deluded his victims in such a way that it was made near impossible to distinguish 
reality: "Thus Satan himself, " 
who transfigures himself into an angel of light, when he has captured the mind 
of a miserable woman and has subjugated her to himself by infidelity and 
incredulity, immediately transforms himself into the species and similitudes of 
different personages, and deluding the mind which he holds captive and 
exhibiting things, joyful or mournful, and ersons, known or unknown, leads 
[the victim's mind] through devious ways. 
V 
Of course, because the Canon had argued that the belief in being able to travel was 
heretical, the question of whether Satan actually physically transported them, did so in the 
spirit or simply deluded them, did not really matter. 
One might think that there could only be two ways of looking at this issue: either 
one believed that witches really, magically flew through the air or one argued that they 
were dreaming. However, because later demonologists had developed intricate notions of 
night flying and of the fantastical nocturnal gatherings of witches, fifteenth-century 
demonologists had to confront the ways in which the prescriptions of such an 
authoritative text differed from their own. One tactic was to suggest that the crime the 
26 Ibid. 129. 
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Canon described was different from the witchcraft occurring in early modem times and 
that therefore the Canon was irrelevant . 
28Another was to suggest that the Canon only 
condemned belief in Diana powering night travel and not belief in the travel itself From 
the Malleus Maleficarum onwards, demonologists often accepted both options - flying- 
through-the-air and staying-in-bed - as being possible, and both were considered equally 
diabolical in origin. "There was the woman in the town of Briesach whom we asked 
whether they could be transported only in imagination, or actually in the body; " the 
,, 29 authors of the Malleus wrote, "and she answered that it was possible in both ways. 
However, for the fifteenth and sixteenth-century reader, the Canon always posed the issue 
of whether witchcraft might simply be attributable to the delusions of dreams. Indeed, 
everyone from Reginald Scot to William Perkins took the Canon to be saying exactly this, 
which in turn raised more questions than it answered. How would we know the difference 
between those experiences brought on by drugs, disease or mental illness and those 
divinely or demonically inspired? And what criteria could be used for discerning the 
boundaries between natural and supernatural phenomena? Once these questions had been 
raised, they could not help but infonn the development of the demonic dream debates of 
the period that followed. 
Demonology, Dreams and Evidence 
In 1558 Giambattista della Porta described an experiment involving a local witch 
that he had (supposedly) witnessed: 
27 , Canon Episcopl, ' 38-9 
28 Stephens, Demon Lovers, 129. 
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As I was now seriously pondering these matters (for to tell the truth, I was of 
two minds about these things), I happened to meet an old hag. She was one of 
those who is called striga, in Latin, after the night bird which is thought to suck 
the blood of young children. Voluntarily she agreed and promised she would 
provide the answer to my question. She ordered me and all those who were 
with me to leave. As we could see through a crack in the door, she stripped and 
rubbed herself all over with some sort of salve. As a result of the strong effect 
of the soporific ointment, she fell on the floor profoundly asleep. We opened 
the door, went in, and not very gently tanned her hide. But she was so fast 
asleep that she felt none of it. So we went outside once more in order to see 
how things would go on. As the effect of the salve began losing strength, she 
awoke and told many strange tales about how she travelled over dale and 
mountain. We disputed it and pointed to the wheals on her body, but that was 
for naught. In short, all our remonstrances and actions amounted to no more 
than if somebody blew into a cold stove. 30 
Porta's eye-witness account was remarkably similar to a story from Lucian's Lucius and 
the Ass. In this story Lucius, along with another witness, saw a striga rub herself with 
ointment and transform into an OWI. 
31 "I thought I was dreaming, " Lucian reported, "and 
felt my eyelids with my fingers, for I did not believe that my own eyes were seeing this or 
were awake. , 32 Porta had reversed the example. It was now the woman, not the observer 
whose ability to distinguish between waking and dreaming was under scrutiny. By co- 
opting Lucian's narrative Porta was creating a contrast in order to communicate his view 
that, "there actually were old sorceresses who anointed themselves with salves prepared 
from plants, and who then imagined that they flew through the forest by night. , 
33 
This story and others like it appeared again and again in early modem narratives. 
In 1584 Scot recounted it in his work questioning belief in witchcraft. Again the 
29 Heinrich Kramer and James Sprenger, The Malleus Maleficarum (New York, 1971), 108. 
30 Giambattista della Porta, Magia naturalis sive de miraculis rerum naturalium (Naples, 1558), 85. Scot 
cited Porta's version. There were also earlier accounts of this story. Alonso Tostado cited a similar story in 
the fifteenth century, Johann Geiler von Kaisersberg repeats the story from Nider in Die Emeis of 1508, and 
Luther in turn copied it from von Kaisersberg. 
31 Hans Peter Duerr, Dreamtime: Concerning the Boundary between Wilderness and Civilization, trans., 
Felicitas Goodman (Oxford, 1985), 9. 
32 In Lucian's story the observer saw the woman strip rub herself with oil and begin to sprout feathers. See 
Lucian, Works VIII (London, 1967). 
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importance of witnessing was emphasised for those "remaining doubtfull of the matter. " 
In Scot's rendition, the 
witch.... froted hir bodie with certeine ointments (which action we beheld 
through a chinke or a little hole of the doore) [then] she fell downe through the 
force of those soperiferous or sleeple ointments into a most sound and heavie 
sleepe: so as we did breake open the doore, and did beate hir exceedinglie; but 
the force of sleepe was such, as it tooke awaie from hir the sense of 
feeling 
... 
[when] shee awooke ... 
[she] began to speake manie vaine and doting 
words, afirming that she had passed over both seas and mountaines; delivering 
34 to us manie untrue and false reports . 
The epistemological difficulties in distinguishing between waking and sleeping 
experiences were clear, where the witnesses "earnestlie denied" these reports, she 
"impudentlie affirned them. 1535 Scot concluded that the 'witch' must have been deluded in 
this matter. 
In a work published after his death in 1626, another famous sceptic, Francis 
Bacon, discussed identical cases in terms of the evidence concerning witchcraft. For him, 
as for Scot, such cases brought into question the reliability of witches' confessions, for 
"the Witches themselves are Imaginative, and beleeve oft-times,, they doe that, which they 
doe not. , 36 So that "both in Ancient, and Late times, (As in the Thassalian Witches, and 
the Meetings of Witches that have beene recorded by so many late Confessions; ) the great 
Wonders which they tell, of Carrying in the Aire; Transforming themselves into other 
Bodies; &c. " are, he argued, caused "not by Incantations or Ceremonies; But by 
Ointments, and Annointing themselves all over. , 
37 For Bacon, the lack of religious ritual 
as well as the application of natural agents ('Ointments') suggested that such stories were 
33 Duerr, Dreamtime, 10. 
34 Reginald Scot, The discovery of witchcrqft proving that the compacts and contracts of witches with devils 
and all infernal spirits orfamiliars are but erroneous novelties and imaginary conceptions (London, 15 84), 
105. 
35 Ibid. 105. 
36 Francis Bacon, Sylva Sylvarum: or a naturall historie in ten centuries (London, 1627), 127. 
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nothing but "Fables", and "the Effects of Imagination", and it was sleeping experience 
that reaffin-ned the delusory nature of witchcraft in this instance. 38 Such phenomena must 
be illusory since, Bacon argued, the ointments were "used for Procuring Dead Sleepes" - 
sleep, at least in this instance, was synonymous with delusion. 39And , in expressing the 
traditional concern that "People are Credulous in that point, and ready to impute 
Accidents and Naturall Operations to Witch Craft", Bacon also demonstrated the 
interpretative problems in categorising witchcraft experiences, particularly those which 
were openly said to have taken place in sleep. 40 
Looking at the striking narrative similarity between the stories of Porta, Scot and 
Bacon we might be forgiven for thinking that the attribution of aspects of witchcraft belief 
to the delusions of drug-induced dreams had become a potent technique for sceptics to 
puncture the beliefs of their opponents, demonologists. However, those who asserted that 
witchcraft was a real and powerful force in contemporary times also cited this case. For 
instance, in 1608 the Puritan clergyman William Perkins argued that: 
Our Witches confess of themselves things false and impossible when they be 
examined or consulted with, as that they ... are carried through the aire 
in a 
moment, from place to place ... 
lastly, that they are brought into farre countries, 
to meete with Herodias, Diana, and the Devill, and such like; all which are 
meere fables and things impossible ... 
Becoming [Satan's] vassalls, they are 
deluded, and so intoxicated by him, that they will run into thousands of 
fantasticall imaginations, holding themselves ... to 
be transported in the ayre 
into other countries, yea to do many strange things, which in truth they doe 
not. 41 
In 1616 the Nottingham physician John Cotta also cited della Porta's deluded witch, 
witnessed by "the mentioned Authour himselfe, with others. " Again, she was watched 
37 Ibid. 127. 
38 For arguments concerning psychopharmacology and the sabbat see Duerr, Dreamfime, I -I I 39 Bacon, Sylva Sylvarum, 127. 
40 Ibid. 127. 
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applying the ointment, again she fell into a deep sleep, and again, she was beaten as she 
slept. Cotta drew much the same conclusions as della Porta: "upon the Divels suggestioný 
a Witch beleeved firmely, and perswaded her selfe, that all the night shee had rid in the 
ayre, over divers great Mountaines, and met in coventicles of other Sorceresses" - though 
she had done nothing of the sort. Again, the delusion was only compounded by the fact 
that they could not "perswade her afterward ... that they had so used her, or at all had 
either seene or beheld her. )942 For Perkins and Cotta, however, such examples did not 
imply that witches had none of the powers attributed to them. Indeed, it is significant that 
Perkins and Cotta (rather than Scot and Bacon) inserted the Devil, who had not been 
present in Porta's account, into the narrative. There was no necessary divide between 
sceptic and demonologist on this issue, and even in the latter period witchcraft sceptics in 
the tradition of Scot, such as John Brinley, continued to maintain that the Devil was 
ultimately responsible for delusions of this type. 
Of course, Scot drew wider conclusions from such examples. As we have seen, he 
provided this example within his 1584 Discoverie of Witchcraft. This, as well as being the 
earliest sixteenth-century work on witchcraft published by an Englishman, was 
43 
unrelentingly sceptical about the powers of witches. Its objective was to refute the 1580 
Dýmonomanie of French demonologist Jean Bodin and to go well beyond the arguments 
of the most radical sceptical author on witchcraft known to him, Johann Weyer, whose 
1566 Depraestigiis daemonum had been attacked by Bodin. According to Scot, witchcraft 
was an impossible crime, because all supposed acts of witchcraft such as night flying, 
41 William Perkins, A Discourse on the DamnedArt of Witchcraft (Cambridge, 1608). 
42 John Cotta, The triall of vvitch-craft shewing the true and right methode of the discouery: with a 
confutation qf erroneous wayes (London, 1616), 22. 
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demonic sex and witches' sabbats, "are but phantasies and dreames. " "It is a marvell that 
in dreames, witches of old acquaintance meet so just togither, " he asserted sarcastically, 
,, 44 "and yet lie at home fast asleepe . For Scot, the dreams which had so deluded the 
sleeping witch in Porta's account were entirely natural and he explained numerous other 
witch-beliefs in the same way. Referring to the killing and eating of children supposedly 
committed by witches, he wrote "it is so horrible, unnaturall, unlikely, and impossible; 
that if I should behold such things with mine eyes, I should rather think my selfe 
dreaming, drunken, or some way deprived of my senses; than give credit to so horrible 
,, 45 and filthy matters. Scot also cited ancient sources, in particular the Canon Episcopi, in 
support of his case: "Certaine generall councells, by their decrees, " he argued: 
have condemned the confessions and erroneus credulity of witches, to be vain, 
fantasticall and fabulous. And even those, which are parcell of their league, 
whereupon our witch-mongers do so build, to wit; their night-walkings and 
meetings with Herodias, and the Pagan gods: at which time they should passe 
so farre in so little a space on cockhorse; their transubstantiation, their eating of 
children, and their pulling of them from their mothers sides; their entring into 
mens houses, through chinks and little holes where a flie can scarcely wring 
out, and the disquieting of the inhabitants &c. all which are not onely said by a 
generall councell to be meer fantasticall, and imaginations in dreames; but so 
affirmed by the ancient writers. 46 
Like many other witchcraft sceptics, Scot had interpreted the Canon (despite the fact that 
it actually advocated the night-travel of witches 'in the spirit') as a substantial support for 
the argument that witchcraft belief amounted to dream-delusion. 
The lynchpin for his argument was the assertion that supposed witches were 
suffering from delusions brought on by (melancholic) dreams. "These witches, through 
43 David Wootton, 'Scott, Reginald (d 1599)', 0, ýford Dictionary ofNational Biography, Oxford 
University Press, 2004 [http: //www. oxforddnb. com/view/article/24905, accessed 16 Nov 2007]. 
44 Scot, The discovery of witchcraft, 106. 45 Ibid. 48. 
46 Ibid. 52. 
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their corrupt phantasie abounding with melancholike humors, by reason of their old age, " 
he asserted "do dreame and imagine they hurt those things which they neither could nor 
do hurt; and so think they knew an art, which they neither have learned nor yet 
understand. A7 It was also for this reason that Scot argued that all those dreams "which in 
these daies are called magicall or diabolicall, maie rather be called melancholicall. " This 
was because "out of that blacke vapor in sleepe, through dreames, " there would appear, 
"(as Aristotle saith) some horrible thing; and as it were the image of an ouglie divell: 
sometimes also other terrible visions, imaginations, counsels and practises. " Scot also 
gave the example of "a certeine man, " that dreamed he was required by God to "throw 
himselfe into a deepe pit. " The "miserable wretch, " having given credit to the dream, 
"performed the matter, and killed himselfe. " Now I confesse, that the interpretation or 
execution of that drearne was indeed diabolicall" Scot concluded, "but the drearne was 
,, 48 casuall, derived from the heavie and blacke humor of melancholie. 
Scot's rejection of demonic dreams and his attribution of witchcraft acts to 
melancholic dreams were the logical result of his argument that the crime of witchcraft 
was nothing more than idolatry. If this was the case, anything apparently supernatural 
must consequently be simply the product of trickery or confusion. For Scot, witches were 
melancholic old women who muddled their dreams with reality, and through the malice of 
the Catholic priests and the ignorance of the Protestant clergy, their confused and 
rambling dreams and fancies had been used to bolster the political and religious authority 
of these elite groups. "Trulie it is manifold idolatrie, " he wrote 
to aske that of a creature, which none can give but the Creator. The papist hath 
some colour of scripture to mainteine his idoll of bread, but no Jesuiticall 
47 Ibid. 47. 
48 Ibid. 103-4. 
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distinction can cover the witchmongers idolatrie in this behalfe. Alas, I am 
sorie and ashamed to see how manie die, that being said to be bewitched, onelie 
seeke for magicall cures, whom wholsome diet and good medicines would have 
recovered. I dare assure you both, that there would be none of these cousening 
kind of witches, did not witchmongers mainteine them, followe them, and 
beleeve in them and their oracles: whereby indeed all good learning and honest 
arts are oveithrowne. 49 
Scot laid the blame for the misinterpretation of witchcraft squarely at the door of the elite 
'Jesuits' and 'witchmongers, ' but, as we can see in this passage, everyone including the 
ignorant common people who think themselves bewitched played their part in maintaining 
these superstitious beliefs. 
Scot's arguments met with a great deal of criticism from his contemporaries. 
Many of the Elizabethan and Jacobean tracts on witchcraft (such as Perkins, the Oxford 
graduate Thomas Cooper and Richard Bernard) mentioned him. Cooper, for instance, 
argued against those sceptics (like Scot) who "seeme to elude all with a conceit of 
melancholy, as if these diuellish practises and combinations betwixt the Witch and Satan, 
were but fancies and vaine dreames of a melancholy braine. " For, he asserted "the 
symptornes of melancholie doe no whit agree with the persons of these Witches. As these, 
being fat, mery, delighting in company, & all which are contrary where melancholy 
raignes. " Those that thought otherwise were nothing but atheists, a charge frequently 
levelled against Scot, "so this is also a Plaine condemnation of the Atheist of these Times, 
who doth therefore willingly entertaine this effour. , 50 Nonetheless, the influential Richard 
Bemard in his 1627 Guide to Grand-Jury Men also noted some of Scot's examples as 
51 
evidence for counterfeited cases of demoniacs . 
49 Ibid. 16. 
50 Thomas Cooper, Sathan Transformed into an Angell of Light, expressing his dangerous Impostures 
under Glorious Shewes (London, 1622), 15 1. 
51 Richard Bernard, A guide to grand-iury men diuided into two bookes (London, 1627), 33. 
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It is very easy to see why sceptics such as Scot might want to question aspects of 
witchcraft belief, but it may be less easy to understand why demonologists would want to 
do the same. This issue becomes clearer when we consider the wider context of Protestant 
theological writing in the period following the Reformation. For most of the English, and 
more generally Protestant, authors we are considering here (that is, Gifford, Perkins, 
Cooper, Bernard and others), their works on witchcraft represented only one aspect of a 
far broader collection of theological writing. 52 The main purpose of this work was to 
continue the work of the Reformers and set out, particularly to the ignorant, the proper 
understanding of Christian belief and conduct. Eradicating malefic witchcraft was only 
one aspect of the wider effort to explode error and imposture; those practices and beliefs 
that English Protestants deemed 'superstitious'. George Gifford wrote to 
lay open some of Sathans sleightes, and subtill practises, least the ignoranter 
sort should be carried awry and seduced more and more by them. The errors be 
farre more grosse, and the sinnes much greater, into which by meanes of 
Witches he seduceth multitudes, then in common opinion they be esteemed. It 
falleth out in many places euen of a suddaine, as it seemeth to me, and no doubt 
by the heauy iudgement of God, that the Diuels as it were let loose, doe more 
preuail, then euer I haue heard of . 
53 
52 For some representative examples see George Gifford, A briefe discourse of certaine points of the 
religion which is among the common sort of Christians, which may bee termed the countrie diuinitie 
(London, 158 1); George Gifford, A catechisme conteining the summe of Christian religion, giuing a most 
excellent light to all those that seek to enter the path-way to saluation (London, 1583); William Perkins, A 
Christian andplaine treatise of the manner and order ofpredestination and of the largenes of Gods grace 
(London, 1606); William Perkins, Thefoundation of Christian religion gathered into sixe principles. And it 
is to be learned of ignorant people, that they may befit to heare sermons with profit, and to receiue the 
Lords Supper with comfort (London, 1597); Thomas Cooper, The Christians daily sacrifice containing a 
daily direction. for a setled course qfsanctification (London, 1608); and Thomas Cooper, The worldlings 
aduenture discouering the. fearefull estate of all earthwormes, and men of this world, in hazarding their 
pretious soulesfor the enioying of worldly happines (London, 1619). 
53 George Gifford, A Dialogue Concerning Witches and Witchcraftes (London, 1593), 1. 
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As William Perkins put it "it [is] a necessarie thing for the Church and people of God, to 
be acquainted with the dealing of Satan in this kinde, that knowing his subtill deuises, 
they may leame to auoyd them. , 
54 
Ironically, this attack on superstition, carried to what many contemporaries saw as 
its logical conclusions, led to an extremely sceptical position on the powers of witches 
and witchcraft. Most Protestant writers stressed the importance of divine providence, of 
the universal intervention of God in human affairs, and many of them emphasised the 
point that many of the misfortunes attributed to witches were, in fact, attributable to God. 
However, it is important to stress that there was no single, universal, homogenous line on 
witchcraft. Many orthodox Protestants, such as Perkins and Henry Holland, argued that 
the threat of witchcraft was a real and powerful aspect of Satan's struggle with God and 
his people, while others claimed that witchcraft had been largely misconceived in popular 
opinion, and that the majority of witch-beliefs were superstitions. Gifford, for instance, 
had observed the numerous 'errors' of his Maldon parishioners on the subject and had 
concluded that a significant portion of witch-beliefs had been misconstrued. Scot had 
simply taken the argument further and denied virtually all aspects of witchcraft belief. 
Nonetheless, readers were expected to make sense of witchcraft through 
conventional norms regarding diabolical interventions in the world. The Devil reversed 
everything about Christian society and it was often said that without God's restraint, Satan 
would ruin the whole world by turning it upside down. 55 Indeed, witchcraft was the mirror 
image of orthodox society and the deeds of witches were 'wrong' on an immense scale. 
56 
54 Perkins, A discourse, 6. 
55 See Stuart Clark, "Inversion, misrule and the meaning of witchcraft, " Past andPresent, 87 (1980), 98- 
127. 
56 Stuart Clark, Thinking With Demons (Oxford, 1997), 82. 
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This system was highly powerful in enabling early modem theologians to label and 
stigmatise their opponents as disorderly, and various irreligious groups were said to invert 
the godly Christian society - something which frequently involved inverting night and 
day, and sleep and wakefulness. "They invert", preached Thomas Adams about atheists, 
"the Order God hath disposed to the times preposterously, making the night day, and day 
night; at midnight they revell, at noone they sleepe: though the day was created for labour, 
the night for repose. )ý57 
As well as inverting societal norms by meeting at night, and sleeping during the 
day, witches reversed the platonic ideal of Christian love in orgiastic and debasing sexual 
acts with incubi and succubi and merely aped the godly method of prophesying in 
dreams . 
58 There were deep-seated connections between the Devil and dreams, both were 
prime examples of things which had great power to delude. Satan was "the father of lyes" 
and "the great deceiver"; while sleep, as Edmund Spenser put it, frequently "forged true- 
,, 59 seeming lyes. Many of those who wrote on the subject noted that individuals were 
more vulnerable to demonic deceptions in the night-time, when they were sleeping. 
Gifford cited Ephesians 6: 12 saying: "The deuilles are the rulers of the darknesse of this 
world. ý60 "The most darke seasons of the night" were, John Cotta wrote, most "fitting the 
darke workes, and the workemen of the Prince of Darknes .,, 
6 1 Thomas Cooper wrote that 
Satan appeared "vsually by night, ', 62 to infect the brain with "Diuellish Dreames. , 
63 
57 Thomas Adams, The gallants burden (London, 1612), 16. 
58 Ibid. 87-88. 
" Edmund Spenser, The Faerie Queene, I (London, 1977), 25 (Canto 1). 
60 Gifford, A dialogue concerning witches, 11. 
61 Cotta, The triall of vvitch-craft, 96. 
62 Thomas Cooper, The mystery of witch-craft Discouering, the truth, nature, occasions, growth andpower 
thereof (London, 1617), 59. 
63 Ibid. 146. 
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For satirist Thomas Nashe too, the 'teffors of the night' were invariably demonic. 
"The Night is the Divells Blacke booke, wherein hee recordeth all our transgressions, " he 
wrote in 1594, and "the rest we take in our beds is such another kinde of rest, as the 
wearie traveller taketh in the coole soft grasse in summer; who thinking there to lye at 
ease, and refresh his tyred limmes, layeth his fainting head unawares on a loathsome neast 
of snakes .,, 
64 "Well have the Poets termed night the nurse of cares, " he continued, "the 
mother of despaire, the daughter of hell. j565 "As God is intitled the Father of light, " Nashe 
stated, "so is the divell surnamed the Prince of darknesse, which is the night. , 66 Thus 
"those whom he dare not united or together encounter, disjoined and divided, hee will one 
by one assaile in their sleepe. , 67 Although he too saw a large role for melancholy in sleep, 
Nashe suggested that the Devil attacked those who were already more vulnerable, and it 
was "Children, fooles, sicke-men, or mad-men hee is most familiar with. )568 This view 
was also implicit in the fact that the crimes of alleged witches almost always took place at 
night, and many of the relations begin with the witch in bed 69 - although (as I have 
already pointed out) we should not assume that all such night-time encounters took place 
in sleep. 
Certain individuals were more vulnerable to this type of night-time deception than 
others, and because of the system of opposites which structured many aspects of early 
modem thought, women were considered more prone to evil than men and were thus far 
more likely to be tempted into witchcraft in their sleep. Generally most demonologists 
64 Thomas Nashe, The terrors of the night or A Discourse of apparitions (London, 1594), 6. 
65 Ibid. 6. 
66 Ibid. 6. 
67 Ibid. 7. 
68 Ibid. 7. 
69 The fact that many demonic encounters took place in the bed-chamber has also been noted by Hodgkin, 
'Visions, Witchcraft and Madness in Early Modem England, % 22 1, and Gaskill, Crime and Mentalities, 77. 
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regarded this fact, along with the logic of contrariety more generally, as axiomatic and 
70 rarely explored the issue in any depth. William Perkins provides a typical example of 
the treatment of women's vulnerability to deception. He noted that: 
The woman being the weaker sexe, is sooner intangled by the devill's illusions, 
with the damnable art, than the man. And in all ages it is found true by 
experience, that the devill hath more easily and oftner prevailed with women 
then with men ... 
his first temptation in the beginning, was with Eve a woman, 
and since he pursueth his practice accordingly as making for his advantage. For 
where he findeth easiest entrance, and best entertainment, thither will he oftnest 71 resort . 
Thus the traditional argument that women were intellectually and morally weaker, and 
would thus be more easily seduced by Satan's wiles, was almost universally applied and 
was demonstrated by the Biblical example of Eve, and by common experience since the 
vast majority of witches who appeared before the courts were women. In a sense, the very 
fact that most accounts did not feel the need to labour the point demonstrates how self- 
evident it was - and of course, there were numerous other expected characteristics of a 
witch that were also based on the concept of contrariety. 
Most accounts of demonic dreams, started by pointing out the fact that the Devil - 
because he inverted Christian society - also mimicked God's means of communicating 
with his chosen people. As Thomas Cooper argued in 1617, demonic dreams were an 
inversion of divine dreams: "whereas the end of Satans Enthusiasmes is to set vp Idolatry, 
and nourish all Atheisme and securitie, Deu. 13. On the contrarie, Diuine Dreames aime 
70 There is a vast secondary literature on the gendering of witches. For women, witches and polarity see 
Stuart Clark, "Women and Witchcraft", in Thinking With Demons, 106-133. For some typical feminist 
accounts see Carol F. Karlsen The Devil in the Shape of a Woman (London, 1984) and Christina Larner, 
"Was witch-hunting really women hunting? " in her Witchcraft and Religion (Oxford, 1984). For accounts 
of women's roles in witchcraft prosecution see James Sharpe, "Witchcraft and women in seventeenth- 
century England: some northern evidence", Continuity and Change, 6 (1991), 179-99; Clive Holmes, 
"Women: Witnesses and Witches, " Past andPresent, 140 (1993), 61-62. Also see Alan Anderson and 
Raymond Gordon, "Witchcraft and the Status of Women: the case of England, " British Journal of 
Sociology, 29 (1978), 171-84. 
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onely at the True worship of God, and further the doctrine and obedience of the 
Gospell 
.,, 
72 "God hath reuealed his will to the Patriarchs, Prophets, and Apostles, by 
familiar conference, by dreams, by inspiration, by Trances: " Perkins had also argued in 
1608, "In the same maner, Satan hath his Diuinors, and Soothsayers, his Pythonisses, his 
Cassandras, his Sibylles, to whome he maketh knowne things to come, by familiar 
presence, by drearnes, &C.,, 
73 "It hath beene granted in all ages for a truth, " he continued, 
"that Satan can frame dreames in the brayne of man, and by them reueale his 
,, 74 diuiations. However, in contrast to "those which are from God, " and "were onely in 
ordinarie vse in the old Testament, and [which] in the Church of the New, are ceased, and 
take not place ordinarily, " the Devil continued to deceive men and women in their sleep 
and that these "were the greatest and strongest delusions that euer Satan had. 1975 And he 
had been behind many of the greatest impostures wrought upon the Church: "he hath by 
dreames and visions wrought in the heads of many men most strange and curious conceits 
for the raising vp of heresies, to the great disturbance of the peace of the Church. " After 
this, Perkins cited an impressive roll call of the types of historical deceptions for which 
demonic dreams were responsible, these included, the Delphian oracle, the Catholic 
church, the Manicheans, the Anabaptists and the Family of Love. 76 
Such Satanic deceits made it especially important to distinguish demonic 
experiences from godly. Often, it was possible to discern demonic dreams only by 
referring to their contrary, divine dreams. Perkins, for instance, attempted to "set downe 
71 Perkins, A discourse, 168-9. 
72 Cooper, The Mystery of Witchcraft, 148. 73 Perkins, A discourse, 4. Likewise, Cotta wrote that the Devil would "Indeuour to countereit & imitate the 
most high and mightiest workes of wonder of the infinite Creator, thereby to magnifie, deifie, and equall 
himselfe vnto God in vnbeleeuing and seduced hearts. " The triall of vvitch-craft, 43. 74 Perkins, A discourse, 104. 
75 Ibid. 98. 
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some notes of difference betweene them, whereby they may be knowne and distinguished 
each from other. " This was no easy matter, since "the learned of that age haue auouched it 
a very hard matter, considering that the deuill in these, as well as in other things, can 
transforme himselfe into an Angel of light. " However, God would not allow men and 
women to be utterly deluded without any means to discern true from false "howsoeuer the 
case be hard, " he asserted, "by light of direction from the word of God, there may some 
true differences be set downe betweene them. -)177 These were: that divine dreams only 
concerned the "weightiest matters in the world", while "as for diabolical, they are not of 
so waightie matters, nor so hard to foretell. " Secondly, "diuine dreames be alwaies either 
plaine and manifest, or if they be obscure, yet they haue a most euident interpretation 
annexed vnto them"; but "those that are caused by the Deuill, as they be obscure and 
intricate, so the interpretation of them is ambiguous and vncertaine, because he himselfe 
cannot infallably determine how things shall come to passe, and thereupon is constrained 
to giue doubtfull answers by dreames. , 78 In addition to this, divine and demonic dreams 
differed in their purpose. The fortner would be agreeable to God's word in the Bible and 
would not preach anything that would be harmful to true Christianity; the Devil, on the 
other hand, aimed at the destruction of the godly and preached the opposite of true 
Christian worship. In his Satan transformed into an angel of light, Cooper listed points of 
difference between divine and demonic dreams that were virtually identical to those listed 
by Perkins. Thus divine dreams were "agreeable vnto the blessed Word', while demonic 
were "contrary to the Word", while Satan's dreams were indistinct, God's were clear, and 
76 Ibid. 98. 
77 Ibid. 100. 
78 Ibid. 102. 
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where God's concerned necessary and important things such as Christ's arrival or the 
revealing of the Antichrist, Satan's concerned "trivial or vaine" matters. 79 
As we have seen, then, there are two main ways in which dreams were involved 
in discussions of witchcraft. The first is as demonic dreams, which outwardly resembled 
divine prophecies. These were deceptive because although they seemingly validated a 
prophet's divine sanction, they actually led the dreamer away from God and into sin. The 
other kind were especially problematic because they involved dreams in which the 
dreamer was deceived into believing that they were awake. lnstead they believed that they 
had physically experienced actions and events that had not actually occurred. The 
distinction between the two criteria is crucial because, while the first was used to question 
the authenticity of supposed prophets, only the latter could be taken to suggest that all acts 
of witchcraft were attributable to dream-delusion. This was highly significant for our case 
because it meant that discussions of dreams acquired a special emphasis on delusion. lf it 
was impossible to believe the fantastical stories of witches because they had been 
dreaming, then, this also implied that dreams were an unreliable form of evidence, and 
that only physical, sensory evidence could provide firm enough proof for witchcraft acts - 
even if, for demonologists, such phenomena could, as Clark puts it, be 'saved' (that is, 
remain demonic) by their convenient attribution to the delusions of and "juggling power 
of the Divell. )980 
Some supporters of witch-beliefs were quick to recognise the epistemological 
difficulties incumbent in the attribution of witchcraft acts to dreams. Cotta's The triall of 
79 Thomas Cooper, Sathan transformed into an angell of light expressing his dangerous impostures vnder 
glorious shewes (London, 1622), 146-7. 80 Clark, 'The Reformation of the Eyes: Apparitions and Optics in Sixteenth- and Seventeenth-Century 
Europe', 145. 
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witchcraft of 1616, for instance, explored these epistemological issues in particular detail. 
The first chapter of his triall, for instance, concerned 'How Knowledge doth come vnto 
man' and 'How mans Knowledge is confined and limited'. The theme continued with his 
treatment of 'The difference betweene things meerely imagined or fancied, and things 
really offered unto the outward sense truly discerned' - which focused on the difficulties 
involved in discerning real acts of witchcraft from dreams. Furthermore, as we shall see, 
many of these epistemological issues arose from the text's significant legal focus, and it 
was even dedicated to the Lord chief justice Sir James Ley and to "the rest of the 
Honourable, Right Reuerend and worthy ludges. , 81 As such, like other witchcraft writers, 
he wrote to further the "truths discouerie ... against the 
iniuries of aduerse obdurate 
custome, ignorance, enuy, and the vulgar indignation of common receiued and deceiued 
opinion. , 
82 
For Cotta, "Knowledge... commeth by the outward senses, which doe certainely 
and vndoubtedly informe the vnderstanding concerning their seuerall proper obiects, 
where the facultie is sound, and the instruments of sense, and the outward meanes of 
conueyance are rightly disposed. " Among these five senses, "the sight and hearing, the 
eye and eare, are the most excellent and chiefe wayes of multiplication and increase of 
,, 83 naturall knowledge . Thus 
he set up sensory evidence in direct contrast to private and 
internal evidence, so "things being palpably seene, could not bee meere imagination. 
" 
Those things which were 
meerely in imagination (with those men whom diseases depriue not of their 
sense or reason) are by right reason and true sense, after a short time of their 
preualence, easily detected to be imaginary; but those things which are truely, 
81 Cotta, The triall qf vvitch-craft, 
82 Ibid. 6. 
83 
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really, and certainely seene, remaine the same for euer after in their due 
reception of sense; with vndoubted and vnchanged allowance of reason. 84 
Those experiences that were imaginary or that have been dreamt were easily discerned 
from those that were authentic. Therefore, "a man in a sleepe or dreame, though for a 
short space, hee doeth oft times verily, really, and very feelingly (as it were) thinke 
himselfe in many actions and employments; " he argued, "yet when hee awaked from 
sleepe, his sense and reason doe tell him hee was but in a dreame. "85 In a similar way, 
c6sicke persons ... though waking, dreame of things falsely imagined, but the disease being 
gone, and their sense and reason there-from recoueredg they then know and laugh at the 
fallacies of their imaginations. " Knowing this, it was apparent to Cotta that it was "not a 
thing impossible, but vsuall and familiar vnto all kinde of men that want not their 
common wits, to distinguish betweene those things which are onely in imagination, and 
those which are reall and indeede. " Furthermore, "we may then truely conclude, that 
against the acts of Sorcerie and Witch-craft manifest to sense, the due testimonies of 
vnderstanding, discreete, and iust men, ought to bee no lesse equiualent then against 
another open acts, or crime whatsoeuer. , 86 In other words, convictions for witchcraft 
ought to be based on evidence that was evident to the senses and, in particular, on credible 
witness testimony. 
However, Cotta had some doubts about whether things which were "spirituall & 
supernaturall" could be "subiect in reason vnto outward sense or be knowne thereby. " For 
it was "true that a Spirit and a Spirituall work simply in it selfe in the owne nature and 
substance, cannot be seene by any bodily eyes, or be apprehended by any outward 
84 Ibid. 106-7. 
85 Ibid. 106-7. 
86 
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sense. . )87 However, the effects of spiritual activity could be discerned by the outward 
senses. For it was "impossible to ... cause the things dreamed, by the witnesse and 
testimony of other beholders, to bee brought to passe in so liuely likenesse and similitude, 
as cannot bee discerned and discouered otherwise then the very same that they were in 
drearne likewise beleeued. "88 In other words, it was always in principle possible to discern 
reality. Yet, Cotta nonetheless acknowledged the epistemological difficulties to which 
accounts of witchcraft would be subject if this were not the case. Dreams, visions and 
'fancie' would then be one of the primary stumbling blocks in the process of determining 
reality: "If men could not certainly disceme betweene that which they do really see, and 
that they falsely imagine in visions, dreams and fancie, " he wrote, "then were the life of 
man most miserable, there could be no certainty of truth, no excelling in knowledge or 
understanding. All men should be a like unable to distinguish, whether we live in 
J.. , 89 areames only, or in wakefull deed. 
Demonic Dreams and the Law 
As we have seen, despite the occasional trial for witchcraft in the secular courts, 
witchcraft was not made a crime under English Law until 1542, though there is no 
evidence that this was ever enforced, and it was repealed along with other criminal 
legislation of Henry VIII's reign, in 1547. The Witchcraft Act of 1563, however, re- 
established witchcraft as a felony. It appears that this Act, along with an Act against false 
prophesying were passed in response to a group of Catholic plotters who were accused of 
87 
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using sorcery and witchcraft against Elizabeth's regime. The crime of witchcraft also fell 
into a special category of crime, the crimen exceptum. 90 This category was composed of 
secret crimes unlikely to produce the usual kinds of evidence or witnesses; as well as 
witchcraft, these frequently included crimes such as secret murder, poisoning and 
infanticide. 91 The courts were therefore permitted to convict on the basis of indicia, that 
is, circumstantial evidence. 92 The types of evidence admitted as circumstantial included 
such things as whether the alleged witch had a reputation for witchcraft, whether she had 
familiars, witchmarks, possessed wax or clay figures, enquired excessively after a sick 
party or had been named by another witch. 93 Dreams also appeared as circumstantial 
evidence in such trials. Indeed, witches sometimes testified that they were contacted by 
demons in their sleep, while victims often accused them of appearing in the same manner. 
Witchcraft trials were not even the only place in which dreams were reported; they also 
appeared in murder trials, when an individual had the identity of a murderer or the 
whereabouts of a corpse revealed to them in their dreams. 94 
The operation of the English legal system was also important here. English 
prosecutions involved a number of different processes, each involving a different set of 
people - who might have held made decisions on the basis on different beliefs and 
different critical standards. 95 The first stage typically involved the Justice of the Peace, 
who heard the accusation, examined the accused, and collected relevant testimony. 
90 Barbara Shapiro, Beyond Reasonable Doubt and Probable Cause: Historical Perspective on the Anglo- 
American Law Evidence (Berkeley, 1991), 165. 
91 Ibid. 165. 
92 Ibid. 209. 
93 Ibid. 166. These were cited by Michael Dalton, The counayjustice containing the practice of the 
justices of thepeace out of their sessions (London, 1618), 209. On the relationship between dreams and 
legal evidence see Gaskill, Crimes and Mentalities, 76-7,232,309. 
94 Gaskill, Crimes and Mentalities, 232. 
95 Barbara Shapiro, Probability and Certainty, 196. 
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Secondly, the grand jury made the decision as to whether there was sufficient evidence to 
present and indict. Their view of their evidence would have had a considerable bearing on 
whether they recorded an Ignoramus or Billa vera. Only in the latter case would the 
evidence be presented to a trial jury, which would determine whether the accused was 
guilty of witchcraft. While the presiding judge would also play a vital role in shaping this 
decision, in particular, the judge might use his influence to obtain a reprieve if he was 
unhappy with a guilty verdict. Thus the views of the educated classes, the judges, the 
justices of the peace and the grand jurors would have had a significant impact on the 
evaluation of the evidence - in our case the testimony of both victim and accuser 
concerning dreams - against supposed witches in trials. While, on the other hand, if the 
case made it to trial, the opinions of the less educated trial juries on what constituted 
convincing legal evidence would also have played a vital role. 
In general, dreams appeared in witch-trials and trial pamphlets either in the 
witches' testimony concerning encounters with demons and spirits, or in the testimony of 
demoniacs who described dreamt encounters with the witches who had caused their 
affliction. As I have already mentioned, it has often been noted that there was a 
96 
remarkable contiguity between these kinds of narratives . Both victim and witch played 
out their conflicts at night in the bed-chamber and both experienced demonic encounters 
in their sleep. The reasons for this similarity though have generally been neglected. As I 
have already shown, accounts of demonic dreams were based on the idea that the Devil 
would imitate God's methods of communication - and thus the dreams experienced by 
witches and demoniacs were remarkably similar to those expected of divine prophets 
because they were a demonic copy of them. So where Satan copied God in sending 
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dreams to his followers, by proxy, the witch also had the power to appear to her victims in 
dreams. Demonic dreams were thus the subject of a convergence between elite and 
popular requirements. Many accusations derived from disputes between the witch and 
other villagers. Dreams that revealed the identity of the witch thus served to convince 
locals of the authenticity of the accuser's claims. In addition to this, demonic dreams also 
emphasised the diabolic origins of the witch's maleficium, which elite divines, judges and 
magistrates so often insisted upon. 97 Clearly those "possessed" by the Devil at the 
instigation of the witch were prime examples of both the malevolence of the accused and 
of the demonic origins of her craft. 98 Furthermore, like prophets, demoniacs (and, of 
course, the witches themselves) were frequently shown to be insensible, they went into 
trances, they slept and they neither saw, heard, nor felt what was going on around them, 
this was, after all, why they were frequently 'tested' by having pins pushed into their 
flesh. 99 
In the later sixteenth century there were a number of accounts where victims 
testified that witches had appeared to them, in dreams, in their sleep or at their bedside. 
The key example of this concerned the bewitchment of a group of children at Warboys in 
1589-1593. In the trial of 1593 the witches Alice, her daughter Agnes and her husband 
John Samuel stood accused of bewitching five of local man Robert Throckmorton's 
daughters and of bewitching to death Mrs Cromwell, grandmother of the future Lord 
Protector of England, Oliver Cromwell. The bewitched children displayed the typical 
symptoms of possession, they experienced fits, they writhed, their bellies swelled 
96 See Hodgkin, 'Reasoning with Unreason', 219 and Gaskill, Crimes and Mentalities, 77. 
97 On the insistence upon diabolic origins and the relationship between this and popular testimony see 
Holmes, 'Women: Witnesses and Witches', 61-62. 98 
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unnaturally and, crucially, they were completely "deprived of their senses during their 
fits, for they could neither see, heare, nor feele any body. "100 One of the children, 
Elizabeth Throckmorton was, in her fits, "like to those which struggle and plunge betwixt 
life and death, being both dumbe, deafe and blinde, her eyes closed up ... but with a gasp 
shee came againe to her selfe, stroking her eyes as though she had been but a sleepe. "101 
Indeed, these states were frequently described in tenns of sleeping and waking, "if you 
had asked how shee [Elizabeth] had done, shee would have smiled uppon you: if where 
shee had beene her common answere was in a sleepe or dreame. " 102 However, it was also 
this sensory deprivation and sleep-like state which made the bewitchment convincing. If 
they were unaware of what was going on then this indicated the influence of a 
supernatural power. The fact that they named the accused in their fits, and yet did not 
remember what they had said was especially persuasive because it indicated that the 
accusation had come from an external supernatural power and not from their malice. On 
one occasion one of the Throckmorton children accused the witch Alice Samuel of 
causing her and her sisters' troubles, (repeatedly) exclaiming "for Gods sake take her 
away and burne her, for shee will kill us all if you let her alone, " and yet was unable to 
describe what had passed once she came to herself and had 'awoken' from her 'sleep'. 103 
Lady Cromwell was similarly afflicted after a visit to the Throckmorton residence 
and a confrontation with the supposed head-witch, Alice Samuel. On the same night, 
99 On possession see D. P. Walker, Unclean Spirits: Possession & Exorcism in France & England in the 
late Sixteenth & seventeenth centuries (London, 198 1). 
100 Anon., The most strange and admirable discouerie of the three witches of Warboys arraigned, conuicted 
and executed at the last Assises at Huntington (London, 1593), 5. William W. Coventry has pointed out 
that the Warboys case "produced the archetype for possession trials throughout the next century. " William 
W. Coventry, Demonic Possession on Trial (London, 2003), 2. 
101 Anon., 'The most strange and admirable discouerie of the three witches of Warboys', 8. 
102 Ibid. 14. 
103 Ibid. 6. 
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44after the Lady Cromwell departed from Warboyse, " she "suffered many things in her 
dream concerning mother Samuell. " She was "very strangly tormented in her sleep, by a 
cat (as she imagined) which mother Samuel had sent unto her, which cat offered to plucke 
of all the skin and flesh from her armes & body. " However, such was "the strugling and 
striving of the Lady that night in her bed, & moumfull noise, which shee made speaking 
to the cat, and to mother Samuel that she wakened her bedfellow, who was mistresse 
Cromwell, before named wife to the worshipfull, Maister Oliver Cromwel, sonne and 
heyre to Syr Henry Cromwell, who was that night from home. " After this, "Mistresse 
Cromwell being awakened, and perceiving the Lady thus disquieted, " she "awakened her 
also, " and Mrs Cromwell "greatly thanked her for it, declaring how she hath been troubled 
in her dreame, with mother Samuell and her cat, with many other circumstances, which 
she did very well remember, neither could she take any rest or sleep all that night after, 
for feare thereof" Tormented by the witch in her dream, and clearly bewitched after 
visiting the Throckmortons, "the Lady fell very strangly sick & so continued unto her 
dying day, which was some yere &a quarter after her being at Warboyse. " 104 
However, it seems that many who testified were less convinced about the 
persuasiveness of dreams. In Rye in Sussex, for instance, we find "Susan Swapper the 
wife of Roger Swapper of Rye" who described her visits from spirits in her trial for 
witchcraft in 1607. Swapper's spirits appeared to her at night but they were not dreams - 
indeed her case suggests that there were also difficulties in confirming external visions if 
they could only be seen by one witness. These spirits appeared at night "about Midd Lent 
last past she beinge in the Chamber where she did lye with her husband in bed in the night 
104 
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time about the howers of Twelve and one of the clock. " 105 There "appeared to her fower 
spiritts in the Leiknes of two men and two woemen ... the woman in the grene petticoat 
called this examinate Sue come and goe with me or els 1 will carry thee. " 106 Susan was 
understandably frightened by this experience and "beinge a fearde with that vision and the 
calling of her by name, Called to her husband and waked him and willed him to hold 
her. " 107 However, "he Awakeinge turned to her and Answered her wherefore should I 
holde thee and she Replied unto him againe and said here is a thinge that will carry me 
away and he said againe unto her I see nothinge and so turned about from her. "108 This did 
not prevent Swapper from being tried and convicted for witchcraft and sentenced to death, 
a victim of the 1604 witchcraft statute that made interaction with spirits a capital offence 
even without maleficium, though she was ultimately pardoned in 1611.109 While Joan 
Willimott, a convicted witch on trial in Leicester 1618, denied that she was dreaming 
when she met with her spirit, the spirit, she asserted existed in external reality. In her 
examination she claimed that, "her spirit came unto her this last night (as she thought) in 
the forme of a woman, mumbling, but she could not understand what it said. " And being 
'casked whether shee were not in a dreame or slumber when shee thought shee saw it, she 
said no, and that she was as waking as at this present. "' 10 
There are also some indications that officials were becoming stricter about what 
kinds of evidence constituted proof. The authorities became especially worried about a 
series of exorcisms carried out in 1585-6 under the direction of the Catholic priest 
105 Rye record office, Rye 13. 106 Ibid. 13. 
107 Ibid. 13. 
108 Ibid. 13. 
109 See Hodgkin, 'Reasoning with Unreason, ' 219. 
110 Anon., The Wondeýful Discoverie of the Witchcrafts ofMargaret and Phillip Flower, Daughters ofJoan 
Flower neere Beuer castle: Executed at Lincolne, March 11.1618 (Lincoln, 1619), 34. 
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William Weston - which were reputed to have brought thousands of converts to 
Catholicism. In addition to this, the church authorities were faced with Protestants whose 
over-enthusiastic dispossessions became the subject of intense concern among the 
Anglican clergy, and made up a significant part of anti-Puritan attacks towards the turn of 
the century. One of the key figures here was John Darrel - an obscure minister of 
dispossessions in the north and the midlands. However, his reputation for successful and 
authentic dispossession became tarnished when he was involved in 1599 with the case of 
a supposedly possessed Nottingham youth called William Somers. Somers experienced 
the same symptoms as the Throckmorton girls (indeed Somers was acquainted with the 
account of the witches of Warboys); he had fits, fell into sleeps and trances and revealed 
the names of those who caused his troubles. The affair drew large crowds and a full- 
blown witch-hunt seemed imminent, with Somers accusing a number of women of 
causing his bewitchment. But when the case was entrusted to the Bishop of London, 
Richard Bancroft - Darrel's activity with Somers was exposed as fraudulent, and 
Bancroft's chaplain, Samuel Harsnett, wrote a propaganda tract to this effect. In the 
period that followed, Darrel's enemies labelled his account of possession (and indeed 
sometimes even the idea of possession in general) as "no better then the dreaming dotages 
of some phantasticall or idle braine. " III 
In the period that followed a series of other notable cases of fraudulent possession 
were revealed. King James I and VI was instrumental in several of these and having 
written on the subject of witchcraft in the same period his case therefore provides an 
interesting case-study on the status of dream-claims. His Daemonologie, first published in 
... John Deacon, A summarie answere to al the materialpoints in any of Master Darel his bookes More 
especiallie to that one booke of his, intituled, the Doctrine of the possession and dispossession of 
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1597, was an out and out defence of witchcraft theory against sceptics - with a particular 
focus on discrediting Scot's Discoverie and Weyer's De Praestigiis. 1 12 In addition to this, 
he recommended reading Bodin's Daemonomanie - the text to which Scot was 
responding, and one which contained numerous references to demonically inspired 
dreams. 113 James also rehearsed the fairly standard argument that the Devil was "Gods 
Ape"' 14 and "As God by visiones, drearnes, and extases reueiled what was to come, and 
what was his will vnto his seruantes; vsed he not the like meanes to forwarne his slaues of 
things to come? "' 15 For James, the Devil deluded witches and demoniacs "fantasie, their 
senses being dulled, and as it were a sleepe" but like virtually everyone in the sixteenth 
century he also interpreted incubi and succubi as the result of the natural effects of the 
nightmare. And, like other demonologists of the period, he also emphasised the need to 
avoid error, in particular, the falsehoods believed about witches as well as to avoid "the 
errour that there is no Witches. " 
116 
Through his experience at witch trials in the 1600s he became more cautious. ' 17 
In 1604 James became personally involved in a one particularly notable case of witchcraft 
and possession, namely that of Anne Gunter -a twenty-year-old demoniac from 
Oxfordshire. Her father, Brian Gunter had brought the case to the Star Chamber and 
demoniaks out of the word of God (London, 1601), 85. 
112 James I and VI, Demonologie (London, 1597), 3. He wrote "against the damnable opinions of two 
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profession. " 3. 
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James set about dismantling his and his daughter's claims. Eventually, Anne admitted that 
her father had administered a "green water" to his daughter which sent her into "great 
rages", followed by a "heavy dullness" and then a deep sleep, during which she became 
insensible. 11 8 Anne told how her father gave her this mixture, often against her will, when 
strangers came to their home wanting to witness her affliction. Anne, like Somers, also 
admitted that she had modelled her trances on those of the bewitched parties in the 
Warboys case because, she admitted later, she had read of their afflictions in a tract 
concerning the case entitled, The most strange and admirable Discoverie of the three 
Witches of Warboys published in 1593.119 Others connected with the case also began to be 
similarly afflicted. John Leaver, a South Moreton husbandman, had accompanied the 
constable of North Moreton when he went to arrest the accused witch in the case, 
Elizabeth Gregory. The experience was obviously traumatic (he was reported to have had 
trouble walking through the court in the presence of the witch), and thereafter he began to 
suffer terrifying dreams. On one occasion his wife heard him say in his sleep, "Pepwell 
and Gregory will you make a puppet of my shirt, " 'puppet' being a model damaged by the 
witch in order that the intended victim would also be harmed. Leaver himself described 
dreams in which he saw the two women, along with their familiars, and was enticed by 
them "to receive the sacrament of the devil. " 120 
In the years that followed, James became more adept at dismantling such claims to 
possession and bewitchment. He advised judges to be especially careful in dealing with 
witnesses and evidence in witchcraft cases, and, on one occasion, he sharply criticised 
118 James Sharpe, The Bewitching ofAnne Gunter: A Horrible and True Story of Deception, Witchcraft, and 
the King ofEngland (New York, 2000), 9. 119 Ibid. 7. 
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Justice Sir Humfrey Winch and Sergeant Sir Randolph Crew for condemning nine witches 
on the basis of inadequate evidence in the 1616 case of Mary Smith. And as the 
demonologist Alexander Roberts related, some crucial evidence in this case rested on the 
fact that her bewitched victim, Elizabeth Hancock had identified Smith in her dreams, she 
being "exceedingly terrified ... did thinke oftentimes in her sleepe, that she did see this 
Marie Smith standing before her. " 121 Although it is difficult to generalise from only a few 
cases, the fact that Somers and Gunter were revealed as frauds, while the Warboys 
witches were condemned, may indicate that claims based on the private evidence of 
dream and trance-like states were increasingly associated with delusion. 
In any case, the dismissal of private evidence is also something that we find 
corroborated by legally-focused witchcraft treatises. In his 1616 text on witchcraft, Cotta 
made it clear that grand jurors were obliged to assess the reliability of witnesses to the 
"manifest magical and supematurall act, " and should therefore think about whether they 
were "substantial, sufficient, able to judge, free from exception of malice, partialitie, 
distraction [and] folly. " They should have "conference and counsell" with those skilled 
and experienced in "those affairs", in order to insure that there was "no deception of 
sense" or "mistaking of reason or imagination. " Cotta also distinguished between 
probability and certainty in such matters. Although "circumstances and presumption", 
which demonstrated only probability, were not sufficient for a jury to condemn a 
supposed witch, they did give "sufficient warrant" to bring the case to trial. In Cotta's 
view, grand juries had an active role in evaluating witnesses, circumstances and other 
121 Alexander Roberts, A treatise of witchcraft VFherein sundry propositions are laid downe, plainely 
discouering the wickednesse of that damnable art (London, 1616), 52. 
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evidence but ultimately acts of witchcraft must be "manifest to outward sense" . 
122 This 
was probably why Cotta and other demonologists increasingly placed emphasis on 
demonic experiences that were externally verifiable and shunned those, like dreams, 
which were not. 
Cooper's 1617 Mysterie of Witchcraft also emphasised the necessity of proceeding 
carefully, "not upon every corrupt passion, or sleight occasion, but upon weighty 
presumptions. -)9123 As I have already shown, Cooper was a clear believer in "Diuellish 
Dreames framed in the braine by Satan. " 124 However, in a section of his Mysterie titled 
'Of lawfull meanes of detection, ' he did not include dream-claims. 125 Instead, he argued 
that if "the Partie will not confesse, " then the "testimonie of two sufficient witnesses is 
currant, " to prove either that the accused had "made a league with Satan" or that he or 
she had practised various acts of witchcraft. These included conversing with a familiar 
spirit, asking the Devil for help, or finding lost objects by extraordinary means. The only 
one that might have included dreams was the ability to accurately predict the future - and 
the fact that the accused had accurately foretold events had to be corroborated by two 
witnesses. 126 Moreover, without these proofs, Cooper continued, the accused "may not 
safely be condemned. " 
127 
A year later in his Countrey Justice, Michael Dalton made a similar point. Dalton 
dealt with witchcraft as a crimen exceptum, a type of crime where "open and evident 
proofs are seldom to be had" - and that therefore required exceptional treatment. In 
witchcraft trials, "Justices of Peace may not alwayes expect direct evidence, seeing all 
122 
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their works are the works of darkness, and no witnesses present with them to accuse 
them. " 128 Therefore to assist their "better discovery", Dalton listed a number of 'signs' - 
some of which were taken from the 1612 Wonderful Discovery of Witchcraft, which 
concerned the case of a group of Lancashire witches and in later editions some were taken 
ftom Bernard's 1627 Guide to Grand-Jury Men. Interestingly, these included the witches 
appearing "to the sick party in his fits, " and the sick party in his fits "naming the parties 
suspected" - though only in forin of apparitions. Therefore in witchcraft cases, Dalton 
appears to have favoured visual evidence concerning 'apparitions' of the accused over 
dreams, and even this only provided good cause for suspicion and a number of such 
indicia or signs were necessary for magistrates to commit the suspected party. 129 
In the more widely known Guide, Bernard argued that "it is the generall madnesse 
of people to ascribe vnto Witchcraft, whatsoeuer falleth out vnknowne, or strange to 
vulgar sence. " He therefore listed those "instances of stange and wonderfull diseases" that 
come near to the "similitude of bewitching, in ordinary and common apprehensions" and 
which he hoped to set out "more distinctly, for common capacities. " 130 These included 
sick persons who were "swiftly surprised with so profound and deadly a sleepe, as no call, 
nor cry, nor noyse, no stimulation can in many houres awake and raise them. ), 
131 In 
addition to this, there were those who were "in some part waking, in another part 
sleeping: in some respects, manners and parts, expressing wakefull motions; sense, 
speech, right apprehension, memorie and imagination: but in other respects, parts and 
126 Ibid. 277. 
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Bernard, A guide to grand-iury men, 13. 131 Ibid. 14. He added the example of "one Master Rosin of Northampton taken for the space of two dayes, 
and two nights lying, by this sicknesse, as dead, was buryed before he was dead. " 14. 
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manners, as asleepe, voide of the liberty and vse of sense, motion, or any other 
facultie. " 132 For this reason, grand jurors ought to "Inquire whether hee hath taken aduice 
of some learned Physicians, and hath also vsed their best helpes, for remedie, before they 
enter into consideration of the practices of Witcherie. " For 
vnlesse the Witchcraft be very cleere, they may bee much mistaken; and better 
it were, till the truth appeare, to write an Ignoramus, then vpon oath to set 
down Billa vera, and so thrust an intricate case vpon a lury of simple men, who 
proceed too often vpon relations of meere presumptions, and these sometimes 
very weake ones too, to take away mens hues. 133 
Bernard precluded dream-claims from his conception of legal evidence. Only apparitions 
seen visibly "(with other things concurring, else this is no sure signe)" were admissible as 
evidence, and he specifically stated that these must not be seen "in a fancie or dreame, but 
visibly" before misfortune struck the victim, "as it did to one Master Young of London, 
the apparance of a Waterdogge to runne ouer his bed ... after which 
hee was tormented. " 134 
As Richard Popkin has surmised, these kinds of discussions of witchcraft evidence and 
demonic delusion may have been just the reason that in 1637 Rene Descartes chose to 
describe a solipsistic world controlled by a devil-like "evil genius [mauvais genie]" who 
was: 
not less powerful than deceitful, [and] has employed his whole energies in 
deceiving me; I shall consider that the heavens, the earth, colours, figures, 
sound, and all other external things are nought but the illusions and dreams of 
which this genius has availed himself in order to lay traps for my credulity. 135 
132 
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135 Ren6 Descartes, Meditations on the First Philosophy, trans., E. S. Haldane and G. R. T. Ross (Cambridge, 
1911), 1,148. 
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He too would have been familiar with the discussions of dream-claims at the witch-trial 
that took place in Loudun in 1634 - while he was writing his Meditations. 136 
The Civil War 
As I have already shown, in the 1640s and 1650s there was a vast increase in the 
number of (alleged) prophets, many of whom frequently made radical political and 
religious claims based on dreams and, as censorship collapsed, put them into print. These 
prophets took on the characteristics of the Scriptural and early Christian prophets; they 
went into trances, dreamed, and subjugated all corporeal concerns, only awaking and 
emerging from these states to tell the often subversive political messages that had been 
revealed to them in their sleep. For those in authority, and for other sectarians with 
opposing views, these prophets were a dangerous threat to social and political order and to 
'true' Christianity. The explosion of prophecy thus provided a new and urgent context for 
witchcraft narratives, for these prophets could not all be expounding the word of God. To 
many of their critics, these individuals provided evidence for the fact that the Devil 
frequently appeared as 'an angel of fight': they were a demonic imitation of genuine 
divine prophecy. 
137 
136 The possessed nuns in the case experienced a number of disturbing dreams and Descartes discussion of 
a deluding 'evil genius' was almost certainly inspired by this case. See Richard H. Popkin, Scepticismftom 
Erasmus to Spinoza (Berkeley, 1979), 185 and Geoffrey Scarre, "Demons, Demonologists and Descartes", 
The Heythrop Journal, 31 (1990), 3-22. On the Loudun trials see Aldous Huxley, The Devils qfLoudun 
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2000). 
137 On the problem of categorisation in witchcraft see Hodgkin, 'Reasoning with Unreason, ' 219 and Robin 
Briggs, "'Many Reasons Why': Witchcraft and the Problem of Multiple Explanation, " in Jonathan Barry, 
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A good example of the ways in which prophecy was reinterpreted as witchcraft 
can be seen in the case of Anne Bodenharn - an elderly teacher and cunning woman from 
Wiltshire - whose career as a prophet and healer was cut short when she was accused of 
witchcraft. 138 She had been employed by a notorious London astrologer called Dr Lamb 
and, curious about his magical techniques and predictions, she had asked him to show her 
his methods. Thereafter, she applied his methods, including some that allowed her to 
reveal murder, malice and the whereabouts of lost objects in dreams, trances and in a 
glass. Describing, in a Faustian manner, her technique of raising spirits, she asserted that 
"If those that have the desire to it, do read in books, and when they read further then they 
can understand, then the Devil will appear to them, and show them what they would 
know; and they doing what he would have them, and they may learn to do what they 
desired to do, and he would teach them. " 13 9 Her career flourished until the murder of an 
aristocratic client, whose family accused her of witchcraft - apparently in order to conceal 
the actual guilty party. Bodenham's story then began to take on the characteristics of 
diabolical witchcraft. She was portrayed as a gossip, troublemaker and papist who could 
fly and "transform herself into any shape whatsoever". Such claims were widely thought 
supernatural and if supernatural then either divine or demonic. So when Bodenham's 
visions were recounted in the contemporary pamphlet Doctor Lamb Revived, her activities 
were related by a witness "she replied that Mistress Bodenham, (meaning the said witch) 
Marianne Hester, Gareth Roberts, eds., Witchcrq/t in Early Modern Europe: Studies in Culture and Belief 
(Cambridge, 1996), 49-63. 
"Witchcraft, 138 Gaskill has also explored this case see Malcolm Gaskill, Politics, and Memory in 
Seventeenth-Century England, " The Historical Journal, 50 (2007), 289-308. 
139Edmund Bower, Doctor Lamb Revived, or Witchcraft Condemn'd in Anne Bodenham (London, 1653), 
32. 
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was either a witch, or a woman of God. " 140 The authorities opted for the former, and she 
was executed for witchcraft in 1653. 
Bodenham was not the only visionary to be perceived as a witch when her 
activities began to threaten those in high places (or when attacking her would distract 
attention from other potentially guilty parties). Jane Hawkins, a peddlar in St. Ives, 
preached and prophesied against the Anglican bishops, with a local vicar writing up her 
predictions for publication. When her activities were investigated, the vicar confessed the 
imposture: "He has fully satisfied the people, who [now] cry out against the woman, " 
claiming that her prophecies were, in fact, from the Devil. Anna Trapnel attacked 
members of Parliament, members of the aristocracy and the future Lord Mayor of 
London. Following her attacks on Oliver Cromwell, based on revelations that had come to 
her in dreams, she was imprisoned in Bridewell for two months, and admitted that she 
was suspected of being "under the administration of evil angels, and a witch, and many 
other evil terms they raise up to make me odious, and abhorr'd in the hearts of good and 
bad, that do not know me. ', 141 
These women, like the witches and bewitched children in the 1620s, also rested 
their authority on their lack of sensory input. An example of this can be found in the case 
of Margaret Muschamp, an eleven-year-old Northumberland girl afflicted with fits, 
paralysis, speechlessness, who met with angels, demons and witches in her dreams. Her 
affliction began with the typical symptoms of prophecy; she experienced "Heavenly 
Visions" of angels, she did not eat or drink, claiming that "God fed her with Angels 
food", slept for lengthy periods during which she spoke with her angels, demons, witches 
140 
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and her dead brothers, and "when she awaked; remembred not anything she had sayd or 
done. " 142 When she began vomiting, raging, and writhing "as if some were striking at 
her", her mother, Mary began to suspect that a local woman, Dorothy Swinow, had 
bewitched her. 143 Mary repeatedly put forward her daughter's affliction before various 
judges, physicians and justices, in order to secure the conviction of Swinow - who Mary 
also accused of killing her other children (Margaret's brothers) and her unborn child. And 
it was her complete lack of memory, perception and understanding of what had passed 
once she had awoken that made her dream-claims convincing: "the Judge thought she 
feigned: but as soon as she was out of her fit, did not know what was past, as all the 
beholders did see, onely an innocent bashfull Girle, without any confidence at all when 
she was out of her fits. " 
144 
However, the fact that such claims were based on their intense privacy also 
necessitates a reinterpretation of Gaskill's key example, Margaret Moore. Moore, a witch 
from the Isle of Ely, and hanged in 1647, experienced a series of visions, involving her 
dead children, in which "theire Came a voyce which the said Margeret Conceived to be 
hir third Child & demanded of hir hir soule, otherwise she would take a-way the life of hir 
4 th Child. " Gaskill conflates Moore's vision with dreams; "As Moore's case indicates, " he 
concludes, "dreams of witchcraft could invade the sleep of a witch [and] It is surely no 
142 Mary Moore, Wonderfull newesfrom the north. Or, A true relation of the sad and grievous torments, 
inflicted upon the bodies of three children of Mr. George Muschamp, late qf the county of Northumberland, 
by witch-craft (London, 1650), 5. 143 
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144 Ibid. 16. It is interesting that the accused witch Dorothy Swinow escaped to Berwick, though another 
accused witch in the case Jane Martin - not named by Muschamp in her dreams - was hanged in Newcastle 
in August 1650. See Peter Rushton, "Texts of Authority: Witchcraft Accusations and the Demonstration of 
Truth in Early Modem England, " in Stuart Clark, ed., Languages of Witchcraft: narrative, ideology and 
meaning in. early modern culture (Basingstoke, 2001), 21-39. 
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accident that Moore's visitation occurred in the bed-chamber at night. " 145 Certainly, the 
fact that many such encounters took place at night was significant, and was indicative of 
an association between sleep and witchcraft. However, it is worth remembering that not 
all night-time encounters took place in sleep. Moore saw and heard her visions and this 
cannot be equated with the intensely private experience of dreams. The emphasis in most 
accounts of demonic dreams was, after all, placed on sensory deprivation - the lack of 
sight, hearing and memory and the denial of bodily concerns, the refusal of food and drink 
and the obliteration of the self - that accompanied accounts like that of the bewitched 
Muschamp child. 
A related point which could have been drawn out further by Gaskill concerns the 
practice of depriving imprisoned witches of sleep - an ordeal primarily inflicted on the 
accused witches in the Essex trials. Interestingly, in his Discovery of Witches the witch- 
hunter Matthew Hopkins attempted to justify the practice against charges of cruelty. 
Hopkins argued that the Magistrates applied this technique "with this intention only, 
because they being kept awake would be more the active to cal their Imps in open view 
the sooner to their helpe, which oftentimes so happened. " Expanding on this idea, he 
related how walking the witches (in order to prevent them from sleeping) was used 
because "when they did lye or sit in a chaire, they did offer to couch downe, then the 
watchers were only to desire them to sit up and walke about, for indeed when they be 
suffered so to couch; immediately comes their Familiars into the room and scareth the 
145 
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watchers, and heartneth on the Witch. " 146 Although these statements were contradictory, 
they nonetheless imply an interesting association between sleep and demonic encounters. 
A further case, that of Giles Federlyn, demonstrates the way in which night- 
visions and apparitions could be corroborated where dream-claims could not. "Giles 
saith, " the authors began, that he "hath been troubled with an evil Spirit that hath 
oftentimes hanted him in the night season, appearing to him in several shapes. , 147 This 
spirit "hath oftentimes importuned him to destroy himself. And being demanded after 
what manner; the Devil (in the likeness of a Lawyer, and a long Gown) answered, To 
hang himself, or cut his own throat. " 148 The fact that his visions were witnessed by other 
people ruled out madness or delusion on Giles' part. There were "3 men sate up with him 
that were Debtors, " and they were trustworthy witnesses, that is, "men of honest repute, 
who doth all affirm, " that one Rob Todd looked out of their window and there he saw a 
66man to his thinking walk up and down in the Ward-yard ... it came close under the 
window, where he stood, and then he could perfectly discern the proportion of a man; 
save onely it had neither head nor armes: whereupon he called the other two men, to 
behold this Vision, who coming to the window, discerned the same plainly. " Yet, they 
also interpreted this vision, and concluded its status demonic, saying, "Certainly, this is a 
familiar. "149 
In evaluating such testimony, jurors in general referred back to legal guidelines set 
out by Richard Bernard and others. Bernard's book, reprinted in 1629,1630 and then in 
1680, was highly influential. Passages were even included in Michael Dalton's handbook 
146 Matthew Hopkins, The discovery of vvitches: in answer to severall queries, lately delivered to thejudges 
of the assizefor the county ofNorfolk (London, 1647), 5. 
147 Anon., The tryall and examination of Mrs Joan Peterson ... Also the tryal, examination, and confession of 
Giles Fenderlyn (London, 1652), 5. 
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for justices of the peace; one of the most important legal treatises in the seventeenth and 
early eighteenth centuries. Justices were required to take an evaluative approach to 
witness testimony, considering their possible motives; were they, for instance, disgruntled 
neighbours, deluded old people or children. Bernard employed the Continental language 
of presumption, and indeed Shapiro has argued that Continental legal ideas may have 
been transmitted and widely discussed because of their inclusion in legal discussions of 
witchcraft such as Bernard's. 150 In 1653 the Justice of the Peace Sir Robert Filmer, 
writing after the last major outburst of witch-hunting, attempted to discredit the still 
popular work of Puritan theologian William Perkins. Filmer argued that torture, which 
was acceptable for Perkins when "strong and great presumptions" existed, was not used in 
England. 15 1 Foreign standards were irrelevant since England was "tyed to a stricter Rule, " 
and English juries should not convict "without sound and sufficient proofs. )5152 According 
to Filmer, Perkins himself did not believe his own proofs. For example, (according to 
Filmer) he argued that: 
when Witches begin to make a league, they are sober and sound in 
understanding, but after they be once in the league, their reason and 
understanding may be depraved, memory weakened ... they are deluded and so intoxicated that they will run into a thousand of fantastical imaginations. 153 
However, Filmer pointed out that this would mean that the witch, deluded after she had 
made a pact with the Devil, was "not fit to give testimony against herself , 154 If a witch 
was deluded and her imagination corrupt, then her testimony was inadmissible; what was 
148 Ibid. 5. 
149 
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150 See Bernard, A guide to grand-iury men. For an account of the influence of Bernard's guide on 
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needed was some external evidence to corroborate her confession, preferably more than 
one credible witness to her crimes. Filmer's recommendations became highly influential 
in the following decades. 
Witchcraft and Moral Responsibility 
In one of the most celebrated statements of the period concerning dreams, Thomas 
Hobbes argued in his Leviathan of 1651 that the whole edifice of pagan theology, the 
"religion of the Gentiles in times past, [who] worshipped satyrs, fawns, nymphs, and the 
like; " along with the current "opinion that rude [common] people have of fairies, ghosts, 
and goblins, and of the power of witches", was built on an "ignorance of how to 
distinguish dreams, and other strong fancies, from vision and sense. " 155 However, such 
erroneous opinions were rightly condemned. "I think not that their witchcraft is any real 
power; " Hobbes asserted, "but yet that they are justly punished, for the false belief they 
have, that they can do such mischief, joined with their purpose to do it if they can: their 
trade being nearer to a new religion, than to a craft or science. " 156 
Margaret Cavendish, Duchess of Newcastle, recorded another well-known 
Hobbesian declaration on the subject, in her account of the life of herhusband, William 
Cavendish. She claimed that William had on a number of occasions discussed witch flight 
with Hobbes, and that they had agreed that it was a delusion in which witches "imagine 
their dreams are real exterior actions; for example, if they dream that they flye in the Air, 
155 Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan (London, 1651), 14. For a good analysis of Hobbes' views on witchcraft see 
"Hobbes" in Ian Bostridge, Witchcrqft andIts Transformations, 1650-1750 (London, 1997), 38-52. 
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or out of the chimney top, or that they are turned into several shapes, they believe no 
otherwise, but that it is realy so. " 157 Despite their clear delusions, he, like Hobbes, also 
condemned the "Wicked Opinion" that made "them industrious to perform such 
Ceremonies to the Devil that they may worship him as their God, and chuse to live and 
dye for him. " 158 It was also the opinion of Hobbes's friend, the lawyer John Selden, that 
witches were justly punished despite the lack of evidence in favour of the reality 
witchcraft itself 
159 
Hobbes reduced witchcraft to the essentials of intention and belief, witchcraft was 
a rebellion against God, and an intention to cause harm. The witchcraft condemned in the 
Bible, Hobbes pointed out, was idolatry; it was a crime of belief and witches (such as the 
Witch of Endor) had no "reall power" or efficacy beyond this. The key point about his 
condemnation of the crime of witchcraft then, was that witches rebelled against the 
authority of Church and State. Witchcraft overturned every idealised aspect of early 
modem Christian society, and the prosecution of witches thus also reinforced that 
orthodox society. People who mistook their dreams for realities (that is, supposed 
witches) - though they were deluded - threatened to overturn the political and social order 
and destabilise government. For Hobbes such rebellion was, of course, anathema to his 
political and social ideology; indeed, deference to the authority of Church and State was 
the comerstone of Hobbesian thought. 
156 Ibid. 14. 
157 Margaret Cavendish, The Lives of William, Duke ofNewcastle, ed., Mark Lower (London, 1872), 184-5. 
158 Ibid. 184-5. 
159 John Selden, Table Talk (Oxford, 1892), 157. "The law against witches does not prove there be any; but 
it punishes the malice of those people that use such means to take away men's lives. If one should profess 
that by turning his hat thrice, and crying "Buz, " he could take away a man's life, though in truth he could do 
no such thing, yet this were a just law made by time state, that whosoever should turn his hat thrice, and cry 
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His critique of witchcraft was, of course, closely related to the anti-Catholic 
discourse on demonology in the tradition of Reginald Scot and which was continued (a 
few years after Hobbes' Leviathan) by Thomas Ady. Ady also insisted that witchcraft was 
nothing more or less than idolatry, and that witches or "false Prophets pretended that they 
had also Dreamed, and had seen Visions, that so they might bewitch and seduce the 
people from Gods way. " 160 Yet such dreams were only "Diabolical" in the sense that they 
were t6some Murtherous, some covetous" in these dreams were "nothing besides nature" 
or they were "no real Dreams" at all "but Lyes" in which "Enthusiasts did falsly pretend 
they had Dreamed. " 16 1 For Hobbes, as for Ady, witchcraft was one part of a series of 
dangerous and pernicious beliefs that tended to undermine central authority - and this 
necessitated the explaining away of witchcraft beliefs. For Anglicans, the argument that 
witchcraft could be attributed to dream delusion had renewed appeal in the period after 
the Civil War because of the recent spate of prophetic dreaming among the sectaries. In 
his Behemoth, Hobbes' history of the Civil War, he acknowledged that it was 
"metaphysical doctrines" like dream-claims, which tended to favour private inspiration 
over the direction given by king and clergy, which were "the cause of all our late 
mischief, and the cause that makes the plainer sort of men, whom the Scripture had taught 
belief in Christ, love towards God, obedience to the King, and sobriety of behaviour, 
forget it all, and place their religion in the disputable doctrines of these your wise men. " 162 
Of course, none of these points was unheard of before the Civil War. As I have 
shown, the contemporaries who debated the evidentiary basis of dreams in witchcraft 
160 Thomas Ady, A Candle in the Dark shewing the Divine Causes of the distractions of the whole nation 
OfEngland, and of the Christian world (London, 1655), 18. 161 Ibid. 2 1. 
162 Thomas Hobbes, "Behemoth, " in William Molesworth, ed., The English Works, vj, (Oxford, 1962), 232. 
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trials and in demonological texts were acutely aware of the epistemological issues that 
were at stake. The deceptiveness of demonic dreams was underwritten in demonological 
theory and virtually everyone writing on witchcraft phenomena, demonologists included, 
acknowledged that many beliefs about witches were wrong. Most, including Perkins and 
Cooper, also emphasised that witchcraft was primarily idolatrous; it broke the first 
commandment and overturned godly Christian worship. And of course, those who 
concerned themselves with legal evidence, including Cotta, Cooper, Dalton and Bernard, 
frequently made clear distinctions between extemally-witnessed sensory evidence and 
those which were private and subjective. Hobbes discussion of witch flight with 
Cavendish had clear antecedents in Scot, Cotta and others' discussions of the subject. As I 
have shown, they too concluded that witches were dreaming or lying when they claimed 
to fly from place to place. All of Hobbes' arguments can be placed within the wider 
context of witchcraft discussions, along with the rejection of false prophecy in the Civil 
War, etched out in previous sections. Many of his arguments were clearly inspired by 
contemporary concerns about delusion and imposture; issues that were frequently raised 
within the witch-debates among his contemporaries. 
Indeed it is possible to tell from the criticisms leveled at Hobbes' account which 
aspects of his thought were more easily dismissed and which were not. Clearly, 
explaining away the Devil as a delusive dream worried John Bramhall, who sarcastically 
praised him for killing "the great infernal devil, and all his black Angels, " leaving "no 
devils to be feared, but devils incarnate, that is wicked men. " While he "fancieth that all 
those devils which our Saviour did cast out, were phrensies, and all demoniacks (or 
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persons possessed) no other than mad-men, " Thomas Tenison upbraided Hobbes most 
severely for his misinterpretation of the witchcraft statutes. Those who 
Publickly deny Witch-craft, are sawcy affronters of the Law and therefore, for 
their opinion, which rather establisheth irreligion, than subverts the faithý they 
ought to be chastiz'd from those Chairs of Justice, which they have 
reproachfully stain'd with the bloud of many innocent and misperswaded 
people. 
Tenison was also dismissive of Hobbes' advocacy of punishing witches for believing, 
even through the delusions of sleep, that they were witches. This would also clash with 
the law by allowing it "to be accused of unreasonable severity. " 163 Supposed witches who 
wrongly thought themselves guilty "not of any evil practices, but of their delusions of 
distemper'd fancy 
... ought rather to be provided for in Bedlam, than executed at Tyburn. " 
For "Inefficacious malice" was "in no sort hurtfull to the Commonwealth, which is not 
concerned in our thoughts. " 164 For Tenison, the law was not concerned with the malicious 
and deluded thoughts (and dreams) of men and women, only criminal actions with 
physical efficacy. 
The relationship between Hobbes' ideas and the theology of his day have been set 
out in detail by several authors. It has been shown that Bramhall attacked Hobbes with the 
traditional tools of anti-Calvinist polemic. 165 Indeed, Bramhall's arguments concerning 
Leviathan could be seen duplicated in his attack upon the Calvinist clergyman William 
Twisse. When Bramhall wrote of those who "father their own fancies upon God, and 
when they cannot justify them by reason ... plead 
his omnipotence, " he could have been 
talking about Twisse, Hobbes, or any of the more radical sectarians. Bramhall and his 
163 Thomas Tenison, The creed of Mr. Hobbes examined in afeigned conference between him and a student 
in divinity (London, 1670), 63. 
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allies preferred the idea that God's will was subservient to his essential goodness. Hobbes, 
Twisse, most Calvinists and many sectarians, on the other hand, (and for different 
reasons) placed great emphasis on the over-arching power and authority of God over Man. 
Hobbes was no Calvinist, and his arguments concerning dreams clearly clashed with those 
of Twisse (who wrote in favour of contemporary prophecy). However, both saw a large 
role for moral responsibility over an individual's (often deluded) sleeping thought and, 
crucially, their critics also saw these parallels. Thomas Pierce, for one, used Hobbes as a 
whip for the doctrine of predestination in general, claiming that "Mr. Hobbs" was "as able 
a Calvinist (as to these points) as their party had. " 166 
A good example of these kinds of similarities with regard to dreams can be found 
in the Calvinist preacher from Hertfordshire Philip Goodwin's Mystery of Dreames, 
which also argued that moral responsibility ought to include sinful sleeping thoughts. 
Goodwin insisted that whether individuals were "asleep or awake; Satans subtill 
injections into the minds of men", were an ever-present threat. 167 An understanding of 
demonic dreams was thus a necessity. "Ignorance of the Devils artifice, " he wrote, "is not 
fit for Christians, " and by "knowledge of evil Dreames, things practical are promoted, 
For repenting of what is past & For preventing of what may follow. " 
168 For this reason, 
men and women ought to be eternally and continuously vigilant in controlling their sinful 
thoughts, since it was through these that demons could tempt men and women into vice 
and witchcraft, "both sleeping and waking man hath his bounds set, which to transgress is 
165 See especially Leopold Damrosch, Jr., "Hobbes as Reformation Theologian: Implications of the 
Free- 
Will Controversy", Journal of the History ofIdeas, 40 (1979), 339-352. 
166 Thomas Pierce, Self- Condemnation (London, 1658), 10. 
167 Philip Goodwin, The mystery of dreames, historically discoursed (London, 1658), epistle 12. 
168 Ibid. 12. 
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sinne .,, 
169The Devil was constantly ready to take advantage of any opportunity that might 
present itself. "As Satan, so sinne never slumbers nor sleeps, but when mans body is at 
rest, they be both awake and at work in wicked Drearnes. " Thus the way to interrupt "the 
Devils work" was to "bereave him of what he cannot work without: Not to nourish or 
cherish the deceits of sinne, least thereby men furnish and establish the designs of 
Satan. " 170 
The kinds of sins he had in mind included the sexual dreams and "nocturnal 
pollutions" of those akin to the "sodomites" in the Bible. These "filthy dreamers" 171 were 
"Mentall sinners, men sinfull by imaginations and thoughts, the evil of which do not 
directly reach to the wronging and defiling of others. " 172 For Goodwin this was closely 
linked with the traditional idea that the body was base and contemptible, and only the 
spirit was close to God. "From the flesh it comes, that men have such filthy Dreames as 
II does defile them, he wrote, "The Devil could never fasten filthy defiling thoughts upon 
men asleep or awake, were it not for flesh he findes in them. " 173 It was from the body "out 
of which the Devil fetches filthy thoughts, and draws forth defiling dreams. Math. 15.19 
Out of the heart proceeds evil thoughts, adulturies, fornications, these are the things that 
defile men. " 174 It was for this reason that Goodwin wanted to extend the more 
conventional arena of sinning via action to include sinful sleeping thoughts. "There be 
men who may grant some thoughts to be sinnes, as thoughts of Atheisme, Blasphemy, and 
169 Ibid. 14. 
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the like, when men are awake; " he wrote, "but not thoughts of adultery, fornication, when 
men are asleep and in their Dreames. - 175 Goodwin's task was to rectify this omission. 
Goodwin also acknowledged that there were evidentiary issues involved in the 
experience of demonic dreams. Satan might, for instance, delude the senses of men and 
women to make them believe they had committed carnal sins: "the more outward senses, 
the eyes and ear of men (even when awake) Satan may subtilly make them imagin they 
hear such sounds and see sights as indeed they do not. " Luther had written of "incubis & 
succubis" via which Satan "may convey himself in time of sleep, as to make the 
phantasies of sinfull men imagin most sordid matters ... Satan so cunningly can 
in such 
wicked ways and manners deceive the senses of sleeping men, as to fall under most 
defiling Drearnes. " 176 Of course, in a sense, it did not matter whether Satan had tricked 
someone into believing they had sinned or they had actually sinned by their actions, 
because individuals had equal responsibility for their thoughts as for their actions - an 
argument similar to that put forward by Hobbes. Men and women bore the brunt of 
responsibility for their delusions because they were too arrogant to acknowledge their 
ignorance. "An humble man is ready to say, I know not how to beleeve my own 
knowledg, I distrust my own eyes, mine own ears, mine own apprehensions, &c. " 
Goodwin asserted, "But ordinarily, men are ignorant of their ignorance, conceited of their 
knowledg, which makes them exceedingly subject to Satans deceits. " 
177 It ought to be 
remembered, Goodwin pointed out, that the Devil was "a fallen Angel, who first deceived 
himself, and ever after seeketh to deceive others, the authors of ugly lyes, the father of 
foul faces, and under truth pretences, &c. this is he who subtilly sent severall Dreames, 
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seemingly true yet certainly false" so men could know little with certainty but what 
passed within their own hearts. 178 Reconciling this with the evidence needed to secure a 
conviction was, as we have already seen, hIghly problematic. Goodwin's views on dreams 
were increasingly marginalised after the Restoration as the Anglican clergy reasserted 
their authority, and Goodwin himself was ejected from his post as minister in the same 
period. 
Dreams and Spirit Testimony 
While the Civil War itself was not a turning-point for the intelligibility or 
credibility of demonology, the plausibility of demonic dream-claims had undoubtedly 
been soured by the deluge of prophets and dreamers that had appeared in that period. 
Following in the footsteps of Hobbes, Anglicans of the 1650s and 1660s blamed the 
troubles of the preceding period on the dangerous sectarian dreamers and prophets who 
had become associated with the erosion of Anglican power. As I have already shown, in 
their efforts to eradicate the subversive claims of these groups, Anglicans attacked their 
central basis, namely, the traditional idea that sleep, with its accompanying bodily 
subjugation, brought individuals into closer contact with the spirit world. lnstead of the 
private claims of individuals to epistemological superiority, they asserted that knowledge 
should be founded upon experience and consensus, publicly accessible evidence that 
could be corroborated by credible witnesses. Nevertheless, after the Restoration, many 
177 
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Anglicans were keen to reassert witch-beliefs. Witches went against established Christian 
society and thus witch-hunting - by eradicating the disorderly and heretical - helped to 
reaffirm the values of that society. This was especially important when Anglicans wanted, 
above all, to maintain the order and stability they had lost in the preceding decades, a task 
that necessitated laying claims to authoritative knowledge on a public basis which directly 
precluded dreams. 
Even before 1660, Anglicans published both on the delusory nature of enthusiastic 
dreams and on the necessity of maintaining belief in witchcraft reality. The Cambridge 
Platonist Henry More, for instance, published both an attack on enthusiasm in his 1656 
Enthusiasmus Triumphatus and an attack on atheism (which he linked with disbelief in 
witchcraft) in his 1652 Antidote Against Atheisme. In the former, he (as I have already 
shown) focused his attack on private inspirations because, with no external means of 
corroboration, it was impossible to determine whether such private claims emanated from 
the pathologies of the brain or had genuinely supernatural origins. In his Antidote Against 
Atheisme, he placed particular emphasis on the collection of spirit testimony in order to 
demonstrate the existence of supernatural influence over human affairs, and he again 
placed public sensory evidence in direct contrast to the private, internal evidence of the 
imagination and dreams. For this reason, "the VVitch receiving some reall thing from this 
or that other shape that appeared unto her, it is an evident signe, that it was an externall 
thing that she saw, not a mere figuration of her melancholy Phansy. " 179 Something which 
More accounted to be "so triviall and ordinary that it wants no instances" - though he 
179 Henry More, Antidote Against Atheisme (London, 1652), 125. On More see Alison P. Coudert, "Henry 
More and Witchcraft", in Sarah Hutton, ed., Henry More (1614-87) (Dordrecht, 1990), 115-36. 
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consented to list one in which a spirit found the purse of a witch and returned it to him. 180 
From this example he concluded that the idea that: 
all these things should be a mere dreame is a conceit more slight and foolish 
than any drearne possibly can be. For that receiving of his purse was a palpable 
and sensible pledge of the truth of all the rest. And it is incredible that such a 
series of circumstances back'd with twenty nine yeares experience of being 
suck'd and visited dayly, sometimes in the day time, most commonly by night, 
by the same three Familiars, should be nothing but the hanging together of so 
many Melancholy Conceits and Phansies. 181 
Public, physical evidence was incontrovertible proof against the uncertainty of dreams. 
In a parallel case, Meric Casaubon published both an attack on sectarian dreamers 
and an attack on sadducism and atheism which famously focused on the witchcraft debate. 
Casaubon - the son of the famous humanist scholar Isaac Casaubon - was an Anglican 
divine, deprived in the Interregnum and restored at the Restoration. Interestingly, his 1655 
work entitled A Treatise Concerning Enthusiasme, As it is an Effect of Nature: but is 
mistaken by manyfor either Divine Inspiration, or Diabolical Possession, offered natural 
explanations for both supposed divine inspiration and demonic possession. It was 
significant in itself that he singled out possession - the witch-experience that tended to 
include the most dream-claims - for particular attention. Casaubon's aim was to prevent 
men from "embracing a Cloud, or a Fogge for a Diety, " something that had been all too 
common in the preceding years of the Civil War, and a "foul mistake. " 
182 His treatise 
stood alongside More's Enthusiasmus Triumphatus as an attack on the sects who 
misinterpreted natural symptoms as signs of divine or demonic influence. 
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For Casaubon, dreams were the very epitome of private irrationality - they made 
us believe what is "impossible and absurd" but without the understanding to overthrow 
these beliefs, leaving only ensuing madness: 
For we phansie many things awaked, as in the water, or in the clouds, which 
our reason doth oppose, & therefore we believe not. Nay sometimes in our very 
dreams, reason doth oppose phansy, and informes us, that what we wonder at, 
or fear, is but a dream, because impossible or absurd; when yet that very 
information is part of our dream. But if once any particular imagination be so 
strong & violent as to force assent from the understanding, so that no power of 
ratiocination that is left in us, is strong enough to make us believe that it is 
otherwise then we imagine: is not this a depravation of the Understanding, as 
well as of the Imagination? Or what if the Imagination be altogether depraved, 
and a man, not out of any proper distemper of understanding, (for that is as 
possible as the other, ) but of the imagination, in every thing that he saith or 
doth both speak and do like a mad man; shall not he be accounted mad? 183 
If an individual's imagination was strong enough, their dreams even threatened to 
overcome their waking senses, and in effect, they were dreaming while awake. His work 
on credulity in the years following the restoration of the monarchy represented one aspect 
of the Anglican effort to distance themselves from sectarian rebellion and disunity. In 
addition to this, a belief in the operation of the supernatural also represented an essential 
part of the security of the Royal state; without this belief sadducism and atheism were 
liable to threaten any hope of Christian unity. His attitude towards dreams can thus be 
seen as one part of his efforts to reinvigorate witchcraft theory by basing it firmly on a 
public basis, divested of any association with the private inspirations of the sectarian 
prophets. His Of Credulity and Incredulity published in 1668 - but first hinted at in his A 
True and Faithful Relation of what passed for Many Years between Dr. John Dee and 
183 Casaubon, Treatise Concerning Enthusiasme, 89. 
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Some Spirits of 1659 - repeatedly made the point that public evidence was far superior to 
the private dreams of individuals. 184 
In this treatise, Casaubon related that he had suffered a series of debilitating 
illnesses in the early 1660s which made him question the reality of his life: "I did ever ask 
anon whether I was not in a dream, " leading him to focus his attention on "how I might 
employ a life ... so strangely prolonged, to do Him some service, whom I looked upon, as 
the only Author. " 185 It was the uncertainty of illness, ensuing death, and dreams which 
prompted Casaubon in his quest to serve God. Indeed, the entire purpose of his treatise 
was to reassert the authority of the 'true' religion, along with the political and social 
orthodoxy against the uncertainty of disbelief and sectarianism - which were exemplified 
by dreams. He did this by 'proving' the existence of supernatural operations and by 
persecuting witches -a cause which could potentially unite all Christians. Those who 
refused to believe in witches, devils and demons, "if not all Atheists themselves, " were 
nonetheless promoting and aligning themselves with this pernicious and divisive doctrine. 
These people based their views on "the not believing in the existence of spiritual essences, 
whether good or bad; separate, or united; subordinate to God, as to the supream, and 
original cause of all; and by consequent the denying of supernatural operations. " 186 
Casaubon presented witchcraft narratives - with their explicit assertion of public proofs, 
such as credible witnesses, physical signs including witches' marks or the possession of 
wax or clay figures, and confessions - as incontrovertible evidence against atheism and 
sadducism, and the exact opposite of dream-claims. 
184 It was also published posthumously in 1672 as A Treatise proving Spirits, Witches and Supernatural 
o erations -a title which placed witchcraft to an even greater extent on centre stage. I 
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In example after example, Casaubon held up dreams to be an uncertain basis for 
knowledge. He cited an example from Pliny of a dream which had presaged ill fortune, 
had been ignored by the dreamer and had come to nothing; he criticised Herodot-us for 
stories which seemed "more like the dreams and fancies of some doting old women, than 
the reports of a sober Historian"; and he rejected a fabulous story of dolphins who saved 
mens lives as "meer dreams. " 187 In addition to this, dreams appeared in illnesses that 
"might easily be mistaken" for divine or demonic supernatural effects. There was "A kind 
of sleep, " he wrote, "which they that labour of, sleep profoundly, and dream; and 
afterwards, when awakned, what they did dream, they think to be true, and relate it unto 
others r very truth ... The lie as though they were dead, andfrequently, after they are 
fo y 
awakened, make report what strange things they have heard and seen. " 188 For Casaubon, 
private supernatural dream-claims were unverifiable because they could easily be 
confused with natural medical effects. For both Casaubon and More, compiling a history 
of spirit testimonies was the primary means by which the evidence confuting atheism 
could be displayed. As Casaubon put it, "I wish we had yearly, an account of all 
memorable things, that happen in this kind, in all parts of England. I doubt not, if 
performed by such as are creditable, and judicious; but good use might be made of it. " 
189 
Because this project based knowledge firmly upon public consensus, it left dream-claims 
out in the cold. 
Casaubon's edition of Dee's relation was the first in a succession of books which 
vindicated witchcraft belief after the Restoration. The best-known was the Anglican 
witchcraft writer and member of the Royal Society Joseph Glanvill's Sadducismus 
187 Ibid. 234. 
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Triumphatus, which had begun life in 1666 as Philosophical Considerations touching 
Witches and Witchcraft and which was successively enlarged and reprinted - most 
notably with additions by Henry More - in the period that followed. Glanvill's work has 
been analysed in relation to the early Royal Society and the rise of the new science, but it 
can, like Casaubon's work, also be seen as an out-and-out defence of Restoration 
society. 190 Just like Casaubon's, Glanvill's account of dream-claims was heavily 
influenced by his experience of the Civil War. Like Casaubon, he had written attacks on 
enthusiasm, which denied the private evidence - of which dreams were the key example - 
upon which sectarians had based their claims to authority. 191 As I pointed out earlier, 
recourse to the powers of the private imagination alone in accounting for witchcraft was 
associated in the minds of demonologists, like Casaubon and Glanvill, with the most 
appalling atheism. "I cannot but observe sadly, " Glanvill complained "that while the Sects 
are venting their Animosities against each other, and scrambling for their Conceits, and 
the particular advantages of their way, they perceive not that Atheism comes on by large 
strides, and enters the Breaches they have made. " 192 For Glanvill, denial of witchcraft 
promoted atheism, dissent and disorder; just the problems he hoped that a demonstration 
of the reality of witchcraft would help to correct. In his introduction to the second edition 
of Glanvill's treatise, Henry More agreed, and reiterated the necessity of public evidence 
and credible testimony for preserving the 'true' Christian religion, along with social unity: 
those that lay out their pains in committing to writing certain well-attested 
Stories of Witches and Apparitions, do real service to true Religion and sound 
Philosophy, and the most effectual and accommodate to the confounding of 
189 
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Infidelity and Atheism, even in the Judgment of the Atheists themselves, who 
are as much afraid of the truth of these Stories as an Ape is of a Whip; and 
therefore force themselves with might and main to disbelieve them by reason of 
the dreadful consequence of them as to themselves. 193 
Thus the denial of dream-claims can be seen as a logical reaction to both the 
claims of the interregnum prophets and also to those of witchcraft sceptics, such as Weyer 
and Scot, that belief in witchcraft was founded on the melancholic dreams of old women. 
Indeed, Glanvill held up his ideal of authoritative knowledge, namely credible testimony, 
in direct contrast to the sniping claims of his critics that witchcraft had merely been 
A.. 
drearnt. For Glanvill, witchcraft had a physical reality, and it was "suspitious" and would 
"destroy the credit of all humane testimony" to claim "that Witchcraft is about fancy" and 
that the "strange events of the World, which our selves have not seen, are but dreams and 
fond imaginations. " For him, witchcraft could not be imaginary, partly because the 
imagination produced a great variety of things, while witchcraft stories, on the other hand, 
were remarkably similar: even "if they are Fancies, 'tis somewhat strange, that 
Imagination, which is the most various thing in all the world, should infinitely repeat the 
same conceit in all times and places. " 194 For Glanvill the idea that belief in witchcraft 
arose merely from the imagination in dreams was equally dangerous, since it led men and 
women to underestimate demonic power. In fact, it was in the interest of "this Agent of 
darkness to have the World believe, that the notion they have of him is but a phant6me 
and conceit; and in order thereunto, that the stories of Witches, Apparitions, and indeed 
every thing that brings tidings of another World, are but melancholick Dreams, and pious 
Romances. " 195 In the interests of confounding infidelity and atheism, and promoting 
193 Henry More in Ibid. 25-26. 
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Christian unity, Glanvill compiled a large number of witnessed accounts of demonic 
interaction, including the notable case of the Drummer of Tedworth, to demonstrate that 
witchcraft had a physical reality. Dreams, on the other hand, because they were based on 
private evidence which went against consensus and public corroboration, undermined 
political and social order, rendering them utterly unacceptable. 
The Puritan preacher Richard Baxter also applied the same argument. Although 
Baxter had joined the parliamentarians during the Civil War, he had done so as an attempt 
to counteract the subversiveness of the sectaries and maintain the authority of 
constitutional government. His personal standing suffered after the Restoration - he was 
ejected from his post as minister - yet like Casaubon, More and Glanvill, he was keen to 
maintain the political and social stability promised by the restoration of monarchy. He 
hoped for a reconciliation between moderate dissenters and the Church of England, but 
was repeatedly dogged by legal troubles in the following decades. The unwilling dissenter 
Baxter, for whom the Restoration settlement had ended in disappointment and exclusion 
from the established church, was nonetheless prepared to compromise with the bishops 
for the sake of peace and the hope of Christian unity via "an Act for a larger Constitution 
of the Church of England. "' 
96 
At the end of his life, Baxter's The Certainty of the World of Spirits echoed the 
format of Glanvill's Sadducismus Triumphatus and made an influential contribution to 
dissenting demonology. Like Glanvill, he argued that the experimental route was the best 
means towards obtaining reliable knowledge. "Experimentall knowledge only, " he wrote, 
"maketh truly wise"- and he repeatedly listed "Credible" and "Ear and Eye" witnesses in 
196 Richard Baxter, The certainty of the worlds of spirits (London, 1691), 150. 
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support of his arguments in demonstrating the reality of witches and spiritual influence. 19' 
Indeed, he held that "Experiences are contemptible to none but Atheists. " Again, this left 
no place for the private corroboration of dream experiences. In one case Baxter cited, a 
woman, dying and separated from her children, appeared to them (though she was 
elsewhere) the night before she died. Her nurse, related the tale of "all that had pass'd: 
They would persuade her she was mistaken, or dreamt: But she confidently affirmed, If 
ever I saw her in all my Life, I saw her this Night. " 198 In addition to this, the case was 
corroborated by "Sober Intelligent Persons" who "all agree in the same Story, and every 
one helps to strengthen the others Testimony. " Experiences must be verified by consensus 
in order to be credible, dreams, as private experiences, therefore represented an uncertain 
basis for knowledge. 
Demonic Dreams and the role of the Imagination 
Many despised the spirit testimony project, and they attacked belief in witchcraft. 
In his 1669 Question of Witchcra Debated, for example, one of Glanvill's greatest Ift 
critics, John Wagstaffe attributed all supposed acts of witchcraft to the melancholic 
delusions of dreaming men and women: "Now such as their Feast is, so is their 
Witchcraft, " he wrote, "not real, but imaginary, as only existing in the foolish fancies of 
men. "199 For Wagstaffe, as for Hobbes and Scot, the responsibility for this deception went 
straight to the top. Witchcraft was a piece of trickery practised upon the people, not by 
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poor old women but by men like Casaubon, "wise Politicians, famous in their 
Generations, and well experienced In the Nature of Man. 9200 It was such people who had 
"promoted these fears ... and improved them for the designs of Government. 99201 
In the second edition of his book, published in 1671, he analysed witchcraft in a 
typically Hobbesian manner. For him "the Opinion of Witches Came at First into the 
World" through "fear", which was apparent in the imaginings of the melancholic, the sick 
and in the contents of "troublesome dreams" and "nightmares. " It was men and women 
"of exceeding strong imaginations upon the seeing or hearing of any frightful thing [who] 
are very prone unto troublesome dreams, and apt to create strange apparitions in their own 
,, 202 brains. Those that were subject to these "dreams and apparitions, " like witches who 
believed that they had attended the sabbat, "no man in the world shall perswade them to 
the contrary, but that they are real truths, especially if their melancholly be excessive, and 
,, 203 border upon madness. However, belief in witchcraft could not simply be attributed to 
the ramblings of the ignorant, old and ill. "Priests of different Religions called one another 
so, " he asserted, "and condemned one anothers religions upon the account of Witchcraft 
or Commerce with Devils. Now this is certain, that in the sayings and actions of men, 
whereas we desire a true estimate, we ought chiefly to consider, Cui bono, that is, for 
what end or advantage they were said or done. , 204 For him, belief in witchcraft arose from 
the desire of those in authority - specifically the Catholic clergy - to bolster their own 
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authority by perpetuating the delusions of the common people. Had these elite politicians, 
judges and clergymen dismissed the dreams of the sick, old and ill for the delusions that 
they were, witchcraft would have ceased to be a problem. 
Thus Wagstaffe, again like Hobbes and Scot, had redefined witchcraft as idolatry, 
which of course, necessitated this sceptical treatment of supposed witchcraft acts as 
-1 - dream-delus ions. Wagstaffe's first published work was an attack on Roman Catholicism, 
which set him in complete contrast to Casaubon's reconciling efforts. His comments were 
far from conciliatory - the papists "possessed the minds of men" with "notorious 
juggling", while their theology was "the Cobweb subtifity of a wordy nothingnesse. , 205 
Wagstaffe's programme, it has often been noted, was "rooted in heterodoxy" and he 
inhabited what Michael Hunter has called a "slightly risque milieu. , 206 He aligned himself 
with Hobbes, opposed the witch-beliefs of his contemporaries, the conciliatory efforts of 
Anglicans such as Casaubon, and criticised authority. However, for different reasons, 
Wagstaffe and Casaubon, Glanvill and More were agreed that dreams offered an uncertain 
basis for knowledge. For Casaubon, they were associated with the delusions of the 
Interregnurn prophets; for Wagstaffle the superstitious dreams of the common people had 
been abused by those in authority in order to bolster their standing. 
Another opponent of Casaubon, More and Glanvill, the radical physician John 
Webster, also pointed out the delusory nature of (most) dreams. In so doing, Webster was 
motivated by the need to distinguish his own natural magic tradition (which itself had to 
be repeatedly defended from accusations that it was the work of demons) from the 
205 John Wagstaffe, Historical Reflections on the Bishops of Rome (London, 1660), 4,15. 
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witchcraft Glanvill had described. 207 For this reason, he attempted to undermine belief in 
witchcraft, suggesting that witches were "under a melancholy and passive delusion, 
promoted by the help of soporiferous Oyntments, whereby they fancy and think they are 
carried into far remote places, where they hear and see strange things, and do and suffer 
that which is not at all performed, but only as in a dream, their bodies in the mean time 
,, 208 lying immoveable. The very fact that the witch was asleep demonstrated that she was 
suffering from a delusion of the 'fancy' in dreams. Witches ought to be classified as 
melancholics who, under the influence of soporific ointments, could not tell the difference 
between their imagination in dreams and their waking lives. Webster made this point in 
order to counteract the claims of demonologists, such as Glanvill, who gave "too much 
credit to the things related by the Witches in their confessions, to be true stories of things 
,, 209 really performed at a great distance . 
Webster's anti-episcopal polemic had notable similarities to Wagstaffe's - indeed 
it was a full-on politico -religious attack on the views of Casaubon and Glanvill, these two 
"beneficed Ministers" of the Church who had "newly furbished up the old Weapons, and 
,, 210 
raked up the old arguments, forth of the Popish Sink and Dunghills. Again, where 
Casaubon approached witchcraft as a part of his scheme of religious unity and political 
restoration, Webster rejected witchcraft as the delusions of dreams in the desire for further 
reform. Webster - the mystic and Grindletonian - appears to 
have been an alienated 
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figure, having "more converse ... with Books than with Men. , 
211 He was fighting against a 
mainstream view in his attack on witchcraft, and he knew it; "the generality of an 
opinion, " he wrote defensively, "or the numerousness of the persons that hold and 
maintain it, are not a safe and warrantable ground to receive it, or adhere unto it. " Nor was 
it "safe or rational to reject an opinion, because they are but few that do hold it, or the 
number but small that maintain it.,, 
212 
Furthermore, the fact that he did not support the unifying political programme of 
Casaubon and others actually removed many of the reasons - in particular the urgency 
and importance of the attack on enthusiasm - that his contemporaries cited for rejecting 
the authority of dream-claims. It was for this reason that the natural magician Webster, 
unlike his more mainstream contemporaries, suggested that, under certain circumstances, 
dreams could reveal hidden knowledge. In one case he cited, for instance, a man dreamed 
that a missing neighbour had been strangled, and subsequently revealed the whereabouts 
of the corpse to the authorities. "The dead body was found as he had dreamed, " Webster 
continued "and thereupon the Wife was apprehended, and upon examination confessing 
the fact, was burned. ). )213 Nonetheless, his view still generally supported the rejection of 
dreamed evidence, indeed, he demanded that belief in witchcraft be relinquished precisely 
because the Devil had deluded witches via their dreams into believing that they had 
committed physical acts of witchcraft. In suggesting that witchcraft was no real crime, 
contemporaries such as Casaubon and More would have vehemently disagreed; in 
suggesting that dreams should not form the basis for belief in witchcraft, however, his 
views were much the same as those of his opponents. 
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Thus Webster's work, though far from mainstream, never disputed the existence 
of demonically-inspired dreams, but only their nature and import. 
214 His assessment of the 
dreams that called witchcraft acts into question was, in fact, relatively conventional. 
"These Relations of the Witches are meer lyes and forgeries, " he wrote "and are but 
taught them by the spiritual craft of the Devil, thereby to pretend to imitate the true 
Visions that the Prophets had from God. 9215 Indeed, "all (or the most) of the things 
attributed unto Witches, we shall find no more of Diabolical operation in them, than an 
internal, mental, and spiritual delusion, in making the Witches to believe, and to draw on 
others to the same opinion, that the Devil hath a kind of omnipotent Power and 
Soveraignty. , 216 He also related a "lying story feigned to be told of a Witch, that being in 
a deep sleep, when she waked, told that she had been transformed into a Wolf, and had 
,, 217 torn in pieces a Cow and a Sheep . The reason she was deluded in this way, he claimed, 
was "that he [the Devil] offereth filth and poysons to his clients, that they thereby he may 
fermentally conjoin the Ideas of these formed in the imaginative faculty. , 218 
Later critics of witchcraft - like Webster - found it very difficult to give up the 
Devil's role in these dreams. Indeed, John Brinley's 1680 critique of belief in witchcraft 
might also have read like those of Hobbes and Wagstaffe had it not been for the insertion 
of Satan in the account: 
It is an Ancient observation, Primus in orbe Deos timorfecit, that fear Deified 
the first gods, and without doubt there is much truth in the Assertion. For 
though the Idea of one true God, and first Principle of all things, was first 
Imprinted upon the Soul of man; yet the fears of after Ages Canonized the 
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multitude of false gods ... which themselves had created ... Hence also has it come to pass, that the Devil himself has had his Votaries, and hath still his devoutest worshippers; and the cause of this... [is] ... cowardly and melancholly apprehensions. And this is evident, First, in that the most ignorant and Narrowsould people are most often seduced by evil Spirits, or by the weakness 
of their own imaginations, to practise unlawful or unnecessary, and fruitless 219 Arts. 
This deception occurred in sleep. "The Devil is wont before he enter into a Man, to appear 
to him in some Frightful Deformed Shape, " wrote Brinley, 
whereby he Discomposes the mind of the man to whom he appears, and 
disturbs his reason, working a Confusion and Disorder in his Intellectuals; and 
after having so done, enters into the Soul ... This he most does in the Night, or in dark, Shady places, frightful by reason of their solitariness. He enters into 
the Possest thorough the Nose, or Mouth, or Ears, like a thin subtle Wind, or a 
Mouse, or some such little Animal; sometimes in their sleep, producing in their 
Imagination terrible Dreams, and so continuing those Devilish Phansies in 
them, when the Vitals are Disentangled from the Bonds of sleep. 220 
Part of the reason for this was the fact that the Devil was thought to apply natural means 
in achieving his wicked ends. In fact, as Stuart Clark has pointed out, the Devil was 
thought to be constrained to only use these natural means - though having, as he did, a 
vast knowledge of natural effects, he could speed up and manipulate natural processes In 
ways unknown to man. 221 For this reason, it was not contradictory to maintain Satan's role 
in sleep and suggest that witches practised 'fruitless Arts'. In fact, the 'imagination in 
terrible dreams' was a powerful means through which the Devil could deceive men and 
women into believing falsehoods about their powers over the natural world. 
Nonetheless the prominence of the Devil in these sceptical accounts begs the 
question: what distinguished their views from those of 'witchmongers'? These authors 
219 John Brinley, A discovery of the impostures of witches and astrologers (London, 1680), 3-4. 
220 Ibid. 54-55. 
221 See "The Devil in Nature" in Clark, Thinking With Demons, 161-178. William Perkins, for example, 
wrote that the Devil could "search more deeply and narrowly into the grounds of things, then all corporall 
creatures that are clothed with flesh and blood. " Perkins, Discourse, 19-2 1. 
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rubbished the wilder stories of 'camal copulation', shape-shifting and nightflight, which 
demonologists themselves often invoked with regard to dream-delusion. For Webster in 
particular, all criminal activity was the result of Satanic temptation, positing "an internal, 
mental, and spiritual League or Covenant betwixt the Devil and all wicked persons, such 
,, 222 as are Thieves, Robbers, Murtherers, Impostors, and the like. This stemmed from his 
reading of the Scriptures, which, he argued, in no way supported bodily acts of witchcraft; 
the war against sinfulness took place in the spiritual, mental realm and not in the physical: 
We are to consider the nature of this Warfare, that it is spiritual and against 
spiritual wickedness in high places, and not against flesh and blood; and the 
Holy Ghost could not be wanting nor defective, but superabundantly full in 
describing the nature of this warfare, that it is spiritual, not carnal; and 
therefore we are to prepare our selves against all spiritual assaults: but as for 
any visible, carnal, or bodily, there is not, nor can be any such, because the 
Apostle that declared by his Preaching and Writings the whole counsel of God, 
hath revealed no such thing as the visible appearing of Satan, much less of his 
making of a visible League with the Witches, or the sucking of their bodies, or 
the having carnal Copulation with them, which must of necessity be lyes and 
figments, because the Holy Ghost hath not warned us of any such, which we 
ought certainly to believe he would have done, if there had been any such 
matter. 223 
Essentially, witchcraft was no special crime, but an imposture instigated by the Devil, 
and, by implication, all crime - because the Devil was the source of temptation - was 
witchcraft. Ironically, this view of demonic dreams downgraded their status as evidence 
by emphasising their ubiquity; after all, what was universally applicable 
did not really 
need to be proved. 
For critics of witch-beliefs, discrediting the programme of Glanvill and other 
Restoration demonologists necessitated criticising the evidence upon which their claims 
were based. As we have seen, as a member of the Royal 
Society, Glanvill avidly 
222 Webster, The Displaying ofSupposed Witchcraft, 62. 
223 Ibid. 62. 
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subscribed to the new vogue for citing witnesses who could vouch for the credibility of 
individual experiment, 224 and demonologists increasingly turned to witnessed phenomena 
in their attempts to support belief in witchcraft. Both Wagstaffe and Webster essentially 
argued that the witnesses men like Glanvill had cited must have been mistaken because 
witchcraft was not sanctioned by Scripture. Indeed, for Wagstaffe, though "the zealous 
affirmers of Witchcraft, think it no slander, to charge all those who deny it with Atheism, " 
but it was "the affirmers of Witchcraft, " who "may more justly be accounted Heathens, 
than the deniers of it Atheists; In regard their opinion, doth necessarily infer plurality of 
,, 225 Gods, by attributing omnipotent effects to more than one. It was far easier, and 
far more rational to believe, that witnesses are lyars and perjured persons, than 
it is to believe; that an old Woman can turn her self, or any body else into a 
Cat, yet I confess, the witnesses may not alwayes be liars, but only deluded. 
For so strongly hath this opinion possessed the fancies of men, that tis probable 
some men have really believed, an Old Woman to have been the Hare, which 
they hunted; when they have lost the Hare, on a sudden, and found her panting. 
So they might believe as long as they pleased, But were I of the Jury, a 
Hundred of them swearing should never make me believe so too ... therefore the 
Opinion of Witchcraft is a meer stranger unto Scripture, and wholly alien from 
true Religion. 226 
Similarly Webster also attacked Glanvill's "lying, vain, improbable, and impossible 
stories" and concluded that "we need none of his feigned nor forged stories of 
Apparitions. " The true test was whether such testimony agreed with Scripture, which "if 
all the gross fables, lyes, impossibilities, and nonsensical stories that Demonographers and 
Witchmongers have related and accumulated together, were brought to the test of the 
Scriptures and sound reason, they would soon be hissed off the Stage, and find few 
224 For a good account of this see Steven Shapin and Simon Schaffer, Leviathan and the Air Pump: 
Hobbes, 
Boyle and the Experimental Life (Princeton, 19 8 5). 225 
Wagstaffe, The question of witchcraft debated, 2-4. 226 
Ibid. 155-156. 
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believers or embracers of them. , 
227 However, neither wanted to deny that public 
testimony was an important means of gaining knowledge or "generally to deny the 
evidence of authority and sense; no, far be it from me to run into that wild and sensless 
99228 absurdity, which were in a manner to destroy the credibility of all humane testimony. 
The pervasiveness of the critique of private forms of evidence, the key example of 
which was dreaming, was also implicit in the fact that witchcraft accounts increasingly 
cited public forms of evidence in order to corroborate their accounts. In the later period a 
slew of pamphlets (many of them ironically anonymous) appeared citing named 
bystanders to supernatural events. One case described by Paul Grillaud, a 'most famous 
Doctor of the Law', involved 
a certain Pesant [who] had a wife accustomed to go to such meetings, with her 
other companions, which her Husband suspecting, often taxed her with it, 
which still she denyed as obstinately; till at last resolving to know the truth, he 
feigned himself, one night, drunk and in a sound sleep, which hapned to be the 
time she was advised by her Spirit to go to the Assembly ... her husband to 
appearance dead drunk, she retired into a private comer of the room, strip't her 
self naked, and ano[in]ted her body: then in an instant as if she had wings, she 
flew up the Chimney. 
Then her husband perceiving this, "rose and hid the box of Oyntment, till the next 
morning; when examining her where she had been that night, he could neither by fair or 
foul means bring her to confess, that she had been out of the house. " Interestingly it was 
the physical proof that again provided the key evidence in this example, 
till [s]hewing her the box of Oyntment, see here, said he, the witness that will 
so convince thee, that thou shalt be no longer able to deny thy 
wickedness... [when she described what she had done] ... the 
lusty young Pesant 
had a mind presently to be partaker of those delights, and promised her pardon 
for what she [h]ad done, if she would conduct and bring [h]im also to the 
place ... she caused 
him to strip ... and 
both being anointed, they mounted, the 
227 Webster, The Displaying of Supposed Witchcraft, 64. 
228 Ibid. 68. 
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spirit attending on them in the form of a Sheep, which flying softly through the Air, carryeed them to the designed meeting place. 
On receiving salt for his food "he said, God be praised for this good Salt. At which words, 
in a moment, the Table. Meat, Servants, Guests, Men and Women, Musick, Lights, Sprits, 
and all vanisht away from [h]im, who found himself next morning naked in the Countrey 
of Bene[... ]ent under a great Walnut-Tree, almost a hundred miles from his own 
home 
... accused 
his wife .,, 
229 This case co-opted Porta's sixteenth-century example (which 
I mentioned earlier) in order to demonstrate that eye-witness testimony of the sabbat 
existed. By making the fact that witches were awake, physically present and were 
witnessed interacting with demons the standard way in which witchcraft acts were judged, 
they were also asserting that witchcraft was not to be found in a witch's imagination but 
in external reality. 
Of course, it could also be that demonologists passed over examples in which 
dreams appeared because they were less convincing if they could not be witnessed. In one 
case, for instance, an accused witch named Ann Armstrong (in a deposition given to the 
Northumberland justices), described several uncorroborated visions of the sabbat. When 
she was in these trances, that is, "whilst she was lying in that condition which happened 
one night a little before Christmas", she claimed to see "the s[ai]d Anne Forster come 
w[i]th a bridle and bridled her and ridd upon this inform[er] crosse-legg'd till they came 
to [the] rest of her companions at Rideing Millne bridge", since this was where they 
"usually mett" and when Forster, "light oflfl her back pull'd the bridle oflfl this 
inforrnlefl's head 19, which was "now in the likenesse of a horse, but when the bridle was 
229 Anon.. A pleasant treatise qf witches, their imps, and meetings, persons bewitched, magicians, 
necromancers, incubus, succubus's familiar spirits, goblins, pharys, spectres, phantasms, placed hanted, 
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taken otTfl she stood up in her owne shape. " Like the cases of the sixteenth and early 
seventeenth century, Armstrong had spectacular and demonic visions. However, unlike 
these cases, she, as far as we know, was not convicted of any crime. It may be that, as 
Barbara Shapiro acknowledges, legal officials in the later period "were making 
evaluations and were deflecting and dismissing cases" like this one involving night 
'trances' "which did not meet a high enough standard. , 
230 
Walter Stephens may have a point in suggesting that examples of actual acts of 
witchcraft, like Paul Grillaud's, would have failed to convince even in the earlier 
231 
period . Sceptical accounts of witchcraft as imaginary acts that occurred in dreams 
would not go away. One anonymous treatise entitled A Magical Vision, or, A perfect 
discovery of the fallacies of witchcraft as it was lately represented in a pleasant sweet 
dream, for instance, questioned the certainty of witchcraft in a dream. In an account of the 
dream that included apparitions such as "a Conventicle of Witches", in which the author 
was cast as "Pimp ... sending plump succuba's to old 
leachers Beds ... and ... incubusses 
[to] ... wanton Widdows", the author thought, 
"to Ruminate a whole on the strange 
Novelties of this uncoucht Adventure". 232 "1 ... 
have ever since strongly suspected", the 
author wrote, "not only this formidable apparition, but most other stories of that Nature to 
be nothing but Dreams. 9233 The word 'dream' in this context had become synonymous 
with illusion. The dreamer being unable to distinguish between dream and reality while 
and devilish impostures (London, 1673), 9-10. Henry More also cited this case in his Antidote Against 
Atheisme, 127. 
230 Shapiro, Beyond Reasonable Doubt, 96. 
231 
Stephens, Demon Lovers, 145. 
232 Anon, A Magical vision, or, A perfect discovery of thefallacies of witchcraft as it was lately represented 
I. na pleasant sweet dream (London, 1675), 13. 233 
Ibid. 15. 
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asleep, wondered if other ("most" but not all) similar unusual stories could be attributed to 
this kind of illusion. 
None of these points were new. As we have seen, in the earlier period 
contemporaries were also debating the nature and import of dreams in relation to an 
emerging ideal of public evidence and credible testimony. Wagstaffe, Webster and 
Brinley's insistence that witchcraft amounted to dream-delusion had notable antecedents 
in Weyer, Scot and Hobbes. Like these authors, Wagstaffe was anxious to remind readers 
that Roman Catholicism was bound up with diabolical practices of these sorts. The 
confessions of witches, he argued, were "dictated unto these miserable wretches, by the 
very Inquisitors themselves; with a design to advance the reputation of the Virgin Mary, 
and the Sacraments of their own Church. -), )234 Brinley too, feared that the imagination in 
dreams had "Canonized the multitude of false gods", and others made similar 
connections. From the 1660s onwards, dreams became linked with delusion in such a 
powerful way that neither demonologists nor sceptics were happy to accept the reality of 
witchcraft stories that included dreaming. Indeed dreams were increasingly held up as the 
defining characteristics of delusory narratives. In 1698, for example, Lord Francis Grant 
Cullen cited the example of attendants of a witches' sabbat, whose experiences were 
"plain Matters of Fact, " because they were: 
obvious not only to one, but to several of their Senses, viz. Some of them went 
the greatest part of the way to these Meetings on Foot: they there Saw and 
Touched their Confederates; they heard their Combinations to Destroy and 
Torture the Infants, the Girle and the Ministers: They returned on Foot again: 
and even when they were carried thither, or back again, they knew, on the next 
day that it was no Dream, by the same way as all other Mortals discover the 
difference. 235 
234 Wagstaffe, The Question of Witchcraft Debated, 65. 235 Lord Francis Grant Cullen, Sadducimus debellatus: or, a true narrative of the sorceries and witchcrafts 
exercis'd by the devil and his instruments upon Mrs. Christian Shaw (London, 1698), 34. 
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Furthermore, Cullen held this to be the opposite of the unfounded evidence of "those 
Confessants are to Depone only on their imagination which can prove no more against 
,, 236 themselves, or others, than a Dream. Experiences of the sabbat were corroborated by 
the new-found emphasis on public, sensory evidence; dreams, however, had become 
synonymous with delusion. 
236 
Ibid. 34. 
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Chapter 5: Madness, Ridicule and Philosophy: 
Dream Discourses 1689-1760 
Introduction 
Towards the end of the seventeenth century, John Locke made a series of 
celebrated statements about the implications of dreaming. In his Essay Concerning 
Human Understanding, Locke suggested that dreams engendered a 'doubling of 
consciousness' which split the identity in two. Sleep and dreams, he claimed, were 
interruptions of consciousness similar to madness and drunkenness. I In addition to this, he 
argued that dreaming was comparable to an 'Extasy' which disturbed the understanding. 
Dreaming itself was a state in which ideas occurred "in the mind, not suggested by any 
external objects, or known occasion; nor under any choice or conduct of the 
understanding at all. 0 In other words, like madness, sleeping and dreaming were 
disturbances of the identity and understanding, which were so different from waking that, 
as he famously put it, "Socrates asleep, and Socrates awake, is not the same Person. " 4 
Many eighteenth-century accounts of dreams attempted to address the issues of identity 
that Locke had raised. In the 1730s, Aberdeen metaphysician Andrew Baxter provoked a 
number of critical responses, from legal writer Thomas Branch and others, when he 
claimed that the 'doubling' that Locke had described was the result of supernatural 
intervention. However,, many of his critics were also interested in the phenomenon of 
I John Locke, An essay concerning humane understanding (London, 1690), 18 8 (Ch. XXVII, Bk 11,22). 2 Ibid. 117 (Ch. XIX, Bk 11,1). 
3 Ibid. H7 (Ch. XIX, Bk 11,1) - 4 Ibid. 187 (Ch. XXVII, Bk 11,20). 
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'doubling'. Indeed, Branch himself had referred to this problem as "greatest Mystery in 
Dreaming', 5 and many, Including John Richardson, tried hard to find suitable responses to 
it. 
6 
Historical accounts that have focused on the analysis of dreams in the eighteenth 
century have tended to emphasise this problem of identity. Nancy Armstrong and Leonard 
Tennenhouse have linked the identification of notions of selfhood with the focus on 
individuals, inner narratives and dreams, in novels such as Clarissa. 7 In addition to this, 
Lucia Dacome has argued that the problem of identity that was taken up in the work of 
Baxter, Branch and Richardson, was closely related to "the medicalization of dreaming 
that developed alongside the conceptualization of dreams as instances of mental 
derangement. " 8 For Dacome, Locke's association of dreaming with madness suggested to 
eighteenth-century contemporaries a conception of the problem of 'doubling' that was 
increasingly medical, and based on the association of dreams with disturbances of the 
mind. Indeed, her paper attempts to situate "competing accounts of the doubling of 
5 Thomas Branch, Thoughts upon Dreaming (London, 1738), 30. 
6 John Richardson, Thoughts upon Thinking; or a New Theory of the Human Mind (London, 1755), 17-18. 
7 Nancy Armstrong and Leonard Tennenhouse, "The Interior Difference: A Brief Genealogy of Dreams, 
1650-1717, " Eighteenth-Century Studies, 23 (1990), 458-78. On dreams in Clarissa see Janet E. 
Aikins, "Accounting for Dreams in Clarissa: The Clash of Probabilities, " in Christopher Fox, ed., 
Psychology andLiterature in the Eighteenth- Century (New York, 1987), 168-191 and Murray Brown, 
"Conflicting Dreams: Lovelace and the Oneirocritical Reader, " Eighteenth- Century Life, 19 (1995), 1-21. 
For Freudian interpretations of these dreams see Terry Castle, "Lovelace's Dream", Studies in Eighteenth 
Century Culture, 13 (Wisconsin, 1984), 29-42 and Terry Eagleton, The Rape of Clarissa: Writing, 
Sexuality and Class Struggle in Samuel Richardson (Oxford, 1982), 62-63. For dreams in Clarissa see 
Samuel Richardson, Clarissa, or, the History of a Young Lady (London, 1748). On later eighteenth-century 
literary dreams see Susan L. Manning, "Enlightenment's Dark Dreams: Two Fictions of Henry Mackenzie 
and Charles Brockden Brown", Eighteenth- Century Life, 21 (1997), 39-56. 
8 Lucia Dacome, "'To what purpose does it think? ': dreams, sick bodies and confused minds in the Age of 
Reason", History ofPsychiatry, 15 (2004), 395. Tom Hayes has constructed a similar analysis in his 
"Diggers, Ranters, and women prophets: the discourse of madness and the Cartesian Cogito in seventeenth- 
century England, " Clio, 26 (1996), 29-50. On Locke's influence on literature see Kenneth Maclean, John 
Locke andEnglish Literature of the Eighteenth Century (New Haven, 1936); John W. Yolton, John Locke 
and the Way of1deas (Oxford, 1956) and Patricia Meyer Spacks, Imagining a Seýf- Autobiography and 
Novel in Eighteenth- Century England (Cambridge, Mass., 1976), 
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consciousness", by Baxter and others, in the context of a Lockean analysis of dreaming. 9 
This, according to Dacome, helps us to understand the rise of physical accounts of 
-1 . - drearns, including the "increasingly popular view that perfect sleep was sleep without 
dreams. " 10 
However, Lockean notions of identity, consciousness and madness were not the 
only influential contexts for dream disputes. Concern over the authenticity of prophecies, 
as we have seen in previous chapters, reached a peak with the spate of prophecy in the 
1640s and 1650s. By the late seventeenth century, this was sharply checked by the return 
of the Anglican Church and the persecution of the Dissenting sects after the Restoration. 
Members of the establishment were keen to prevent a rerun of the social anarchy that had 
resulted from, and was held by many to be the cause of the Civil War. For this reason, 
they were eager to put a stop to the dreaming of the 'enthusiasts' which they blamed for 
causing it. However, a centrally significant event for dream discourses in the early 
eighteenth century was the arrival of the so-called French Prophets in London in 1706. 
Historians such as Michael Heyd and Hillel Schwartz, have shown how the Prophets 
provoked condemnation from numerous sources warning of the dangers of prophecy and 
of supposedly inaccurate revelations. " These condemnations, in moving beyond attacks 
on the dangers of dreams of the kind that had abounded in the 1640s and 1650s, also 
demonstrate a growing sophistication in medical and philosophical arguments. Just as the 
developing role for medical explanations of dreams had grown out of the conflicts in the 
9 Dacome, "To what purpose does it think? ", 395. 
10 Ibid. 395. 
11 Michael Heyd, 'Be Sober and Reasonable': the critique of enthusiasm in the seventeenth and early 
eighteenth centuries (New York, 1995) and Hillel Schwartz, The French Prophets: The History of a 
Millenarian Group in Eighteenth- Century England (London, 1980). Rhodri Hayward has also shown that 
the relationship between the soul and sleep continued to be discussed in late nineteenth-century. See 
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mid-seventeenth century, their further refinement was also in part a reaction to the French 
Prophets' refusal to relinquish their view that revelations in sleep were still possible. 
Historians of eighteenth-century dreams have tended to either concentrate on the 
influence of philosophy or on the influence of the reactions to supposed 'enthusiasts' such 
as the French Prophets. Armstrong, Tennenhouse and Dacome have concentrated their 
attention on the views of a certain group of philosophically sophisticated writers 
emphasising the links between their work and the earlier philosophical arguments of 
Locke and others on identity and consciousness. 12 This has helped us to understand some 
of their intellectual motivations but tends to give us a view of dreams that is skewed by its 
concentration on their own historical perspectives. On the other hand, Schwartz and Heyd 
have considered the significance of supernatural accounts of 'enthusiasm' from within the 
culture of the Camisards, and from outside in the culture of their critics, 13 but, these also 
tend to overshadow the wider significance of contemporary concern with authenticity and 
delusion in philosophical contexts. Neither of these perspectives, though they tell us much 
of interest on their own chosen topics, give us a satisfactory impression of the interplay 
between the two groups in their discussions of dreams. 
In this chapter I show that there was a clear overlap between discussion of the 
supernatural origins of dreams, in particular discussions of enthusiasm, and discussions of 
epistemology and philosophy. In considering enthusiasm, theologians were dealing with 
similar notions concerning the reliability of evidence and the ways in which the 
imagination could delude to issues that interested philosophers such as Locke. As we have 
Hayward, "Policing Dreams: History and the Moral uses of the Unconscious", History Workshop Journal, 
49 (2000), 142-60. 
12 See Armstrong and Tennenhouse, 'The Interior Difference' 458-78 and Dacome, "To what purpose 
does 
it think? ", 395-416. 
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seen in the previous chapter, publicly available evidence was Increasingly demanded, and 
this by no means implied disbelief in the supernatural. For example, in the late 
seventeenth-century the latitudinarian Bishop John Tillotson described an ideal of 
supernatural evidence as "evident and wonderful to Sense. " 14 As such he and other 
contemporary writers, including Edward Stillingfleet, used a criterion of public evidence 
to exclude the private revelatory dreams of supposed 'enthusiasts'. "This inward sense can 
be no ground to another person to believe his doctrine divine, " wrote Stillingfleet, 
"because ... 
it is impossible to another person to distinguish the actings of the divine Spirit 
from strong impressions of fancy by the force and energy of them. "" Dreams hinged on 
private evidence - only the dreamer could attest to the validity of their dreams and they 
could lie or be deluded themselves. For this reason, dreams were excluded from providing 
supernatural evidence by the respectable Anglican majority, though a significant and 
respectable proportion of Anglican contemporaries accepted the possibility of 
supernatural intervention. 
This did not mean that dreams disappeared from eighteenth-century discourse. 
Indeed, as numerous historians have shown dreams found new and exciting roles in 
literature and philosophy. Novels such as Robinson Crusoe and Clarissa often explored 
notions of identity and selfhood that philosophers such as Locke had raised around the 
turn of the century. Dreams became a means of exploring identity and consciousness in 
the inner narratives of characters. Robinson Crusoe, for instance, underwent a journey of 
self-discovery and exploration in which he experienced a number of disturbing dreams. 
13 See Schwartz, The French Prophets, 1-7. 
14 John Tillotson, The Worb of the Most Reverend Dr. John Tillotson, 2 (London, 1722), 50 1. 
15 Edward Stillingfleet, Origines sacrae, or a Rational Account qf the Grounds qf Christian Faith, as to the 
Truth andDivine Authority of the Scriptures, And the matters therein contained (London, 1663), 143. 
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While in philosophical circles, the third Earl of Shaftesbury drew controversial and far- 
reaching conclusions from the medical critique of dreams in his famous 1708 Letter 
Concerning Enthusiasm. If enthusiasts were suffering from medical complaints, rather 
than deluded by demons, he reasoned, then they should not be considered dangerous. 16 
More radically, of course, the same reasoning - that prophets were mentally ill - could be 
applied with great effect to Biblical prophecy. The secularisation of the links between 
God and Man could be pushed one step further, doing away altogether with the traditional 
links with the Bible, faith and the established Church. 
In arguing that enthusiasts were suffering from medical complaints, Shaftesbury's 
work was not that different from the work of sceptics in the seventeenth century, such as 
John Spencer. What was different, was his emphasis on ridicule as the proper way to deal 
with the claims to inspiration in dreams of the deluded 'enthusiasts'. This was linked to his 
programme of politeness, which was also common to many of his contemporaries. 17 For 
Shaftesbury, politeness was a criterion of proper behaviour, "the art of pleasing company" 
or "a dextrous management of our Words and Actions, whereby we make other People 
have better Opinions of us and themselves. " In his Letter he argued that the freedom of 
ridicule was necessary for the "free Censure of Manners": 
There can be no impartial and free Censure of Manners where any peculiar 
Custom or National Opinion is set apart, and not only exempted from criticism, 
but even flatter'd with the highest Art. 'Tis only in a Free Nation, such as ours, 
that Imposture has no Privilege; and that neither the Credit of Court, the Power 
of a Nobility, nor the Awfulness of a Church can give her Protection, or hinder 
her from being arraign'd in every shape and Appearance. ' 8 
16 Earl of Shaftesbury, A Letter Concerning Enthusiasm (London, 1708), 15. 17 See Stanley Green, Shaftesbury's Philosophy ofReligion and Ethics: A Study in Enthusiasm (Athens, 
1967); Lawrence E. Klein, Shqftesbury and the Culture ofPoliteness: Moral Discourse and Cultural 
Politics in Early Eighteenth- Century England (Cambridge, 1994); Lawrence E. Klein, "Liberty, Manners, 
and Politeness in Early Eighteenth-Century England", The Historical Journal, 32 (1989), 583-605. 
18 Shaftesbury, A Letter Concerning Enthusiasm, 15. 
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Indeed, Shaftesbury argued that all supposed enthusiasts should be tried by ridicule, 
according to what he called the "Bart7emy-Fair Method". He was not alone in applying 
this technique. At the same time, Jonathan Swift, in the guise of 'Isaac Bickerstaff , 
adopted the same approach in his All Fools Day hoax by announcing the death of 
astrologer John Partridge. Later, his friends the Scriblerians, along with Richard Steele 
and Joseph Addison, took up spoof characters in order to ridicule what they saw as the 
superstitious raising up of minor every day events - such as dreams - into great 
significance. One example of this can be seen when the fictional Martinus Scriblerus's 
mother dreamt of large ink-horns, an image that was ludicrously taken to mean that her 
son would become a great writer. 19 By the eighteenth century claims to inspiration in 
dreams were dismissed as the objects of ridicule among educated elite Anglicans - dreams 
were inherently absurd. 
My account of the reconceptualisation of dreaming is divided into five parts. In the 
first I outline some of the ways in which John Locke discussed the 'doubling' of 
consciousness in dreams which he had compared with madness, drunkenness, and 
disturbances of the self. In the second part, I show how some of the discussions of dreams 
as spiritual experiences, initially in the case of the French Prophets and in relation to the 
wider debates on imposture in discussions on witchcraft, were influential in determining 
acceptable forms of evidence. I also consider the ways in which ideas of authenticity, first 
raised in discussions of enthusiasm and witchcraft, developed in medical and in 
philosophical contexts. Finally I show that the traditional art of dream interpretation 
became an easy target for satirists, who made fun of the prophet's and dream interpreter's 
19 Alexander Pope et al., The Memoirs of the Extraordinary Life, Works, and Discoveries o Martinus )f 
Scriblerus, ed., Charles Kerby-Miller (New York, 1966), 9. 
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laughable placing of massive significance on commonplace experiences. 1n so doing, I 
also make the wider point that eighteenth-century debates on dreaming In philosophy, in 
literature, on sectarianism and on witchcraft were essentially concerned with the same 
problem of determining the authenticity, nature and import of dream-claims. 
Locke, Dreams and the Problem of Identity 
In his Essay Concerning Human Understanding Locke responded to Descartes's 
treatment of dreams in his Meditations which used them as a way of motivating doubt in 
the veracity of our sense experience. He claimed: 
If after all this, any one will be so sceptical as to distrust his Senses, and to 
affirm, that all we see and hear, feel and taste, think and do, during our whole 
Being, is but the series and deluding appearances of a long Dream, whereof 
there is no reality; and therefore will question the Existence of all Things, or 
our Knowledge of any thing: 1 must desire him to consider, that if all be a 
Dream, then he doth but dream that he makes the Question; and so it is not 
much matter that a Man should answer. But yet, if he please, he may dream that 
I make this answer, That the certainty of Things existing in rerum Natura, 
when we have the testimony of our Senses for it, is not only as great as our 
frame can attain to, but as our Condition needs ... And if our Dreamer pleases to try whether the glowing heat of a glass Forriace, be barely a wandring 
Imagination in a drowsie Man's Fancy, by putting his Hand into it, he may 
perhaps be wakened into a certainty greater than he could wish, that it is 
something more than bare Imagination. 20 
For Locke, sensory evidence was not easily questioned, there was, after all, a vast 
difference between dreaming of putting one's hand in the fire and actually doing it. For 
this reason, dreams were not the harbingers of overwhelming doubt that they were for 
Descartes, they were simply imperfect forms of thought, they were "the having of Ideas" 
which were not suggested by "any external Objects, or known occasion; nor under any 
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Choice or Conduct of the Understanding. , 21 Indeed, if sleeping thoughts were not 
remembered, as cases of his own experience, such as that of "a Scholar" with "no bad 
memory" suggested, then the sleeping mind "Cannot lay them up for its use, and be able 
to recal them upon occasion; if it cannot reflect upon what is past, and make use of its 
former Experiences, Reasonings, Contemplations, to what purpose does it think? 9922 Locke 
considered that since sleep engendered the suspension of reason and judgement, sleeping 
and dreaming should be seen as interruptions of consciousness comparable to madness 
and drunkenness. Dreams were disturbances of our personal identity which raised 
questions about whether we could ever consider an individual the same person when 
asleep as when awake. 
This assessment of sleep was heavily bound up with his view of reason. Locke 
famously remarked that "the Dreams of sleeping Men are, as I take it, all made up of the 
waking Man's 1deas, though for the most part oddly put together. , 23 Dreamers, like 
madmen, who also "put wrong Ideas together", suffered from defects that affected their 
reasoning. In madness and in dreams, men lacked the correct sensory evidence to reason 
effectively: madmen reasoned correctly from inaccurate information while dreamers were 
presented with evidence that seemed to be from the senses but actually derived from their 
own imaginations. On the other hand, reason had been suspended altogether in the 
sleeping man, along with the drunkard, because of their "want of consciousness" in these 
states. This lack of consciousness was highly significant for his assessment of personal 
20 Locke, An essay concerning humane understanding, 370-371 (Ch. XI, Bk IV, 8). 21 Ibid. 117 (Ch. XIX, Bk 11,1). 
22 
Ibid. 51 (Ch 1, Bk, 11,14). 
23 
Ibid. 53 (Ch 1, Bk 11,17). 
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identity, since it was "Consciousness alone", that according to Locke, "unites remote 
exl*Stences into one person. " Indeed: 
Nothing but consciousness can unite remote existences into the same person: 
the identity of substance will not do it; for whatever substance there is, 
however framed, without consciousness there is no person: and a carcass may be a person, as well as any sort of substance be so, without consciousness. 24 
The consequences of Locke's account were remarkable: the sleeping mind was so 
different from the waking that, as Locke put it: "Socrates asleep, and Socrates awake, is 
not the same Person; but his Soul when he sleeps, and Socrates the Man consisting of 
,, 25 Body and Soul when he is waking, are two Persons. 
As before, arguments concerning epistemology were not divorced from the social 
and political circumstances of their authors. Where Hobbes and others had been reacting 
to the explosion of prophets in the Civil War, Locke too was concerned with 
contemporary manifestations of enthusiasm. He had considered the problem of 
determining the authenticity of private revelations in dreams and specifically wrote on 
enthusiasm in a section in his Essay. In this, he stated very clearly that "Whatever God 
hath revealed is certainly true; no Doubt can be made of it. This is the proper object of 
Faith: but whether it be a divine Revelation or no, Reason must judge. , 26 Like 
contemporary theologians, Locke offered the public evidence of the senses along with 
Scripture as the criterion by which to judge alleged divine dreams. In the 1700s, 
especially after the spread of the Camisard prophets in Europe, these rules had become the 
standard means by which the vast majority of elite contemporaries attempted to 
deconstruct the arguments of those claiming to be inspired. 
24 Ibid. 185 (Ch. XXVII, Bk 11,16). 
25 Ibid. 187 (Ch. XXVII, Bk 11,20). On Locke and the problem of identity see Christopher Fox, Locke and 
the Scriblerians: Identity and Consciousness in Early Eighteenth- Century Britain (London, 1988). 
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Sectarians, Quakers and French Prophets 
Quakers were the runaway religious success of the 1650s. By 1660, there were as 
27 
many as 50,000 converts in England . In London, they numbered almost 10,000, while in 
Bristol they comprised over five per cent of the population. 28 They published over 1000 
pamphlets and travelled to spread their message as far afield as Malta, Alexandria, 
Jerusalem, Constantinople and the Caribbean. 29 Emphasising personal spiritual experience 
and downplaying doctrine, they interrupted services, walked naked, encouraged women to 
preach and for their critics they threatened to undennine religious, social and political 
stability. In the eighteenth century the movement continued to receive criticism and 
persecution, but their 'inner light', had not dimmed. Members such as Mary Mollineux 
who related a dream that she said was "an Emblem of my Life" on her death-bed in 1695, 
continued to make use of prophetic dreams in the eighteenth century, a practice that, as 
Carla Gerona has shown of Quaker women, was still going strong at the end of the 
century. 30 They attracted growing numbers of critics who decried them for their 
impostures and directed readers towards medicine for explanations of their delusions. The 
critique of Quakerism, however, was not unique. In fact there were remarkable 
similarities between the critiques of all sectarian dreams and visions many of which were 
spawned in the wake of the appearance of the Camisard prophets. The low Church 
minister Benjamin Bayly's Essay upon Inspiration of 1707, provides a case in point. 
26 Locke, An essay concerning humane understanding, 413 (Ch. XVIII, Bk IV, 10). 
27 John Coffey, Persecution and Toleration in Protestant England, 1558-1689 (London, 2000), 15 1. 
28 Ibid. 15 1. 
29 Ibid. 151. 
30 For an account of later eighteenth century Quaker women's dreams see Carla Gerona, "Mapping Ann 
Moore's Secrets: Dream Production in Late-Eighteenth-Century Quaker Culture", Journal ofFeminist 
Studies in Religion, 16 (2000), 43 - 70. 
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While it was primarily directed against the Quakers whom Bayly encountered in Bristol, 
he added a discussion of the Camisard prophets, who had recently found notoriety in 
London, in the second edition of 1708. 
Bayly's position on distinguishing between genuine divine inspirations and 
delusion echoed that of Locke, Tillotson and Stillingfleet: "Whether a Man be inspired or 
not, Reason is the judge; the only faculty that can distinguish between Enthusiasm and 
true and Divine Inspiration. , 31 Bayly's account of Quaker inspiration was wholly 
naturalistic, for him Quaker prophets were more deranged than inspired. In a similar way 
the French Prophets were no different the madmen presently at Bedlam who "might, to 
their great Joy, find the Symptoms of the same Spirit coming on them apace, as it happens 
it seems to such as attend the present Prophets, " and he cited the Camisard Prophet John 
Lacy as an example of such "mad Men" who fell victim to their own "Imagination or 
Fancy. , 32 For Bayly, the case of the French Prophets was wholly analogous the that of the 
Quakers: both groups were suffering from an overheated imagination, and their dreams, 
visions and prophecies could no more be trusted than the ravings of Bedlamites. Although 
the names had changed, the sickness had not. 
The Prophets, of course, saw things differently. Writing their own history in 1708, 
the Protestant men and women who came to London in the early eighteenth century began 
their story with the persecution of the Huguenots in Languedoc and Dauphine. 
33 Between 
1660 and 1685 Huguenots faced over three hundred decrees eroding their religious 
31 Benjamin Bayly, Essay on Inspiration: in two parts (London, 1707), 173-179. 
32 Ibid. 174. 
33 For the definitive account of the French Prophets see Schwartz, The French Prophets, especially, 1-29. 
On the critique of enthusiasm more generally see Heyd, 'Be Sober and Reasonable'; Clarke Garrett, Spirit 
Possession andPopular Religion: From the Camisards to the Shakers (Baltimore, 1987) and Susie 1. 
Tucker, Enthusiasm: A Study in Semantic Change (Cambridge, 1972). 
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freedom. 34 After 1685 when Louis XIV revoked the Edict of Nantes, Huguenots also lost 
political and economic power, as the bipartisan chambers of justice In Guiennel 
Languedoc and Dauphine were shut down, and they could no longer practice certain 
35 36 trades. The first prophets appeared among them in France in 1688. They were children 
who prophesied in their sleep. The physical act of prophecy was symbolic, the "repose of 
the innocent"37 appearing in children, as Acts 2: 17 ("in the latter days your young People 
shall prophesy") had predicted, the altered state enforcing the authenticity of the message. 
The first, Isabeau. Vincent, a sixteen-year-old shepherdess in Dauphine, experienced "a 
sort of Apoplexy, or Natural Lethargy, into which she fell without any appearance of 
,, 38 violent motion. In her sleep on the night of February 3,1688 she began to sing the Ten 
Commandments. 39 Thereafter, other Huguenots began to sit in her room while she slept in 
order to hear her preach and pray. 40 She exhorted all to repent and echoed Revelation, 
promising that after forty-two months of persecution the faithful would receive eternal 
life. Isabeau's prophesies soon became widely celebrated among the Huguenots and were 
seen as a threat to the Catholic government in France. She was imprisoned in 1688, yet 
she comforted her followers that other children would take her place. 41 Within six months 
her prediction was fulfilled and children (and some adults) were prophesying throughout 
Dauphine. There were sixty in the village close to where Isabeau lived alone. 42 
34 Schwartz, The French Prophets, 14. 
35 Ibid. 14. 
36 Ibid. 17. 
37 Ibid. 18. 
38 Ibid. 17. 
39 
Ibid. 17. 
40 Ibid. 17. 
41 
Ibid. 18. 
42 Ibid. 18. 
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In 1706 a group of ex-Camisards under the guidance of Elie Marion emigrated to 
London. 43 They became known as the French Prophets and their ideas began to spread. 
The English were accustomed to prophetic dreams but belief in supernatural reality of 
such dreams had waned in the previous half-century. The Prophets received a mixed 
welcome and members of the French Protestant church in Threadneedle Street became 
concerned that the manner of their prophecies were "unworthy of the Spirit. 44 Even so, 
between December 1706 and April 1707 the prophets attracted over twenty new 
followers. 45 Of these John Lacy Esq., who showed signs of inspiration on March 1, 
became the foremost English prophet. Lacy, a well-to-do Presbyterian in his forties, along 
with his wealthy moderate Anglican friend Sir Richard Bulkeley, lent the group some 
respectability outside Huguenot circles. Nevertheless, the fact that the prophets had 
gained some notable followers tended to damage the reputation of these same followers, 
rather than enhance the reputation of the prophets themselves. Indeed, they were spat 
upon in the street, preached against by the Savoy consistory churches and faced legal 
proceedings. In 1707 three of the Prophets, including Newton's friend Fatio de Duillier, 
were arrested and convicted of blasphemy and of "spreading terror among the Queen's 
people", and sentenced to the pillory wearing signs detailing their crimes. The Prophet 
Elizabeth Gray saw their suffering as confirmation of their godliness, for those that 
suffered for Jesus "shall be great in his Kingdom. , 
46 The evidence upon which the 
prophets based their claims was wilfully cut off from any external means of corroboration. 
43 Ibid. 33. 
44 HAL, MS 8, Threadneedle Street Church, Livres des actes de 1692/3 a 1708,501. 
45 Schwartz, The French Prophets, 79. 
46 Bulkeley Fatio Calendar, 2/2-12/6/1707. 
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"If Men will not believe us, " wrote Bulkeley, "we have the testimony of our Consciences, 
to approve to us our Sincerity. , 
47 
The anti-enthusiast literature that attacked them characterised the dreams of 
prophets as madness, deception and the effects of an overactive imagination. One 
anonymous pamphlet focused on Lacy and suggested that his prophecies and those of 
,, 48 others were the result of "an over-heated Brain and of Vapors. The anonymous 
Observations upon Elias Marion compared the affections of the body of a "prophet" like 
Marion, to what happens to "Women in Hysterick Fitts, arising from the strength of their 
,, 49 Fancies and Passions . Likewise, the Anglican minister George Philadelphus addressed 
Francis Moult, who acted as a scribe and host for the Prophets, suggesting that knowledge 
of "physic" could help gullible people, including Moult himself, avoid putting their faith 
into false prophets such as the Camisards. "Had you read more of Physic and less of Jacob 
Bekmen [sic]", Philadelphus scomfully wrote: 
you might find several instances of Men, Women, and Children, acted by 
Involuntary Motions in Hysteric Fitts, nay, Sing to perfection, tho' in their 
natural State of Health, never could sing the least Note, Climb up the Walls like 
Cats, and do abundance of such Prodigious wonderful Actions ... All which no 
sober Men, can, or will Attribute to Supernatural Agency, but all must own to 
be Praeter-natural. So that your first Evidence, I presume, of their Divine 
Mission drawn from a Supernatural Power falls to the Ground. 50 
Indeed, the preference for "Physic" over Jacob Boehme, exemplifies the extent to which 
Anglican ministers were keen to emphasise the significance of medical knowledge in 
accounting for enthusiasm, and their reference to the work of Thomas Willis suggests that 
47 Bulkeley Fatio Calendar, 7/2/1707- 
48 Anon., An answer to a letter of John Lacy Esq., dated July 6 1708 and directed at Josiah Woodward 
(London, 1708), 28. 
49 Anon., Observations upon Elias Marion and his Book qf Warnings (London, 1707), 7-8. 
50 George Philadelphus, An answer to F. M. [Francis Moult] in the Right Way of Trying Prophets (London, 
1708), 13. 
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they were also relatively up to date with the medical literature. 51 For critics such as 
Philadelphus, the Camisard prophets confused preternatural experiences, including 
unusual dreams, for supernatural ones. As we have seen earlier, preternatural marvels 
were singulars within Aristotelian natural philosophy (which defined nature as the 
4normal' course of events) while Anglican theology held that preternatural marvels should 
not be mistaken for miracles. Nevertheless, they were embraced as 'facts' in the new 
52 Baconian natural philosophy. Preternatural experiences were wholly natural, marvelled 
at only by those uneducated in unusual but natural effects. 53 
Like all sectarians, the French Prophets were considered by many to be dangerous 
as well as deluded. Josiah Woodward, for example, argued that the delusions of the false 
prophets had a malign effect on religion: 
For when People have sounded these Pretensions, and found them nothing 
more than the Fancies of Men's distempered Brains, or the suggestions of evil 
Spirits, they are apt to think so, even of Things truly Sacred and Divine, 
without taking just care to discern the vast difference betwixt the one and the 
other. 54 
The Prophets, critics claimed, gave atheists the scope to argue that the biblical dreamers 
and prophets "were such of men as the Camisards now are, " and Bulkeley was accused of 
setting "the whole Tribe of Atheists, Deists, etc. upon the giggle. " 55 Anglican cleric 
Francis Hutchinson, more famous for his sceptical attacks on witchcraft, described 
"Despair, Confusion of Mind, Atheism, and a vain Imagination" as their primary 
51 Heyd, 'Be Sober and Reasonable', 198. 
52 Lorraine Daston, "Marvelous Facts and Miraculous Evidence in Early Modem Europe, " Critical Inquiry, 
18 (1991), 93-124. 
53 Lorraine Daston and Katharine Park, Wonders and the Order qfNature 1150-1750 (New York, 1998), 
122. 
54 Josiah Woodward, Remarks on the Modern Prophets, and on Some Arguments Lately published in their 
Defence (London, 1708), 5-6. 
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condition. 
56 Others, such as Benjamin Hoadly, suggested the reverse, namely that atheists 
57 
encouraged the spread of enthusiasm . 
This assault on the prophets was bound up with the anti-clerical threat that they 
posed, and critics of the new sort of prophets frequently made oblique references to their 
interregnum forefathers. Hutchinson, for instance, argued that the new "pretended 
prophets": 
When they have railed against us Ministers, till they have the Rabble about 
them, then the levelling Principle is always taken up, and from preaching 
against Priests, they turn their Doctrines against the Rich. 58 
The reference to "levelling" was, of course, heavily associated with the memory of the 
Civil War, and it appeared in a number of pamphlets on the modem Prophets including 
the anonymous Observations upon Elias Marion. 59 
The traditional criterion for determining the authenticity of claims to inspiration in 
dreams, as we saw in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, was Scripture itself For 
most orthodox Protestants, the sufficiency of Scripture was an argument against any new 
prophets or dreams that appeared. Indeed, the lack of any new messages was a powerful 
argument for the redundancy of new dreams. Prophets were often trapped by this logic, 
since anyone who had a dream that differed from Scripture was a false prophet, yet if the 
content of their dreams did not differ from Biblical revelation it was redundant. Scottish 
Presbyterian James Hog thought that the conclusion was clear: "Hence Visions, voices 
and Dreams, are no bottom on which we may build, and we ought to cease from regard to 
55 Anon., Clavis Prophetica: or, a Key to the Prophets of Mons. Marion, and the other Camisars, With 
some Reflections on the Characters qf these New Envoys, and Mons. F- their Chief Secretary 
(London, 
1707), 5-6 and anon., Reflections on Sir Richard Bulkeley's Answer to Several Treatises 
(London, 1708), 6. 
56 Francis Hutchinson, A short view of the pretended spirit ofprophecy, takenfrom itsfirst rise in the year 
1688, to its present state among us (London, 1708), 2. 
57 Benjamin Hoadly, A Brief Vindication qf the Antient Prophets (London, 1709), preface. 
58 Hutchinson, A short view of the pretended spirit ofprophecy, 3 9. 
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them. " 60 However, a new standard for judging dreams or visions had appeared. In the late 
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries 'Reason' and publicly accessible evidence 
became the criteria that almost all critics considered. Far from clashing with each other, 
together they were considered the primary means of dealing with the threat of prophetic 
dreaming and enthusiasm. Along with the demand that evidence be publicly accessible, in 
the 1660s and 1670s, Anglican theologians such as Robert South argued that 'reason', 
together with Scripture, should be applied in judging dreams. 61 
62 The concept of reason itself was going through significant changes in this period . 
Rather than some inner 'light of nature', in general reason began to be seen as a public 
criterion by which individuals must "try the spirits. " The evidence of the senses, through 
testimony and witnessing, was to be utilised in conjunction with Scripture to test the 
validity of revelations. 63 This left no place for private inspirations via dreams. Indeed, the 
critics of 'enthusiasm' wrote about "Sense and Reason", as Thomas Gordon put it, 
precisely because they wanted to question the evidence on which the private persuasions 
of the alleged prophets was founded. 64 In so doing, they were also making a broader point 
that public, sensory evidence was massively preferable to the private persuasions of 
-1 . - dreams, which could be interpreted as having been derived from the imagination - as 
many of the Camisard's critics delighted in pointing out. Indeed, most post-Restoration 
59 Anon., Observations upon Elias Marion, 9-10. 60 James Hog, Notes about the spirit's operations, for discoveringftom the word, their nature and evidence 
(Edinburgh, 1709), 23-24. 
61 Robert South, Sermons Preached Upon Several Occasions, III (Oxford, 1823), 165. 
62 Heyd, 'Be Sober and Reasonable', 180. 
63 On sensory evidence see Steven Shapin and Simon Schaffer, Leviathan and the Air Pump: Hobbes, Boyle 
and the Experimental Life (Princeton, 1985). 
64 Thomas Gordon, The humourist. Essays upon several subjects: viz. News-writers. Enthusiasm. Spleen 
(London, 1730), 6. 
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Anglican theologians were keen to insist on evidence that was, as John Tillotson 
suggested, based on "public and visible demonstration. 165 
Since the dreams and visions of the prophets were considered imaginary, a 
significant portion of critical discussions was spent in setting out a physical understanding 
of the phenomenon of enthusiastic dreaming. Here discussion was often reliant on the 
concept of "animal spirits. " 66 A typical example can be seen as early as 1688 in a sermon 
by Henry Wharton directed against Roman Catholics - whom he believed to be 
enthusiasts. These enthusiasts tended to meditate upon a particular subject after which 
they "employ all their Spirits in continuing their Ideas of them, " which causes, "a mighty 
Fermentation in the Blood, whence new Clouds and Vapours are transmitted into the 
Brain, and render the Imagination more intense and strong. " 67 For Wharton, as for the 
future critics of the French Prophets, the imagination and such physiological effects were 
deeply intertwined. The imagination excited the passions and spirits, which in turn made 
the imagination more intense and confused. The physician Henry Nicholson, who had 
once himself been a prophet among the London Camisards, later analysed this mechanism 
with reference to himself- 
And perhaps this might have been my Case, had I suffered my Imagination to 
be led, as theirs apparently are, by an intoxicated Fancy, which, as we may 
perceive in several other Cases, inflames the animal Spirits to an unnatural 
Pitch: and the Violent Motions of the Body, serve to heat to agitated Blood, and 
afford a constant supply of over-heated Spirits to the Nerves, to strengthen and 
carry on the violent Agitations, and delusive Impressions. 
68 
65 John Tillotson, The Works of the Most Reverend Dr. John Tillotson, 2 (London, 1722), 501. 
66 On animal spirits see Simon Schaffer, "Godly Men and Mechanical Philosophers: Souls and Spirits in 
Restoration Natural Philosophy", Science in Context, 1 (1987), 55-85. 
67 Henry Wharton, The Enthusiasm of the Church ofRome (London, 168 8), 12. 
68 Henry Nicholson, The Falsehood of the New Prophets Manifested (London, 1708), 13, 
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The imagination heated the animal spirits and caused the delusions of the "New 
Prophets, " which, as Nicholson's damning testimony suggested, might also "have been my 
Case. " 69 
Some even considered the possibility that such medically inspired delusions were 
spread by contagion. Again, the "animal spirits" and the imagination were employed in 
explaining why the delusions of the French Prophets had spread so quickly. For critics 
such as ex-Quaker George Keith, these spirits were associated with a "subtile effluvium" 
which upon hearing a prophet speak, led others to become inspired. Keith's explanation of 
this "effluvia" was essentially physicalist: 
But that called the Corpuscular Philosophy, seems best to resolve the 
Phenomena of many natural effects, by the efflux or effluviums of subtle little 
particles of Bodies of different figures and shapes, with various differing 
Motions that go from Bodies to Bodies both of Minerals and Vegetables, as 
well as of brute and rational Animals. 70 
In the 1708 edition of his Essay on Inspiration, Benjamin Bayly considered that Lacy's 
imagination had become affected in just this way: 
I rather believe it first arose from the Impressions that the Acting and 
Discourses of these French Prophets made upon his Imagination or 
Fancy ... The sight of what other 
Men do, doth strangely dispose us to do the 
same; and if some Men were everyday to see mad Men, and believe them 
Divinely Inspird, and consequently look upon Madness as the highest and 
greatest Gift they were capable of, we should see what Effect it would have. 71 
Thus in telling their dreams and visions the prophets were influencing others via their 
"Imagination or Fancy" which in turn caused similar dreams and visions. 
69 Ibid. 13. On Nicholson see Schwartz, The French Prophets, 303,328. 
70 George Keith, The magick of Quakerism or, the chief mysteries of Quakerism laid open. To which are 
added, a preface andpostscript relating to the Camisars, in answer to Mr. Lacy's preface to The cryftom 
the desart (London, 1707), 60. 
71 Bayly, Essay on Inspiration, 409-4 10. 
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In like manner, the Earl of Shaftesbury referred to this idea when he asked in 1709 
whether among the hundreds of witnesses to the French Prophets' "signal miracle" there 
was anyone "wholly free of Melancholy. , 72 "For otherwise, " he declared, "the Pannick 
may have been caught; the Evidence of the Senses lost, as in a Dream; and the 
Imagination so inflam'd, as in a moment to have burnt up every Particle of Judgment and 
Reason. The combustible Matters lie prepar'd within, and ready to take fire at a spark; but 
chiefly in a Multitude seiz'd with the same Spirit. , 73 Remarkably, for Shaftesbury even 
events witnessed by a group of people could be explained in physical terms. In his 
analysis he pointed to the significance to religious enthusiasm of an "Imagination so 
inflam'd" that "as in a Dream" it deluded the senses and overcame reason. 
74 it is 
particularly significant that he drew attention to the loss of "the Evidence of the Senses" 
and compared this to dream states. As with his tutor Locke, who suggested "the testimony 
of our Senses" as evidence that we are not deluded in the "series and deluding appearances 
of a long Dream", 75 for Shaftesbury, dreams were set in stark contrast to the evidence of 
the senses and to reason. Though, for him, even the senses might be overcome by dreams 
burning up "every Particle of Judgment and Reason. )976 
Like others in the early eighteenth century Shaftesbury saw reason as restraining 
the 'turbulent' impulse of the 'un-guided' mind, passion and imagination: 
72 Shaftesbury, A Letter Concerning Enthusiasm, 44-45. There is some debate over which "signal miracle" 
he was referring to, though it was probably a miracle performed in the C6vennes in France by a bricklayer 
named Clary - who emerged unscathed from a fire - as he had predicted. 
The story was reported in Lacy's 
Cryfrom the Desert (London, 1707), and thereafter widely discussed in relation to the prophets. For a 
detailed discussion of this issue see Richard B. Wolf, An Old Spelling, Critical Edition of Shqftesbury's 
"Letter Concerning Enthusiasm " and "Sensum Comm unis: An Essay on the Freedom of Wit and Humour 
(New York, 1988), 118-12 1. 
73 Shaftesbury, A Letter Concerning Enthusiasm, 45. 
74 Ibid. 45. 
7' Locke, An essay concerning humane understanding, 370-371 (Ch. XI, Bk IV, 8). 
76 Shaftesbury, A Letter Concerning Enthusiasm, 45. 
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This Passion is experiene'd, in common, by every worshipper of the Zealot- kind. The Motion, when un-guided, and left wholly to it-self, is in its nature 
turbulent and incentive. In this Disposition the Reins are let loose to all Passion 
which arises; And the Mind, as far as it is able to act or think in such a State, 
approves the Riot, and justifies the wild Effects, by the suppos'd Sacredness of 
the Cause. Every Dream and Frenzy is made INSPIRATION; every Affection, 
ZEAL. 77 
For Shaftesbury, the passions left "un-guided" did not allow the mind to think effectively 
and as such all unfettered dreams and frenzies would be transformed into 
"INSPIRATION. " For Shaftesbury this was bound up with his views on politeness as a 
means by which to rethink the philosophy of Descartes, Hobbes and Locke. Rather than 
the traditional authority of ecclesiastical and courtly life, Shaftesbury viewed the proper 
model for a public critical culture as resting on the standards of polite and gentlemanly 
conversation and behaviour. 78 
Such discussion rested on subjecting all manner of imposture to the test of 
ridicule. For this reason, Shaftesbury advised his contemporaries to make use of the 
"Bart'lemy-Fair Method" which was referred to as "a choice Droll or Puppet-Shew at 
Bart'lemy-Fair", which at the time that Shaftesbury was writing, had made "the French 
Protestants" their subject : 
79 
There doubtless their strange Voices and involuntary Agitations are admirably 
well-acted, by the Motion of Wires, and Inspiration of Pipes. For the Bodys of 
the Prophets, in their state of Prophecy, being not in their own power, but (as 
they say themselves) mere passive Organs, actuated by an exterior Force, have 
nothing natural or resembling real Life in any of their Sounds or Motions: so 
that how aukardly soever a Puppet-Shew may imitate other Action it must 
needs represent this Passion to the life. 80 
77 Shaftesbury, Characteristicks of Men, Manners, Opinions, Times (London, 1711), 40 (Ch. 1, part 11, vol. 
111). 
78 Klein, Shqftesbury and the Culture ofPoliteness 2. 
79 Shaftesbury, A Letter Concerning Enthusiasm, 43. 
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For Shaftesbury, applying ridicule by representing their actions in absurd ways and by 
showing that their experiences were artificial, was the best way to demonstrate their 
inherent absurdity and thus restore reason: 
For what Ridicule can lie against Reason? Or how can nay one of the least 
justness of Thought endure Ridicule wrong plac'd? Nothing is more ridiculous 
than this it self. The Vulgar, indeed, may swallow any sordid Jest, any mere 
Drollery or Buffoonery; but it must be a finer and truer Wit that takes with the 
Men of Sense and Breeding. 81 
Unfortunately for Shaftesbury his critics used the same method to question his 
view that the "Evidence of the Senses" could be "lost, as in a Dream" and the 
Tannick ... caught". Mary Astell, in her criticism of Shaftesbury's Letter (entitled 
Bart'lemy-Fair) argued sarcastically: 
Nor is it to be question'd, that ... the Pannic is surely caught, the Evidence of the Senses lost, as in a Dream; the Blaze arising so of a sudden, and the Eyes glow 
with the Passion ... appear as oft as our Letter-writer is admitted into the inspiring Presence of some Great Man, by whose Prescription and Example the 
third Bottle teaches him Politics, as the next does Religion ! 82 
The Great Man was, of course, Locke. For Astell it was his assertion that the evidence of 
the senses could be so easily overcome that was problematic. For Edward Fowler too the 
idea of losing 'our very outward Senses' was inherently ridiculous. I never, before this, " 
wrote Fowler, "apprehended the Danger of losing our very outward Senses, in what we 
see, or hear, amongst Persons Enthusiastical; so that, unless you stop your Nose, Eyes, 
and Ears, or be particularly careful of them, you may easily come to have 'em all burnt up, 
81 
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with the Particles ofyour Judgment and Reason. vi83 For these writers the 'outward senses' 
were a robust, vital and indomitable means to a true understanding of the world. 
The Medicalisation of Dreams 
Whether the diseases of supposed 'enthusiasts' were contagious or not, the 
widespread clerical adoption of medical arguments concerning the Prophets' dreams had 
social and political implications. It was no coincidence that Locke had written on both 
government and identity; the ordering of the commonwealth and of the self were both 
seen to be working within the same world view, they mirrored each other and interacted 
with one another. When authority crumbled, madness was only to be expected since 
disorder of the microcosm mirrored that of the macrocosm. Satirists presented Bedlamite 
mad-men as convincingly mimicking saviours, conquerors and kings. When Richard 
Steele visited Bedlam in 1709, he found three pretended earls, five duchesses, one 
emperor, one prophet and three heathen gods. 84 He suggested that Bedlam be expanded to 
include politicians and free-thinkers. 8' No wonder then, that the political opponents of the 
Civil War period, sectarians such as Quakers, Fifth Monarchists and Baptists, were 
dubbed "lunatic", "witless" and the victims of a "diseased imagination. " The events of the 
1640s reverberated well into the eighteenth century; the dreams, visions and trances of 
83 Edward Fowler, Reflections upon a Letter Reflections upon a letter concerning enthusiasm, to my Lord 
*****. In another letter to a lord(London, 1709), 60-61. 
84 Richard Steele, The Tatler, 31 January, 1709. 
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Quakers and French Prophets and their disordered state of mind continued to be taken as a 
reflection of their dangerous and confused political dealings . 
86 
By applying medical interpretations to the French Prophets and the dreams of 
enthusiasts in general, ministers were not only relying on a body of knowledge alien to 
their theological training, but were also relegating the treatment of the prophets to the 
medical profession. As Shaftesbury and others put it, dreamers and enthusiasts such as the 
French Prophets, were not in need of punishment, whether clerical or secular, but were 
rather mad people who should either be pitied or ridiculed. Whig satirist Thomas Gordon 
for example, argued that "Of all sorts of Madness, a religious Delirium is that which, in 
my Opinion, call for the MoSt pity,, 187 while the editor of The Observator, John Tutchin, 
argued there was no point prosecuting prophets by law "For what law can control or 
rectify Nature? v, 88 Instead, he recommended a religious Bedlam for the French Prophets 
and their ilk. Others too called for "Pity and Charity", for the prophets who "deserve to be 
pray'd for, as Lunaticks, and the Unfortunate, rather, than condemnd of Hypocrisy, or of 
worse Design. " 
89 
Not all ministers shared the view that supposed enthusiasts, like the Prophets, 
should be considered to be suffering from medical complaints. The most famous objection 
came from Jonathan Swift in his Mechanical Operation of the Spirit, first published 
86 Roy Porter, "The rage of party: A Glorious Revolution in English psychiatry? ", Medical History, 27 
(1983), 3 5-50. Also see Jonathan Andrews and Andrew Scull, Undertaker Qf the Mind. - John Monro and 
Mad-Doctoring in Eighteenth-Century England (California, 200 1). 
87 Gordon's A Modest Apologyfor Parson A lberoni ... and a 
New Confutation of the Bishop ofBangor, and 
The Craftsman proved popular anti-clerical works, and he collaborated with whig writer John Trenchard on 
various other anti-clerical, anti-papist, and anti-corruption old and independent whig publications. Gordon, 
The humourist, 6. 
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89 Anon., A Dissausive against Enthusiasm (London, 1708), 46. The Scottish Episcopalian Robert Calder 
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anonymously in 1704. In this Swift ridiculed the contemporary medical critique and in 
particular the concept of "animal spirits": 
For, it is the Opinion of Choice Virtuosi, that the Brain is only a Crowd of little 
Animals, but with Teeth and Claws extremely sharp,... [and] ... That all Invention is formed by the Morsure of two or more of these 
Animals ... [and] ... That if the Morsure be Hexagonal, it produces Poetry; the Circular gives Eloquence ... and so of the rest. 
90 
Others such as the anonymous author of An account of the lives and behaviour of the 
three French Prophets, argued specifically against the idea that we should be "inclin'd to 
favour them Enthusiasticks. " Such a view the author continued: 
Increases when one is perswaded that their Distemper has been occasion'd by 
their great Suffering in Prison, where the Terror of the Cruelties they were 
threatened with, disorder'd their Imagination. If this were true, who would not 
show some Indulgence to Persons whose Distemper proceeds from such a 
cause? But the case will be very much altered, when we are convinc'd, that 
those are Impostors whom we took for Persons distemper'd; we shall then have 
a just Abhorrence of those Blasphemies which we could hardly bear with 
before. 91 
The argument that enthusiasts were suffering from medical complaints had highly 
significant consequences. As the author of An account pointed out, there was a crucial 
distinction to be made between a deliberate and premeditated impostor and a distempered 
mad-man who genuinely took their ravings for the Word of God. 
For the most part satirists and philosophers favoured medical interpretations of 
such dreams. In so doing they were also following Locke in arguing that dreaming was a 
useless by-product of sleep, and nothing but confused and imperfect thought. In his 
Natural History of Superstition, published anonymously in 1709, the Whig anti-clerical 
pamphleteer John Trenchard, for instance, gave a comprehensive account of dreams, 
visions and other mental delusions in order to demonstrate that all were dependent on the 
90 Jonathan Swift, Mechanical Operation of the Spirit (London, 1704), 44. 
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body. Trenchard, the Lockean, argued that the organs of sense were "Avenues and Doors 
,, 92 to let in external objects. But, unlike Locke, who had accounted for dreams only with 
regard to the development of the understanding, Trenchard placed dreams firmly within 
the context of "the agitations and motions of the internal parts of our Bodies. 1993 Trenchard 
insisted that superstitious beliefs, religious enthusiasm, and supposedly demonic 
encounters were nothing other than the products of a diseased body. Delusions and 
hallucinations occurred when "Men have abandoned the natural calm and serenity of their 
Minds, and disturbed their Organs with wild imaginations. 04 Dreams, along with visions, 
strong fears and supposedly supernatural apparitions, were, for this reason, peculiarly 
dependent on the free rein of the imagination and the shutting off of the senses. 
Trenchard was also clear on the causes of this occlusion: "Ignorance, Pride, 
Conceit, ill habit of Body, Melancholly and Splenatick Tempers, unfortunate 
Circumstances, causeless and secret Fears, and a pannick disposition of Mind, " were all 
responsible for allowing external information to be "wholly or in a great measure shut out 
and excluded. 05 In particular, he argued that "Ignorance of Causes" leads us to mistake 
The Phantasms and Images of our own Brains (which have no existence any 
where else) for real Beings, and subsisting without us, as in Dreams where we 
see Persons and Things, feel Pain and Pleasure, form Designs, hear and make 
Discourses, and sometimes the Objects are represented so Lively to our 
Fancies, and the Impressions so Strong, that it would be hard to distinguish 
them from Realities, if we did not find our selves in Bed. 
96 
The notion that it was "Ignorance of Causes" leads us to m1stake our imaginings for 
realities had already been argued with great effect in discussions of the Camisard 
91 N. N., An account qf the lives and behaviour of the three French Prophets (London, 
1708), 2. 
92 John Trenchard, The Natural History of Superstition (London, 1709), 12, 
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prophets, by George Philadelphus and others. However, Trenchard went beyond these 
discussions and surmised that dreams themselves were pathological. Dreams, like mental 
illnesses, allowed images that did not relate to external reality, to strongly effect "the 
Brain, Spirits, or Organ, where the imaginative Faculty resides. ý97 For him, "a due 
temperament" allowed "Sound Sleep without any Dreams at all. ), 98 Dreams lead us away 
from external reality into the internal delusions of the mind, and healthy people did not 
dream. 99 
The same view was put forward in an anonymous work on the imagination 
published in 1728; namely that dreaming makes us "seem to perceive Things by our 
Senses, of which there are no real Sensations. " 100 This view was reiterated by Thomas 
Branch ten years later in relation to "the supposed Use of the Senses in Sleep. "101 "A 
melancholy or half-mad Person", he observed, "is somewhat in the same Condition with 
Him who, not being thoroughly Awake, is doubtful whether his Dream be not true or 
something real. " 102 Dreams were different from madness in that "in Dreamers, there is a 
Stupor which possesseth them" while the organs of "Mad-men are shattered, or put out of 
their natural Frame and Order. " 103 Nevertheless, they had striking similarities. As in 
dreams, the mad imagine "themselves to be other Beings than they are", and "their not 
95 Ibid. 13. 
96 Ibid. 11. 
97 Ibid. 13. 
9' Ibid. 23. 
99 Dacome makes this point see Dacome, "To what purpose does it think? ", 405. 100 This work has been attributed to Zachary Mayne who died in Exeter in 1694 - and if the work was 
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1694)', rev. H. J. McLachlan, Oxford Dictionary ofNational Biography, Oxford University Press, 2004 
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knowing themselves to be Mad; and when recovered of their Madness, their considering 
as a Man awake does his past Dreams. " 104 Dreams were again linked with the 
pathologies of the mind. 
Having sprung from traditional medical interpretations along with the literature on 
enthusiasm, this conception of sleep again fed back into contemporary medical 
writings. 105 Trenchard argued that in dreams images unrelated to the external world were 
allowed free rein "without any Rival. "' 06 It was the effects of the affections of the body, 
Trenchard argued, that caused the delusions typified by the experience of dreaming - and 
they ought to be cured by means of "Physick or Surgery. " 107 Thus ideas which had their 
basis in the critique of enthusiasm (Trenchard was after all writing against superstition) 
were appropriated by the medical literature which laid its emphasis on the application of 
regimen and self-restraint for the maintenance of health. With proper management of 
regimen, the ideal of a sleep without dreams was (according to Trenchard) possible. The 
Scottish physician John Bond provides us with a good example of similar concerns in his 
1753 work on the nightmare. 108 Indeed, he considered the nightmare to be the result of 
immoderate behaviour and excessive consumption and wondered whether dreaming itself 
might not be "consider'd as a Disorder of the Body, and justly attributed to some cause, 
which stimulates the Sensoriurn Commune, and prevents perfect rest. "'09 Dreams had 
their origins in bodily disorders; and this was why Hippocrates and others had noted that 
104 Ibid. 188. 
105 
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they reveal ill health. Thus the cure of nightmares, in which Bond as a fellow sufferer had 
a particular interest, lay in imposing a regimen of self-restraint. ' 10 
Like their sixteenth and seventeenth-century counterparts, and indeed their 
classical forebears, eighteenth-century physicians generally thought that nightmares were 
brought on by eating too much food before bed or by lying on one's back. Frequent 
nightmares were associated with epilepsy, apoplexy and madness and were treated with 
regimen, digestive medicine, purges, bleeding and the 'common method' of treating 
hypochondria. "' The encyclopedist Ephraim Chambers, for instance, asserted that those 
who experienced nightmares generally lay on their back, "Stomach loaded with Food. "' 12 
Bond, like the Episcopalian physician George Cheyne, adapted anti-luxury views in order 
to characterise the nightmare as a disease that came about through over-indulgence. 11 3 
Cheyne had suggested that excessive consumption of meat and 'fermented liquors' caused 
the ma . ority of 'distempers', while adhering to a regimen that cut out these indulgences j 
was the "natural Antidote of such Distempers. " 114 Bond cited Cheyne's example of a 
Colonel Townsend who died after lying on his back, which demonstrated the "dangerous 
effects" of taking up this position, and agreed that a frequent cause of the nightmare was 
"heavy suppers of tough animal food, and large quantities of soft, thick malt liquors. "' 
15 
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Yet Bond's work on the nightmare was also deeply entrenched in contemporary 
debates on consciousness that were inspired by Locke. Bond was, for instance, keen to 
discredit Andrew Baxter's "wild opinions" on the intervention of supernatural beings in 
dreams and he characterised the nightmare instead as a symptom of a bodily complaint. 116 
Baxter to whom I will return later - concentrated on the Lockean problem of identity and 
consciousness. Yet - unlike Locke - he argued that the doubling of consciousness in 
dreams demonstrated supernatural intervention because it would be "absurd to say that the 
soul would lay a plot to ftighten itseýf, and then be foolishly in real terror with its own 
designs. " 117 , To make this succeed, " Baxter argued, would suggest the soul "ought to be 
two distinct Beings, each ignorant of the other's consciousness and designs. " 118 This 
argument drew a great deal of criticism, both from Bond, and from many of the most 
notable writers on the topic of sleep that followed, such as legal writer Thomas Branch 
and Scottish author John Richardson. One author in The Gentleman'S Magazine of 1754 
asserted that our waking thoughts can be just as undisciplined as those in dreams, so: 
As to the other argument drawn from the improbability of our tormenting 
ourselves with frightful images, it will have no weight with those who consider 
how apt our waking thoughts are to rove and wander and that we are so far 
from having an absolute command over them that, in spite of ourselves, they 
will often run out upon unpleasing and even horrid and terrible subjects. ' 19 
For critics of Baxter, nightmares were a phenomenon that concerned thought and 
corporeal functioning, not supernatural beings. 
Thus Bond's treatise on the nightmare also contributed to debates which had their 
basis in philosophy and in critiques of superstition. Bond's Essay was based on his 
116 
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Dissertatio medica inauguralis de incubo of 175 1, which he submitted for his doctoral 
degree at the University of Edinburgh where he had studied under Alexander Monro. 120 
Bond had dedicated his dissertation to Martin Folkes, President of the Royal Society, in 
the hope that he "might be honoured" by Folkes' acquaintance. ' 21 Unfortunately for Bond, 
when he visited London in 1752, he found that ill health meant that Folkes was about the 
resign from the presidency of the Royal Society. 122 For Bond, this almost certainly meant 
the failure of his pursuit of patronage. 123 Bond's Essay, along with its publication in 1753, 
was thus likely to be an attempt to redress his Latin dissertation in order to find a wider 
audience. 124 As such it fell in line with a series of other medical works which included 
discussions of sleep that insisted that dreams were the products of bodily disorder against 
those, such as Baxter, who asserted an external, supernatural basis for them. It related to 
"circumstances attending an horizontal position of the Body in sleep. " 125 Bad dreams 
arose from "a too great quantity of Blood, a viscidity or tenacity of the Fluids, and a 
weakness or inertia of the Solids. " 126 They were the "offspring of excess" and thus 
affected those "of gross full habits, the robust, the luxurious, the drunken, and they who 
sup late. " 127 Women, moreover were most affected because of the collecting of blood 
before the menses, a feature that worsened after the menopause since: 
1'9 The Gentleman's Magazine 1754,36. 
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The delicate uterine Tubes, contracting themselves, become too rigid, and resist 
the impetus of the Fluids, so as to prevent the usual discharges; then the Fluids 
which were formerly periodically evacuated, are amass'd and collected in the Body, and occasion a Plethora. ' 28 
On a personal note Bond, "being much afflicted with the Night-mare" himself, found that 
"the most effectual remedy 19 was to wake the sleeper and, if possible, change "the position 
of the Body. " 129 1 would have given ten thousand worlds, like this", he wrote: 
for some Person that would either pinch, shake, or turn me off my Back; and I 
have been so much afraid of its intolerable insults, that I have slept in a chair all 
night, rather than give it an opportunity of attacking me. 130 
Nightmares were physical and thus curable. "Monstrous dreams" should be treated by 
changing the "position of the Body, and by that means avoid the approaching danger. " 131 
In addition to being curable, nightmares were preventable since they were generally "the 
offspring of excess. " 132 Indeed failure to take steps to prevent them could have lethal 
consequences. Bond told of "a Gentleman, about forty-five years old, of a corpulent 
phlegmatic habit of Body, and an inactive disposition of Mind", who, afflicted with 
nightmares and forced to sleep in a chair all night, ventured to sleep in a bed, he "was 
found half dead in the morning", "continued paralytic two years; and after taking the 
round of Bath and Bristol, &c. to no purpose, he died an Idiot. " 133 In another example, a 
further gentleman, "about thirty years old, of full sanguineous habit, and a little 
intemperate" suffered "with the Nightmare almost every night for two years' and died 
having been "at length seiz'd with an Apoplexy, while he had the glas in one Hand and 
128 
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the pipe in the other. " 134 Like Cheyne - whose example of Colonel Townsend, dying as he 
lay on his back, he had borrowed - Bond characterised the nightmare as a disease of the 
body brought on by excessive consumption. In so doing, he was also setting his work in 
line with those who maintained that dreams were the manifestation of a diseased body 
against supporters of spiritual or external intervention - important examples of which 
were Baxter's "wild opinions" on dreams and the claims of the Carnisard Prophets. 
Witches, Evidence and Decline 
Enlightenment discussions of the nightmare were closely associated with their 
context as incubus or succubus demons that pinioned and raped sufferers in medieval 
demonology. Bond himself was also acutely aware of this position, having attacked the 
supernatural interpretation of the nightmare in his Essay and having highlighted the word 
'incubus' in its title. 135 But while historians have frequently made connections between 
the critiques of a wide variety of religious groups such as the French Prophets, Quakers, 
Baptists and Methodists - they have less frequently shown that there were equally 
remarkable connections between the critiques Of witchcraft and prophecy. 
136 Indeed, these 
were not the only areas critics focused their attention on; a wide variety of 
deceptions 
including those of supposed witches, ghosts, wonders and apparitions were all targeted 
by 
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the Anglican elite in their attempts to discover 'imposture' and deconstruct 'vulgar' 
eiTor. 
137 
The Bishop of Down Connor, Francis Hutchinson, provides a useful example of 
analogies that were made between attacks on witchcraft and claims to inspiration in 
-1 .. drearns. His 1718 An historical essay concerning witchcraft provided an influential 
sceptical attack on witchcraft in the eighteenth century, yet a decade earlier he had also 
considered the delusions of the French Prophets. In A Short View of the Pretended Spirit 
of Prophecy of 1708 he claimed that he had considered not only false prophecy, but also 
some other "Examples of such like Delusions in the World. " 138 His treatments of the two 
topics were very similar; he considered both prophets and witches to be deluded by 
mental illness, believed that both Scripture and reason should be applied in arguments 
concerning them, and in exposing their delusions he hoped that his work would "help to 
fix true Religion, at the same time as it destroys Superstition. " 139 In addition to this, 
Hutchinson considered some of the tricks used by the "French Prophets", including the 
miraculous cure of 'Betty Grey', and he compared them to the tricks of "Counterfeit 
Demoniaks" including the "boy of Bilson" and William Somors. 1 40 For Hutchinson the 
French Prophets were like demoniacs because they displayed "the usual signs of Madness 
or of Possession. " 141 Indeed, the work on witchcraft - prepared in response to the 
proceedings against witchcraft in his home county of Suffolk - was written more than a 
137 For an account of the varieties of imposture that this critique might include see Rob Iliffe, "Lying 
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decade before it was published, around the same time that he had also been writing on 
prophecy. 
142 
An historical essay concerning witchcraft, like his work on prophecy, applied a 
consciously medicalist approach to the phenomenon of witchcraft. Dreams and visions in 
witchcraft cases were, for Hutchinson, a subject for medics rather than for courts of law. 
In witchcraft cases, "if any wicked Person affirms, or any crack'd brain Girl imagines, or 
any lying Spirit makes her believe, that she sees any old Woman, or other Person pursuing 
her in her Visions, " he considered, "that most natural and just Defence is a mere Jest. " 143 
So, like Shaftesbury, he particularly advocated the use of ridicule (as well as, on the other 
side of the coin, pity) in dealing with superstition and delusion. Visions of witches were 
the result of the corrupt imagination of a 'crack'd brain' and were merely illusions. Again, 
as in other areas, such self-deception was linked with the critique of private, inward 
evidence since the "Eyes" of these people "are so deceived, that they believe they see in 
Reality any thing that inwardly dances in their Imagination. " 
144 In fact, the "gross Part of 
our Stories of the Devil, are grounded upon the Confessions of Brainsick People, after 
Superstition or ill Usage had made them Mad. " 
145 "The Tales they have heard, " 
Hutchinson continued "have made their Minds like Rooms painted with Devils, and 
whenever they are afraid in the Dark, their corrupted Imaginations bring those 
first into 
their Min s. ' 
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Hutchinson applied the same reasoning to the case of the French Prophets, and 
claimed they were suffering from "Confusion of Mind ... and a vain Imagination". Both 
conditions were medically based, 147 and he suggested of Lacy that "one plain touch of his 
Madness is what strong Imagination he had. " 148 So too were the admissions of witches the 
"Confessions of Brainsick People" whose "corrupted Imaginations" had made "their 
Minds like Rooms painted with Devils"; that is, their imaginations had "made them Mad. " 
Hutchinson argued that courts wrongfully "hang the accusd Parties for things that were 
doing, when they were, perhaps, asleep upon their Beds, or saying their Prayers; or, 
perhaps, in the Accuser's own Possession, with double Irons upon them. " 149 Hutchinson, 
like those in the later part of the seventeenth century, condemned raising the "sickly 
Visions" of witches and their accusers "into legal Evidence. " 150 Hutchinson had delayed 
publication out of deference to the anxieties of Archbishop Tenison on the sceptical 
nature of the work. But, according to Toby Barnard, unlike the sceptics of the sixteenth 
and early seventeenth centuries, this contribution, together with his work on prophecy, 
aligned him clearly with the whig and latitudinarian groups in the church, and, this 
actually assisted his advancement in Anglican circles. 151 
As we have seen, immediately after the Restoration witchcraft belief was not a 
marginal or particularly sectarian affair. However, the positive vision of society of which 
147 Francis Hutchinson, A short view of the pretended spirit ofprophecy, takenfrom itsfirst rise in the year 
1688, to its present state among us (London, 1708), 2. 148 Ibid. 2. 
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witchcraft was a negative became less compelling. 152 Successive political settlements and 
debates, the failure of the Harleyite ministry at the end of Anne's reign, along with the 
triumph of Walpolean Whiggery put paid to any hopes for the recreation of a consensus of 
religious values. ' 53 As has often been noted, dissenting circles, in particular, maintained a 
belief in witchcraft, which almost certainly made belief in demonic origins in dreams - 
along with witchcraft generally - less attractive to the Anglican majority. 154 The views on 
dreams of the non-conformist writer and possible candidate for the ministry, Daniel 
Defoe, for example, did not correspond to the Anglican ideal. 155 Defoe, educated at the 
Newington Green Academy headed by Charles Morton, probably picked up Morton's 
own view of dreams as an area in which the diabolical had a place: "Men's dreams have 
reasons mixtures, " Morton wrote in his Compendium Physicae, "Gods infusions/ Or 
Satans tempting, troubling curst delusion. " 156 For Defoe too, dreams were used 
extensively by the Devil to communicate with men and women in imitation of God. "'Tis 
evident he [the devil] does suggest Evil; " Defoe wrote, "now he must do it sleeping, or 
waking; if sleeping, it must be by a Dream, in which he does but imitate the good Spirit, 
which, as the Scripture says plainly, and gives a multitude of Instances of it, opens the 
152 Ian Bostridge, Witchcraft and Its Transformations, 1650-1750 (London, 1997), 109. Also see Michael 
Hunter, "Witchcraft and the decline of belief', Eighteenth- Century Life, 22 (1998), 139-147. 
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Understandings of Men in the Night Visions, and seals their Instructions. " 157 In fact, he 
continued, the "first Method ... that I suppose the Devil took to make his Acquaintance 
with Mankind was by the way of Dreams ... Nor is it clear to me that the Devil had ever 
any other way but by Dream or Apparition, to come at the intelligent Faculties of 
Man. " 158 Demonic dreams were not only a reality but were in fact the primary (if not the 
only) means for the Devil to interact with humans. 
However, even Defoe acknowledged that dreams could thoroughly delude 
individuals. "There's a great deal of difference between what we really see, " he claimed, 
c(and what we only dream we did see. " 159 Indeed: 
Some of Balaam's Dreamers, that is to say, who dream with their Eyes 
open ... may 
be said to be always in a Dream, they are scarce any thing but 
Apparition themselves; their whole Lives are a kind of moral Delusion; and as 
they live in a Dream, so we must dream too, to make any thing of them, for 
they never are what they seem to be, or seem to be what they are. ' 60 
This delusion was, however, frequently demonic. Thus "perhaps many false Prophets in 
fon-ner times" Defoe conjectured, "came to the poor People, and began their Predictions 
with the usual Preface, Thus saith the Lord, when in Justice they ought to have begun 
with, Thus saith the Devil. " Yet, as "they might easily have seen afterwards, " that these 
prophecies were demonic, "by the Consequence of it, and by the nature of their 
Prediction; for I believe that way it is most easily discovered. " 16 1 False prophets, as others 
in both the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries had repeatedly warned, could be 
demonically inspired. 
157 Daniel Defoe, A system of magick, or a History of the Black Art, Being an Historical Account of 
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By the time that James I's Act on Witchcraft was repealed in 1736, the traditional 
arguments concerning dreams in witchcraft cases had been officially discarded, even if 
the idea remained a powerful one among the general populace. Indeed, a summary of 
these changes can be found in an anonymous A discourse on witchcraft, that was 
"Occasioned by", this act, "now depending in Parliament. " 162 The first of these arguments 
was the treatment of the Canon Episcopi's influential passage on dreams with which, as I 
demonstrated in chapter three, fifteenth and sixteenth-century authors had continually 
struggled. In this extract the Canon had essentially prohibited the exotic ideas of early 
modem witchcraft writers on the sabbat and nightflight, suggesting instead that such 
things happened only 'in the spirit' or in dreams. In this eighteenth-century pamphlet the 
Canon had been largely rehabilitated. "I conclude, it was a very seasonable Decree made 
by the Council of Ancyra, more antient than the Nicene Council, " the anonymous author 
wrote, "wherein they declared, to all Christians, the Heathenishness of this Belief and 
Opinion". 163 The author aligned himself with what he considered to be the more 
enlightened views of the Canon, rather than with the more recent views of sixteenth and 
seventeenth-century demonologists. "It is true, indeed, the Pontifical Authors make a great 
stir in their Answers to this Decree of the Ancyran Council, " he continued, "sometimes 
endeavouring to evade its Force with their absurd Interpretations, sometimes to throw Dirt 
into the Face of the Council, as if it was not to be regarded. " 164 The treatment of the 
Canon had come full circle; what once had to be made to fit the theory of demonologists 
was now considered 'very seasonable' in its views. 
162 Anon., A discourse on witchcraft. Occasioned by a bill now depending in Parliament, to repeal the 
statute made in thefirst year qf the reign qfKing James I, intituled, An act against conjuration, witchcraft, 
and dealing with evil and wicked spirits (London, 173 6), title page. 163 
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This did not, however, mean that the Canon's view of witches travelling 'in the 
spirit' or in dreams was accepted by the anonymous author of A discourse on witchcraft. 
The pamphlet's aim was to defend the repeal of the witchcraft acts and the author did not 
hold with ideas about witches doing anything supernatural at all, whether 'in the spirit' or 
'in the body'. Instead, it was the deluding power of dreams that was invoked in order to 
suggest that witches - deluded, melancholic old women - were incapable of accurately 
confessing their crimes. These people could not even tell the difference between reality 
and the content of their dreams. Indeed, after dismissing most confessions as the result of 
"Imprisonment and Torture", the pamphlet went on to say: 
Besides, I do not doubt, but some poor, silly, melancholic old Wretches have 
really believed themselves Witches,... Nor is it to be wondered at by any one 
who considers the strange Effects of Melancholy, especially if it has been 
heightened by Poverty or Want of good Diet, by lgnorance, Solitariness, and 
old Age: For that such Kind of People take their very Dreams to be real Visions 
and Truths, I am sure, not only by consequences drawn from their Actions 
reported in Books; but by the Experience also of my own Acquaintance. 165 
That alleged witches were the 'Kind of People' who, suffering the 'strange Effects of 
Melancholy ... take their very 
Dreams to be real Visions and Truths' was epistemologically 
significant since witches, at least, could not tell the difference between their own dreams 
and reality. Moreover, in referring to the 'strange Effects of Melancholy' the author 
aligned himself with the earlier sceptical traditions of Johann Weyer and Reginald Scot as 
well as the medicalist approach of Robert Burton. Yet, the radical context of such 
scepticism was absent in the eighteenth century, as was demonstrated by the repeal of the 
164 Ibid. 33. 
165 
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Witchcraft Act. In this period, scepticism concerning witchcraft among elite writers had 
become relatively standard. 
166 
Rehearsing the arguments of a number of sceptics, the author of the pamphlet 
claimed that it was the ignorance of the natural effects of melancholy that led witches to 
be deluded in this way. "The Truth is Want of knowledge in the Art of Physic, " he 
continued: 
makes Men attribute to Spirits mere natural Distempers: Nay Physicians 
themselves, who have commendably laboured in Anatomy and Chymistry, 
perhaps have added little or nothing to the Diagnostic Part of Diseases so 
happily began by Hippocrates: Hence it is, that we are still in the Dark, as to 
the abstruser Distempers of Human Bodies, especially such as arise from 
Melancholy; which are of so many Sorts, and have such wonderful Effects, that 
whosoever should rightly describe them, and make them plainly manifest, he 
would discover to us an unknown World full of unheard of prodigious 
Monsters. 167 
The formerly heterodox Hobbesian-Wagstaffian critique was also rehabilitated. The 
author's view of "How the Opinion of WITCHES came at first into the World", for 
instance, was taken virtually verbatim from Wagstaffe: 
all Men have Fear implanted in them by Nature, fear the very strongest of all 
Passions; for altho' it is an impious saying and Irrational, that Fear was the first 
Thing which brought Gods into the World, yet I am apt to believe, it first of all 
brought in these omnipotent Devils, that contract with Witches: For 
melancholic Persons being exceeding strong Imaginations, upon seeing or 
hearing of any frightful Thing, they are very prone to troublesome Dreams, and 
apt to create strange Apparitions, no Man in the World shall persuade them to 
the contrary, but that they are real Truths, especially if their Melancholy be 
excessive, and border upon Madness: Add hereto, that other Men not addicted 
to Melancholy, may upon sundry occasions meet with Apparitions; ... 
Not to 
mention those Disturbances which may arise in Mens Fancies from an 
inordinate Diet, either Quantity or Quality, and from sundry other Irregularities, 
it being easy for a Man to be troubled with the Night-Mare before he shall be 
able to get sound asleep, if he goes into a cold Bed, when his Body is stiff with 
Cold. 168 
166 On this point see "Repeal" in Bostridge, Witchcraft andIts Transformations, 180-203. 167 Anon,, A discourse on witchcrqft, 39. 168 
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Indeed, all such things that affected a person's body, disturbed his 'Imaginations' making 
them 'very prone to troublesome Dreams' and in this way deluded them. For this author, 
while fear might not have made the first Gods, it had certainly made the first witches. 
The same reasoning could be applied to all manner of wonders and marvels. Six 
years before the repeal of the Witchcraft Act, Thomas Gordon, who, as we saw earlier, 
also wrote on prophetic dreams, considered the same problem but in relation to "Ghosts 
and Apparitions. " "Children, Servants, and Old Women" he wrote, tell stories of "spirits 
and Goblins" to "please and terrify themselves": 
WHEN the Fancy is once heated with these romantic Relations, it is no wonder 
it retains them, and presents such terrible Images in Dreams. It is odd, that 
People should love to be frighten'd; and yet there are Persons who take Pains 
when they are awake, to alarm themselves when they are asleep. BUT indeed it 
is very rare, that any of those quick-sighted Folks, who see invisible spirits in 
their Dreams, think fit to have been asleep at the time. For should they own it 
to have been a Dream, the Spirit would lose the Reputation of a Spirit, and they 
the Credit of stealing a Look at it. And therefore, whenever they have the 
dreadful good Fortune to dream of an Apparition, you must be sure to believe 
they were broad awake. 169 
As Scot, Hobbes and many others had pointed out, dreams could never be credible 
evidence for real or external events, and the same arguments appeared again and again, to 
underline this point. Drawing from the Hobbesian-Wagstaffian well, Gordon assured the 
reader that the argument that "Fear first made Gods, is certainly very true, when the 
Almighty is excepted. " However, for Gordon it was belief in ghosts that was brought 
about by fear, and, "that Fear first made Ghosts, seem to be true without Exception. " Thus 
contemporaries were concerned with applying epistemological tools to all manner of 
imposture, false prophets, witches and ghosts. Gordon looked at all of these areas and 
concluded: 
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How infinite and prevalent is Error, and yet upon what slight and shameful 
Foundations does it stand? ... If we could be but brought to receive nothing as a Principle, which is not supported by the Evidence of Truth, of which every 
Man is a Judge, when he is not debauched by Trick and Sophistry, Error which 
stands upon Conjecture or Folly, would vanish and be lost. 170 
Dreams, as naturally deceptive, were a prime means of questioning the certainty of 
sensory evidence in a range of areas. Indeed, as I suggested in a previous chapter, 
arguments concerning dreams within witchcraft debates may go some way towards 
understanding why Descartes saw an 'evil genius' as behind the ultimate deception that 
'all other external things are nought but the illusions and dreams', or why Hobbes had 
worried that believing in dreams can 'bewitch' men into rebellion. For Thomas Gordon as 
for his friend, Lockean Whig pamphleteer John Trenchard, the phenomenon of dreaming 
had epistemological implications which transcended the boundaries between such 
categories. 
Philosophy, Identity and the Doubling of Consciousness 
The most obvious context in which the epistemological problems connected with 
dreams were discussed was, of course, in the philosophical literature of Locke and his 
followers. Locke, as I have mentioned, had considered dreams to be an imperfect and 
jumbled way of thinking, primarily because it was a matter of common experience for 
people to be unable to fully remember their dreams. For him, thought had no purpose 
unless it could be remembered; he associated consciousness with personal identity and 
therefore considered the sleeping mind so distinct from the waking that they appeared to 
169 
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relate to two different people: "Socrates asleep, and Socrates awake. " As Christopher Fox 
has shown, this was also the problem that the Scriblerians satirised in their fictional 
account of Scriblerus' marriage to conjoined twins. 171 In this account philosophical 
questions concerning notions of identity were played out to a comic reductio ad absurdum 
in Scriblerus' trial for "Bigamy and Incest" (because in consummating his marriage to 
Lindamira he was also sleeping with his sister-in-law). Leading the puzzling arguments 
surrounding identity to their logical limits, Scriblerus' lawyer proceeded to argue that if 
the twins had only one "Member of Generation" they only have one body and only one 
soul and they were consequently one person. 172 In the eighteenth century, issues of 
identity and consciousness were a pervasive influence in part because of philosophical 
accounts such as Locke's which highlighted sleep and dreams as one of the primary 
experiences for understanding issues of reality, consciousness and identity. 
Of course, the epistemological problems surrounding consciousness and identity 
were only compounded by the fact that dreams also appeared to challenge the certainty of 
external reality itself In his Inquig - first published in a pirated version in 1699 - 
Locke's student, the Earl of Shaftesbury, took this idea to a radical conclusion, imagining 
a solipsistic world in which there was no external reality beyond our inner thoughts. 
173 
Since the experience of dreaming shook the foundations of certainty in knowledge, he 
reasoned, it was only possible to know with any confidence "what passes within 
ourselves. " His task was thus "to prove morals without a world, and establish a conduct of 
life without the supposition of anything living or extant besides our immediate fancy and 
171 
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world of imagination. " 174 Shaftesbury argued that we gained the same benefit from 
benevolence even if everything we believed about external reality was false. 175 Even if 
life were a dream, we should endeavour to be virtuous: 
For let us carry Scepticism ever so far; let us doubt, if we can, of every thing 
about us; we cannot doubt of what passes within ourselves. Our Passions and 
Affections are known to us. They are certain, whatever the Objects may be, on 
which they are employ'd. Nor is it of any concern to our Argument, how these 
exterior Objects stand; whether they are Realitys, or mere Illusions; whether we 
wake or dream. For ill Dreams will be equally disturbing: And a good Dream 
(if life be nothing else) will be easily and happily pass'd. In this Dream of Life, 
therefore, our Demonstrations have the same force; our Ballance and 
Oeconomy hold good, and our Obligation to VIRTUE is in every respect the 
same. 176 
In this conjecture, the deceptive nature of the imagination in dreams has been turned on its 
head. Dreams and the internal world of our imaginations are the only realities and the 
external world is delusion and sham. Of course, the questions that Shaftesbury was 
concerned with here were by no means as private as the thoughts and dreams that formed 
the basis for Shaftesbury's morality in this passage. Indeed, this was the same question of 
reality, memory and personal identity that others from Locke on had discussed in relation 
to dreams. ' 
77 
The Church of Ireland Bishop of Cloyne and philosopher George Berkeley 
considered like problems. 178 In his 1709 An Essay towards a New Theory of Vision, and a 
year later in part one of his A Treatise Concerning the Principles of Human Knowledge, 
(part two was lost in manuscript), Berkeley put forward his theory of immaterialism as an 
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antidote to atheism and sadducism. 179 For him, Locke's objection that real events were 
easily discerned from imaginary examples was irrelevant: both were real since the reality 
of an object lay in its perception by a sentient being. "' Referring to the distinction Locke 
made between actually putting one's hand in the fire and dreaming of putting it in the fire, 
Berkeley acknowledged that 
it will be objected that there is a great difference betwixt real fire for instance, 
and the idea of fire, betwixt dreaming or imagining oneself burnt, and actually 
being so: if you suspect it to be only the idea of fire which you see, do but put 
your hand into it and you will be convinced with a witness. This and the like 
may be urged in opposition to our tenets. To all which the answer is evident 
from what hath been already said; and I shall only add in this place, that if real 
fire be very different from the idea of fire, so also is the real pain that it 
occasions very different from the idea of the same pain, and yet nobody will 
pretend that real pain either is, or can possibly be, in an unperceiving thing, or 
without the mind, any more than its idea. 181 
Again, this argument was intimately connected with the extent to which one could rely on 
the evidence of the senses. "But, say what we can, " he admitted, 
some one perhaps may be apt to reply, he will still believe his senses, and never 
suffer any arguments, how plausible soever, to prevail over the certainty of 
them. Be it so; assert the evidence of sense as high as you please, we are 
willing to do the same. That what I see, hear, and feel doth exist, that is to say, 
is perceived by me, I no more doubt than I do of my own being. But I do not 
see how the testimony of sense can be alleged as a proof for the existence of 
anything which is not perceived by sense. We are not for having any man turn 
sceptic and disbelieve his senses; on the contrary, we give them all the stress 
and assurance imaginable; nor are there any principles more opposite to 
Scepticism than those we have laid down. 182 
In a similar vein to Shaftesbury, then, Berkeley argued that sensory evidence was beyond 
doubt because it referred to an individual's subjective perceptions rather than to any kind 
179 See J. McIntyre, "George Berkeley and the proofs of the existence of God, " Scottish Journal of 
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of external reality. Objects only existed when we perceive them, but they did not 
disappear the moment we look away since according to Berkeley, God could perceive all 
objects so such things could always be said to exist even if they were not presently 
perceived or thought of by people. ' 83 For many of his critics this had the dangerous 
potential to exclude everything that might be quantified by the senses from natural 
philosophy, but Berkeley himself went to great lengths to incorporate recent experimental 
knowledge into his account of perception and epistemology. In any case, the issues of the 
subjective reality of perception and of the import of dreams in relation to sensory 
evidence placed his work firmly within the context of the debates on the significance of 
private evidence. 
184 
Such concerns over the relationship between dreams and the senses placed the 
seemingly abstract philosophies of Shaftesbury and Berkeley within the familiar context 
of the critiques of deception and superstition. It was just this inward basis of evidence 
that John Trenchard. attacked in his Natural History of Superstition in the same year that 
Berkeley's work on knowledge was published: 
I conceive that Ignis Fatuus of the Mind, which the Visionaries of all Ages 
have called the Inward Light, and lead all who have followed it into Pools and 
Ditches ... for 
by their own description it is only to be attained by renouncing 
the Senses, and all the Intellectual Faculties, and wholly sequestring their 
Thoughts from worldly and material Objects, by which elevation of Mind, they 
arrive to a more close and intimate union with God, have internal 
communication with him, and by immediate Motions and Inspirations learn all 
Truths, and whatever is necessary to be done ... and 
indeed [this] is but a 
waking Dream, for they alike lock up all their outward Senses, which are the 
only conduits of knowledge, and deliver themselves up to the guidance of wild 
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Fancy... [which causes them] ... to embrace their own Clouds and Foggs for Dieties. 1 85 
We should remember that Shaftesbury too was concerned by the rampant sectarianism 
that occasioned his 1708 Letter Concerning Enthusiasm, while Berkeley's concerns had 
their basis in religious issues of immateriality, atheism and sadducism that were also 
fundamental to contemporary accounts of prophecy and witchcraft. 186 
Ironically (considering the anti-enthusiastic origins of Locke's Essay), the 
account that focused most closely on the topic of dreams and identity came in the 1730s 
from a supernaturalist, the Aberdeen tutor Andrew Baxter. 187 In his Enquiry into the 
Nature of the Human Soul of 1733, Baxter argued that dreams were not a product of the 
human imagination but were the result of supernatural interventions. In this he 
particularly focused on the idea that during dreams the mind appears to splinter into two 
and act "by itself, and separately, so as to be a different person. " 188 For him this 
experience, peculiar to dreams, meant that Descartes' "Cogito, ergo sum may no longer 
be true. " 189 In fact, the way in which dreams confused the "evidence of self- 
consciousness", which Baxter - like Shaftesbury and Berkeley - valued as the "surest and 
most intuitive foundation of all our knowledge", meant that even distinctions between 
our consciousness and that of other people was bluffed. 190 That is, "I think another 
person speaks or acts so and so; yet I myself say or do such a thing; yet it may be another 
185 Trenchard, The Natural History of Superstition, 13 -14. 186 For an account of Shaftesbury's political and religious concerns see Voitle, 'The Third Earl of 
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person - Contrarily therefore, I think I myself say or do such a thing; yet it may be 
another person. " 
191 
In accounting for dreams in this way, Baxter, like supernaturalist Thomas Tryon 
in the seventeenth century, had nevertheless incorporated contemporary philosophical 
and medical knowledge as a part of a general attempt to make sense of the doubling of 
consciousness that occurred in dreams. 192 In particular, Baxter's arguments closely 
referenced contemporary philosophical writers such as Locke and Samuel Clarke. 193 For 
Baxter - heavily reliant on Clarke - matter was inert and inactive, incapable of action 
without some external power forcing it on, and, for this reason, the images seen in sleep, 
because of their variety and distinctiveness, could not be the result of mechanical 
machinations. Because "The blood, the serum, the brain, the sensory, &c. are all dead 
matter, " he wrote, "it requires the constant action of an immaterial power, to move them 
mechanically, and to keep up that motion in them. " 194 It was ridiculous to think that "the 
soul should act without knowing it acts; should form a living spectre to fright and terrify 
itself, should pronounce words, and think another pronounced them; in short, should not 
be conscious of its own consciousness. " 195 Indeed the very impossibility of the images 
seen in sleep demonstrated their external origins. It would, for instance, "shock us to hear 
at any other time, and while we are awake, that a serpent should speak, and that too while 
it had a herb in its mouth" - as Alexander the Great had dreamt. 
196 For Baxter, "Common 
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experience assures us, that most of those representations, which are offered to the soul in 
sleep, are not only not produced by it, since it hath no consciousness of any act of the 
will to introduce them; but that they are involuntarily obtruded upon it. "19' 
Baxter's supernatural explanation of the doubling of consciousness in dreams 
proved controversial. Hardly anyone supported his view that dreams were based on 
supernatural influences, and according to his friend William Warburton, this aspect of his 
thought caused his "noble demonstration" to be neglected. "' In arguing that the 
'doubling of consciousness' in dreams was a matter of "common experience" Baxter was 
not, however, entirely alone. 199 Certainly others noted the significance of the experience 
of doubled consciousness. In a letter of 14 June 1740 published in the Scots Magazine, 
an "eminent divine" reported to Baxter that he often thought himself to be "conversing 
with another" in dreams, yet he was also "very inquisitive and desirous to know the 
subject of the conversion, which seemed to be carefully kept from me, " and thus in 
dreams he felt himself to have a "double identity. , 200 In 1738 the legal writer, Thomas 
Branch also recognised Baxter's concern about the doubling of consciousness, which he 
termed the "greatest Mystery in Dreaming. , 201 For even though "we are conscious that 
we perform our own Parts" and do not perceive "that we act the others", we still 
Make Speeches or Answers for other imaginary Persons, and put Doubts in 
their mouths which we find ourselves unable to solve, and are ashamed of our 
Ignorance; or receive Information from others when we hesitate ourselves; and 
still want Consciousness that this is all our own doing. 202 
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Branch's Thoughts upon Dreaming "occasioned by An Essay on the 
Phoenomenon on Dreaming, in a Book, Entitled, An Enquiry into the Nature of the 
Human Soul" sought to address Baxter's "Notion of the Sensory, and the Opinion that it 
is shut up for the Inspection of the Soul in Sleep, and that Spirits supply us with all our 
Dreams" -a topic that, as he pointed out, had proved controversial . 
203 "The State of 
Sleep" he wrote, 
has been considered in very different, nay, opposite Lights. Some have thence 
argued the Materiality of the Soul; attributing the Inconsistency and seeming 
Irrationality, of Dreams, to the Body's Sleep; and from the want of constantly 
remembring them, have inclined to suppose Sleep an Affection of the whole 
Man, Soul and Body. Others contend, that the Senses being then laid aside, the 
Soul is to be regarded as in a kind of separate State; and from its Operations in 
Sleep, they infer its Immateriality, and the Likelyhood of exercising its 
Faculties when entirely divested of the Body. 204 
The debate on sleep - as Branch pointed out - was closely related to the possibility that 
the shutting off of the senses gave rise to intensely private supernatural experiences. 
Branch, unlike Baxter, located dreams within the internal, mental machinations of 
the mind; the 'doubling of consciousness', described by Baxter, did not imply the 
intervention of an external power but was a by-product of dreaming. In Branch's view, 
dreams themselves were simply, as Locke had characterised them, "Thoughts during 
Sleep.,, 205 Dreams were created from a meaningless jumbling of images found in the 
memory, which were transformed into narratives by the imagination. This was proved by 
the fact that, as Locke had argued, "when the body sleeps, the soul is stript of its 
206 
memory" - the soul was not the author of jumbled and misremembered thought . In 
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addition to this, he dismissed Baxter's notion that it should be ridiculous for the soul to 
lay a plot to frighten itself, for "there are many ways to account for frightful Dreams; as 
from Bodily Disorders, Grief, Apprehension of approaching Danger, and indeed every 
other internal cause of the Soul's perturbations when Awake. 99207 Branch took an 
essentially Lockean view, echoing the famous philosopher by arguing that 
"Consciousness identifies, or makes us be ourselves" and to lack this "would certainly 
divest us of that Identity" and that sleep did exactly this. 208 In 1755 the Scottish author 
John Richardson agreed with Locke and Branch's suggestion that dreams were natural 
and confused ideas. He argued that dreams ought to be linked with thoughts so closely 
that he believed they were "one and the same Species" and, like Branch, he scorned the 
"stupid" view of Baxter that dreams involved supernatural intervention. For: 
The Mind is no more out of the Body (as some have been stupid enough to 
imagine) when we dream, than One is at St. Paul's Church in London when he 
chances to think upon that grand and Noble Fabrick, at an Hundred Miles' 
Distance, when he is awake. 209 
Most elite Anglicans agreed; dreams were insignificant, misremembered thoughts that 
occurred during sleep, and they scomed as 'stupid' anyone who, like Baxter, thought 
otherwise. 
Dream Interpretation and Ridicule 
First and foremost in this period, dream interpretation referred to a typological 
system of Scriptural exegesis. The numerous abstracted uses contemporaries made of 
typology emphatically confirmed the popularity of oneirocriticism which applied 
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typological techniques specifically to dreams. 210 The intricate typological satire of A Tale 
of a Tub would have been clear to many readers, but clearest of all to the exgetes and 
biblical and classical scholars who were among its satirical objects. "' Typology also had 
a significant role in Scriptural exegesis. In the late seventeenth century many Protestants 
continued to follow the example of Anglican biblical scholar Joseph Mede and the 
Presbyterian minister Thomas Lye who in a 1662 sermon, shortly before he was ejected 
from his position, told his audience to "Study well that little Book of Revelation ... in 
which we have at once the sum of the Saints duty and priviledge in the latter dayes of the 
Church. , 212 Many of the layers of meaning drawn from Scripture, including the 
association of the Pope with Antichrist and the name of the number of the Beast, were 
standard elements of contemporary apocalypticism. Attempts to extract prefigurative 
meanings from Scripture survived the Restoration in numerous and notable writers 
including Isaac Newton. 213 
These contemporaries frequently discussed whether they should be understood 
literally or allegorically. The Tory mystic William Freke, for instance, had discussed the 
meaning of "Allegorick Dreams" and I'Mix'd Allegorical Dreams" in his General Idea of 
Allegorick Language of 1702.214 This was followed in 1703 with The Divine 
210 See Paul J. Korshin, Typologies in England, 1650-1820 (Guildford, 1982). 
211 See Harth, 'Swift and Anglican Rationalism' 1-20. See also C. M. Webster, "Swift and Some Earlier 
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Grammar ... of Dreams, Visions and Apparitions and Lingua tersancta, or, A ... Compleat 
Allegorick Dictionary to the Holy Language of the Spirit. In The Great ElUah's First 
Appearance in 1709 he declared himself the great Elijah, a new prophet, and secretary to 
the lord of hosts. His subsequent writings, all on visions and prophecy, betray a growing 
eccentric obsession about this topic. For those, like Freke, who thought prophetic dreams 
still occurred, it was crucially important to determine those that were genuine from the 
numerous others that were false. In the Gentleman's Magazine, for example, such dreams 
were described as "very rare", but if they were genuine they should be "rational and 
consistent and should leave "strong and lively" impressions. In addition to this they 
should be "easily distinguishable from others and not needing interpretation. " Such rules 
were designed so as not to encourage: 
Weak and superstitious anxiety about every idle fancy that passes through our 
heads in sleep, nor induce us to pay any regard to the ridiculous and dreaming 
rules given by Artemidorus and other profound personages, for the 
interpretation of dreams. 215 
That is, subjecting dreams to a methodological, typological analysis would remove 
uncertainty. 
To eighteenth-century critics, however, there were dangers inherent in typology. 
At its worst, they argued, it was a form of excessive, mystical interpretation which was 
capable only of extracting prefigurative meanings which could not be justified. For this 
reason, the mystical over-interpretation of dreams often found its way into the satirical 
attacks of many of the key sceptics and satirists of the period. These men - keen to 
dismiss supernatural accounts of dreams - would present their readers with a pompous 
mock prophet making overblown claims on the flimsy basis of dreams and visions. One of 
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the prime examples of this was, of course, Jonathan Swift's brilliant All Fools Day hoax. 
On I April 1708, following the flurry of pamphlets on Camisard prophecy, Swift took on 
the pseudonym Isaac Bickerstaff -a mock astrologer - who predicted the death of fellow 
astrologer John Partridge. In a later pamphlet he falsely confin-ned the imaginary 
Bickerstaff s prophecies, which provoked the angry but farcical assertion from Partridge 
that reports of his own death had been greatly exaggerated. The first of Swift's three 
letters, Predictionsfor the Year 1708, published in January of 1708, predicted the death of 
Partridge by a "raging fever. " In the second letter, The Accomplishment of the First of Mr. 
Bickerstaff'S Predictions, published in March of 1708, Swift wrote not as Bickerstaff but 
as a "man employed in the Revenue" where he "confirms" the imaginary Bickerstaff s 
prediction, while the third was an Elegy on Partridge's supposed death. 216 
Swift's fictional astrologer proved popular and in subsequent years Bickerstaff 
was revived (as editor! ) by his friend Sir Richard Steele in his newly-founded paper the 
Tatler. Though Swift, Steele and Joseph Addison were opposed politically (they were 
Whigs) all three were good friends. 217 In taking on the character of Bickerstaff, a 
particular essay appeared called "The Dream of Fame, " dated October 14 1709 which was 
described by Steele, in a list given to writer Thomas Tickell, as written by himself and 
Addison. In this dream we find Bickerstaff considering "the great founders and votaries of 
religion" along with various other "illustrious persons" which "made so strong an 
216 Swift's Bickerstaff papers were: Predictionsfior the year 1708; written to prevent the people of England 
from beingfurther imposd on by vulgar almanack-makers, by Isaac Bickerstaff, Esq. (London, 1708); The 
Accomplishment of the First of Mr. Bickerstaffs Predictions: Being an Account qf the Death of Mr. 
Esq. (London, Partridge, the almanack-maker (London, 1708) and A Vindication of1saac Bickerstaf 
1709). 
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impression upon my imagination, that they broke my sleep for the first part of the 
following night, and at length threw me into a very agreeable vision. " After seeing various 
notable figures including Archimedes, Socrates and Alexander the Great, he comes across 
a table that was "almost full. " 
At the upper end sat Hercules, leaning an arm upon his club; on his right hand 
were Achilles and Ulysses, and between them AEneas; on his left were Hector, 
Theseus, and Jason: the lower end had Orpheus, AEsop, Phalaris, and Musaeus. 
The ushers seemed at a loss for a twelfth man, 
Whereupon our self-important author thought to his "great joy and surprise, " that he 
"heard some at the lower end of the table mention Isaac Bickerstaff. " Some of the 
notables "received it with disdain, and said, 'if they must have a British worthy, they 
would have Robin Hood!... After which Bickerstaff "transported with the honour that was 
done me, and burning with envy against my competitor, " was awakened by the noise of 
218 
the cannon. The pompous and self-important prophet was a key figure for ridicule. 
Again, in his 1710 The Mechanical Operation of the Spirit, Swift focused his 
satirical attacks on enthusiasm. He described an enthusiastic fit as equivalent to an 
erection: "The Saint felt his Vessel full of extended in every Part (a very natural Effect of 
strong Inspiration) .,, 
2 19 The association of enthusiasm with carnality was well established 
in seventeenth-century anti- enthusiastic literature and also drew on a similar pejorative 
association between sexuality and idolatry. Prominent Anglicans like Edward Stillingfleet 
and Samuel Parker alluded to idolatrous cults of phallic worship in their writings, and 
Swift himself referred to the "Types and Symbols" of Osiridic and Bacchanalian rites. 
220 
In other words, critics were keen to associate sectarian and unauthorised claims to 
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inspiration with base corporeal (mal)- functioning. Yet, as we have seen, for the advocates 
of supernatural inspiration dreams were carefully distanced from bodily concerns in order 
to keep them in line with the Platonic Christian ideal of holiness as essentially spiritual. 
Swift's representation of inspiration as akin to the orgasmic discharge of semen, exposed 
the enthusiasts to new heights of ridicule but kept the joke in line with traditional critiques 
of enthusiasm and oneirocriticism. This reversed the traditional interpretation of (some) 
-1 -4 dreams as spiritual'. Instead, in the satire of Swift and others, enthusiasm was firmly 
based in the body and was even associated with an excess of carnality. Sectarian dreamers 
and oneirocritics were guilty of overinterpretation, overburdening their imaginations with 
large layers of meaning which were simply the result of physical functions, just as Swift's 
characters in A Tale were overburdened with large engorged appendages - everything 
221 
artificially inflated, Swift was saying, will eventually collapse . 
In addition to this, there are allusions in Gulliver's Travels to the debate over 
Locke's theory of identity. In one passage for example, Gulliver tells us that after he was 
caught sleeping without his clothes, his Houyhnhnm master "asked me the Meaning of 
what his Servant had reported; that I was not the same Thing when I slept as I appeared to 
be at other times. , 222 This was comic literalisation of Locke's "Socrates waking" and 
"Socrates sleeping" problem. Indeed, that Swift and his Scriblerian friends were interested 
in problems like these is evident in the use of Locke's theory of identity in the Memoirs of 
Scriblerus - first published in 174 1. The account of the 
fictional life of Martinus 
Scriblerus not only pokes fun at the Lockean theory of identity (with Scriblerus' marriage 
220 See Samuel Parker, A Free and Impartial Censure of the Platonick Philosophie (Oxford, 1666), 99-103 
and Stillingfleet, Origines sacrae, 591. 221 
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to the pair of 'monstrous' conjoined sisters Lindamira and Indamora) but also at belief in a 
variety of puzzling oddities. Even the birth of Scriblerus is attended with "Prodigies. " "On 
the night before he was bom, " the account continued, "Mrs. Scriblerus dreamd she was 
brought to bed of a huge Ink-horn, out of which issued several large streams of Ink, as it 
had been a fountain. " Her husband thought that this dream signified that "the child should 
prove a very voluminous Writer. , 223 In this instance Alexander Pope satirised dream 
interpretation as a laughable attempt to raise minor thoughts into a meaningful narrative. 
Indeed, the whole pseudobiography of Scriblerus parodied what the Scriblerians 
perceived to be the gross misapplication of the human intellect, in particular the type of 
pedants who "convert every Trifle into a serious thing" and reduce all to system. 
224 
In a similar way, the teenaged poet Thomas Chatterton sarcastically attacked the 
prophetical Bishop of Bristol, Thomas Newton 11 s 1759 Dissertation on the Prophecies. 
225 
Newton, he wrote, "with a good intent / Discover'd hidden Meanings never meant. " 
Those foolish enough to take prophecies literally ought to: 
Read Newton and his Bill of Fare 
What Prophecies unprophesy'd are there. 
In Explanation he's so justly skill'd 226 The worthy Prelates Sacredotal Taste . 
Like Swift, Steele, Addison, and Pope, Chatterton's intention was to label false prophets 
227 
v faux-prophetic excesses The core joke for such as charlatans in an effort to prune awa- 
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critics was the idea that theologians and dreamers had resorted to an exaggerated over- 
interpretation of prophecies where no such meaning was intended or had ever existed. 
Such satirical and sarcastic attacks were closely linked with a critique of imposture 
that , in this 
later period, particularly focused on the Camisard prophets. I have attempted 
to show that the links between discussion of evidence in prophecy and witchcraft, on the 
one hand, and discussion of evidence in relation to philosophy, identity, consciousness 
and mental illness, on the other, were central to the participants of the debates 1 have 
analysed. In demonstrating these links I also attempt to blur the boundaries between 
categories that have previously been somewhat segregated. The worlds of Lacy and Locke 
have tended to have been dealt with separately by historians, yet Locke's pupil, the Third 
Earl of Shaftesbury, had applied a Lockean analysis of dreams specifically with the goal 
of dismantling the claims of prophets such as Lacy. As such, discussions of dreaming lay 
at the heart of the negotiation of conceptions of credible thinking. It was no coincidence 
that Shaftesbury had described that in enthusiasm "the Evidence of the Senses" was "lost, 
as in a Dream. , 228 The inability to differentiate between perception and delusion 
represented a crucial point in the literature on enthusiasm. The author of Two 
Dissertations concerning Sense, and the Imagination made a similar point that in sleep we 
"seem to perceive Things by our Senses, of which there are no Real Sensations. 11229 
Sensory perception was an important form of evidence, dreams, on the other hand, were 
deluding and it was not sensible to trust the impressions that appeared in them. This view 
was intimately linked with the growing role for 'public demonstration' as evidence in 
227 See "Typology and Satire" in Korshin, Typologies in England, 121-143 and "Satiric Worlds and Modes" 
in Donald S. Taylor, Thomas Chatterton'S Art: Experiments in Imagined History (Princeton, 1978), 170- 
261. 
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natural philosophy, as in other areas, as well as the increased distrust of the evidence 
derived from private experiences. Dreams were private experiences that were divorced 
from 'the Evidence of the Senses'. Yet the very fact that they were increasingly found to 
be delusory helped them find new roles in epistemology and philosophy, and, in this way 
they shaped a criteria for credibility which set out what was and what was not convincing. 
229 Anon., Two Dissertations concerning Sense, and the Imagination, 183. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion: Dreaming Impossible Dreams 
A number of historical works have shown that the later seventeenth century saw a 
shift towards different sorts of knowledge being validated through public and external 
means, with a particular emphasis on the role of witness testimony. Barbara Shapiro has 
argued that the epistemological basis for this change came from the legal sphere and that 
66 complex rules established the credibility of witnesses and excluded incompetent, biased, 
or interested testimony. "' Following the pioneering work of Shapiro, Steven Shapin and 
Simon Schaffer have emphasised the role played by the shared gentlemanly trust of the 
scientific community in the seventeenth century. Robert Boyle's experiments with the air- 
pump were contrasted with the methods of Thomas Hobbes who emphasised the forms of 
logic and geometry in the production of secure knowledge. For the genteel natural 
philosopher Boyle, knowledge came from both the material technology of the air-pump 
used in his experiments and from the way the results of these experiments were 
disseminated: "a literary technology by means of which the phenomena produced by the 
pump were made known to those who were no direct witnesses; and a social technology 
that incorporated the conventions that experimental philosophers should use in dealing 
with each other and considering knowledge -claims. ,2 For these authors then, seventeenth 
and eighteenth-century gentlemen saw knowledge as essentially public, and knowledge- 
claims in any field could only be assessed and corroborated by credible and trusted 
I See Barbara Shapiro, Probability and Certainty in Seventeenth Century England: A Study of the 
Relationships between Natural Science, Religion, History, Law, and Literature (Princeton, 1983), 98 and 
Barbara Shapiro, Beyond Reasonable Doubt and Probable Cause: Historical Perspective on the Anglo- 
American Law Evidence (Berkeley, 1991), 8. 
2 Steven Shapin and Simon Schaffer Leviathan and the Air Pump: Hobbes, Boyle and the Experimental Life 
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witnesses. 
Dreams, as the ultimate private experiences, saw their authority decline 
dramatically in the wake of the social transformations unleashed by the civil wars in mid 
seventeenth-century England. The attack by social conservatives on the social unrest 
caused by those who laid claim to divine inspiration, and the consequent demand for 
publicly witnessed facts corroded the social authority that private dreams had held to that 
time. In the Bible itself, the authority of dreams had rested on the fact that their sources 
were remote from the physical senses and understanding of the dreamer; it was only when 
removed from bodily concerns that prophets such as Elijah were brought into contact with 
God. For sixteenth and seventeenth-century sectarian prophets dreams were also 
supremely authoritative because they were cut off from the body, freeing the soul and 
spirit. In late seventeenth and eighteenth-century discourse, the connection between the 
need for public corroboration of infon-nation and the dangerous social and epistemological 
implications of private dreams and fancy was often made. This was particularly the case 
in the writings of senior Restoration ecclesiastics: for John Tillotson 'public 
demonstration', and evidence that was "evident and wonderful to Sense" made the ability 
to discern supernatural influences in the private experience of dreaming unworkable, 3 
while Edward Stillingfleet argued that no-one could believe an experience to be divine on 
the basis of this "inward sense" simply because it is "impossible" to determine divine 
influence from "strong impressions offiancy". 4 in other words, the rejection of the private 
had paved the way for the need for public demonstration. 
Because they have not approached the subject from an interdisciplinary 
3 John Tillotson, The Works of the Most Reverend Dr. John Tillotson, 2 (London, 1722), 501. 
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perspective, historians writing on the topic of dreams have failed to place dream 
narratives in their relevant social and political contexts. Instead, historical texts have 
been investigated in the light of much narrower current theoretical interests; historians 
such as Charles Carlton, Karl H. Dannenfeldt, Michael Heyd, and Malcolm Gaskill, 
have considered dreams for insights into the lives of early modem dreamers, for 
confirmation of Freudian perspectives, and for their contribution to other topics such as 
medicine, enthusiasm and witchcraft. Instead, I have argued that the analysis of a large 
number of dream narratives composed in a number of different fields can reveal much 
larger causes operating across boundaries. As we have seen, the shift towards public 
corroboration affected dream-claims in a wide range of areas including medicine, 
prophecy, witchcraft and philosophy. 
lt is important to note that the call for publicly accessible evidence did not per se 
lessen belief in the wonderful nature of dreams, or indeed of other phenomena (such as 
witchcraft) that were not 'natural'. Indeed, properly witnessed facts could bolster such 
views. For example, both Meric Casaubon and Henry More wrote notable works 
criticising private dream-claims, false prophecy and enthusiasm, on the one hand, and 
works supporting their belief in witchcraft with credible witness testimony and public 
evidence, on the other. Similar links can also be found in the contemporary 
legal 
handbooks on witchcraft such as Richard Bernard's Guide to Grand-Jury Men, which 
insisted that evidence must be "seen visibly" and could not have been 
dreamt or in 
growing number of accounts of both prophets and witches that cited credible witnesses 
in support of their case. Studies of this topic have not revealed these connections 
4 Edward Stillingfleet, Origines sacrae, or a Rational Account of the Grounds of Christian Faith, as to the 
Truth andDivine Authority of the Scriptures (London, 1663), 143. 
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because the vast majority have separated the topics of witchcraft, prophecy, medicine 
and philosophy; only concentrating on one theme over a short timescale. This study has 
sought to synthesise these previously segregated topics and reveal the transforming 
influence that the wider changes described by Shapiro and others had on the credibility 
of dream-claims over a two hundred year period. Undoubtedly the decades following 
the civil wars are crucial to this story. 
As well as looking for connections across disciplines and discourses, I have also 
studied a broad chronological sweep of dream narratives and analyses. In some cases, as 
in the example of sleep theory and sleeping advice manuals, there is a great deal of 
continuity of practice over the period under review. I have, for instance, shown that 
physicians as well as generally simply giving out advice on how to sleep better also 
frequently cited their medical expertise in order to preside over matters where the extent 
of natural and supernatural causation was difficult to determine. For instance, 
physicians such as Thomas Browne considered topics where supernatural phenomena 
were key, such as prophetic dreaming, the incubus, and witches' dreams. In addition to 
this, I have shown that writers on prophetic dreaming such as Thomas Hill, Gonzalo, 
Philip Goodwin and Thomas Tryon, discussed sleep in medical terms. Indeed, spiritual 
and physical discussions of dreams, though they have been treated separately by 
Dannenfeldt and others, were by no means as distinct or clearly demarcated as the 
present-day reader might expect. 
I have shown that from the medieval period to the early seventeenth century, 
contemporaries were concerned - one might say obsessed - with distinguishing between 
phenomena caused by authentic diabolic or supernatural causes from those caused by the 
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imagination. Long before the major changes in mid-seventeenth century discussed above, 
this required that demonologists and others had to consider a host of issues in assessing 
whether dreams had a supernatural element, including the evidence of testimony; issues 
of expertise and innocence; whether the predictions of prophecies came true; the 
fallibility of the senses; and the role of the imagination. Central to this process was the 
continuing reassessment, from the medieval period onwards, of what could be attributed 
to 'natural' causes, and indeed to Nature itself Knowledge of nature and the dangers of 
the pathological imagination were increasingly cited, by Sprat and others, as a bulwark 
against the imposture and dangerous enthusiastic prophesying of the Civil War and 
Interregnum. In this context it is worth remarking that the connection between natural 
philosophy and epistemology (or 'philosophy') was always mediated by religious 
considerations. It was in the context of various social crises concerning the authenticity 
of supposedly supernatural events that a number of early modem authors wrote about 
epistemological issues, many of which concerned what sort of credibility or plausibility 
could be granted to stories or predictions supposedly revealed in dreams. Indeed, as I 
have shown, many of the early modem writers who are renowned for their philosophical 
writings on dreams, such as Descartes, Hobbes, and Locke, have been subsequently 
decontextualised to become part of the canon of philosophy or history of mechanical 
thought, despite the fact that their original writings were rooted in contemporary social 
and religious problems. 
My chapter on demonic dreams, witchcraft and the role of the imagination 
focused on similar epistemological themes but also introduced the question of the extent 
to which phenomena could be accounted for through natural or medical explanations. In 
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their accounts of early modem witchcraft, Katharine Hodgkin and Malcolm Gaskill 
devote only a small amount of time to the topic of dreams and both conflate dreams and 
apparitions. Yet in mixing the two they neglect the profound differences between them. 
The culture of public corroboration described by Shapiro, Shapin and Schaffer, separated 
those supernatural experiences that could be publicly witnessed - such as apparitions - 
from those that could not - such as dreams. It was for this reason that seemingly demonic 
influences in dreams were accounted for in increasingly naturalistic ways - in particular as 
products of the imagination. This split discussion of witchcraft into two accounts, one 
where the witch attended the sabbat and committed her crimes while awake, the other 
where she dreamt she had attended the sabbat and committed her crimes but had instead 
been asleep. Where in theory a witch could be both asleep and influenced by demons, in 
practice - the state of sleeping and dreaming had become intractably associated with 
delusion. Indeed, dream delusion became the primary argument used by sceptics - 
including Wagstaffe and Webster - against witchcraft reality itself- witches, they argued, 
were melancholic old women who had dreamt and imagined their crimes. No unbiased 
witness had ever seen a witches' sabbat, while evidence for their existence from the 
dreams of participants was logically inadmissible. 
As we have seen, accounting for dreams in natural ways did not mean the 
rejection of all human-demon interaction. Again, here the insistence upon public forins of 
evidence was in part an attempt to find definitive proof of the reality of spirit and thus 
also of God. Proving the mythical atheist wrong was indeed a powerful motivation for the 
arguments of demonologists who, by insisting on public demonstration and eye-witness 
testimony, had ironically marginalised one of the primary means by which the Devil had 
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been thought to influence humans. The language of fear is evident in the complaints of 
witchcraft writers, such as John Wesley that "the giving up of witchcraft is, in effect, the 
giving up of the Bible. "5 I think such People [that is, writers against witch beliefs]" 
wrote the anonymous author of Witchcraft Vindicated, "had better give up the Scriptures 
.4 at once, as an intire imposition, than thus Banter them away Piece-Meal. It should also 
be pointed out that the demand for publicly attested evidence energised the validation of 
unusual or putatively supernatural phenomena. The fear of atheism and sadducism drove 
men including Joseph Glanvill to seek out public, witnessed accounts of witchcraft. For 
"we live in an age wherein atheism is begun in Sadducism: And those that dare not 
bluntly say, There is no God, content themselves, for a fair step and introduction, to deny 
there are spirits, or witches. Which sort of infidels, though they are not so ordinary among 
,, 7 the mere vulgar, yet are they numerous in a little higher rank of understandings . This 
did not mean that Wesley or Glanvill were any more 'credulous' than their more sceptical 
colleagues, and indeed such writers had an equally pressing interest in using externally 
valid testimony to root out false accounts of unnatural or even supernatural phenomena. 
Although they argued for the existence of witchcraft, both Wesley and Glanvill had 
written tracts concerning the ease by which their contemporaries were deluded by the 
dreams of supposed 'enthusiasts': for such writers, as for the fully-fledged sceptics, 
inward evidence, not belief in supernatural intervention, was unacceptable. 
Those who were sceptical about dreams providing an inlet into another world 
nevertheless paid homage to the delusory power of dreams, and the argument that dreams 
5 John Wesley in his Journal (May 25,1768), 1. See W. E. H. Lecky, A History of England in the Eighteenth 
Century, 3 (London, 1892), 92. 
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deluded men and women into a variety of superstitious beliefs was applied by many of the 
key sceptics of the period. Johann Weyer, Reginald Scot, Wagstaffe, Webster5 Descartes 
and Hobbes all claimed that dreams had deluded people into believing falsehoods about 
the extent of supernatural influence over human affairs. However, sceptics had to be 
careful to be avoid seeming to imply that all belief in the supernatural was down to the 
power of the imagination, or imposture. Edward Stillingfleet, who as I mentioned earlier, 
had written in favour of public forms of evidence, also wrote against the atheistic 
implications of Hobbes, impressive arguments concerning dreams. In referring to "Mr. 
Hobbe's Notion of Invisible Power that were only Fancies, such as appear in a Dream or 
a Glass; " and the idea that legislators used this 'Notion of Invisible Power' to deceive the 
people, Stillingfleet asked rhetorically, "Doth it hence follow, that there is no such thing 
as Religion; but that it is only a Trick made use of by cunning Legislators to draw the 
People better to Obedience? "8 The implications of Hobbes's sadducism, that is, his belief 
that the 'Notion of Invisible Power' was equivalent to the delusions of dreams, for 
Stillingfleet and many others, had obviously atheistic implications. 
In my final chapter, Madness, Ridicule and Philosophy Dream Discourses 1689- 
1760,1 demonstrate the importance of connecting the various modem histories of dreams. 
As it stands, the historiography of eighteenth-century dreams is variously composed of 
literary histories such as Nancy Armstrong and Leonard Tennenhouse's study of dreams 
in novels such as Clarissa, medically-based histories such as Lucia Dacome's discussion 
of the "medicalisation of dreaming", and accounts such as those of Michael Heyd and 
6 Anon (G. R., A. M. ), The belief of witchcraft vindicated: proving, ftom scripture, there have been witches; 
andfrom reason, that there may be such still. In answer to a late pamphlet, intituled, The impossibilin, of 
witchcraft (London, 1712), 12. 
7 Joseph Glanvill, Essays on several important subjects in philosophy and religion (London, 1676), 11. 
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Hillel Schwartz, which consider the topics of enthusiasm and sectarian prophecy. These 
have shown us selective aspects of the topic, but the arguments of contemporary literary 
authors, physicians and clerics did not recognise these modem boundaries. Ultimately, the 
topic of dreams was caught up in a much wider debate concerning the ways in which 
knowledge itself was to be determined. 
Elite judges and natural philosophers in Restoration England began to favour 
public evidence over private, and dream-claims in all areas became increasingly 
associated with delusion. At this point, claims to private inspiration were potentially 
dangerous, in the main because they could lead to politically seditious activity. In the 
wake of Locke's Essay of 1690 and a new culture of politeness that was codified by the 
work of the 3 rd Earl of Shaftesbury, writers increasingly asserted that ridicule, 
medicalisation and even pity were the best ways of dealing with the deluded prophets who 
contorted themselves or who preached the end of the world (or both). Shaftesbury argued 
that ridicule should be the primary means by which self-proclaimed prophets should be 
judged, while Jonathan Swift, Richard Steele, Joseph Addison and Scriblerians took up 
spoof characters in order to lampoon what they saw as the superstitious reverence for the 
information that emerged from intimate personal experiences such as dreams. As 
Lawrence Klein has pointed out, this programme was intimately connected with the stress 
on politeness which had found a footing in eighteenth-century elite society. 
9 The demand 
for the public assessment of evidence was now joined by a call for polite society, a 
8 Stillingfleet, Origines sacrae, 66. 
9 See Lawrence E. Klein, Shaftesbury and the Culture ofPoliteness: Moral Discourse and Cultural Politics 
in Early Eighteenth- Century England (Cambridge, 1994); Lawrence E. Klein, "Liberty, Manners, and 
Politeness in Early Eighteenth-Century England", The Historical Journal, 32 (1989), 583-605. 
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combination that marked out various forms of conduct as impolite, absurd and no longer 
worthy of respect. In Augustan England, dreams were no longer dangerous. 
As all eighteenth-century critics were keen to point out, then, dream-claims - 
whether from prophets or demoniacs - were "impossible" subjects to discuss, because 
they were not, and indeed could not be, easily corroborated by independent, public 
evidence. 10 In every case, dreamers, prophets and demoniacs were unable to offer 
4extemal' testimony in favour of their dreams, and indeed, in principle they could offer no 
evidence in favour of the truthfulness of their claims. In a sense, individuals were now 
completely removed from the scene of their experiences. Anna Trapnel, for example, was 
unable to write while she was in her trances. Her own writings relate them second-hand 
from the testimony of onlookers and her memory. " Elinor Channel, dumb and insensible 
in her trances, was only able to account for her condition when she had emerged from that 
state. 12 In a similar way, demoniacs such as the Throckmorton children were unable to 
describe what had passed once they had 'awoken' from their 'sleep'. 13 The dream 
represented a move away from worldly affairs and from the fleshbound individual into a 
communion with the soul and the spirit - an idea that was corroborated by Scripture. For 
these sectarian prophets and demoniacs this privacy was what gave their accounts their 
superior claim to authority, but for Shaftesbury and other seventeenth and eighteenth- 
century critics, on the other hand, this was what made their claims unverifiable and 
irrelevant. For these men, embedded in a culture of polite discussion and public 
'0 Stillingfleet, Origines sacrae, 66. 
11 See Anna Trapnel, Anna Trapnel's Report andPlea, or, a Narrative of Her Journeyftom London into 
Cornwall (London, 1654), 2 1. 
12 See Elinor Channel, A Messagefirom God, By a Dumb Woman to his Highness Lord Protector (London, 
1653), 7. 
13 See Anon., The most strange and admirable discouerie qf the three witches of Warboys arraigned, 
conuicted and executed at the last Assises at Huntington (London, 1593), 5. 
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corroboration, dreams were both impossible to confirm and open to abuse, and for that 
reason they made great material for philosophy and comedy. 
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